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American Pomological Society

Organized 1848.

Incorporated 1887.

ACT OP INCORPORATION.

COMMONWEALTH OP MASSACHUSETTS, 1887.

( Section 1. Patrick Barry, of Rochester, New York, Charles W. Gar-

field, of Grand Rapids, Michigan, Benjamin G. Smith, of Cambridge, Mas-

sachusetts, J. J. Thomas, of Union Springs, New York, Prosper J. Berck-

mans, of Augusta, Georgia, Robert Manning, of Salem, Massachusetts, their

associates, the Officers and Members of the Association known as the Amer-

ican Pomological Society, and their successors, are hereby made a corpora-

tion under the name of “American Pomological Society,” for the purpose

of promoting and encouraging the culture of fruit, with all the powers and

privileges and subject to all the duties and liabilities set forth in the gen-

eral laws which are now or may hereafter be in force applicable to such

corporations.

Sec. 2. Said corporation may, for the purposes aforesaid, have and
hold by purchase, grant, gift, or otherwise, real and personal property to

an amount not exceeding one hundred thousand dollars.

Sec. 3. Said corporation may hold its annual meeting, or any special

meeting in any place, state or county it may determine, provided that due
notice shall be given to the members thereof of the time and place of said

meeting.

Sec. 4. Any two of the corporators above named are hereby authorized

to call the first meeting of said corporation in the month of September next
ensuing, by due notice thereof to each member of said Association.

BEQUEST PROM THE WILL OF THE LATE MARSHALL P. WILDER.

“Eleventh. I give to the American Pomological Society one thousand
dollars the income of which shall be, from time to time, offered in Wilder
Medals for objects of special merit.

“Also, the further sum of four thousand dollars, for the general purposes
of the Society.”



Constitution and By-Laws

CONSTITUTION.

Article 1. The name of this Association shall be the AMERICAN
POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

2. Its object shall be the advancement of the science of Pomology.
3. It shall consist of delegates appointed by Horticultural, Agricul-

tural and kindred Societies in the United States, and British America,
and of such other persons as take an interest in the welfare of the Asso-
ciation, and are desirous of promoting its aims. They shall pay two dollars
for each session, and twenty dollars paid at one time shall constitute a life

membership.

4. The meetings shall be held biennially, at such time and place as may
be designated by the Society; and special meetings may be convened at any
time on the call of the President.

5. The officers shall consist of a President, a First Vice-President, one
Vice-President from each State, Territory and Province, a Treasurer and a
Secretary, who shall be elected by ballot or otherwise at each biennial
meeting.

6. Libraries and educational institutions may become life members
upon payment of twenty dollars ; such membership shall be limited to thirty

years.

BY-LAWS,

1. The President shall have a general superintendence of the affairs of

the Society during its vacation; give due public notice of the time and
place of meeting; preside at its deliberations; deliver an address on some
subject relating to Pomology, at each biennial meeting; and appoint all

committees unless otherwise directed.

2. In the case of death, sickness or inability of the President, his

official duties shall devolve on the first Vice-President, or such one of the

Vice-Presidents as the Society may elect by ballot or otherwise.

3. The Treasurer shall receive all moneys belonging to the Society,

and pay over the same on the written orders of the President.

4. There shall be a Finance Committee of three members appointed by

the President at each biennial meeting.

5. The Secretary shall, with the assistance of a reporter appointed by

him, keep a record of the transactions of the Society for publication.

6. There shall be an Executive Committee consisting of five members,

together with the President and Vice-President, ex-officio, five of whom shall

constitute a quorum, who shall manage the affairs of the Society during its

vacation.
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7. A Chairman of Fruit Committees, for each State, Territory and Pro-

vince and a General Chairman over all, shall be appointel biennially. It

shall be the duty of such Chairman to appoint four additional members of

his committee, and with their aid and such information as he can procure,

to forward to the General Chairman one month before each biennial meeting,

State Pomological Reports, to be condensed by him for publication.

8. A Standing Committee on New Fruits of American Origin, consist-

ing of eleven members, shall be appointed by the President, immediately

after his election. It shall be the duty of this Committee to report biennially

on new fruits of American origin, and also to examine, and before the close

of the session report on, all new seedling varieties that may be exhibited

and to make an ad Interim report on those that were exhibited in an unripe

condition at the meeting of the Society, but had subsequently attained a

state of maturity; and on such other seedlings as may have been submitted

to their inspection during the Society’s vacation.

9. A Standing Committee on Foreign Fruits, consisting of eleven mem-
bers, shall be appointed, whose duties shall be similar to those of the com-

mittee in By-Law Eight.

10. A Standing Committee on Tropical and Sub-Tropical Fruits, con-

sisting of eleven members, shall be appointed, whose duties shall be similar

to those of the committee in By-Law Eight.

11. A Standing Committee on Nomenclature, consisting of seven mem-
bers, shall be appointed biennially.

12. Vacancies occurring in committees shall be filled by the chairman of

each, and in case of his death or inability to serve, his place shall be sup-

plied by the President of the Society.

13. The order of business for each meeting shall be arranged by the

Executive Committee.

14. The Constitution or By-Laws may be altered or amended, at any
regular biennial meeting, by a vote of two-thirds of the members present.



THE CODE OF NOMENCLATURE

of the

AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Priority.

Rule 1. No two varieties of tlie same kind of fruit shall bear the same
name. The name first published for a variety shall be the accepted and rec-

ognized name, except in cases where it has been applied in violation of this

code.

A:—The term “kind” as herein used shall be understood to apply

to those general classes of fruits which are grouped together in

common usage without regard to their exact botanical relation-

ship; as, apple, cherry, grape, peach, plum, raspberry, etc.

B:—The paramount right of the originator, discoverer, or intro-

ducer of a new variety to name it, within the limitations of this

code, is recognized and emphasized.

C:—Where a variety name through long usage has become thorough-

ly established in American pomological literature for two or more
varieties, it should not be displaced nor radically modified for

either sort, except in cases where a well known synonym can be

advanced to the position of leading name. The several varieties

bearing identical names should be distinguished by adding the

name of the author who first described each sort, or by adding

some other suitable distinguishing term that will insure their

identity in catalogues or discussions.

D:—Existing American names of varieties which conflict with ear-

lier published foreign names of the same, or other varieties, but

which have become thoroughly established through long usage

shall not be displaced

Form of Names.

Rule 2. The name of a variety of fruit shall consist of a single word,

whenever possible, or compatible with the most efficient service to po-

mology. Under no circumstances shall more than two words be used. When
the exigencies of a case make it appear expedient such words as early, late,

white, red, and similar ones may be used as a part of a name.

A:—No variety shall be named unless distinctly superior to exist-

ing varieties in some important characteristic nor until it has

been determined to perpetuate it by bud propagation.

B:—In selecting names for varieties the following points should be

emphasized: distinctiveness, simplicity, ease of pronunciation and

spelling, indication of origin or parentage.

C:—The spelling and pronunciation of a varietal name derived from

a personal or geographical name should be governed by the rules

that control the spelling and pronunciation of the name from which

It was derived.



OFFICERS AND STANDING COMMITTEES

of the
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CONTRIBUTORS.

The following named persons contributed to the program of instruc-

tion and entertainment of the 33rd biennial session of this society. Those
starred delivered illustrated lectures that were not reported; the others

presented or submitted specific papers, in the discussions of which most
of them and many others participated, and all of whom should be credited

with adding to the value of this volume. The special thanks of the member-
ship is due, and herewith cordially extended, to those who rendered such

signal service in supplying material, installing, and attending the excellent

exhibits which proved such an attractive and interesting feature of the

session

:

F. W. Allen, Chas. J. Brand, D. W. Buchanan, Benj. Buckman, E. A.

Bunyard, F. W. Card, J. R. Cardwell, John Lee Coulter, W. W. Finley, S. H.

Fulton, S. W. Fletcher, W. F. Fletcher, Chas. W. Garfield, C. C. Georgeson, L.

A. Goodman, H. C. Gore, Wm. F. Gude, A. B. Hayes, H. C. Henricksen, W. L.

Howard,! H. Harold Hume, G. C. Husmann, W. N. Hutt, C. D. Jarvis, K. A.

Kirkpatrick, W. R. Lazenby, W. B. Leffingwell,* C. I. Lewis,* S. L. Lupton,

F. E. McCall, W. T. Macoun, C. G. Patten, W. S. Perrine, R. G. Phillips, F. W.
Popenoe, G. C. Roeding, W. M. Scott, E. H. Shepard, J. Russell Smith,* E.

S. Stockwell, G. L. Taber, Wm. A. Taylor, W. S. Thornber, Claude I. Tribble,

P. J. Wester, C. S. Wilson, S. B. Woods, and many others in the discussions.

t Dr. Howard’s paper was published in The Fruit Grower, Dec. 15, 1913.
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Proceedings

of the

American Pomological Society

Thirty-third Biennial Session

Washington, D. C.,

November 18, 19, 20, 21, 1913.

OPENING.

The deliberations of the Thirty-third biennial session of this organization

were opened, by President Goodman, at nine A. M., November 18, 1913, in the

Auditorium of the New National Museum, Washington, D. C.

Invocation.

In opening the program of the meetings the President announced that

prayer would be offered by Rev. Joseph T. Kelly, of the Fourth Presby-

terian Church of Washington.

Welcome.

In announcing the addresses of welcome, President Goodman said:

The Secretary of Agriculture is close to the heart of every

fruit grower. He is the leader in what we have to do; and under

his guidance at the present time, and by his direction, much good work is

being accomplished throughout this broad land of ours. The Department is

concerned about fruits, flowers, vegetables, tree growth, in fact all that

grows out of the soil. We were in hopes that the Secretary of Agriculture

might be present with us this morning and give us this address of welcome,

but a Cabinet meeting occurring this morning, it was impossible for him
to be here, and he sends as a representative of that work one of our friends,

the old secretary of this organization; one who has been helping to develop

the fruit industry of the United States in more than one way, for many years

past. This morning as a representative of the Secretary of Agriculture.

W. A. Taylor, will give us the first words of welcome.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME.

W. A. Taylor, Department of Agriculture.

In conforming to the instruction of the Secretary of Agriculture to bid

you welcome to Washington, I find it no unpleasant duty. Having had the

privilege for several years of actively participating in the work of this

organization, I fully appreciate the value of the work that you have done and

are doing for the public, in addition to the value that it proves to yourselves.
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I shall therefore depart slightly from the customary form of the address of

welcome and be a little more specific and a little more definite than the

stranger can sometimes be.

The high value to the public of the work of such a society which serves

as a clearing house for the wealth of observation and experience of the

individual members cannot be overrated. The influence for good upon the

science of Pomology throughout North America which has been exerted by

the American Pomological Society during the sixty-five years of its existence

can hardly be estimated, but can be conservatively stated as the most effec-

tive single agency operating during that time.

While less necessary to the maintenance of man’s mere existence than

the grass in which all flesh finds its beginning, or the grains or vegetables

which make up so large a part of his daily fare, there can be little doubt

that of all plant products upon which man relies for sustenance the fruits

and nuts give him highest and most complete satisfaction. The longevity of

the tree and the vine, and the affection with which they come to be regarded

by the husbandman, tend to develop that love of home and home surround-

ings which as a people we in America so much need, to stabilize our rural

population.

Great changes have occurred in the American fruit industry since the

American Pomological Society was organized. Though there was at that

time an abundant supply of many fruits in certain districts, which at times

was greatly in excess of local consuming demands, other sections were

practically without fresh fruits during most of the year. The great orchard

regions west of the Mississippi were scarcely dreamed of, while the citrus

industry of Florida and California and the viticultural and deciduous indus-

scattered plantings for local needs.

When the American Pomological Society was founded, in 1850, by the

union of the North American Pomological Convention and the National

Congress of Fruit Growers, both of which were organized two years pre-

viously, the population of the United States was 23,191,876. During the

sixty years which elapsed between then and the last census the population,

increased to 91,972,266. The rural population, which in 1850 was 15,184,404,

or sixty-five per cent of the total, had . increased by 1910 to 49,348,883,

though this then constituted but fifty-four per cent of the total. Roughly

speaking, the population in 1910 was four times that of 1850, while the rural

population was but three and one-half times that of 1850.

The increase of value of the fruit crop during the same period was from

$8,165,684 in 1850 to $222,024,000 in 1910, the value of the latter crop being

approximately twenty-seven times that of the year in which the Society was

formed. Though comparable statistics are lacking, it would appear that the

acreage devoted to tree fruits in 1910 is about twenty times that of 1850.

Since the American Pomological Society last met in the City of Wash-

ington (in September, 1891), a great change has come over our commercial

fruit industry. The successful adaptation of the refrigerator car to fruit

transportation which occurred at about that time, greatly lengthened the

shipping radius through which the more perishable fruits could be safely

transported to market. The practically simultaneous application of median-
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leal refrigeration to the preservation of fruits in storage has also made pos-

sible the lengthening of the consuming season in the case of many fruits,

which has in turn provided a market demand for much larger quantities than

could previously be utilized in the fresh state by consumers. Many difficult

problems have been encountered in this development, some of which have

been solved in part, while others remain, which require exhaustive investiga-

tion. The recognition of the magnitude and difficulty of some of these

problems has been one of the influences that have operated to develop the

research institutions of the country during this same period. In 1891 the

state experiment stations, which have done so much to aid the fruit grower

in solving varied and difficult problems, were in their infancy. At that time

the activities of the Department of Agriculture, which bore more or less

directly upon horticultural matters, were comparatively few. Inquiry

discloses the fact that where in the Department of Agriculture in 1891 the

appropriations more or less directly concerned with horticultural work

amounted to $267,420, with one hundred and thirty-three employees engaged

in the Divisions of Botany, Vegetable Pathology, Gardens and Grounds,

Seed Distribution and Entomology, the appropriations for the last fiscal year

for the Bureaus of Plant Industry and Entomology, which have developed

from the earlier divisions referred to, amounted to $2,995,920, with a total

personnel of 3,015 persons.

Corresponding increases have occurred in other branches of the Depart-

ment service which affect the fruit grower, especially in the work of the

Bureaus of Soils, Chemistry, Biological Survey, and Forest Service, and the

Office of Public Roads, while the work of the newly established Office of

Markets is certain to be of importance to him through its contemplated in-

vestigations of the numerous practical questions involved in the rational and

effective disposal of his product. Those in charge of these activities will

welcome you personally for the discussion of any questions that may arise in

your minds affecting your interests.

Since you last met in Washington (1891) many changes have occurred in

your membership. The mere mention of such names as Dudley W. Adams,
P. J. Berckmans, G. C. Brackett, Geo. W. Campbell, Norman J. Colman, John
Craig, George Ellwanger, E. S. Goff, F. M. Hexamer, T. T. Lyon, Robert

Manning, Thomas Meehan, W. M. Munson, T. V. Munson, S. B. Parsons,

Lyman Phelps, W. H. Ragan, John Saul, Wm. Saunders, Benj. G. Smith, Wm.
€. Strong, and Jno. J. Thomas, many of whom were present at that time but

since departed, will remind the older members of your organization of the

heavy toll that time has levied on the early membership. The departure of

such men leaves vacancies which require men of exceptional activity, broad

experience, and self-sacrificing public spirit to fill. That the work which

they did so much to initiate and carry successfully through the pioneer

stages is proceeding vigorously in the field of scientific research, as well as

in commercial application, through the numerous agencies that are now
carrying it forward is evidence that such men are continually arising to meet
the varied needs of the time.

While the climatic conditions in the immediate vicinity of Washington
have not been found so favorable to fruit growing as many of you experi-

ence in the sections of the United States and Canada from which you come,
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much work of vital importance to American Pomology and Horticulture has

been done here.

John Adlum’s pioneer work on the amelioration of our native grapes was
done in his experimental vineyard in the valley of Rock Creek. This made
possible his classic “Memoir on the Cultivation of the Vine,” published in

1823, the first separately published American grape book. Through his

efforts also the Catawba grape, which when grown to full perfection still

remains one of our choicest native grapes, was disseminated throughout the

then settled portions of the country. His earnest advocacy of the setting

aside of public land in Washington “for cultivating an experimental farm”

was one of the earliest evidences of that interest in the application of

science to agriculture which later found expression in the establishing of

the Department of Agriculture and the State Experiment Stations.

Though cut off early in a career of great promise, the name of A. J.

Downing is inseparably connected with the horticultural features of the City

of Washington, through his laying out of the grounds about the Capitol, the

White House, and the Smithsonian Institution. The high esteem in which

he was held by his associates in the American Pomological Society is

testified to by the memorial erected by them and still standing in these

grounds not far from the beautiful building in which we meet.

The names of William Saunders, John Saul, and Wm. R. Smith, that

group of British horticulturists who brought the training and experience of

the old world with them to assist in the creation of those distinctive Ameri-

can features in horticulture and pomology which are still in the rapidly

changing stage of their development, naturally occur to the minds of older

members present. The abundance and great variety of trees in the streets

and parks of the city make them a veritable arboricultural experiment

station where the behavior of many native and foreign trees under the

trying conditions incident to city development can be studied.

As the seat of the Federal Government the public parks and buildings of

Washington are yours by right as citizens of our great republic. Repre-

senting the present custodians of your property we bid you welcome to the

Capital and express the hope that your sessions may be profitable and help-

ful not only to those who are privileged to be present, but also to those

whose interests may be affected by the experience recorded or by action

taken.

President Goodman: This is an address of welcome filled with meat of

all kinds, and we shall have an opportunity to read it in the report, and

it is worthy of our consideration. I congratulate friend Taylor on this

special address of welcome. It is very proper we should receive welcome
from the Department of Agriculture and now we will receive a welcome from
our own city—one that belongs to us.

Mr. Gude is a very extensive florist in this city, one who has grown and

developed the beauties that we love and that we so much enjoy. His labor

is that of creating these beautiful plants, to develop and bring to perfection

these flowers that surround us. It takes service to accomplish such results;

it takes work, to produce the flowers and plants that so beautify these homes
and parks that you and I may have pleasure in their enjoyment. We are glad

Mr. Gude is here and has a welcome from the City of Washington.
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ADDRESS OF WELCOME.

Wm. F. Gude, Washington, D. C.

I think it behooves me first of all to express my regret that I should be

so very derelict or careless as to have gotten the impression that this meet-

ing was at ten instead of nine. It may be interesting, to some of you

who have not known me, to learn that I am a typical country boy exactly as

I was brought up, and an early riser the 365 days in the year—not later

than six, and often five, o’clock, even including Sunday mornings.

Now I hardly know what I can add to what you have already seen and

probably heard in the national capital. It would seem that even in walking

down the street here there could not be anything added to the magnificent

welcome that meets you in this beautiful city, under her smiling skies and

the shimmering dome of the Capitol. However, I am here simply to repre-

sent the business men of Washington, or particularly as a representative of

the Washington Chamber of Commerce; and we welcome you with open

hearts, to see all that you can in our city, and your city—because every one

in this audience is an American citizen and has just as much right in the

national capital, and to the national capital, as those of us who have the

very good fortune to live here. And being fortunate enough to reside at

the national capital and to be in business here, I am not so much interested

in pomology, but am interested in everything that pertains to agriculture:

and I believe a good bit of that applies to the fruit growers, and nut growers

and others.

And let me impress upon you from experience (probably some of you

have had the same experience that I have had), that you can buy the best

books and read them through; they may be scientific, they may be his-

torical, they may be practical, but there is no lesson so practical as seeing,

with your own eyes, how things are done; therefore, I think it is peculiarly

fitting that this organization meets in the national capital. I am glad to see

that you have a long program, and I hope that you will not hurry away,

because I want to impress upon you that here in the National Botanic Gar-

dens you will see actual conditions of growth which will doubtless answer
some of the questions in your minds. You can there see, with your own
eyes, how things are grown. And then there is the Arlington Farm, right

here under the supervision of the Department of Agriculture, you should go

there, and I feel sure that from the highest official, even the Secretary of

Agriculture, down to the messengers, they will answer your questions and
will be glad to give you all the information possible in regard to planting

and growing and the development of fruit growing, the hybridization of

plants, or anything that you want to inquire about and learn. Part of your

time could be very profitably spent at the Arlington Farm, and I trust you

will be able to visit it.

Incidentally, Mr. President, I would suggest that the ladies and

gentlemen who see the public buildings and improvements of this city will

use their influence with their Congressmen to still further improve our city,

the people’s city. Explain to your friends what we have done and are doing

for the people at large, remembering that we have no voice in anything that
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we do here, that we are without the right of suffrage—which probably may
be all right, but sometimes we think it is not, because the members of the

House of Representatives who can do the most to build up this city have the

last word. In many instances when you send them here they become so very
busy looking after your own interests that sometimes we fear they lose sight

of your beautiful national capital, because they have so much to do at home.
And if any of you find anything here you like and want to see improved, do

not fail to mention it to your member of Congress; that will very greatly

help us in the good work of upbuilding and beautifying the national capital.

I want to say that I am very glad to see the ladies here; I always feel

good when I see the ladies present, because they are always such an in-

spiration in every respect, in floriculture, in horticulture or arboriculture or

in pomology. (Applause.)

I can quite readily see, and must certainly mention, one thing that ap-

peals to me very much in the discussions and subjects that are outlined in

your program here, and that is, largely, that you are not only growing fruits

to satisfy the inner man and the body, but you are probably building up
wider than you think, a good, sturdy, healthy body, and sound brain, which

have driven the wheels of progress forward in the United States of America.

There is no better way to build up the minds and bodies of our children than

by working them in the gardens, the fields and the orchards and keeping

them in touch with nature. This does more good than all the doctors’ medi-

cines I have ever heard of.

I sincerely trust you will have a pleasant, profitable and altogether en-

joyable convention here, and that you will stay here with us just as long as

you can, and that when you go home—when the time of your visit must come
to an end,—that you will be glad you came and sorry your visit could not

be longer. (Applause.)

President Goodman: Thank you for your welcome, Mr. Gude. We all

of us will stay just as long as our money will hold out. (Laughter.)

Mr. Gude: I might suggest the Treasury is located right here. (Laugh-

ter.)

President Goodman: In reply to these cordial words of welcome I shall

call for a response from the South, the coming paradise for fruits, nuts and

flowers. It is well that the first response should come from this section, and

from one of the great pioneers and leaders of pomology in the South, our

Vice-President, G. L. Taber, of Florida.
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RESPONSE FROM THE SOUTH.
G. L. Taber, Florida.

It seems to me peculiarly fitting that our American Pomological So-

ciety should meet in our nation’s Capital, where, if anywhere, we should

feel and be at home. It is also, it seems to me, peculiarly fitting that our

neighbor, the Dominion of Canada as well as different sections of our own
United States should be represented in offering response to the cordial

words of welcome to this place at this time. We take it that the greatest

honor we as guests can do our hosts is to accept thankfully and uncondition-

ally the very hospitable welcome they have accorded us. This we do; and

for the present week at least their home shall be ours.

The time of year is near upon us when this word home—hallowed be-

yond others because all hallowed associations center around it—has attached

to it a peculiar significance. It will be but a few days before, gathered

around our individual firesides, or those of our own kith and kin, we shall

be celebrating and, we hope, in the proper spirit, the Thanksgiving day so

wisely set apart for that purpose. Here, in our united capacity, in one

large home represented by many smaller ones, we expect to be imbued, in

advance, with this same Thanksgiving spirit. From East and West and

North and South we are gathered together and, from each and all of these

sections, some of our choicest fruits have been garnered to grace and dec-

orate our Society’s Thanksgiving table and to celebrate our biennial home-
coming.

Mr. President, with your permission I want to tell a story; a true story,

a short story and one that begins in the good, old fashioned way of “once

upon a time.” Well, then: Once upon a time, a good many years ago, never

mind just how many, there was a short boy, on top of a tall ladder, picking

apples, in a snow-storm, in his native State of Maine. The picking of the

apples, which were of winter varieties, may have been delayed later than

it should have been and, again, perhaps the snow came unusually early that

year but, at any rate, the boy was picking apples and it was snowing. His

basket was hung by an iron hook to one of the topmost rounds of the tall

ladder and, with limbs, ladder, boy and basket swaying back and forth

in the wind; with snow pelting him in the face until he could hardly see;

and with fingers chilled till they would hardly work; he clung, as boys can,

or could at the time of which I am speaking, to twigs or limbs or ladder,

and, all through that long, bitter day, just picked and picked and picked.

He helped to save a crop of fruit that surely would have been frozen that

night, and he was not only very proud of that but, also, of the fifty cents

which he got for his day’s work. I have often heard that boy say that fifty

cent silver-piece looked bigger to him than any he ever received, either be-

fore or since, and, also, that he thought he earned it; that he must have

picked at least five dollars worth of apples, perhaps more.

Now, Mr. President, for fear that our hosts might never guess it, and

to avoid future misunderstanding, I am going to tell them and you a secret.

That small boy was and is I; for although that was many years ago I can

feel the frost in my fingers yet. I now not only live in the South but in the

southernmost State of the South and, during the past thirty odd years, have

seen but one snowstorm—and have no desire to see another. I love my
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native State and go back to it nearly every year—in the summer. I love

Early Harvests and Red Astraehans, but have come to look upon the winter

varieties with a certain amount of suspicion; and generally commence con-

sulting time-tables about the time they commence coloring up—the winter

apples I mean, not the time-tables.

Now it is not my purpose to go into statistical details and tell you how
many hundreds of thousands of square miles of lands we have in the south;

of their varied character and quality; or the large numbers of varieties of

fruits, of both temperate and sub-tropical climates, that can be and are

being produced on them. Deeds sometimes speak louder than words and,

from my adopted State of Florida you will find contributed, toward our

Thanksgiving table, already spoken of, probably the largest collection of

varieties of both citrus fruits and of Japan Persimmons that have ever been

brought together in this country.

Before closing I wish to say one word more in relation to this Thanks-

giving table and to our home-coming which is this: While our Society

takes a pardonable pride in showing some of the fruits of the earth, that our

efforts have helped to bring forth, the mere showing of our products, how-

ever near perfection we may have brought them, does not suffice. That, indeed,

is but a secondary consideration. The main one is to give all the informa-

tion we can, bearing upon every phase of their production, and to make all the

suggestions we can, toward their still further betterment in the future.

We take it to be a trite truth that in the betterment of our fruits we are

bettering ourselves, and humanity, as well.

We wish therefore, in again thanking our hosts for their hospitality,

to tender a cordial invitation to them, and through them to all who may be

interested in our deliberations, to be with us, as much as they care to, dur-

ing our convention.

Mr. President, it seems almost a sin to paraphrase Kipling and yet, in

order to convey to our hosts my conception of the high aims and purposes

of our Society, I will, with your permission, dare to try:

For there is neither East nor West,

Border, nor Breed, nor Birth,

When men of one mind, strive

To help their kind,

Though they come from the ends of the earth.

President Goodman: The bone and sinew of our land is always spoken

of as coming from the North, and yet I don’t know just why, unless it is that

the colder climate of New York and New England and all your northern

sections, make it necessary for the people of the North to work so much

harder to accomplish results. On account of the rigors of the climate, the

short seasons, the extremes of heat and cold, the efforts made for good

results seem to develop manhood; and for a sturdy manhood there is nothing

like the northern people—we are always glad to do them honor.

And now one of the responses to this welcome comes from our American

sister, Canada, and we must always remember that Canada is American and

a part of America. Mr. Macoun will respond for the North.
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W. T. Macoun, Canada.

Coming as I do from the Capital of Canada, the city of Ot-

tawa, which is sometimes called “the Washington of the North,”

it is a great inspiration to me to come to this beautiful Capital of the United

States, and to feel that some time we will have a more beautiful capital than

you have—because we believe that in Ottawa, Canada, we have a situation

with which yours cannot be compared. The scenery about there is mag-

nificent, and when our city is laid out as it should be—and I think that it

soon will be—I hope that all of you who are here present will come and visit

it, visit and see for yourselves what a beautiful place it is and what a beau-

tiful country Canada is. We are glad to say that many of you have done so

already.

The gentleman from the South has referred to the “Sunny South;” but

I would not exchange with him for a minute the glorious Canada winter for

the misery and enervating heat of the Sunny South. (Laughter and applause.)

But I do not like to say too much about the horrors of the South in winter; but

we have had some of our Canadians going down there for a pleasant time

in winter, and they have come back to enjoy our winter more than ever they

had done before. And then there is the glorious spring in Canada. It comes

with a burst, quite different it seems to me from anything over here in the

United States. When the snow melts and the ice has been broken and drifted

out to sea, and the rills and rivers sing their anthem of the Easter and the

radiant spring, we all feel like jumping about and doing the best we can to

make things go. Now I cannot imagine anything more delightful. For me
at least, there is no desire to be any further south than Canada.

We had the good fortune to have the meeting of the American Pomolog-

ical Society in Canada just four years ago; and it is not necessary for me to

expatiate on the crops of Canada, your members saw the evidence of it then

in the production of fruits. We think we have a quality that is great in the

North; not only in Canada but this is true in the northern tiers of the

United States. There are the biggest apples, the best pears, plums, grapes,

cherries, currants, gooseberries, raspberries and the best strawberries that

can be grown anywhere. I think those who have seen and tasted them will

agree with me. Canada is now growing all these to a very large extent. I

cannot take time at present to give you figures, but I could give you some
very striking ones. We have in the North a gradual development of fruit

culture northward and we expect in the future to have fruit growing

near the Arctic Circle. It may interest you to know that the first apples

produced in latitude 58° came to us just two years ago. There we have a

temperature that gets to 64° below zero several times in winter; 58° is not

an uncommon temperature. It is often 58° below zero, or 90° of freezing, and

yet we have apples being produced there—not of a very large size at present

but we expect in the future to have quite large ones.

When you consider that the native home of the crab apple is in the very

northern parts of Russia and in Siberia, you can understand what a great

opportunity there is for the development of varieties in comparatively warm
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Canada, and it will extend the culture of these northward. And then in the
case of small fruits and berries, the cranberries, blackberries, raspberries,

currants and strawberries, these grow almost to the Arctic Circle in their

northern habitat,—wild state; and from that you see the available material
for the improvement of good varieties.

Horticulture is not very old in the northern states and Canada, but it

is, as I said, developing rapidly, and I think you will find in the near future
the North will hold a much higher place than it does at present in the
horticulture of North America.

I am very much pleased indeed to be able to be present at this meeting,

and hope that some day before long it will be possible for the American
Pomological Society to hold its meeting in the Capital of Canada. (Applause.)

President Goodman: I was wondering whether he came from Massa-

chusetts or California. (Laughter)

We were to have a response from our friend Barry, of western New
York, to represent the East, from which the inspiration and growth of

horticulture has spread over the Mildle West and then to the Rockies; then

we were to have a response from Mr. Dumas, of the Pacific Coast, where
it seems that great developments in pomology have been made all through
that region. The ideas that are coming back, across the Rockies to the

Central West, and even into the East, are stimulating us as they did the

West. The ideas of the remarkable western methods are coming back as an
inspiration from those western people and from the Coast and they are giving

us great help in our work.

In the absence of Mr. Dumas and Mr. Barry these responses of course will

be passed.

But before wre take up the program I think I shall call on the United

States Pomologist Brackett, whom you all know, and only know him to love

him. He has been the National Pomologist so long, and yet with his ripe

maturity of years, he is in the most vigorous health and strength, and attend-

ing this meeting and will be here in the midst of all its activities and as

much interested in every apple as any of our younger men, notwithstanding

his almost eighty-seven years of youthfulness.

We honor him; we honor him this morning. Brother Brackett let us

hear from you. (Hearty and vigorous applause).

Col. Brackett: I think this is rather unfair. I have had no intimation

whatever of this calling upon me to speak to you—none at all. I was called

in from the work that I was doing outside, and asked to come in here, and

it is a great surprise to be asked to speak. I am not prepared to deliver

a speech to you at this time ;
you may have gotten the idea, from the way it

was done, that I am a rather new species brought up here to be exhibited

before you. (Laughter and applause.) I don’t know as I differ so far, or so

very much, from other people; but really my heart is so full that I fear my
tongue will fail to give fair expression to the gratitude that I feel in

being present this morning. I find words utterly inadequate to express myself

to you on this occasion.

This is certainly one of the grandest and greatest occasions we have

had in the history of the American Pomological Society. We have some first-

class grouping of some great exhibits this time, to start with, and they are on
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display outside here; and I hope you will inspect them carefully, for by these

exhibits you can see for yourselves the immense progress that has been made

as the years have gone by, and especially within the last few years the

progress that has been made in fruit growing, tree culture and pomology;

and especially in nut culture, that which has but recently been taken up

and developed.

There are many things to talk about at this time and it would be agree-

able to me to make you a speech were I prepared for it, but I only wish to

express my hearty appreciation of the kind words spoken and kind ex-

pressions that have been given here, and all the good-will shown in the

addresses of welcome and the responses. I assure you they have my
cordial endorsement, and my heart is with you in all this work. (Applause.)

President Goodman: It is well, Colonel Brackett, that you are in our

city, as well as in our hearts. We rejoice that you are with us at the very

first, of this meeting, and hope that you will be at the very last when we close.

Vice President Taber: In accordance with the usual custom of the

Society, it affords me pleasure to announce that the President will now
read his annual address.

ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT.

L. A. Goodman, Missouri.

Some days since, in looking through the Atlantic Monthly, I came across

a translation from the Indian Mystic, Poet and Schoolmaster, Rabindranath

Tagore, a little touch of sentiment from that far off land that appealed to

me in a peculiar way, and it teaches us that while, and when, and where,

we deal with Nature, we will find her always the same, always at work for

the purpose of changing, or modifying, or improving, or beautifying, or utiliz-

ing, everything about us.

I can do no better than to quote a few lines from this Indian Mystic

from India, Mr. Tagore, which I commend to your attention, for we have

much to do with Nature in every way and in every department of Pomolog-

ical research.

“The language of Great Nature in the babbling of streams, in the rustling

of woods, in the murmurs of spring, is never expressed in narrow and clear-

cut words, but in hints and suggestions; in symbols of pictures and music.

When Nature, therefore, speaks, she hushes up all our words in our hearts,

and claims from us an answering music which should be full of the sugges-

tion of the unutterable.”

“In the outer world of activity Nature has one aspect, but in our

hearts—in the inner world—it presents an altogether different picture.

Take the flower of a plant: However fine and dainty it may look, it is

pressed to do a great service and its colors and forms are all suited to its
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work. It must bring forth the fruit, or the continuity of plant life will be
broken and the earth will be turned into a desert ere long. * * *

It has no time to flaunt its finery, for it is busy beyond measure. Viewed
from without, necessity seems to be the only factor in Nature for which every-

thing moves and works.”

“But when this same flower enters the heart of men, its aspect of busy
practicalness is gone and it becomes the very emblem of leisure and repose.

The same object that is the source of endless activity without, is the per-

fect expression of beauty and peace within.”

“In the sphere of Nature the flower carries with it a letter of introduc-

tion which recommends if as having immense capacity for doing useful

work; but it brings an altogether different introduction when it knocks at

the door of our hearts—Beauty then is its only recommendation.”

“In Nature, its work is that of a slave who has to make his appearance at

appointed times, but in the heart of man, it comes like a messenger from
the King—the flowers come across with the message from the other shore

and whisper in our ears—‘I am come—He has sent me—I am a messenger

of the Beautiful, the one whose soul is the bliss of love.’
”

“In the same form, sound, color and taste, two contrary notes are heard,

one of necessity, the other of joy. Outwardly, Nature is busy and restless;

inwardly, she is all silence and peace. She has toil on one side and leisure

on the other. You see her bondage from without, but within her heart is a

limitless beauty.”

This is the eldest and only Inter-National or American Society of this

character. It was organized two generations ago and has been the inspi-

ration of all the Horticultural Societies of the land; it has been the leader

in direct fruit growing; it has been the director in the selection of com-

mercial and family varieties of fruits; it has been the star to direct the

development of tree fruits of the North and the South, of the berries in all

sections, and of the various nuts which are counting so much in every

city of America; it has been the power which has inspired the scientist to

a study of the insect-pests, and the fungous diseases; it has closely allied

itself to our great Department of Agriculture—so closely in fact, that they

can work in harmony, using to advantage knowledge of the one and the

business ability of the other. The Society is correctly named “American,”

and it shall be our ambition by a united and combined effort to make it

truly such, pressing forward to a larger and greater usefulness in the

cause of pomology for the years to come.

The Constitution requires an address from the President of the So-

ciety at each meeting. This was one of the requirements when the beloved

Wilder was President, but if here today to witness the tremendous develop-

ment of horticulture all over America and the isles of the sea, he would see

a wonderland where car-loads are now on the market where bushels were

before, and see fruits and nuts growing where no one living at his time

even thought that they could be grown. The time when the President knew

it all, has passed, and the specialist each in his own line, has his hands

full in taking care of, and studying and developing his own specialty; and

it keeps him busy too. It is proper, therefore, that the President’s address
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on some “subject relating to pomology,” should be discontinued, and the

interests of the Society be the most proper subject matter.

The many affairs for us to consider have changed the whole aspect

of our work, and today the various committees are doing the work, each in

its own line, that before was for the consideration of the whole Society, and
I cannot commend too highly the work of these committees; may I speak

without discrimination of the valuable and very important reports of Pro-

fessor Beach, Chairman of the General Fruit Committee; Dr. Fletcher, for

the Committee on New Fruits of American Origin, and the Chairmen of the

Committees on Revision, Score Card and Nomenclature as doing these Com-
mittees great honor.

Death has visited us often, and some of the younger as well as the older

men are leaving us for fields and fruits and flowers and trees of a higher

and better life. Professor Craig’s death came as a shock to me, as to all

of you. I knew him as a faithful, industrious and educated worker, never

shirking a duty, always enthusiastic and earnest in promoting the interests

of horticulture. I want to give my personal tribute to his memory for his

many good qualities, and his many friendly testimonials. I have always

found him a true friend and a loving companion these many years, and trust

that that “Craig Memorial Membership,” as suggested by Secretary Lake, be

made a large one indeed, for the benefit of the Society membership, adding

new blood and great men now, and great men yet to be, from the young men
and women of our goodly land.

It became necessary soon after Professor Craig’s death, for your Pres*

ident to appoint a new Secretary, and after conference with the Executive

Committee, with the United States Pomologist, our dear Brackett, and

several other of the older members, I fortunately made the appointment in

September 1911 of Professor E. R. Lake of Washington, D. C., who has

proven himself the right man. His efficient work in the West with State

Horticultural and other societies made him well acquainted with the detail

of the Secretary’s office, and his plan of handling the office justifies his

selection in every way, and I can say to all that he is making a splendid

Secretary, as you can prove from the Promological Quarterly which he

has issued all this year, and by the team work which is such a feature of

this meeting, and also by the preparation of this fine program.

There has been sent to the Executive Committee and officers, from

our various members interested in the welfare of the Society, a list of

suggestions for bettering and broadening its influence and scope of work.

These will be presented in detail by the Secretary. I shall call to your at-

tention only one or two of these items:

First: Honors to be given by this Society, and second: Closer unity

of action between the State Societies and State Institutions, and the Amer-

ican Pomological Society. Our State Societies should be members the

same as individuals, and in their own name, with the privilege of having

one voting member or delegate.

The honors conferred should always be, first, for distinguished services;

second, eminent workers or writers; third, originators of new fruits; fourth,

editors of leading fruit journals; fifth, National Societies (foreign); sixth,
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complimentary for the meeting; seventh, complimentary for life; all of

these to be by vote of the Society at a regular meeting.

Surely united action with the State Societies means closer friend-

ship; better combinations; more direct results; prevention of duplication.

Combination with the State Agricultural Colleges and State Experiment
Stations will mean a great central unity of power and influence that would
give splendid effect to all that would be said or done, or written. Then
finally, if a closer union could be made with the greatest single power in our

land, the Department of Agriculture in all it has to do, and yet maintain our

individuality of membership scattered all over America, the influence and
power and responsibility and standing of this old Society would combine in

one United Society where all are working together, heart and hand and
brain, for the cause of Pomology, and we would be like the tree planted

by the poet: “Canst thou prophesy, little tree, what the glories of thy boughs
shall be?”

Money, money, money. Our membership should be 1
,
000, 1 ,500 , 2 ,000 .

The old membership should not be changed perhaps, but the suggestion

that various memberships be arranged from $2.00 to $500.00 or $1,000.00 is a

good one if it can be worked out well, and followed faithfully. The sug-

gestion that we “try for the Carnegie Foundation” is a fine one, and a com-

mittee will be appointed to take this item and press it to the good end.

We must, in our efforts, provide to meet the changes and modifications*

demanded by our changed conditions, which these times seem to justify and
require.

I am sure I cannot say too much in commendation of Professor Beach

in his task of getting together a report from every State of the Union, and

every country identified with our Society. I wrote him some months ago to

see if it could be done, for it never had been done, and we should have a

record report.

I wish to commend also the work of the Ad Interim committee, for so

much depends on it during the time the Society is not in session.

The committee on New Fruits has a job that keeps it busy at| times

during the year, and the great number of New Fruits continually coming

before us need the services of a good, steady, level headed, and efficient

committee.

No easy task has the Committee on Nomenclature, for from it we ex-

pect a settlement of our various mixtures of names.

The Score Card Committee will finally settle this plan of judging to

the satisfaction of us all, and I am truly thankful that we have had such a

fine test of team-work from our Agricultural Colleges in the presence of

these teams in this judging contest.

Other committees stand ready to do their work, but I shall not at this

time mention more of them, but commend them all for what they have done,

but much more for what we expect them to do.

And now, finally as to the suggestion that the Secretary’s office be an

“office of service” for all who wish to get information or advice, or in-

struction in any department of the fruit business. Think of the wonderful

opportunities that are at hand here in Washington to answer all sorts of in-

quiries upon all kinds of subjects; varieties, new fruits, entomology, in-
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jurious fungi, soils, location, packing and marketing, as well as kindred

topics. What a “bureau of information” it may be and how gladly should

the fruit growers accept the offer and use it for their own profit.

POMOLOGY IN OUR SCHOOLS—WK AT ONE WOMAN DID.

Chas. W. Garfield, Michigan.

We are on the threshold of a great movement, the object of which is

to prepare through our educational methods the boys and girls of today for

success in the field of activity they are bound to occupy tomorrow.

It is a plan of elimination by substitution. In the last generation

we have learned that the study of natural science combined with mathematics,

English and modern languages furnishes a very complete substitution for

the so-called classical training in flitting young men and women for useful-

ness in the world. We shall soon learn that training in the various branches

of agriculture can perform the same function in the acquirement of culture

and development of character that has been accorded to the classics and
the natural sciences. We find the induction of the ethical quality into this

style of training a more natural relationship than it is possible to secure

in the older type of instruction, and after all is said this) is the most
vital thing in any system of education.

I present a simple concrete illustration of what has been done in one
community along one line of tuition that exemplifies my contention that

the university and college have a higher standard to attain than has ever

been recognized, in carrying to the people in both rural and urban com-
munities that which will fill the greatest need in the general uplift of our
population. The adaptation of the style of educational training to the human
needs in the various activities of life, is the greatest problem before the
educators of today.

This simple contribution may open a vista for the thoughtful to investi-

gate who regard education as something more and greater than a selfish

acquirement.

The Country School Problem.

It was a country school situated in the midst of a thrifty population
about seven miles from the city. We were looking for a teacher who
would fit into our necessities when little Miss Ellen Mercer dropped in

at the home of the director and made her application for the position. She
was delicate, petite, and had the appearance of being a city girl. However,
she presented credentials which were in every way satisfactory and said she
had taken two years at the Agricultural College. She wanted to take a
country school and would like to enter into an arrangement for three years
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if the service proved satisfactory. She admitted that she had some notions

about the usefulness of a country school to the neighborhood that she would

like to develop and she hoped that the school management would give her

an opportunity without hampering her to make the school of larger service

to the neighborhood and at the same time awaken an interest in the students

which would make the school center an attraction to them.

The director was attracted to her independent personality and said he

would employ her for the year with the understanding that she would
continue if all parties were favorable; always provided the rate of com-
pensation would meet the views of the board. She admitted that the com-
pensation meant something to her because she desired to continue and
finish her college course but she was perfectly satisfied to leave this to the

school board making it dependent upon what they esteemed the value of

her service.

I will pass lightly over the experience of the first two years, suffice

to say that this little woman became an intrinsic feature of the neighborhood

and made herself so necessary that no important undertaking was without

her leadership. The school house had been modified so as to have a

manual training department and boys under her tuition had become expert

with the saw, the plane, and the hammer; the girls had become skilled

with the needle and her touch was soon felt in the culinary department of

every farmer’s home through the influence of the girls who had received

training in simple methods of cooking at the school house. Neighborhood

meetings of various kinds were held weekly at the school house and every-

body went because they had a good time.

The Study of Fruits.

It was at the beginning of the third year that the teacher asked if they

would like to make a special study of fruits during the year. She had
already made a survey of her school district and learned quite accurately

the facts concerning the orchards and vineyards and gardens connected with

the farmer’s home. The children from past experience knew that something

interesting and valuable would come into thier lives at the suggestion

of their teacher and acquiesced in her plan with zest and alacrity.

It is but fair to say that Miss Mercer in changing the neighborhood life

and awakening an interest in many things not found in the ordinary country

school courses did not neglect in any way those things which had previously

been received as essentials in the curriculum. Her training at the Agri-

cultural College and some special work she had done in connection with

exhibitions at Fairs had equipped her for at least beginning the work
in pomology as connected with the methods of getting a living by the

patrons of her school. She asked the children to bring from each farm a

specimen apple and said to her students that if the lessons were well

learned and every one helped to make things go off promptly all the

extra time would be given during the school year to the study of fruits

and the most approved methods in fruit growing. The display of fruits the

morning following the teacher’s request was very interesting and attractive.

Many varieties which the teacher at once identified were mixed with seed-

lings and evidently other sorts of value which she had never seen.
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It occurred to the teacher that this line of instruction would have

something to do with what the children would see at the coming State Fair

and so every day she gave them some lesson concerning the naming of

apples, their proper arrangement for purposes of display and made them

acquainted with the quality as expressed in the different varieties. She

hastily, because the time was short before the exhibition, gave them lessons

concerning plums, peaches, pears, and grapes so that by the opening of the

fair they had a considerable amount of information which could be used

in helping them have a good time at the fair.

Miss Mercer arranged to go with the children the first day of the fair

when the fruits would be fresh and attendance would not be so large as

to prevent the children from seeing things well. The day at the fair was a

great one for the neighbors, because, under the inspiration of the teacher,

everybody wanted to go and became all at once especially interested in

fruit exhibitions. A part of the fair exhibit in the pomological hall had been

arranged by the Experiment Station with plain labels and logical classifi-

cation. Under the leadership of Miss Mercer not only the children but their

parents spent most of the day examining the fruits and listening to her

suggestions and really seeing the salient features of the exhibition through

her educated eyes.

The primary purpose was accomplished of awakening an interest in

fruits never before manifested in the neighborhood. The children became

skilled in the selection of varieties to be grown; they learned how to graft

and to bud. They learned the use of the knife and the saw in properly

pruning trees. They studied insects and diseases which were the enemies

of successful fruit culture.

Outside Aids in the Work.

Through the aid of the city museum they had managed to make a

collection of insects which prey upon farm and garden products. The teacher

called to her assistance the aid of the Agricultural College and her table was

covered with books and pamphlets which were used by the pupils and the

neighbors in learning about fruits and how to grow them.

Occasionally she called to her assistance experts who had become in-

terested in her experiment and who were glad to give their services in illus-

trated lectures upon the various phases of fruit culture. Two or three of the

school patrons were quite successful growers of apples, strawberries and
grapes. These she called upon to come into the school several times during

the winter and although they had never developed any skill in speaking she

drew out from them by means of her skill in questioning, facts of the deepest

interest to the school, and before the winter was over these men all had
become quite fluent and at the Farmers’ Institute which was held in a neigh-

boring Grange Hall in February, for the first time these men found that they

could talk on their feet, and interest an audience.

During the year the school house became decorated with drawings and
lithographs of fruits, pictures of orchard trees and a local hardware firm

loaned a case of tools and implements used in connection with gardening
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and fruit growing and the basement which had been fitted up the year before

for manual training was used for making root grafts in which each pupil

became quite skillful.

There was never a school day when fruits of some kind were not in

evidence and with the opening of Spring the opportunity came for doing

field work and the privilege of going out into the orchards and vineyards

and fields was made as a premium upon satisfactory work in the academic

department. It was an inspiration to the entire neighborhood to see the

interest manifested by the boys and girls under the leadership of Miss Mercer.

An unusual amount of pride was developed on the part of every farmer
whose premises the school was expected to visit on a certain date; and the

beauty of the entire scheme was exhibited in the diffusion of knowledge so

that every patron was in a sense educated along the lines of tuition which

had been given the children.

The Lasting Results.

All this occurred ten years ago. The teacher finished her course at the

Agricultural College and has entered upon her life work. The children

many of them have gone to homes of their own but this school district is a

marked location in the entire state. There is no place in which better

fruits are grown and every orchard and vineyard and garden is well

cared for and the neighborhood organization which was started in connec-

tion with the last year’s work of Miss Mercer in the school, has developed

into an unusual society for the upbuilding of a farm community. The men
and women who go out from this locality to grange meetings and horti-

cultural gatherings, are most useful in carrying to the public the spirit of

their neighborhood. And having a Miss Mercer for each country school we
can duplicate indefinitely throughout our land the accomplishments which

have been invaluable to this country school district.

Are we ready as an association to cast our influence in the direction

of our Normal schools aud urge them to develop this type of teachers for

our country schools?

THE NEED OF CLOSER RELATIONS BETWEEN POMOLOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

Edward A. Bunyard, England.

The time is now ripe I think for a serious consideration of this matter

and I readily accede to your request for a few words at this time.

The days are gone when each Society could meet and study the fruits

of its own country and disregard all alien intruders. The increased facilities
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for communication and commercial enterprise have brought distant lands

together and have aided in that happy exchange of products which must
increase rather than diminish.

In England we owe much to the introduction of American fruits; the

importation, for instance, of the early Peaches, such as Amsden June and
Waterloo extended our season for this fruit fully a month. It is hardly nec-

essary to multiply evidence of this kind; the benefit of the free exchange of

good fruits is admitted on all hands. But I need not remind you that this

traffic has one undesirable aspect, and that is the frequency with which

fruits are imported and re-named and foisted upon the market as novelties.

To find words to describe this practice, not alas unknown in the Old World*

would lead me far beyond the limits of parliamentary language! I presume

even the guilty parties heartily condemn it— in the case of the other man.

This is a matter which you have, I know, tried to tackle in America, in

your own societies. But it may often happen that a fruit well known, say

in France, may be quite unknown in America, and equally an old native

variety soon drops out and is forgotten even in its own land.

Verification Trial Grounds.

This difficulty can only be met by the establishment of gardens where
all varieties of fruits, old and new, are gathered together for the purposes
of record and comparison. Were I speaking to an audience of my own
countrymen, I know I should at once hear the remark that this is too large

a task to be practicable. But when I address a meeting of Americans I

feel confident that this objection at least will not be made. With your
broad acres, limitless purses and boundless enthusiam, I venture to think

that it is in America that this ideal is most likely to be realized.

The value of such a garden, even if only for the purpose of identifying

fruits and establishing a correct nomenclature, would be inestimable.

Verification by Reference.

But there is another way in which the self-constituted re-baptiser of
fruits may be checked in his career. In any case where the origin of a
new fruit is not established to the satisfaction of the Pomological com-
mittee, they should have the power to refer it to s(imilar committees of
other national societies. A large body of expert opinion would be tapped and
the chances of fraudulent re-naming greatly reduced.

A Certificate of Origin.

To this end it would be necessary to confer with other international
societies and to obtain some sort of agreement as to procedure. There is

happily a commercial value attaching to the awards of societies, and it is

by this means that pressure can be put upon introducers of new varieties.
A certificate merely stating that the fruit is considered to be a genuine
novelty would be of value and avoid the danger now often experienced of
awarding a certificate of merit on the fruit alone, without considering other
indispensable points, such as freedom from disease. This, however, by the
way.
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Duplication and Synonomy.

Another matter of extreme importance is the reduplication of names,

and the repetition of similar, though not identical ones. With the excel-

lent works of Ragan this should be a difficulty easily overcome in America

as far as apples and pears are concerned, while for French and German
names the excellent work of Thomas’ “Guide Pratique” and Matthieus’

“Nomenclator Pomologicus” are quite invaluable. For the British Isles

no such work exists, though Hogg’s Fruit Manual contains a large number
of names.

That this reduplication of names is a real and existing danger the

following cases in apples alone will prove. Two distinct varieties, Ameri-

can and English, share the following names: Allington, Scarlet Non-

pareil, Scarlet Pippin, Spice, Mother, Summer Pearmain and Rival. The
last name has been used twice in England! A recent case in Red currants

is likely to cause confusion. The Perfection currant raised in America

and introduced by the Grover Nurseries has its anonym in a new variety,

also red, named and introduced by James Laxton of England.

International Cooperation.

Considering these cases and the many others which will occur to the

minds of all whose interests are in pomology, whether scientific or practical,

I suggest that the time has now come for devising some means of dealing

with these evils. The necessity of this will not, I think, be disputed, the

means assuredly will be. The procedure, to be effective, must be inter-

national, and this leads me to advocate closer relations between societies

for the discussion of these subjects. In no case can this more easily be done

than between England and America, and I hope that these countries may
lead a movement in this direction which will become truly international.

President Goodman: The man now about to address you has done much
for pomology. He has been awarded the Wilder Medal several times, and is

still doing a work of untold value and interest for us.

Mr. Patten: Before beginning my paper and apropos of the remarks

of Mr. Cranefield, I think I ought to say this much; we have been planting

seeds in the United States abundantly for 400 years, indiscriminately, without

knowledge or careful breeding or differentiation of the kinds that we planted

;

but it is only something like ten or a dozen years ago since scientific

workers began to work systematically in these breeding problems. I wish

further to say that I represent a great territory of the country in which not

a single old variety of our domesticated apple or plum can be grown suc-

cessfully; not a peach, nor a single variety of pear that has ever been grown
before on the globe so far as now known.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE HYBRIDIZING OF FRUITS.

C. G. Patten, Iowa.

In a paper to this Society two years ago on the “Adaptation of the Pear

to the Mississippi Valley States,” attention was directed to the most re-

markable difference that there is between the Atlantic Coast climate and

that of the Middle Northwestern Prairie States, in its effects on trees and

shrubs. For the most part, fruit trees and shrubs that are wholly adapted

to the former are quite likely to be as wholly unadapted to the latter. The
importance of this difference is so great that it will bear a recall at this time.

The winters of 1863-4 and 1872-3 so destroyed the hopes of the then

settlers of the Northwest in ever being able to successfully grow the fruits of

the Eastern United States, that they began to seriously turn their attention to

the cultivation of the Siberian Crab Apple. The advent of the Transcendent,

Whitney and Hyslop so stimulated this interest that nurserymen in northern

Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and northern Iowa began to cultivate them in

large numbers. Peter M. Gideon of Minnesota led the way in growing a

multitude of the Siberians. He was closely followed by Dr. P. A. Jewell, also

of Minnesota, in the introduction of several valuable accidental hybrids of

that time.

Another enthusiast in this work was a Dr. Andrev/s of Marengo, Il-

linois, who introduced several sorts of his selection on account of their

freedom from the general acridity of the Siberians. The writer remembers

his exhibit of them at the Wisconsin State Fair held at Madison some time in

the latter seventies, and well remembers seeing Dr. John A. Warder care-

fully examine them and express as much interest in them as could be done

by one of cultivated tastes, who lived in a state where they grew such ex-

cellent apples as were then common in Ohio. In Wisconsin, Minnesota and

northern Iowa, these Siberians and the Oldenburg apples were synonyms for

hardiness, and the hope of the future of Pomology in the Northwest. The
introduction of the hybrid Brier, Sweet Russett, Orange, Minnesota and Mr.

Gideon’s Mary and Martha and a large number of others appearing about

the same time, turned the tide of Northwestern Pomology strongly toward

them.

Added to the above were the large importations of Russian apples by
the Agricultural Department, and a number of the best Russians through

Cassius M. Clay, our Minister to St. Petersburg for Mr. A. G. Tuttle of

Baraboo, Wisconsin, in 1868. Both of these collections were soon enlarged

by the more enthusiastic efforts of Prof. J. L. Budd and Mr. Charles Gibb of

Canada, especially in the interest of the Iowa and Canadian Horticultural

Societies.

In the meantime it was remembered that there was an area in the

upper Mississippi Valley, five times larger than that of the State of New
York, where great crops of grain and grasses were grown, and where corn

was King. In all this vast territory the Esopus, Northern Spy, Rhode Island

Greening, Baldwin, Yellow Newtown and many other highly prized apples

of the Atlantic Coast, were, and are, almost a total failure, seen only as
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novelties in our great state exhibits. Varieties like Winesap, Jonathan and
Grimes could not be relied on to give profitable returns but little north of

the forty-first parallel.

Such facts suggested abundant reasons for the breeding of new and

adapted varieties for this great inland region, and whether we sought to

solve this problem through intelligent selection or by the more scientific

process of crossing known selected varieties, it was, even then, unfortunately,

too much a game of chance, as we knew little or nothing of the inheritance

of varieties with which we had to deal.

Lacking knowledge of the pedigree of varieties, we have deemed it

highly prudent to select and to cross-breed a large number of our best

adapted kinds, for, as the stock breeder would say, we cannot he sure what
two individuals will “nick” to our liking. And so, from the seeds of the

Russians and Siberian hybrids and our best seedlings, and from the cross-

bred seed of our very finest apples, we have, during the last forty-five years,

helped in laying the foundation for a higher and more stable pomology in

the Northwest.

From the seeds of two splendid specimens of the Oldenburg, we origi-

nated the Patten.

From a moderate planting of the seeds of the Fameuse, in separate years,,

we obtained the Eastman and the Iowa Brilliant.

From one selected seed of the Ben Davis, open almost exclusively to

pollination by the Jonathan, the Silas Wilson was originated, which so far

as the writer has seen, is the best seedling of the Ben Davis.

Seeds from one selected apple of the Blue Pearmain, have given us a

better tree than the parent, finer foliage, and an apple rivaling the Jonathan

or Grimes in quality, and a much better keeper than either.

While it is granted that these are exceptional cases, they show the

valuable results that may sometimes come from planting even a small

number of seeds, but in a multitude of variety selections and crosses, there

is safety. Doubtless it will be a matter of interest to many to learn of some
of the principal varieties used in this breeding work. Oldenburg, Roman
Stem, Patten, Jonathan, Malinda, Wolf River, Grimes, Pink Anis (Russian),

Ben Davis, Westfield, Red Canada, Wealthy, Canada Baldwin, Winesap,

Northwestern, Oliver, Green Sweet, Iowa Brilliant, White Pearmain and

Blue Pearmain, Tolman (Sweet), English Russett, Stayman Winesap and

Silas Wilson. It is proper here to state that the number of varieties from

which this cross-breeding work has been drawn, including the “Selects” or

products of semi-scientific breeding, where only the seed bearing parent is

positively known, will enumerate more than one hundred kinds.

By wise selection and cross-breeding we can produce anything that we
desire, hardiness or adaptation, perfect form in tree, fitness in leaf, in bark

in size of fruit, color, quality, and even a desirable distribution of fruit on

the tree. The individual may not be able to accomplish all of this, but the

Government and State Stations are.

Color in Fruits.

During many years of experience and observation, I am led to conclude

that the pollen bearing parent has a greater, and, in some instances, a
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radically dominating influence in cross-breeding. In several crosses of

Grimes with the Patten, the Grimes has been strongly marked. In a seed-

ling of the Olderburg, crossed with the Grimes, the color of the former

"was entirely supplanted by the golden color of the Grimes. In the origi-

nation of the Patten, the Oldenburg transmitted almost none of its color.

Another seedling originating with the Patten, from the two specimens of

Oldenburg before mentioned in this paper, gave every appearance of a

Tolman (Sweet) cross; none of the Oldenburg color, form or quality remained.

Of ten seedlings of the Malinda, all have been striped or colored except

one, and that one judged both by tree and fruit is an inbred seedling. One
of them a cross with Ben Davis, is like the latter in form and color. Two
seedlings of White Pearmain pollinated with Black Annette are both dark

colored apples and entirely changed in form from that of the Pearmain.

They are like the Annette. Silas Wilson, a seedling of the Ben Davis, is

changed in color, and quality, and much in form. The seed originated in

an orchard of Ben Davis and Jonathan. It is an undoubted cross wherein

the Jonathan greatly pre-dominates both in tree and fruit.

The Ben Davis seems to lack stamina in tree, and has, with but rare

exceptions, imparted little quality to its seedlings. It is lacking in that

hardiness which is essential to the production of seedlings that are adapted

to our Northwestern climate. In nearly every one of forty or more seedlings

of Patten crossed with this variety, the trees showing in bark, leaf and
growth, the characteristics of the Ben Davis, are mostly tender in tree, and

strange to note, are generally tardy and sparse bearers. A. few of them
bear fruit with the color character of the parent, and are finer grained and

of better quality. The Patten is so hardy, so vigorous and so prolific of

large sized fruit, that it has dominated in a marked degree in these crosses

;

but its prepotency has been considerably less marked in its crosses with

the Black Annette, a winter apple of good quality. The Patten has, in its

crosses with these two varieties, produced a surprisingly large proportion

of large to very large, attractive looking varieties; some of them good to

very good in quality. A few of them are also good keeping apples.

Another undesirable feature of the Ben Davis in the breeding work, is

that too many trees representing the Ben Davis type seem to have a ten-

dency to produce knobs or protuberances either on tree or fruit, or on both.

This excrescent character is prominent in what is an undoubted cross of

the Ben Davis with the Mercer Crab. In two select seedlings out of four

of the Mercer, this peculiar knobing is very noticeable, number one is colored

even more highly than the Ben Davis, and resembles it strongly in the

basin. It is a fairly good keeper, finer grained, and somewhat better quality

than the Ben Davis, but knobbed on both tree and fruit. Number three is

as large as Ben Davis, somewhat colored, and decidedly better in quality,

but the body of the tree has numerous knobs or excrescences growing upon
it. These two crosses have without doubt, the same parentage. The fourth

tree also bears a colored apple. This last experiment, it appears to me,

gives additional proof of the hybrid character of this purely green represen-

tative Native Crab, as classified by Dr. Bailey. Were it not a hybrid, no
such apples could be produced by it. The Soulard hybrid, originating here
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some thirty-five years ago, has the same light color of the apple parent, and

also its slight blush and dottings, as well as its slightly oblong conic form.

As far as I have learned, it is the most pronounced hybrid of the Native

Crab, and the cultivated apple. It has the soft carpels, and large open core

character of some of our cultivated varieties, which are not found in any

of the wild crab seedlings or varieties that I have seen.

Plums.

A few words regarding our progress with the plum. With this fruit

such advances have been made within the last quarter of a century, that

good judges who have had access to my grounds in the past two summers
agree with me in that, if the whole list of Northwestern varieties cultivated

in our nurseries for the last fifteen years were blotted out, they could be

readily replaced with twenty-five per cent advance. This part of our experi-

ment work is developing rapidly. Freestone varieties are appearing every

year, and the characteristics of firmness and ability to cling to the tree

until the fruit is fully ripe are also being secured. All these are greatly

desired improvements in our Native plums.

Pears.

Concerning pears we have much to say in a few words. The founda-

tion is being laid for the development of a most hardy type of non-blighting

pear trees, and without such breeding work, a vast territory in the upper

Mississippi Valley will ever be barren of home grown pears. There is in

this section a goodly number of hybrid and select trees that will soon be in

bearing. One tree, bearing this year for the first time, has a finely colored

fruit that will rank high among the best pears. There are also three or

four other good ones among the select and crossbreds. The great hope and

value of this experiment lies in the remarkable hardiness and blight resis-

tance of the parent varieties. We are confident that this effort will yet

command wide attention. The wood of a few trees under trial is here for

inspection. It speaks for itself as to their adaptation to the climate.

During twenty-five years experience with two of these foundation trees,

one from Russia and the other from China, neither tree has blighted except

in a few instances where blighting sorts were grafted on them, and then

only to the junction of the limb, never fully touching the body of the tree.

We now have several hundred seedlings, from some natural crosses of this

Chinese Sand pear with some of our best adapted varieties. These under

good cultivation, should in the near future solve this most important problem

in pear culture, the originating of good pears, borne on hardy, non-blighting

trees.

President Goodman: Our friend Patten has been doing work that

is worthy of any agricultural college or experiment station or the Depart-

ment of Agriculture; and as such we honor him for what he has done. And
the more you study his report in the record the more you will admire what
he has done, and what his prophecy is for the future work followed out

the way he outlines.
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We will not have time to take up the discussion of this, paper though

you might like to ask him some direct questions about some of these crosses

or about the influence of pollen upon the cross. It is an interesting state-

ment that he makes, that the tree from which the pollen is taken is the

more influential in the seedling.

A BASIS FOR THE FUTURE CLASSIFICATION OF THE MANGO.

F. W. Popenoe, Washington, D. C.

When a fruit attains commercial importance and is cultivated on an

extensive scale there arises an urgent need for detailed information respect-

ing varieties, and for nomenclatural accuracy. If the growers themselves

do not recognize this need, it is sure to be impressed upon them by an

exacting and discriminating market, always prompt to demand that the

product meet certain clearly defined requirements.

While it may be said that the tropical fruits have been the last to

require attention of this nature, because of the unimportant part they have

played in commercial horticulture, with increased transportation facilities

they are coming more and more into prominence, avocados, mangos, and

cherimoyas being no longer rare on the fruit stands of large cities, while

the banana and the pineapple years ago became standard products.

Vegetative, or asexual, propagation, arising from the desire to perpet-

uate a choice form originating as a chance seedling is usually the first

step toward the recognition of the importance of the question of varieties.

In the last quarter of a century a number of tropical fruits, previously grown
exclusively as seedlings and not considered important, have come under
the influence of modern horticultural science, and through the aid of

vegetative propagation have been raised to the level of valuable horti-

cultural products. The vegetative propagation of the mango in India,

however, dates back some hundreds of years; hence, the existence and im-

portance of varieties has long been recognized. The Hindus, being a fruit

loving people, have increased their varieties until they now number several

hundred, and either consciously or unconsciously wrought great improvement
in the fruit over its wild forms; but, with the characteristic inertia of the

Orient, they have paid little attention to the systematic culture of the

fruit, and less to its systematic study, though one could not expect much
in this latter line. The Arab date growers of Baghdad, however, know
vastly more about the dates of the entire Arabian peninsula than does the

average Hindu about the mangos of the Indian peninsula.

Ancient Practices.

The Indian has been satisfied to go on multiplying the number of

varieties indefinitely, perpetuating by the laborious method of inarching
every seedling that struck his fancy, and tacking a name on to it. Ih other
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mango growing countries inarching is not yet practiced, or has been intro-

duced only recently, comparatively speaking, yet the natives invariably

distinguish many seedling types or varieties by name.

In India, in the Philippines, in Australia, in Hawaii, and especially in

tropical and subtropical America, mango culture is coming under the in-

fluence of modern scientific methods. Every year sees several contribu-

tions to the literature on the subject, and a great increase of interest in it

on the part of horticulturists, both amateur and professional. New methods
of propagation are being perfected, cultural problems are being solved,

and planting is going on at a rapid rate. The mango promises, in fact, to

become an important commercial fruit wherever it can be grown; its
i

present importance in India testifies to its vast possibilities elsewhere.

With all this interest and activity comes an increasing need for accurate

information on all that pertains to mango culture. The work done in the

past few years has scarcely made an impression on the field and there

remains much to be accomplished before the subject will be placed upon
a thoroughly scientific basis. One of the most important, and as yet, almost

untouched fields is the systematic study of varieties,—their nomenclature

and classification. India offers the greatest opportunities for work along

this line, since the majority of the world’s named varieties are to be found

in that country. Quite recently the work of systematizing these varieties

has been undertaken by a few energetic horticulturists, among whom
should be mentioned in particular A. C. Hartless, Superintendent of the

Government Botanical Gardens at Saharanpur, and the near future will

surely see the accomplishment of some important results. There exists,

however, a need for uniformity in this work, and to this end the writer

ventures to offer the following suggestions:

In view of the present confusion of mango names it seems almost use-

less to expect that the subject can ever be thoroughly straightened out;

yet much can be done to improve conditions as they exis,t at present, and

there is certainly no reason why the most important varieties should not

be established under their correct names and with a uniform orthography,

in so far, at least, as European and American horticulturists are concerned.

As regards India, a concerted effort on the part of English horticulturists

connected with the various botanic gardens and experiment stations could

accomplish a great deal, as the few scattered efforts of the past have clear-

ly demonstrated.

Without doubt there is no end of cases where certain varieties exist in

different localities under different names. One authority states that Pair!

of Bombay is grown in Hyderabad under the name of Goabunder, and in

Chittu under the name of Badami. Whether these three are actually

synonymous or not, they are, in all probability, very similar in general

characteristics, or this confusion would not have arisen. Obviously, the

thing required is to have accurate descriptions and illustrations of each

on record, when a comparison would soon show up any differences that exist.

A pomological variety has been defined as “a group of plants propagated

vegetatively from one original plant producing fruit of a distinctive appear-
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ance, texture, flavor or aroma, by which characteristics it may he dis-

tinguished from fruit or other trees of the same species. Some of the

botanical characters of the plant may also be distinct from those of other

plants of the same species.” There are, doubtless, many instances where
two mangos sufficiently distinct to be classed as separate varieties are

grown under one and the same name. When this is the case, the two
should be distinguished by the addition of an identifying term. This has

already been done by some writers; as an instance may be mentioned the

“Banchore of Alandi Keir” and “Banchore of Dhairey” of Woodrow.

As regards the form of mango names one cannot do better than adhere

to the Code of Nomenclature of the American Pomological Society, which

specifies that in choosing names for new varieties the following points

shall be borne in mind: distinctiveness, simplicity, ease of spelling and
pronunciation, atid indication of origin or parentage. Varietal names
must consist of a single word, and the use of a number* either singly or

attached to another word, is tolerated only as a temporary expedient; the

use of such terms as seedling or hybrid is not admissible, neither is the use

of a possessive noun. Thus a qualifying word would have to be substituted

for the numeral in such a name as “Fernandino No., 2,” the addition of a

second word being allowable in such an instance, while “Phillip’s” and
“Society's” would have to be changed to “Phillip” and “Society.”

Troublesome Spelling.

The orthography of mango names has always given a deal of trouble,

probably because many of the names are of vernacular origin, and have
been spelled by each individual according to his own ideas on the subject.

In India and other oriental countries, the investigator unfamiliar with

the native language can arrive at a close approximation to the true name
by getting an educated native to pronounce it for him several times, slowly

and distinctly, and then writing down these sounds, giving consonants their

English value, but vowels the value they bear in Italian and other conti-

nental languages. Every letter should be pronounced and no unnecessary

ones inserted; thus there will no longer be perpetrated such monstrosities

as Kheershapottee for Khirsapati and Killeemookoo for Kilimuku, or varied

spellings of the same word, such as “Pairi,” “Pirie,” “Peary,” “Pyrie” and
“Paheri.” For scientific purposes, however, the only satisfactory solution

of the problem is to have the names written in the native character by an
educated man, and then transliterated into English spelling on the system
laid down by the International Congress of Orientalists at Geneva in 1894

and since adopted by practically all governments and scientific bodies); a
system whose principle is that mentioned above for the guidance of the

ordinary investigator.

New varieties of the mango are constantly being produced in every

mango growing region, and the names of many of them sooner or later find

their way into print. If in publishing these names the authors are careful

to make them simple, distinctive, easily spelled and easily pronounced, mango
nomenclature will in the future look after itself; as for those five or six

hundred varietal names already published, their revision should be under-
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taken by every one having occasion to mention any of them in print. It

is not too late to begin this work: pom©logically the mango is just beginning

Diagram showing the points to which particular attention should

be paid in making taxonomic descriptions.

to receive attention, and this is the time to take up those basic questions

which mean so much to the future of the mango culture.

Description.

In describing a variety, the Genera! Form of the fruit should be

stated first. It may be reniform, subreniform, oval, oblong, elliptical,

spherical, etc. Often it is asymmetrical. Frequently a combination of two
or more terms is needed; indeed, some mangos are of such peculiar form

as almost to defy accurate description. In cross section the fruit is usually

round, oval or elliptical.

Size. As the mango is so little known pomologically, each individual

usually has his own ideas as to what constitutes a small, medium, or large

fruit, hence the use of such terms is not always satisfactory. They should

in any event be supplemented by the dimensions and weight. The dimen-

sions necessary are length, breadth, and thickness, breadth is taken dorso-

ventrally, it being an easy matter to determine the ventral surface of the

fruit by the location of the “nak,” or stigmatic area, which is always to
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the ventral side of the apex. Care must be exercised to get each measure-

ment in one plane only.

The stem must be described with regard to its insertion,—square or

oblique. One should also mention its length, and whether it is stout or

slender.

The base is commonly rounded, flattened, or tapering. The “shoulders”

form an important character, and are distinguished as ventral and dorsal.

They should be described as to prominence; often one is entirely wanting,

sometimes both. Rarely are they equal in prominence.

The depression around the insertion of the stem forms the cavity. It

is sometimes wanting, the base of the fruit being extended where it joins

the stem. It should be describd as to form, depth, breadth, and markings.

The form may be obtuse, acute, or acuminate, and while usually regular,

is sometimes furrowed or plaited more or less deeply; the depth may be

shallow, medium deep, or deep; breadth from narrow to broad; the mark-

ings, if any, are in the nature of russeting or distinctive coloring.

The apex is commonly obtuse, rounded, or acute; sometimes more or

less prominently hooked or “beaked.” The stigmatic point is situated close

to the apex on the ventral side of the fruit and is known as the “nak,” a

Hindustani term probably first published by Maries. It may consist in a

slight prominence or a slight depression; its height or depth should be

stated, together with its distance from the longitudinal apex of the fruit.

The surface should be described as to smoothness, and next as to

color. By color is meant the ground color of the skin, aside from the color

of the dots or the blush sometimes present on the cheek, which should be

described separately. The dots, most of which are usually subcutaneous,

should be described as to size, color, form, and abundance. The color and

thickness of the bloom should also be stated.

The skin should be mentioned as regards thickness, texture, and ad-

hesion to the flesh.

The flesh should be described as to color, texture, aroma, and juiciness.

One should also mention whether it is scant or abundant. The amount of

fiber present should be stated, as well as its coarseness or fineness. In

some varieties the fibers are confined to the ventral edge of the seed and do
not extend any great distance into the flesh.

The flavor is a point often difficult of description. Nevertheless,

a fairly accurate idea may usually be given by the use of such terms as acid,

subacid, sweet, aromatic, spicy, mild, rich, melting, etc.

Quality. A careful attempt should be made to estimate the general

quality of the fruit, which is usually described by the use of such terms
as poor, good, or excellent.

The form and size of the seed should be carefully described, and the
weight, as well as longitudinal, transverse, and lateral dimensions given.

Further, in the light of the recent important discoveries regarding the

embryony of the mango, it should be stated whether the seed is monoem-
bryonic or polyembryonic.

The season is usually described as early, mid-season, or late, but it

is well to add the exact period during which, in each particular region, the
fruit can be picked, also its keeping and shipping qualities.
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There are usually a few remarks regarding the fruit which will

suggest themselves, and which have not been provided for in the general

description. These should be noted down, following which the characteris-

tics of growth and productiveness should be fully described. Under this

head will be included any peculiarities of growth or foliage, resistance to

cold and disease, and those most important of points, precocity and regular-

ity of bearing, as well as the average size of the crop.

The importance of accurate illustrations to accompany the description

of each variety cannot be overestimated. If photographic apparatus is not

available, careful drawings will suffice. One drawing should show the

general outline of the fruit, another a longitudinal section with the seed in

place, and a third the seed alone, viewed longitudinally.

Photographs are by far the most satisfactory illustrations. With a

camera of fairly good size a composite photograph may be taken, showing the

fruit in several positions and including every detail. The external appearance

should be shown by longitudinal and basal views, though in the case of a

flat, compressed variety a view of the ventral surface may be more satisfac-

tory than a basal one. A seed should be included, or better, two of them,

washed free of all pulp but with the fibers left intact, and one viewed edge-

wise, so as to show the thickness, the other showing its length and breadth.

A scale or tape line, marked in inches or centimeters, should always be
placed in one side of the photograph to show the comparative size.

Classification.

An accurate and systematic classification of varieties is at present one

of the greatest desiderata in connection with mango culture. There seems

to be ample basis for a classification by natural characteristics, in which,

could all named varieties be included, their relationships would be vividly

brought out, and the synonomy established of many considered distinct.

The principal obstacle confronting such a work is the widespread dis-

tribution of the mango, making it impossible to gather together all varieties

for study and comparison. There is no reason, however, why a classificatory

system could not be formed which could be applied by each pomologist to the

varieties of his particular region, when a collaboration of the various in-

vestigators would bring together the fragments and produce the desired

result. At present our knowledge of the mango is so elementary that no
satisfactory system of classification can be drawn up, the subject requiring

much more study and investigation than have so far been given it.

Recent investigations seem to indicate that all mangos can be divided

into two classes, monoembryonic and polyembryonic, which in a classifica-

tion might form the first great division. The Indian mangos as a rule appear

to be monoembryonic, while those in the Philippine Islands, as well as some
now grown in Florida, Mexico, and the West Indies, are polyembryonic.

The polyembryonic varieties have the characteristic of reproducing them-

selves fairly true to type when grown from seed, by some authorities be-

lieved to be due to the fact that the embryos are adventitious and not

formed from the germ cells in the ovary, i. e., they are not the product of

the fertilization of the ovule, as is the single plant produced from the seed

of the monoembryonic type, whose progeny is variable.





A POLYEMBRYONIC MANGO.

Instead of sending up a single shoot from the pollinated ovum, the

seed produces seven by vegetative means.
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Following this division into two primary classes might come the sub-

division of each into distinct races or types. Mdian horticulturists already

recognize a number of more or less distinct types, such as the Langras

and Maldas, each of which includes a number of closely related varieties,

having in common certain characteristics which prove their affinity. Maries

divided the mangos of his acquaintance into four classes,—Bombays, Maldas,

Langras, and Budayas; Rolfs divided the mangos of Florida into seven

groups; while Wester has found three distinct types in the Philippines.

Many so-called varieties are in reality races or types embracing a number
of very closely allied forms.

A Key For Classification.

It would be an easy matter, by means of a key taking into consideration

the distinguishing characteristics of each type, to determine the affinities of

any variety which appeared, and quickly place it in its proper division. A
comparison with the other members of the type, again by means of a key,

would determine the right of the variety to be considered distinct.

The great practical importance of such a work as this, especially the

placing on record of complete descriptions and accurate illustrations of

every variety, will be easily understood. With mango culture coming to

the front as it is at present, particularly in the Western Hemisphere, there

is great need of accurate information for the guidance of planters, so that

laying all scientific interest in the subject aside, the practical value of the

work alone is sufficient to justify an effort on the part of mango enthusiasts

throughout the world. India, with her undisputed preeminence as a mango
country, should be the first to take in hand the systematic study of the

"King of Tropical Fruits," but the work should be carried on simultaneously

in all parts of the mango-growing world.

There is, at present, a dearth of literature on the mango, though a

number of valuable publications have appeared within the last few years.

The following are some of the principal ones, and will be of interest to

every student of the subject: The Mango: Its Culture and Varieties, by G.

Marshall Woodrow (Paisley, 1904); The Mango, by P. J. Wester (Bui. No.

18, Bureau of Agriculture, Manila, Philippine Islands, 1911) ; The Mango in

Hawaii, by J. E. Higgins (Bui. No. 12, Hawaii Agricultural Experiment
Station, Washington, 1906); The Mango in Southern California, by F. W.
Popenoe (Pomona College Journal of Economic Botany, Vol. 1, No. 4, Clare-
mont, California, 1911); The Mango in Porto Rico, by G. N. Oollins (Bui.

No. 26, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, 1903).

Much important information will also be found in the Yearbooks of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture for 1901, 1907, 1908, and 1910; in Watt’s
Dictionary of the Economic Products of India; Macmillan’s Handbook of
Tropical Gardening and Planting (Colombo, 1910); Jumelle’s Les Cultures
Coloniales (Paris, 1901); and in back volumes of the Tropical Agriculturist

(Colombo, Ceylon); The Queensland Agricultural Journal (Dept, of Agri-

culture and Stock, Brisbane); The Agricultural News (Imperial Dept, of

Agriculture, Barbados); the Bulletin of the Department of Agriculture,

Jamaica; the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society, and other publica-

tions.
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THE NATIVE PERSIMMON.—DIOSPYROS VIRGINIANA.

W. F. Fletcher, Washington, D. C.

The native persimmon, ranging over the southeastern quarter of the United

States, is probably the least appreciated of our hardy fruits. The tree is

among the hardiest of the regional flora; it is an abundant and regular

bearer, and the fruit ranks high in both quality and food value. Few
horticulturists have given it any attention whatever, and very little effort

has been expended on the improvement of varieties.

The slow horticultual progress of this fruit is due; first, to the earliest

explorers speaking of it as a “plum” (DeSoto, Jan de Laet, John Smith) and
thus the earlier horticulturists directing their attention to the various types

of “prunus” found here; second, to prejudice on account of the strongly as-

tringent qualities of the fruit preceding its full ripeness; third, to a belief,

strengthened by constant reiteration, that the fruit is not fit for use until

after frost thus causing the loss of many of the best early varieties and re-

ducing the season of use ; and fourth, to some little trouble in the propagation

of the better sorts found among the wild trees.

History.

Botanical distribution. Of the two hundred different species of Diospy-

ros there is but one of importance that is indigenous to the United States.

That one, the common persimmon, Diospyros virginiana, is found only in the

southeast quarter of the country, extending east of the Alleghanies as far

north as New Haven, Connecticut, and west of the Alleghanies from the

Valley of the Colorado River in Texas to Eastern Kansas, Southeastern Iowa

and Southern Ohio.

Description. The tree is easily recognized by its rough finely checked

bark. It grows either in open fields or woods on high sandy, clayey, stony,

or rocky soil or in the muck of the flatwoods where water stands part of the

time, and prefers a goodly amount of sunshine and moisture.

In size it varies from a shrub when in first bearing to a tree fifty feet

in height in the open, and rarely to one hundred feet in the forest. The

top is round to conical with spreading, often pendulous branches; leaves

elliptical, acuminate, glossy above, pubescent beneath, three to six inches

long, often falling in autumn with little change of color; flowers short

stalked, single or in threes, one-third to three-fourths inch long, waxy,

greenish-yellow to milky-white, monecious or diecious; May and June;

fruit an oblate to oblong berry, usually pale orange or yellow in color and

often blushed, changing to dull translucent red, generally astringent until

fully ripe.

Hoticultural. Probably DeSoto, during the autumn of 1539, was the

first European to learn the value of the persimmon as food. Other early

explorers made enthusiastic reports of the delicious “plums” found grow-

ing here. The Indians used the fruit for making bread but no trace of

cultivated trees has been found. The early settlers found and used the

persimmon practically as those who know the fruit use it today.
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Those who have studied the persimmon, even at an early date, have
prophesied its early advent as one of our valuable orchard fruits. However*

through lack of knowledge or interest, and a prejudice induced by the

strongly astringent qualities that prevail at the time of the most alluring

colors in the fruit, effort at varietal development has turned to other

abundant, though often less nutritious, wild species. Only here and there

in the thinner settled sections of the country, and generally among the

owners of small farms, has the value of these fruits been appreciated or

any attempt made to collect the types and improve the varieties; and these

attempts in nearly all cases have been made by one man alone. There is

no record of two generations of the same family having carried on

work in this line. If the selection and improvement of this fruit had been

begun in this country four hundred years ago, as it began in China and

Japan four thousand years ago, there is reason to assume that we could

now be growing varieties equal to, if not better, than any now produced

in the Orient.

Propagation. Wild persimmons having in the sap of the growing cambium
layer a large amount of sugar as well as tannin are difficult to propagate.

Among other trees, the propagation of which has proven more or less

difficult, for similar reasons probably, are such nut trees as the Persian and
Black walnuts, chestnuts and oaks.

In talking with members of the biochemical staff of the U. S. D. A.,—

-

Dr. J. A. LeClerc and J. F. Breazeale—points brought out as to the possible

relationship between the contstituents of the growing sap and methods of

grafting were discussed. It was suggested that certain saline solutions

might be used to advantage; also that knife blades, if composed of either

a high grade of very hard nickel, or cobalt steel, would reduce the action

of the tannin in tree saps and in many cases prevent the action of enzymes,

thereby facilitating these operations.

In the work carried on at the Arlington Farm during the past season, it

has been proved that the persimmon can be propagated any time from the

beginning of the growing period and continuing as long as the bark will

slip easily. This period covers the time in which the more active vegetative

growth of the persimmon is taking place. Budding or grafting by any of

the well-known methods seems to be equally satisfactory. The main points

to be taken into consideration are that the cuts be clean and smooth and
that the air be excluded entirely from the surfaces which are expected to

unite.

The following recipes are offered as indicating a few of the many ways
in which this really delicious fruit may be served:

Persimmon—Cooking Recipes.

On account of the tannin in the flesh of the persimmon being liberated

by heat it is always well to add to one-half teaspoonful of baking soda (bi-

carbonate of soda) to each cup full of persimmon pulp in all recipes where
the persimmons are subject to heat.

Persimmon Bread. One cup of persimmon pulp. One cup of water.

One-half teaspoonful of soda. Yeast. Shortening. Flour to make a stif:

dough. Set to raise, mould, and bake as other bread.
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Persimmon Cake. One cup of persimmon pulp. One-half cup of

sugar. One egg. Butter the size of a walnut. One cup of flour. One
teaspoonful of baking powder. One-half teaspoonful of soda. Bake forty

minutes in a moderate oven. For a soft pudding leave out the egg. For a
custard leave out the flour and the baking powder.

Persimmon Pudding (Cake or Pone). One pint persimmon pulp made
fine. One cup sugar. One quart sweet milk. Three teacupfuls flour. One
teaspoonful ground cinnamon. Two teaspoonfuls baking powder. (Ind. Exp.

Sta, Bui. No. 60.).

Preserves.

Cold Preserves. Place only in glass, earthen or coated sanitary cans,

equal amounts of sugar and persimmon pulp. Mix thoroughly and
place in a cool, light place. Stir occasionally until air is removed, and seal

with paraffin or waxed paper. This may be heated over a very slow fire,

just enough to drive out the air, and should be sealed at once. (Persimmons

must never be placed in uncoated tin.)

Dried Persimmons. (Kentucky Figs.) Put a thin layer of sugar in the

bottom of a jar, then a layer of ripe but entire persimmons, then a layer

of sugar, and so on till jar is full.

Persimmon Leather. Spread a thin layer of ripe persimmon pulp

on waxed paper or large platter. Dry in sun, fruit-evaporator, or in stove-oven

with doors open. Remove seeds. Add another layer of pulp, and repeat

until the leather is of a thickness to handle easily.

Confections.

Fudge. Two cupfuls persimmon seed-free pulp. Two cupfuls sugar.

Cook over slow fire, stirring occasionally, until graining begins. Add one

teaspoonful baking soda, and stir over fire until quite stiff. Spread on

buttered platter, or paraffin paper.

Ice Cream. Two cups of persimmon pulp. One cup of thick sweet

cream. Beat thoroughly together and freeze like ordinary ice cream. These

persimmons must be thoroughly ripe and non-astringent.

Fruit Ice. Two cups of persimmon pulp. One cup of sugar. Beat to a

creamy pulp and freeze.
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1

irrigation" as a factor in fruit growing.

C. I. Lewis, Oregon.

The average eastern fruit grower has very little conception of the

enormous role that irrigation is playing and is bound to play in the develop-

ment of our American horticulture. The region where irrigation is an im-

portant factor in fruit production includes all the Rocky Mountain district

and the Pacific Coast states. It is in these regions where is centralized

to a very large degree the growing of pears, sweet cherries, English walnuts,

prunes for drying, vinifera grapes, loganberries, naval oranges, lemons,

figs, and a large and ever increasing percentage of the peach, green plum,

and apple crop of this country. Not only has the production of these

fruits reached enormous proportions but the output in the next ten years

will increase very materially.

A wonderful transformation has been taking place throughout the west.

Valleys which at one time appeared as deserts are now beautiful to look

upon; splendid homes are dotting these valleys; thousands of acres of

orchards are growing; ideal small fruit farms are found on every hand.

One is impressed with the great diversity of crops, and with the large popu-

lation that can live on a small acreage. Orchards of from 5 to 20 acres are

very common. One is surprised at the growth of cities in these prosperous

valleys. All this transformation is the result of the combination of fruit

growing and irrigation. In this western country fruit is produced under

three conditions.

First, by natural rainfall. This is especially true of certain regions in

the Pacific Northwest west of the Cascade range.

Second, by supplementary irrigation. That is, the rainfall is supple-

mented by irrigation and the fruit growers do not depend on irrigation

alone to grow their fruit.

Third, there are certain regions where irrigation is absolutely essential.

The largest proportion of the fruit is grown in those regions where
the latter systems predominate:—where supplementary irrigation is used,

and where it is absolutely necessary to irrigate.

In considering irrigation and its relation to fruit growing, two pictures

may come to your mind. In fact in the first picture one sees an orchard not

in a very healthy condition; an accumulation of seepage waters; and the

production of fruit which is not of the highest quality,—fruit which does

not ship well, and does not keep well. However, this picture, while often

painted, is the rare exception; and when it does exist there is always a

good reason which could generally be easily remedied.

The second picture we see is of an orchard producing very heavy crops.

We note that the returns are large, that the young orchards are being

intercropped with strawberries, vegetables, forage crops, etc.; that many
people are living on a small acreage, and that general prosperity reigns,

the fruit produced being of as fine quality as any that is being produced in

this country today. This is the picture which should be found in every

irrigated district, and if it is not found it generally means that our horti-

culturists have some good problems which they should take up immediately.
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Our progress in irrigation in America has been largely along engineering

lines. We have been interested in the establishment of irrigation systems;

in the development of irrigation projects; in the building of expensive reser-

voirs; and, it is well that we have done this, because it is the pioneer work

in irrigation development. But what we need in the future is to study more

the problem along horticultural lines. There is open to us a wonderful field

of. experiment and investigation and as horticulturists we have a great re-

sponsibility placed upon us to work out certain problems for the fruit grower

who irrigates.

In the first place, we should know how little water to use, rather than

how much. The average man starting in irrigation has very little idea of

the relative amount of water to use, usually acting on the principle that if

a little is good a whole lot is better.. He seems to be possessed to use

as much water as he can rather than to determine with how little he can get

the desired results.

A host of questions arises at this point, such as: What is the relation of

this water to the fruit itself; to its size; to its color; to the form; to the

yield; to the tendency to bear annual crops; to the vigor of the tree, and to

its wood growth and foliage? What is its relation to the hardening of the

tree in fall and winter? What is the relation to the maintenance of soil

fertility? *

In Oregon we have been trying to solve some of these problems. We
have been working to determine the relation of a sufficient amount of mois-

ture to these conditions. This desirable amount of moisture we control through

means of irrigation. Some of the following observations that we have
been able to make will be of interest: Whenever red apples, for example,
suffer for water, their color is affected, in that they may take on a deep
color, but it is a dead dull color. An ample supply of water means a bright,

live, handsome color, which really sells the fruit. It does not seem to make
much difference whether the lack of moisture comes from the lack of irriga-

tion of from the lack of intensive tillage. Many of the same results can be
obtained by the eastern fruit grower as can be obtained by the irrigator.

One will control the moisture through irrigation, the other through proper

soil management. When the trees suffer from lack of moisture

the fruit is small. When the trees receive an ample water supply

the fruit is large. I have often noted that fruit tends to be

smaller on the old trees than it is on the younger, smaller and
more vigorous trees. The form is very materially changed Apples which

have plenty of moisture are more elongated and more angular, while when
the trees suffer from want of moisture the product is round, flat apples. We
see this same relation between fruits on young and old trees again. The
young trees produce more elongated types and the older trees the round

smooth type. It is largely a matter of moisture and food. The percentage

of fruit that is free from blemish is larger where the trees receive sufficient

moisture. There is less calyx cracking and splitting around the stem than

is found where the ground is too dry. Then the size of the fruit is very

materially affected. Much larger returns are realized where the tree has

an ample moisture supply, and there is likewise a tendency to bear annual

crops. Irrigation does not seem to affect the keeping or eating qualities of
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our fruits as long as the moisture supply is not excessive. While some
chemical changes take place in the apple, as noted in the apple investigations

that our chemists have made in co-operation with us up to the present time,

they do not warrant us in drawing definite conclusions.

Then there is the relation of adequate moisture supply to the fertility

of the soil. There is no doubt but that excessive irrigation washes out

much of the plant food from the soil, but it is also true that with plenty of

moisture we can germinate our cover crop seed early in the season and get

a much better growth than we could without the water.

The possibility of irrigating is revolutionizing orchard soil management
on the Pacific Coast. It would now appear that at no distant date there

will be very few clean tillage orchards on the Pacific Coast. With irrigation

we are able to grow leguminous crops, such as alfalfa and clover, among
the trees. The results we have obtained from the first few years of the

system are very gratifying. The trees are growing well, are of better vigor,

and yield better. It is a cheaper system of handling the soil. We avoid

excessive warm temperature in the soil and tend to keep the condition of

the soil as regards moisture and temperature much more uniform. All these

influences undoubtedly have an effect on the vigor and production of the

trees. From an economic point of view it is going to mean much to the

irrigated fruit grower. It is going to mean that he can raise enough forage

crops for his horses and cows, and while he may have to supply fertilizers

in later years to replace food lost, at the same time he is reaping at present

the benefits which he could not otherwise secure, and at a time when they

are necessary to him.

Then there is the relation of inter-cropping. It is only in orchards in

which an abundance of moisture supply is available, either through copious

rains or by means of irrigation, that one can successfully inter-crop. Straw-

berries and vegetable crops of various kinds and certain forage crops are

raised satisfactorily among young trees. In many of our western valleys,

the strawberry has been the pioneer crop and has paid the running expenses
of the family while they were waiting for the trees to come into bearing.

It is interesting to note the relation of the moisture to the tree itself.

Of course you all know that when a tree suffers from lack of moisture its

vigor is affected; it makes a feeble wood growth, and the foliage is yellow

and drops prematurely. With an abundant moisture supply which th© irrigator

can always depend on he can produce a better wood growth, produce stronger

buds, and the foliage is richer and of a better color. True it is, if he is not

careful he can carry this to extremes especially with young trees, and throw
them into fall and winter in a soft and unhardened condition. With old

trees there is little danger of this.

In short, irrigation is a powerful factor in American fruit production

and is opening to horticulturists an ever widening and fascinating field for

investigation. It is full of problems and the American Pomological Society

should be keenly interested in the questions confronting the fruit growers
on the Pacific Coast.

I will now have a few pictures thrown on the screen that will illustrate

some of the phases of the irrigation question.
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Discussion.

President Goodman: Would you like to ask Mr. Lewis any questions?
Question: I would like to know how much water approximately is re-

quired to irrigate an acre of bearing fruit trees?

Mr. Lewis. That is a pretty hard question to answer, for the reason
that it depends upon the variety, and the soil, and the type of fruit. If you
are growing apples, I would say the minimum would be 17 inches, and run
up to 30; cherries, 17 to 20 inches; prunes, that same amount; pears a little

less than apples. On the other hand, some crops take much more water
than others. On a field of s^nd underlain with gravel, twenty-one feet of

water was run on, and even then it was difficult to keep the crop up to

standard.

Question: What would be required for one application?

Mr. Lewis. Oh, we irrigate about two to three times a year in an
apple orchard; in many cases not over twice, and very rarely if ever over

three times.

President: One question I would like to ask, Mr. Lewis, and that is, un-

der our conditions through the Colorado section and in the big Shoshone
sections of the country, where at least fifteen, and in a great many cases,

twenty-five per cent of the acreage of the country could come together and

get what might be called an irrigation system from the hilltop lakes, would

it not be possible and, profitable also, to irrigate an orchard from these

lakes, where we have at least a six weeks’ drought in the middle of the

summer?

Mr. Lewis. Yes; I think it is practicable. Before going West I lived

east about fifteen years; and I know there are very many cases here where

irrigation would be very helpful to you. And there are many places here

in the East—that is why I chose certain slides here today, to show you how
to adapt certain of the phases of irrigation to eastern conditions.

Question: I would like to ask how large a lake is required to irrigate

sixty acres, and how much horse-power it takes to pump or put it on the

land?

Mr. Lewis. That is an engineering question. We use engines from two

to eight h. p., that is for a 4-inch pipe. We do not try to irrigate sixty

acres a day, but take certain sections of the orchard and irrigate in small

areas.

Question: How often do strawberries need irrigating?

Mr. Lewis. Irrigating strawberries depends on the type of soil; irri-

gate them about two or three times where using the one-crop variety; but

in some cases we grow two and sometimes three crops in a year. One
irrigation early in the season for the tops, then irrigate again, and perhaps

two more irrigations will finish the season—making about four Irrigations

in all for double-crop varieties; and two irrigations for one crop varieties.

Though even these estimates vary with conditions.

Question: What do you mean by two crops—-two in a year?

Mr. Lewis. Yes; in many cases two, and sometimes three.

Question: What proportion of the orchards of the Northwest have to be

irrigated?
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Mr. Lewis: I can say this: Seven years ago, in some of our valleys not

five per cent were irrigated; five years from now there will not be five per

cent of them unirrigated if they get clear; in other words, the young trees

and orchards that get the later rains are all that will not be irrigated; most
bearing orchards in our valleys are irrigating. Some even are irrigating

where they have thirty-five inches of rain fall.

Question: What proportion of the orchards are being injured by irriga-

tion?

Mr. Lewis. Relatively, only a small per cent and those apt to be on the

lower levels. We are learning very rapidly the cause of this damage and

taking steps to regulate the amount of water. It is a matter of education,

and in some cases irrigation companies are beginning to regulate the

amount of water that may be used, and this will be followed entirely in time.

In time water will be worth more than the land and it will be difficult for a

man to obtain more water than he needs.

Question: What factor would be the most important one as affecting

overproduction of apples in your section? The injury from irrigation; the

overplanting; or the lack of care as affecting the insect and fungous troubles?

Mr. Lewis. Lack of care is nothing; you won’t find one per cent of

the orchards of the Northwest uncared for. We spray as regularly as we
eat breakfast; it has got to be a habit of ours—no loss from lack of care.

I would think getting good soil adapted to what you want to do, and then

put in practice good horticultural methods. Many of the irrigation problems

will be handled by cooperative drainage, which has been a trouble in the past.

Question: Do you consider the overhead system desirable in the East?

Mr Lewis. No; only in small ways can it be applied. I know one man
using it for strawberries, and one for asters—a grower of general flowers,

and several celery growers ; but it is not in use in the apple orchards.

FRUIT IN THE NORTH.

D. W. Buchanan, Manitoba.

The province of Manitoba, Canada, is popularly supposed to be some-

what beyond the fruit zone, lying, as it does, north of the states of Minne-
sota and North Dakota, the northern portions at least of which are consid-

ered not suitable for fruit growing. Nevertheless, many fruits can be
grown in Manitoba with a considerable measure of success. Many failures

in the past have resulted from lack of knowledge, rather than from climatic

difficulties, due to the fact that settlers in a new country usually plant varie-

ties and attempt methods of cultivation familiar to them in the regions

whence they came. Most of the settlers in the comparatively new province

of Manitoba came from a milder and moister climate, and the varieties of
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fruit with which they were acquainted were quite unsuited to this region.

The experience of a few persistent experimenters has demonstrated that with

suitable varieties and methods of cultivation adapted to the local conditions,

results very much better than those obtained by the haphazard experiences

of unskilled settlers can be realized.

In small fruits, especially, it has been shown that there is opportunity

for the successful cultivation of quite a wide range of varieties, under reas-

onably favorable soil conditions, when suitable varieties and approved meth-

ods are adopted. A considerable portion of this province, especially in the

south and east, is flat with heavy clay subsoil, and many failures in this

class of soil have been due to lack of drainage rather than to climatic dis-

advantages.

Strawberries: A few cultivators have grown strawberries on a com-

mercial scale with success, while many residents have been successful with

them, for home use. Late spring frosts and early drouth are the two factors

to be feared in growing strawberries, but a system of tillage has been worked
out which successfully overcomes these dangers, and renders the cultiva-

tion of strawberries quite as safe as wheat or any other leading crop grown
here. The protection of the plants during the winter is not a serious matter,

and can be readily accomplished by adopting approved methods.

Currants: All the hardier varieties of currants may be quite safely

grown, and they produce abundantly. Danger from spring frosts is probably

not any greater here than in latitudes much farther south, where this fruit

is generally grown.

Raspberries: The hardier varieties of raspberries have been grown
quite successfully without cover. This includes such varieties as Turner,

Philadelphia, Minnetonka Ironclad, King, Shippers Pride, etc. Black cap

varieties usually require cover in winter. A plan of growing raspberries in

parallel rows, fairly close together, in an exposed location, has been found

satisfactory. In such a position the plants will he entirely covered writh

snow, which in this region forms drifts wherever there is a favorable ob-

struction. As the snow remains throughout the entire winter, the plants

have a cover which gives them ample protection. Raspberries suffer readily

from the warm, dry weather which we are liable to have in this region in

early summer, but injury from this source can be provided against by careful

tillage, followed by a heavy mulch, or frequent surface cultivation to provide

a dust mulch; the latter is the preferable plan.

Blackberries: These require a longer season than can be safely counted

upon in this province. I have had the plants loaded with fruit, but it is

usually lost by being frozen before maturity.

Gooseberries: The varieties of this fruit that have been grown success-

fully are somewhat limited, but they are very productive. The American

variety called Houghton has been found the best and is grown in favorable

locations without cover, though it will give best returns with some protec-

tion. The best cover for gooseberries I have found is brush thrown over

the plants to gather snow. With this protection some of the more tender

varieties will produce fine crops of fruit.

Grapes: The season is too short to ripen grapes of any of the well

known varieties. The Beta grape, an improved native variety of Minnesota*
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is the only one that has been successfully grown. Wild grapes are found
along many of the rivers and streams in southern and eastern sections of

the province.

Tree Fruits: Coming to the more important tree fruits, a very wide range
of opinion as to the possibilities of apple culture in Manitoba could be se-

cured, according to the success or failure of the efforts of individual ex-

perimenters. These extreme opinions, either favorable or unfavorable,

would be equally misleading. The fact is, that apple growing in Manitoba is

very largely a matter of locality. In time we will have certain well defined

districts where certain hardy varieties of apples will be found to give a

very fair measure of success, and there will be other areas where it will be

recognized that apple growing is practically out of the question, at least

until thorough drainage can be provided. Success with apples could hardly

be looked for on much of the low, flat, heavy prairie sections, quite aside

from the strenuous climate. The question of apple growing is a matter of

soil, drainage and shelter, and in certain sections where these conditions

are favorable, the success that has attended the growing of the hardier

varieties of Russian apples in Manitoba is a matter that has occasioned

much surprise to visitors from places much further south. The best known
apple district of the province is in the country bordering the Pembina moun-
tain, on the northeast. In this region not only a few, but a large number of

varieties of Russian apples have been grown successfully for many years.

The best known orchard, that of A. P. Stevenson, is about thirty years old,

and has produced some splendid crops, ranging into many hundreds of bar-

rels. This shows not merely the experimental production of a few samples,

but an orchard producing a crop year after year on quite a large scale. In

addition to many Russian varieties, the well known Wealthy, Patten, and a

few other American varieties have been successfully grown.

Plums: The area of country adapted to the cultivation of plums is much
greater than that of apples, due to the fact that the plum will succeed on

heavier and less carefully drained soil than the apple. The varieties of

plums grown are of the native nigra species, which are found growing wild

in some sections of Manitoba, and varieties of prunes americana, intro-

duced from Minnesota and Iowa. The native nigra plums vary widely in

quality in their wild state, some of quite large size and good quality are

found, while others are very small or very astringent. The writer of this

paper has devoted considerable time to experimental work with the native

plums and has produced several seedlings which are equal in size and

quality to many of the named varieties of americana grown in the North-

western States. The advantage in favor of the native plum for this region

is the early ripening habit and stronger crotches, this latter character mak-
ing the tree better for a windy country. A disadvantage is the early blos-

soming period, which increases the danger from spring frosts. I have found

that the blossoming period between the earliest nigra and the later americana

forms will extend over a full month. The americana forms are rarely in-

jured by spring frosts, but the native forms are occasionally greatly re-

duced in yield from this cause. On the other hand, only the earlier ripening

varieties of americana are safe to plant at all extensively. Many varieties.
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while apparently quite hardy, are liable to be injured by early fall frosts

before the fruit is properly matured.

Cherries: A few samples of the Morello and Russian varieties have been

produced, but nothing has been accomplished thus far to indicate that they

can be grown successfully as a crop. The so-called Compass cherry, a Min*

nesota hybrid cherry-plum, does fairly well where the americana plums can

be grown.

A FEW OBSERVATIONS ON THE CONDUCT OF TREES.

Benj. Buckman, Illinois.

It seems to me that the more I study on the fruit question the less I

know. In one year a variety seems to possess all the merits belonging to a

first class fruit, but a few years later defects show up that materially

change my views.

There seems to be about (or over) two weeks between the flowering

period of the different varieties of apples, but then again one variety may
put out all of its blossoms within a few days while other kinds habitually

have seemingly adventitious buds that (depending on the weather and

other conditions) send out more and more fruit buds for an indefinite time.

In the latter case a single freeze does not necessarily mean the loss of

a crop of apples. I find myself at fault in relying upon my description

of a variety from one, or even two years’ fruiting. Nothing less than three

descriptions can give even reasonable accuracy, and these modified by each

other finally resolved into one.

This season, 1912, abnormally dry and hot, gave All Summer about one-

third its normal size while Goff and White Astrachan seemed even larger and

finer than usual.

Judging by this season alone many fall apples would be rated as summer
kinds and many winter, as fall apples. In some seasons the calyx of a

variety may be open, in another closed.

The same idea applies more or less to other parts, as color, five-sided-

ness, irregularities, bumps, warts, specks, calyx tubes, watered flesh and

core, etc.

Some fruits, and all to a greater or less extent, are influenced much
by soil. In my soil the Dunlap is practically a worthless strawberry, a few
miles distant it is the very best. I cannot tell just what each individual

variety needs to bring it to its best estate; but the fact remains that each

variety is an individual as with humans and needs special treatment, whether
it gets it or not.

Again, what constitutes a desirable apple? For several years I have
tried to convince buyers in my market (S'pringfield) that Early Joe was
worth more than the excruciatingly sour and green Russians that my
sellers hauled to market. “No, no,” they would say “they are too small”
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and the larger the apples were and the sourer they looked the better they

sold. A row of Russians, twenty or thirty varieties, has made me more
money than Jonathan, S^weet Bough, Dyer, Celestia, Early Joe, Summer
Pearmain, Bennie and the like, and not one of the Russians fit to eat, hardly

fit to cook.

A Kieffer pear has a rank flavor that unfits it for my eating, raw or

canned, but it sells higher because of size and color than many superior

kinds.

WHY THE AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY SHOULD RENAME THE
BEN DAVIS APPLE.

W. S. Perrine, Illinois.

Judging from the number of persons on the program for this session,

the program committee evidently expected that a lot of us should either

be absent or very brief. If they expect me to be absent, they and you

are sadly disappointed; if they expected me to be brief, I will try to comply.

I am not here to offer an apology for the Ben Davis for it needs none;

nor am I going to apologize for being a grower of the Ben Davis. I feel

ashamed only when we grow a crop of low grade Ben Davis or none at all.

At our home, we use it exclusively for cooking, preferring it to any other

variety we grow. For eating, we prefer, of course Jonathan, Grimes, Akin

or Winesap. We do not need the name changed in order to sell our Ben
Davis profitably, if they are good.

A friend of mine, at picking time a year ago this fall, sent a quantity

of his Ben Davis to the New York market on consignment and, even in

that season of remarkably low prices, he received net at his Illinois shipping

point, $3.00 per barrel. How many Baldwins sent to New York, on con-

signment, at about the same time, netted the grower even in New York,

$3.00? After all it is not so much a question of name or even variety, as

it is of quality and grade and pack.

I believe, however, that it would be of some advantage to the grower

of the Ben Davis, in the Ben Davis section, if the variety were renamed.

By the Ben Davis Section, we mean the strip of country that has a season

long enough, but not too long, to properly bring the Ben Davis to maturity.

In general I should say the Ben Davis Section lies between 38° and 41°

latitude. In places the section may run considerably south, and possibly

north of these lines. The Middle West is usually spoken of as being the

Ben Davis Section, but I think it should be extended East to include West
Virginia and Virginia and others, for I think they can grow about as good

Bens as we of the Middle West, and no doubt they think better. You
know there is a strong tendency among enthusiastic fruit growers in

every section of the country to think and claim that their section produces

the best fruit in the world.

So much has been said against the Ben Davis, regardless of where

grown, by prominent people throughout the country, that it has become
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quite popular to discredit this variety. This attitude has been developing

for twenty-five years or more, until at present many people really think

the Ben Davis is a poor apple. If the name were changed we should

get away, to a certain extent, from this ungrounded prejudice. Then again

the character and quality of the Ben Davis from the Ben Davis Section,

is injured, in the markets of the East and of Europe, by the reputation

of the variety as it is grown in Michigan, New York, New England and
Canada. I do not think it is because their soil is not good enough to

produce the fine flavor and delicate texture of the Ben Davis (laughter), but,

as I understand, it is because their season is too short. It takes time to

produce a Ben Davis properly.

I say the Northern grown Ben Davis has established the reputation

for the variety in the East and in Europe, so that when our Bens from
the Middle West are sent East or exported,; they are affected adversely

by this reputation. These facts are so well known and established, that

exporters of Western Ben Davis usually mark them something else. It

appears, therefore, incumbent upon this society to say what new name
shall be given to this variety when grown in its own section as above
designated; and it should also be made a penitentiary offense for any
New York or other Northern grower of Ben Davis to use the new name
(laughter).

We cannot and do not grow the varieties of the Baldwin Section. They
should not attempt to grow our variety,—the Ben Davis.

Discussion.

President Goodman: The question is the renaming of the Ben Davis,

not varieties in general. I remember, if you will excuse me a moment, of

Mr. Hale of Connecticut berating members of this Society and all of those

who grow the Ben Davis, terribly, for ever growing it. That was out in

the West, while he was visiting the Missouri State Pomological Society.

I asked him if he ever grew a peach called the Elberta; he said he did,

and I told him the same reasoning applied to the Elberta peach as he

applied to the Ben Davis apple. No man who grows the Elberta peach
can throw any stones at the Ben Davis apple grown in the West The
whole thing calls up the question of adaptability. Mrl Perrine has struck

the note when he says where it should be grown—it is a question of adapta-

bility. Had you heard Mr. Henricksen, of the West Indies, you would

have gotten three or four ideas of adaptability along this line; and that

should be taken into consideration perhaps in this discussion of the Ben
Davis apple.

Mr. Scott: Is the Ben Davis grown easily in your section?

Mr. Perrine: That is a leading question, Mr. Scott. We have large

orchards of Den Davis at our place; like the typical commercial western

orchard, we have had ninety per cent of our trees Ben Davis. We have been,

and are now, cutting down some of those old solid-block Ben Davis orchards.

We have too large a per cent of Ben Davis in the West and at our place.

We would not want to grow all Grimes Golden, or all Jonathan, if a drug
on the market; just so with the Ben Davis. We can grow too large a per

cent of Ben Davis.
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Other reasons why we have been reducing our acreage of Ben Davis;

the trees are getting old; they are more or less diseased, and they are

planted in solid blocks —that is the main trouble. Almost any variety, ani

especially the Ben Davis, needs to be cross-pollinated with other varieties

to be a success, especially on the off years, and that is when we need

winter apples. If we had no Ben Davis on the place I believe we would

plant some; not as large a proportion as we did years ago,—for we did not

know any better then. As a matter of fact, we in our section find the early

varieties of apples more profitable than the late ones. The high-grade

quality of these bring us quicker money with less spraying. With them we

get away from the blotch and the bitter rot and those other troubles which

we have with our late varieties.

Question: I would like to know if this name Ben Davis is not a western

name? I live in the Quaker region of Massachusetts, and know that about

1850 an apple was introduced into our section as Philadelphia Pippin*

which is exactly identical with Ben Davis; and I am of the opinion that

it was a Philadelphia Pippin until it got out West where perhaps it was

renamed Ben Davis. Of course I do not know, I only surmise. Is there any

evidence to that effect?

President Goodman: The Ben Davis you know has fifteen or twenty

synonyms. Pomologists have been trying for a long time to simplify varietal

names, and Ben Davis is the correct name for that variety now, although

we have had it brought to the Department here, and at our State experiment

stations, under very, very different names. Kentucky (!) is the home of the

Ben Davis. Any other question?

Mr. Perrine: Of course I do not take this question very seriously

myself. The Ben Davis name is all right. The only thing, as suggested in

my paper, is that the prejudice against the Ben Davis is due mostly to the

fact that they have tried to grow it where it ought not to be grown.

President Goodman: Out in the Central West you would have about forty

men on their feet at once defending the Ben Davis. What is the matter

with you men—you do not like the Ben Davis?

Question: Would like to ask the gentleman, if the Ben Davis snitts

you so well and is such a good apple to market, then why not grow &33 l

you can get of it? In Massachusetts we can grow McIntosh or Baldwin,,

either one with much better success than Ben Davis, and so we plant them,

Mr. Perrine: I intimated in my paper that we do not grow enough
Ben Davis; we cannot get enough of the high-grade quality. If we have
that quality of Ben Davis, we have no trouble to get big money for them
every year.

Question: Did I not understand you to say that if you were setting

a new orchard you would not set to Ben Davis?

Mr. Perrine: I would not set it entirely to Ben Davis; I think I zm
correct in the statement that it is not well to grow simply one variety;

you need other varieties for cross-pollination. Recent investigations indi-

cate that we need a grouping of two or three or four varieties for best results.

President Goodman: Is there any one here who has had experience

in the cross-pollination or mixing of varieties?
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Mr. Glassmire: Yes, set to alternate rows of Jonathan and Ben Davis;

Gano and Grimes, and others—four and four, some of them eight and eight.

There is usually a very good sprinkling of fruit all over with such an
arrangement.

President Goodman: How many acres in the whole orchard?

Mr. Glassmire: About five hundred, I believe.

President Goodman: Do you consider the mixing of varieties in four

and eight rows better than alternations?

Mr. Glassmire: With some that I have seen I do.

Mr. Perrine: I do not believe that varieties mixed in four and eight

rows is sufficient for the best results. In our early blocks of apples,

we have them so mixed that different varieties are in different rows

in some parts of the orchard; four varieties, at least four varieties, should

be mixed in the same block. We get very much better results and almost

never have a perfect failure in those orchards.

President Goodman: Mr. Cox have you had experience in mixing

varieties in Ohio?

Mr. Cox: Well, my orchards are mostly mixed; still I have solid

blocks twenty acres or something like that, of Rome Beauty, and they

bear all right.

Mr. Perrine: I find this practice in the Central West helps one or-

chardist in the vicinity of Olney, where apples are usually scarce. He
has in that orchard a block of Jonathan running the full length of the

field; then a block of Akin; and then a block of Ben Davis. At the point

where the three varieties come together, in two different off years, when
there were almost no Ben Davis in the country, all of the three varieties

here were just simply loaded. When away from that point and where
there were only two varieties you could see quite a marked difference;

further and further away apples were less and less. It was conclusive to me
that we need more than two varieties together; three is better, and four, I

believe, is better than three.

President Goodman: Mr. Fulton, of West Virginia, have you had any ex-

perience in this mixing of varieties ?

Mr. Fulton: Yes, in alternate rows, running about 4 to 8 varieties. Our
trees are still young and have not yet borne enough to show definitely. On
the supposition that the trees have been fertilized all right, interpollination

seems to carry a distance anywhere from 4 to 8 rows.

President Goodman: Mr. Scott, have you had experience or observation

on this topic?

Mr. Scott: I may say that our experience has been about the same as that

in the Middle West. I think Mr. Perrine will bear me out when I say that

if conditions are favorable, those who have blocks of Ben Davis will find

them bearing good. But when conditions are a little unfavorable in one way
or another, the large blocks will fail entirely while those that are planted

with a view to pollination will bear more or less of a crop. I have observed

that myself in the Middle West, and have heard others speak of it.

Mr. Sears: For two years I have been making a careful study of cross-

pollination, and I expect in case of one of the new plantings that w© are set-

ting out at the present time, that we are altogether on the wrong track. The
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thing that brought it to my attention two years ago was a block of peach

trees which blossomed very full but they did not set any fruit whatever.

We had a number of peach experts look over that block of peaches, and not

one of them could suggest anything. Last winter I was talking it over with

the head of the bee department in Massachusetts, considered one of the

best bee men in the United States (so good that Wisconsin was trying hard to

get him away from us), and he told us the whole trouble was in the absence

of bees. So the next spring we put a hive of bees in that orchard, and we
got 4,800 baskets of peaches.

Now I do not know surely whether the bees did it or not, but Dr. Gasch,

trained in Ontario and brought to Massachusetts, states that a fruit grower
who studied bees in Ontario would say that there ought to be a hive of

bees to every twenty-five full-grown apple trees; Gasch puts it at fifty-odd.

I asked him why all over New England they were getting good crops when
they had no bees. He said that the year we lost our peach crop practically

all the native bees were killed. When we have a favorable season for bees,

especially the native bees, we get a crop, we get an effective pollination all

right. But he makes the statement that the bee that does the best work is

the one that lives as an individual in the ground. We have become so much
interested in this aspect of the case that we have begun the study of climatic

conditions that are unfavorable to bees. I am so convinced that this is of

great importance that this year we have invited the Bee Keepers’ Associa-

tion to meet with the Massachusetts Fruit Growers’ Association, and we
are giving them a prominent place on our program.

Mr. Lewis: I have been working on this practically eight years, and we
have published bulletins on the pollination of the apple; and now have one
going to press on the cherry.

We find that the question of pollination, to a certain degree, is local;

varieties may be self-fertile in one section and sterile in another section.

Nevertheless I would not think of planting an orchard myself of a solid va-

riety in any section of this country. Many of you are interested in the

Winesap apple. Suppose you plant a combination of two varieties, say
Winesap and Esopus, what will be the result. The Esopus is a very sterile

variety; in fact, it does not set three per cent of its own pollination. On
the other hand, I never yet have been able to get enough Winesap pollen

for experimental work. I have been all over our Northwest orchard dis-

tricts and my observation shows that the Winesap does not produce pollen,

or if at all, in such small quantities as not to be a factor in the production of

fruit. Then you might plant two varieties like the Esopus and Winesap, and
get very few apples.

Another interesting case, in cherries. Our three leading varieties are

the Napoleon (Royal Ann.), and the Lambert and Bing. These are all self-

sterile, and in some places we have a large acreage of cherries getting

nothing, practically nothing, though the trees blossom profusely; the fruit

early drops on the ground, amounting to nothing. When we cross these
with a variety like the Black Republican we get a very heavy set. If you—

-

those who are especially interested in this pollination matter—will address

me at Corvallis, Ore., I will send you a copy of the cherry bulletin as soon as
it is off the press.
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But I am interested also in the question of bees. No matter how good
&ey may be in their place, without good weather conditions there are not

good results in the orchard. In our country, in cold, rainy spring weather,
the bees are not flying and we get practically very little fruit, regardless of

whether you have two or twelve varieties.

Mr. Pearson: I have noticed a little in regard to this pollination, and
guess my attention was first called to it at the time I was at the Yellowstone

Park. At the hot springs there, the proprietor had worked out a splendid

scheme for growing cucumbers. He built a small house over a hot spring

and the water ran out underneath a space as large as this room perhaps, and

si kept that house plenty warm enough. I think I never saw cucumber plants

growing bigger than in there—but not one single fruit. It was too cold out-

side for any bees to work and besides they had none. What would you do

in a case like that?

Secretary: Cross pollinate by hand; I have noticed trees blossoming full

and not bearing, and I think it universally true that on such occasions it was
too cold or too wet at blossoming time for the bees to work, and therefore the

pollen could not be distributed as nature intended it to be.

President Goodman: We will have to close the discussion on this point

now. The conclusion is that it is necessary in planting an orchard to have

the varieties mixed; necessary to have bees in the orchard; necessary to

lave good weather at the proper time that they are blossoming.

THE PRESENT STATUS OF CANADIAN POMOLOGY.

W. T. Macoun, Canada.

Canada is regarded by most people of other lands as an agricultural

gauntry, and justly so. We are proud of the agricultural possibilities of

Canada and proud of her achievements. As an example of what Canada

can do in the production of cereals, for instance, I have only to mention

the winning of the sweepstake prize by a Canadian for the best bushel of

wheat at the recent Dry Farming Congress at Tulsa, Oklahoma;, In p,

competition open to the world. This is the third time in three consecutive

years that such honors have been won..

The horticulturists of Canada believe that the kinds and varieties

©f fruits which succeed there can also be grown of a quality and appearance

second to none. At the international exhibitions held in the past, many
prizes have fallen to Canadians, the latest honors being the winning of the

President's Cup and Sweepstake Prize at the Exhibition of the International

Apple Shippers’ Association held at Cleveland, Ohio, in August last, in com-

petition with the States of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,

Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota.

It is expected that as the years go by Canada will be regarded more and
more by the people of other nations as a horticultural as well as an agri-

cultural country.

Great areas of land are suitable for apple growing in Canada. Areas on

which could be grown apples to supply the world for some time to come.

Her peach lands, while not as extensive are sufficiently so to provide
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Canadians and many people on the American side of the border with a liberal

supply of this fruit Pears, plums, cherries, and in some favored districts

apricots can be grown in large quantities and the area over which the s^nall

fruits, such a currants, gooseberries, raspberries and strawberries, can be

grown, is almost unlimited.

Historical:—-Fruit has been cultivated in Canada since the early part of

the 17th century when the French settlers in Acadia, now the Province of

Nova Scotia, and also the settlers along the banks of the St. Lawrence in

the present Province of Quebec, brought with them seeds and trees from
France and planted them. It has, however, been only during the past fifty

or sixty years that fruit has been grown to any large extent for commercial
purposes.

Kinds of Fruit Grown in Canada:—The kinds of fruit grown in Canada
for sale are apples, pears, plums, cherries, peaches, apricots, girapes, cur-

rants, gooseberries, raspberries, blackberries, loganberries, strawberries and

cranberries. There is also a large sale of blueberries and huckleberries

which are picked from plants in the wild state.

Fruit Districts of Canada:—There is a very large area in Canada suited

to the growing of fruit. Apples are grown to the largest extent in the

Provinces of Ontario, Nova Scotia, Quebec, and British Columbia, but apples

grow well in the Provinces of New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island.

The largest number of bearing apple trees is in the Province of Ontario

where in 1910 there were 6,544,788 trees and 2,053,302 more trees not yet

bearing. In the prairie Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

tree fruits are not grown except to a limited extent in the most favorable

locations where some apples, crab apples and plums are produced. The
commercial culture of the pear is confined mainly to the Provinces of Ontario

and British Columbia though pears succeed well in Nova Scotia and the
hardiest varieties can he grown in Quebec, New Brunswick and Prince
Edward Island. The most favorable climatic conditions for plums are in

Ontario, Nova Scotia and British Columbia; but, certain varieties of the
Domestica plums can be grown in Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick
and Quebec. The native plums Prunus nigra and Prunus americana are
grown successfully in the colder parts of Canada and the early varieties
succeed in the prairie provinces. Ontario produces the largest quantity of

cherries and they have been planted to a considerable extent in British
Columbia but they are grown successfully also in Nova Scotia, Prince Ed-
ward Island and to a limited extent in favored parts of the Province of

Quebec. Peaches are grown commercially only in the southwestern part
of the Province of Ontario and in British Columbia but they can he success-
fully grown also in the warmer parts of Nova Scotia. The commercial
culture of grapes is at present confined to southwestern Ontario but they
can he ripened also in all the other provinces of Canada with the excep-
tion of the prairies where only the very earliest will ripen and then only
when grown in the most favourable locations and protected in winter.
Blackberries are grown mainly in Ontario and British Columbia and the
culture of loganberries is confined to the warmer parts of British Columbia.
But currants, gooseberries, raspberries and strawberries are grown in all

the provinces.
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VALUE OF FRUIT EXPORTED FROM CANADA 1912-13.

Articles Exported.
Fruits—

Fruits, dried

Countries.

United States
Germany
Holland
Other countries

Canadian
Produce.

$7,837
10,810
14,009

5,785

Total $214,442

Apples, green
United States
Other countries

3,804,967
22,898

219,941

Berries of all kinds

Total .
. $4,047,806

United States
Other countries

99,965
54

Total $100,019

Canned and preserved
United States
Other countries

216,589
3,336
861

Total $220,786

Other fruits, N. E. S United Kingdom
United States
Other countries

35,978
15,136
45,627

Total $96,741

Recapitulation.
Fruits

United States
Other countries

4,065,371
152,145
462,278

Totals $4,679,794

Fruit Exported From Canada.

A large proportion of the fruit raised in Canada is consumed there but

the following figures give the quantity and value of that which was exported

for the fiscal year beginning April 1st, 1912, and ending March 31, 1913:
» ry- -p?

Principal Varieties of Fruits Grown in Canada.

In a country as large as Canada with such a diversity of climate the

number of varieties of fruit grown is naturally very large.

The following lists contain only the principal ones:

Apples:—-Alexander, Baldwin, Ben Davis, Cranberry, Crimson Beauty,

Cox Orange, Oldenburg, Dudley, Esopus, Fallawater, Fameuse, Graven-

stein, Rhode Island Greening, Grimes, Hubbardston, Jonathan, McIntosh,
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New Brunswick, Northern Spy, Ontario, Montreal Peach, Red Astrachan,

Ribston, Roxbury Russet (Nonpareil), Rome Beauty, St. Lawrence, Tolman,

Tompkins King, Wagener, Wealthy, Wolf River, Yellow Bellflower, Yellow

Newtown, Yellow Transparent.

Crab Apples: —Transcendent, Hyslop.

Pears:—Anjou, Angouleme, Bartlett, Bose, Boussock, Clairgeau, Clapp

Favorite, Flemish, Giffard, Howell, Malines, Guyot, Lawrence, Louise, Seckel,

Sheldon, Winter Nelis.

Peaches:—Alexander, Beers Smock, Brigdon, Chairs, Champion, Early

Crawford, Elberta, Fitzgerald, Late Crawford, Lemon Free, New Prolific,

Niagara, Oldmixon, Rareripe, Reeves, St. John, Triumph.

Plums (American):—Cheney, DeSoto, Hawkeye.

Plums, European (Domestica) :—Arctic, Bradshaw, Golden Drop, Dia-

mond, Field, French Damson, Glass, Grand Duke, Gueii, Pond (Hungarian

Prune), Imperial Gage, Italian, Lombard, Monarch, Montmorency, Peach,

Quackenboss, Raynes, Bavay (Reine Claude), Pride, Shropshire, Victoria,

Washington, Yellow Egg.

Plums (Japanese):—Abundance, Burbank, Chabot, Red June, Satsuma.

Cherries:—Sour; Morello, Montmorency, Olivet, Richmond.

Cherries:—Sweet; Bing, Elkhorn, Elton, Knight, Napoleon (Royal

Anne), Smith, Spanish, Tartarian, Windsor, Wood.
Grapes:—Agawam, Brighton, Campbell, Catawba, Champion, Concord,

Delaware, Diamond, Lindley, Merrimac, Moore, Moyer, Niagara, Vergennes,
Wilder, Winchell, Worden.

Blackberries:—Agawam, Eldorado, Kittatinny, Snyder.

Currants:—Black; Champion, Lee, Naples, Saunders, Victoria (Black).

Currants:—Red; Cherry, Fay, Pomona, Ruby Castle, Red Dutch, Stewart,

Victoria, Wilder.

Currants:—White; Grape.

Gooseberries:—Downing, Houghton, Josselyn (Red Jacket), Oregon,
Pearl,—All of American origin.

Raspberr es:—Black; Cumberland, Hilborn, Gregg, Older, Smith (Giant).

Raspberries:—Purple; Columbian, Shaffer.

Raspberries:—Red; Cuthbert, Herbert, King, Marlboro.

Raspberries:—White; Golden Queen.

Strawberries:—Bederwood, Belt, Brandywine, Bubach, Dunlap, Enhance,
Haverland, Glen Mary, Lovett, Magoon, Sample, Sharpless, Splendid, War-
field, Williams.

Fruits of Canadian Origin.

While it is expected that before long a much larger proportion of frufts

grown commercially in Canada will be of Canadian origin, at present only
a small proportion are such. Some of the best known fruits originated in

Canada are:

Apples:—Baxter, Banks Gravenstein, Canada Baldwin, Crimson Beauty,
Fameuse, McIntosh, New Brunswick, Ontario, St. Lawrence, Swayzie, Tren-

ton.

Peaches:—Banner, Fitzgerald, Tyehurst.
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Pears:-—Dempsey, Ritson.

Plums:-~Glass, Mount Royal, Raynes.

C h e rry :—Windsor.

Grapes:—Brant, Burnet, Canada, Jessica, Kensington, Moyer.

Raspberries:—Herbert, Hilborn, Smith (Giant).

Black Currants:—Beauty, Climax, Clipper, Eagle, Kerry, Magnus, Saun-

ders.

Gooseberries:—Josselyn (Red Jacket), Pearl.

Strawberry :—Williams.

Fruit Breeding.

Fruit Breeding was begun in Canada between forty-five and fifty years

ago by private persons and several of the varieties mentioned above were
the result of hand pollination. During recent years the Federal and Provin-

cial Governments have rendered assistance and Fruit Breeding is now an
important part of the work at the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa,

Ont.; the Horticultural Experiment Station, Jordan Harbor, Ont., and the

Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Ont. It is at Ottawa, however, where
most of the work so far has been done. Cross-breeding was begun there in

1894 and over two thousand apple trees have been grown as the result of

such work during the past nineteen years. A large number of these have

fruited and have been propagated and distributed free for test. Since

1890 between 5,000 and 6,-000 apple trees have been raised from seed where
only one parent was known. There have been promising seedlings in this

lot and eighty-one have been named. Some 24,000 seedlings of the hardiest

apples are being grown at the Federal Stations in the prairie provinces in

order to eliminate the tender ones by exposing them to the severe winters

and it is proposed to try a much larger number. Other fruits which have

been used in breeding work are Plums, Grapes, Currants, Gooseberries,

Raspberries and Strawberries. The objects in breeding are to obtain hardier

good varieties; to extend the cultivation of fruits into colder districts, and

to obtain better varieties for the principal fruit districts. Owing to the long

distance which it is necessary to ship fruit in Canada, varieties having good

shipping properties are being sought.

During the past fifteen years records have been kept of the yields of

individual apple trees at the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, and it

has been found that some trees of the same varieties, planted at the same

time and under very similar conditions, yield much more than others. Trees

have been propagated from heavy and light bearing trees to learn if this

habit continues when the trees are grafted. These trees are now beginning

to bear and some definite information is looked for soon.

Methods of Culture and Marketing.

In a country as large as Canada the methods of culture vary somewhat.

In the great fruit districts of Ontario and Nova Scotia the practice is to

cultivate the orchards until about the middle of July and then to sow seed

for a cover crop, such as red or crimson clover, vetch, or rape which will be
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ploughed in early the following spring. Where the climate is colder it has

been found good practice to merely plough the orchard in the spring, harrow

it a few times to get the weeds under control and then sow seed for a cover

crop in the month of June. This system is desirable where there is danger

of the trees growing too late and being injured by winter. In the Province

of Quebec many growers prefer to leave their orchards in sod to insure

thorough ripening of the wood before winter. In parts of British Columbia

irrigation is practiced.

Most of the grapes are grown in the Province of Ontario. The vines

are usually planted 10 x 10 feet apart and trained to the Kniffen system and

are usually tied to a trellis of from two to three wires. In many places in

Canada, where the winter is cold but the summers very warm, grapes are

grown for home use by covering the vines with soil during the winter. Ex-

cept in British Columbia, strawberries are not grown to any extent in the

hill system or as single plants in Canada, as they are in Great Britain and

Europe, but in matted rows, the plants being six inches or less apart. By
this method the plants protect each other and are not so subject to heaving

when the ground freezes, nor is the crown exposed so much to the sun.

Spraying:—Spraying is practiced by a large proportion of the fruit

growers in Canada. The principal insecticide used for biting insects was
Paris Green until quite recently, but Arsenate of Lead is fast taking its

place. For San Jose scale the Lime-Sulphur wash is used when the trees are

dormant. The Lime-Sulphur is now generally used for spraying to control

certain diseases, such as Apple Scab and Peach Leaf Curl when the trees

are dormant and also to some extent during the growing season, although

Bordeaux Mixture is still commonly used as a summer spray. There is

no good means for controlling aphis on tree fruits, although tobacco ex-

tracts, soaps and kerosene emulsion are all partially effective.

Transportation Facilities:—The distances to which fruit has to be trans-

ported in Canada are in some cases very great, both for the home market

and to reach the ports in order that it may be sent abroad, but within

about two years there will be three trans-continental railways from the

Atlantic to the Pacific oceans, and these, with the many branch lines already

in operation, afford excellent means of distributing the fruit. Refrigerator

cars are furnished by the railway companies when needed.

Markets:—The home market for Canadian fruits is growing rapidly.

There are now about 8,0-00,000 people in Canada who consume a very large

quantity of fruit. In the prairie provinces where tree fruits do not succeed

well and where the main crop is cereals it is estimated that there are 171,000

square miles suitable for cultivation. This area is being rapidly populated

and offers a splendid home market for fruit from the other provinces of

Canada. Great Britain, the United States, and European countries take

large quantities of Canadian fruits, as has been shown above.

Profits in Fruit Growing:—Like most other kinds of business or profes-

sional enterprises, the success of fruit growing in Canada depends on the

individual man. Some men are becoming rich by growing fruit and some
are not; but it is believed that the average fruit grower has a larger income

than those engaged in other rural occupations.
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©©-operation :—The spirit of co-operation in the fruit growing Industry

is growing rapidly in Canada and already much has been accomplished in

the direction of assisting the fruit grower in getting better prices for his

products. In the Province of Ontario there are fifty-two co-operative fruit

growers’ associations; in Nova Scotia, thirty-two; in Quebec, eight; and in

British Columbia, ten. In Nova Scotia, Ontario and British Columbia most
of the associations have united to form central selling agencies in order

that they may control prices obtained for their fruit. These are known as

the United Fruits Co., Limited, Berwick, N. S.; The Ontario Fruit Growers,

Limited, Toronto, Ont.; The Okanagan United Growers, Limited, Vernon,

B. C.

Many of the local co-operative associations are incorporated companies.
They buy supplies as well as sell the fruit. In the best organized associa-

tions there is a manager who is paid a percentage on the amount of produce
handled. There is a central packing house so that the fruit may be uni-

formly graded. In some cases the returns are pooled and the growers are

paid according to the proportion of the different grades of fruit furnished

by the producers. In other cases the associations ship but do not pack
co-operatively and each man’s fruit sells on its merits. The officers of a
local association usually consist of the president, vice-president, secretary-

treasurer, and five directors. There is also a manager on salary or paid

on commission who supervises the grading and packing and shipping of

the fruit and other matters relating to the association.

Legislation:—The Canadian Constitution gives the Federal Government
control of certain kinds of Agricultural legislation which is interprovincial

and effective throughout the whole of Canada. In relation to the fruit

industry, for instance, the size of packages in which fruit may be marketed
is controlled by the Dominion Government. There are also standards fixed

by the Government for the different grades of fruit marketed). The marking
on the packages is also regulated by the Government.

Legal Barrels, Boxes, and Baskets in Canada:—The minimum size of

the apple barrel in Canada is ninety-six quarts. When apples are packed

in boxes for export marketing the inside dimensions of the box must not be

less than ten inches deep, eleven inches in width, and twenty inches in

length. When apples are packed in boxes or barrels having trays or

fillers wherein it is intended to have a separate compartment for each

apple, the size of box need not be as above. Boxes for small fruits are

two-fifths of a quart and fourjfi£ths of a quart. Legal baskets must hold

two and two-fifths quarts, six quarts, eleven quarts, and fifteen quarts,

respectively.

Packing and Marking Fruit:—The name and address of the packer

must be stamped on every closed package of fruit. The name of the

variety or varieties must he stamped on every closed package of fruit.

There must also be a mark indicating the grade of fruit.

Legal Grades of Apples:—There are four legal grades of apples offered

for sale in Canada or exported, namely, Fancy, No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3.

Fancy fruit consists of well grown specimens of one variety; sound;

of uniform and, of at least, normal size and of good color for the variety;

of normal shape; free from worm holes, bruises, scab and other defects;
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and properly packed; No. 1 quality is fruit which has no culls and consists

of well grown specimens of one variety, sound, of not less than medium
size and of good color for the variety, of normal shape and not less than

ninety per cent free from scab, worm holes, bruises and other defects,

and properly packed; No. 2 quality is fruit which has no culls and

consists of specimens of not less than nearly medium size for the variety,

and not less than eighty per cent free from worm holes and such other

defects as cause material waste, and properly packed.

Facing.

The faced or shown surface gives by law a false representation of

the contents of the package, if more than fifteen per cent of such fruit is

substantially smaller in size than, or inferior in grade to, or different in

variety from, the faced or shown surface of such package.

Importing Fruit.

In regard to fruit imported into Canada, “The Governor in Council

by regulation may prescribe the kinds of imported fruit, the package contain-

ing which must be branded or marked; prescribe the brands or marks to be

used thereon; prescribe the manner and places in and at which such fruit

is to be inspected and such packages branded or marked.”

In order that the above regulations shall be complied with, Inspectors

are employed who inspect the fruit at the packing houses, and on the

markets, and at the chief shipping points, and at other places. It is the

Inspector’s duty to mark any package containing fruit “Falsely Marked,”

or “Falsely Packed”' if it does not comply with the regulations. There are

also fines for improper packing and marking.

Government Aid to Fruit Growers.

Colleges:—There are four Agricultural Colleges at which a four years

course in Agriculture is given and from which or through the universities

with which they are affiliated, the graduates receive the degree of Bachelor

of the Science of Agriculture (B. S. A.). These colleges are the Ontario

Agricultural College, Guelph, Ont. ;
the Macdonald College, Que. ; the Trappist

College, La Trappe, Que.; and the Manitoba Agricultural College, Winni-

peg, Man. At these colleges the students receive a special course in

horticulture. There is also the maritime Agricultural College, Truro, N. S.,

at which the students are given a two years’ course in agriculture and
horticulture, and an Agricultural School at Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere, Que.

In connection with the Agricultural Colleges short courses in horticulture

lasting from one to two weeks are given. These colleges are supported

mainly by the provincial governments and by private gifts, but the Federal
Government also gives some assistance.

Experimental Farms:—There are sixteen Experimental Farms or Stations

in Canada supported by the Federal Government, of which the Central

Farm is at Ottawa, Ont. The appropriation for the maintenance of these

and for new farms is this year $810,000, exclusive of the salaries of permanent
staff.
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At the Experimental Stations experiments in methods of culture, tests

of varieties, spraying, and in plant breeding are carried on in order to aid

the fruit growers in the different provinces. The divisions of Chemistry,

Entomology, and Botany with headquarters at the Central Farm at Ottawa
lend their aid in the more scientific aspects of horticulture. The Farms
are bureaus of information to which fruit growers may write and receive

replies without any cost to themselves. Annual reports and bulletins are

published giving an account of the work done. There are also experimental

farms associated with the provincial agricultural colleges.

District or County Instructors:—In the Provinces of Ontario, Quebec and
British Columbia the provincial governments have instructors or district

representatives whose duty it is to go through the country and give free

information and Instruction to farmers and fruit growers, and in some cases

to carry on demonstration of the best methods of orchard practice. They
have their headquarters where people may come to get information or

where they may write for it. In the Province of Ontario there are thirty-one

representatives and an almost equal number of assistants.

Demonstration Orchards:—In the Provinces of British Columbia, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island there are small orchards

of from one to five acres to demonstrate the best varieties and methods
of culture. There are, for instance, twenty-three of these in New Brunswick

and thirty-five in Nova Scotia. The provincial government furnishes the

trees free and sends a man to plant them, the owner caring for the trees

according to directions for ten years or more. The Government also some-

times supplies a spray pump.

Exhibitions:—The Governments, both Federal and Provincial, aid the

fruit grower by assisting in making exhibits of fruits both in Canada
and in other countries, in order to advertise the good quality of Canadian
fruit and thus help to find markets for it. Rules for judging fruits have been
adopted by several of the provincial fruit growers’ associations.

Packing Demonstrations:—Both the Federal and Provincial Governments

aid the fruit grower by giving demonstrations by expert packers in packing

fruit. Last winter, for instance, forty such demonstrations or schools were

conducted in the Province of British Columbia alone.

Cold Storage and Markets:—The Federal Government aids the fruit

grower by helping him to get his products to market in good condition.

For the shipment of fruit in refrigerator car loads intended for export, the

Government pays icing charges to the extent of $5.00 per car. Arrangements

are also made by the Government to have small cold storage chambers on

steamships reserved for the carriage of fruit only. This has resulted in a

large increase in the amount of tender fruit exported. Temperature records

are kept by the Government on the steamers carrying fruit in order to

ensure its being well looked after and inspectors are employed by the

Government to inspect both the cargoes on steamers and in refrigerator

cars. Subsidies are also given by the Government to aid in the erection

of cold storage plants throughout Canada and also in the pre-cooling of fruits

before shipment.
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Protection Against Diseases and injurious insects:—There is an Act of

Parliament known as the “Destructive Insect and Pest Act” which empowers
the Government to inspect fruit trees going from other countries into

Canada, and to fumigate them at stations controlled by the Federal Govern-
• ment. The provincial governments also have laws within the provinces

giving them power to inspect trees in nurseries and to enforce fumigation

before shipment from the nurseries. Inspectors of the Entomological Divi-

sion and Botanical Division of the Department of Agriculture, and men em-
ployed by the Provincial Government spend much time in the orchards

seeking information in regard to any injurious insects and diseases and in

finding methods of controlling them.

Fruit Growers’ Associations:—There are seven provincial fruit growers’

associations in Canada which are in the Provinces of Prince Edward Island,

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba and British Colum-
bia. These Associations are supported in part by the Provincial Govern-
ments. Subjects relating to the fruit industry are discussed at their annual
meetings, which last about two days. They are powerful agents in bringing

about needed legislation in regard to the fruit industry. From time to time

representatives of these Associations meet at Ottawa in a Dominion Confer-

ence in which matters affecting legislation for the whole of Canada are

discussed.

Fruit Crop Report:—A monthly report on the condition of the fruit

crop in Canada and in other countries is published by the Federal Govern-

ment during the growing season. Newspaper reports are also issued from
time to time. The information for these reports is gathered from a large

number of fruit growers throughout Canada. The Provincial Governments
also issue reports.

Bulletins and Periodicals:—In addition to the reports and bulletins

which are published by the Dominion and Provincial Governments, and which
are furnished free to anyone who asks for them, there are several horticul-

tural periodicals published by private companies in Canada which devote

considerable space to fruit culture.

Canning Factories:-—Much fruit is canned in Canada and new factories

are starting from time to time, and there is every prospect that this phase

of the fruit industry will develop very much.
In conclusion we beg to state that the outlook for fruit growing in

Canada is good. The areas where fruit can be successfully grown are, in the

case of the apple particularly, so great that if a large proportion were planted

Canada could supply the world for a long time to come. What is needed is

good organization and good distribution all over Canada in order to avoid

gluts and these conditions give greater promise of fulfillment every year.

President Goodman: A few years ago we would not have thought very

much about Canadian pomology; and now to think of all the work they are

doing and all the results they are getting in developing that industry. And
in the discussion of this subject, while it is Canadian pomology, it means
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pomology for the northern part of the United States—we will say Massachu-

setts, Wisconsin, Minnesota and right along in there. I think I see Mr. Crane-

field, of Wisconsin, here, and if so I would like to have him say something
about Canadian pomology in the United States.

Mr. Cranefield: I expected to come here rather to learn, and would
like to ask several questions of the Professor a little later on, if I may.

The conditions I believe over a large part of Wisconsin are very similar to

those in a part, at least, of Canada. We are now raising apples quite success-

fully. On the south shore of Lake Superior, on what is known as “the shore,”

Bayfield, etc., they raise most excellent hardy apples, and a few pears and
plums, and of course small fruits. The lake shore region of Wisconsin is

particularly favorable for the raising of apples—not alone the Lake Superior

shore line but the Michigan shore line also. While this is not a place to

boast of one’s State, yet as modest as I am, I am compelled to say, that to

the best of our knowledge and belief, Wisconsin has the largest orchard of

sour cherries in the world. Seven hundred and twenty acres in one tract

which, in the language of the street, is “going some,” That orchard each

year is being increased, and the planters expect to have ultimately one thou-

sand acres in a single solid block. The climate and soil conditions and the

typical land of Door County and those regions of Wisconsin, in and around

Lake Michigan, appear to be very favorable for fruit growing. We are

planting apples also to a considerable extent in Wisconsin, mostly of the fall

varieties ; we find we can raise them and sell them as a rule a little bit better

than planters can in other parts of the country; and that we can sell them
early and have our money in the bank or spent while the growers in other

parts of the country are putting them in cold storage.

We raise quite well, if not to say to perfection, such apples as Oldenburg,

Wealthy, McIntosh, and Dudley, a popular new variety of the Oldenburg type

which we borrowed from Maine, and McMahon, which originated in Wiscon-

sin. About a dozen standard varieties listed by the American Bornological

Society, originated in Wisconsin; among which the best known are North-

western and Wolf River. This latter is regarded by us as one of the

most desirable varieties. It ranks very high on the markets, though

few people seem to know that.

The history of pomology in Wisconsin is very interesting and somewhat
striking. Our earlier settlers attempted to transplant fruit growing methods

from the Eastern States, and for several years they did not succeed well at

all. The Baldwin and the Greening and other varieties of apples and the

grapes that were grown in the East did not succeed; but our pioneers were

of a hardy and rather determined spirit, and said, “If not those fruits,

we’ll find some others that can be raised,” and through fifty years we have

developed and raised fruits in spite of our soils and climate. That I think

is rather a distinctive feature in our horticulture. We have a race of apples

which originated on our own soil. Of course we have gone just across the

state line and taken the Wealthy that originated in Minnesota, and again

those particularly from Canada and other nearby points—but those most

successful to-day are the ones which originated in the State.

The apple industry consists chiefly in raising fall apples; new orchards

are being planted each year, and we are wondering whether we ought not
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to stop, as the speaker said last evening; whether it would not be well,

if any others want apple orchards, to sell them some of those now planted

rather than to plant more.

Question: I want to ask Prof. Macoun if there is a single commercial

apple to-day that has originated as the result of artificial pollination? I do

not say that there is none, but I want to know.

Mr. Macoun: Yes, the Ontario apple; a cross between the Wagener
and Northern Spy. It is a larger apple than the Wagener and bears almost

as early. It is grown in some portions of Canada, such as Ontario and

Nova Scotia, and is altogether a most desirable apple; the flesh bruises

easily, however, making it difficult to ship in good condition in barrels.

Question: I am not assuming against artificial pollination; but I am
only wondering, having just come from the tables in the exhibit hall, if it

is really worth while as an important work with apples, or is it chiefly of

value because very interesting from a breeder’s standpoint, to see how many
variations are possible under varying circumstances, and this question has

arisen: Have we apples or other fruits grown anywhere in the United

States that are the direct result of a cross by artificial pollination?

Mr. Sears: I am certainly much interested in Mr. Cranefield’s remarks

about the Wolf River “coming into its own.” Some of you know that we
have branched out into practical orcharding in Massachusetts. The first

year we began planting at Amherst we set six hundred and fifty McIntosh.

Massachusetts can grow the best McIntosh in the world, other things the

same way! This year they began to bear and all are Wolf River. Now we
are debating whether we shall dig them out or top-graft to McIntosh. Now
if the Wolf River apple is really worth anything I am anxious to know it.

Mr. Cranefield: This is what I mean; the hotel and restaurant men
and others who feed the public are just learning that Wolf River is one of

the best apples that grows anywhere for baking and this year it has brought

a higher price in New York and Chicago and other markets than any other

apple, I think, or at least with very few exceptions—about $4 a barrel, while

New York apples were bringing $3. That’s what I mean. We discovered

that years ago in Wisconsin; you people of the East are just finding it out.

Do not feel badly about the six hundred and fifty Wolf River trees ; although

the McIntosh is a very excellent apple, the Wolf River will bring in more
money. We raised 2,500,000 bushels of apples in Wisconsin this year and
of these I shipped three bushels and a peck last week to Washington, but

they have not arrived yet. If they come this week I will have a Wolf River

to show you.

Mr. Van Deman: I would like to say just a little about Canada. I

have been there and know there is a lot there besides ice and snow. The
peculiar interior region between the lakes there is as good as the very

best that we have anywhere in the United States; and when we think about

that as a great frozen country we are making a great mistake.

But I was thinking more especially of British Columbia. Now we think

of that as a fearful region, while it is a great many miles away. But I can

assure you that when you get there you feel much at home, and I know that

those people that live there do not starve, especially for fruit. I was called
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to take the leading part in judging the First Canadian Apple Show, which

was held in Vancouver, and my friend Prof. Sears was one of my assistants

in that work, and I feel sure he can bear me out in saying that a more
magnificent apple show could hardly be shown anywhere in the United

States than in Vancouver, and the finest car of apples I believe was grown on
Lake Kanagan in British Columbia. It is a wonderful region. Of course

from the Wenatchee country up through the northern parts of Washington,

three or four hundred miles across the country, there is a magnificent fruit

section.

President Goodman: Professor Sears, how about your experience; you

live up there in the northern part of the United States?

Professor Sears: I lived ten years in Nova Scotia and can say I am
satisfied that Canada is a mighty good place to live. But I will talk about

Massachusetts now, since I know most about it at the present time. The
situation in Massachusetts is like that in every other fruit country, at the

present time; everybody is interested in orcharding. I never saw such a

time as we are now having in Massachusetts. We started six years agoj to

try to arouse interest in orcharding, and now there is not a restaurant man,

hotel man, lawyer, doctor, or retired minister that does not want to take up
orcharding. In New England generally, perhaps Massachusetts especially,,

there is tremendous interest in orcharding. I think in a general way we are

getting the principles down to a pretty go£>d practice. Most of our people

have gone in for the legitimate varieties; not many of them have set the

Wolf River so far as I know. The Baldwin is the best variety that we grow;
the McIntosh is probably the next most popular, but I do not believe, take

it one year with another, it will stand with the Baldwin as a profitable crop.

The Hubbardston, R. I. Greening, Wagener, and Gravenstein are among our

best commercial varieties. Of peaches we grow Greensboro, Carman,
Belle, Champion and Elberta. While we cannot always compete with our
Connecticut brother we still do a mighty good business. We get abofut three

crops out of five, and that is good money at the prices we get.

Mr. Smith (B. C.): I have spent two seasons with the department of

agriculture of British Columbia, and there are a few facts of interest that I

might bring to you from my acquaintance with that far-off region where
fruit growing occupies much of the interest of the farming people. One
thing that has impressed me very forcibly is, that in going into a new region

to make plans, the fruit grower must be very careful in choosing varieties

that are suitable to his region; because there have been those who did not

know and as a result a great many growers have set out various varieties—so

that many orchards are now producing, not two or three main commercial

varieties, but eight or ten, or even a dozen. This makes the marketing of

the product difficult.

Beware of your nurserymen, for they are prone to grow many varieties,

and substitution is too frequent. In British Columbia the main region, the

Kanagan section, has some twelve thousand acres of apple trees and the

fruit from these, of course, finds a ready market in the Provinces, as Prof.

Macoun has stated to you. So that pomology in the Far Northwest, in

British Columbia in particular, has a very firm foundation.
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Mr. Whyte: There are exhibited in this hall out here apples that ought

to be known better than the “57” products. You may say there has never

been in the world such an exhibit of new seedling apples, of as great value

to us as those exhibited here. There are four hundred varieties here; think

of it, four hundred varieties, mostly new, exhibited at this meeting; that

is worth talking about—it shows wonderful development. Some of these

are from the very far north and if I may refer to the question of the

gentleman who spoke in regard to the value of seedlings, I would remind

you of the fact that some ninety-nine per cent of all our fruit, apples and

all other kinds of fruit, are accidental seedlings; that condition alone, I

think, is a great encouragement to those who are growing the cross-bred

seedlings.

President Goodman: The Vice-Presidents of all of the States, and mem-
bers from those states which have no vice-president present, will get together

and select some one to represent their State or their Province, constitute the

committee on nominations and will meet at 2 o’clock, to! consider the nomi-

nations for officers and the Executive Committee. And they will make their

report on Friday afternoon at the time the election takes place.

Mr. Taber: And not only the Vice-Presidents but the Executive Com-
mittee are requested to meet with the Vice-Presidents, right here promptly

at two o’clock this afternoon, in order to take up some matters that have to

be considered previous to the election. In this connection I have a telegram

I wish to read; it is dated Victoria, B. C.

—

“Am unfortunately unable to be present at A. P. S. meeting as ex-

pected, but Mr. Edwin Smith, in charge of precooling and storage inves-

tigations in our department of agriculture, will be present. Kindly ex-

tend to him courtesies of the Society. Suggest also that my proxy as

vice-president for British Columbia be turned over to him. Kindly ad-

vise him to this effect on his arrival. Best wishes for successful meet-

ing.

R. M. Winslow.

ALASKA’S POMOLOGICAL RESOURCES AND OUTLOOK.

C. C. Georgeson, Alaska.

If we use the word “Pomology” in its strict sense, namely, the culture

of pomaceous fruits, the outlook is not very bright; but if we use it in its

larger sense-embracing the culture of all fruits,—the outlook takes on a

brighter hue.

Apples:—At the Sitka Experiment Station we have made an effort at

testing a number of varieties of apples during the past ten years. In 1903

a small test orchard was planted; it consisted originally of more than forty

Varieties, but a majority of these proved to be failures; a small number of

varieties (of which all contain crab blood) are doing fairly well, and have
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begun to bear some fruit. From the behavior of these trees up to the pres-

ent time, I should not be justified in predicting that apple growing as an in-

dustry would have any future in Alaska. But on the other hand, certain

aspects of the subject may give color to the hope that it is possible to

develop varieties of apples which may be suited to the climate. The founda-

tion for this hope lies in the fact that a species of crab apple ( Pyrus rivul-

aris) is indigenous to the Coast Region of Southeastern Alaska. Normally

it grows in thickets on the rocky shores of the numerous bays and inlets,

and it partakes of the nature of both bush and tree. It frequently sends out

a number of stems from the same root. In time one or more of these may
become dominant, so that if the smaller shoots are cut away, we shall have

left a miniature tree, from ten to eighteen feet in height. It grows always

in well drained situations, the foundation is usually the solid rock, on which

one to two or more feet of humus have accumulated from the decay of mosses
and other plants. The roots spread over the rocks, and are held in place

by the accumulated black humus. It loves the mist of the salt water, and I

have never seen it grow very far from the Coast. It does not grow in peat

bogs, but always in situations where water does not stand. Toward the

last of June, or in the beginning of July, it produces clusters of very fragrant

small white or slightly pinkish blossoms, and these are followed by the

rapid development of clusters of very small but perfect apples, oblong in

shape, russet, varying to a dull red in color. These little apples ripen in the

beginning of October, and from them can be made a most delicious apple

jelly, a delicacy which figures prominently on the tables of Alaskian house-

wives. Even the squaws have learned to appreciate its jelly-making qual-

ities. This species maybe, and doubtless will be, made the foundation of the

future pomology of Alaska. It is at home in the climate of the Coast region;

it thrives in the sour, peaty soil, it matures its fruits in the cool summer, and

there seems to be no good reason why it should not be amalgamated with es-

tablished varieties which produce larger fruit, and eventually by this means
develop apples worthy of the name.

As stated, I planted a small test orchard in 1903. In 1911 some of these

trees showed their first fruit. They were Yellow Transparent, Hyslop,

Hibernal, Whitney and iSylvan Sweet, which it will be noticed are either

crabs or have crab blood. In 1911 the season was favorable, the summer was
comparatively long, and good weather continued until the middle of October,

and these apples matured, the Yellow Transparent heading the list. In

latitude 49, this variety is a very early summer apple, and in latitude 57,

it is a late fall variety at best. From this fact we may draw the conclusion

that it is useless to expect any but the earliest summer varieties to ever

be of any value in Alaska. The summers are too cool, and the seasons

too short for fall or winter apples to mature there.

In 1912 these same varieties fruited again, but the cold weather began
early, and the apples were not quite matured when fall set in. In 1913, that

is to say last spring, nearly every tree in the small orchard blossomed pro-

fusely, and to my great delight, a very large proportion of the blossoms

set fruit; in fact, they were set too thick, and I thought it advisable to thin

them when the apples attained the size of small hazel nuts. This was done

with care in the latter part of July. I then started for a trip in the
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Interior, and was gone some six weeks. Upon my return to Sitka, my
first care was to inspect the apple crop, but to my chagrin, found that I

had none; the apples had all dropped off, so the rosy hopes of spring were
blasted. I do not know what the cause was; whatever it was it affected

the native crab in like manner, so that it was not due to any quality of the

cultivated varieties.

At Haines, near Skagway, on the main land, several of the settlers have

planted apple trees which had been grown at the Sitka Experiment Station,

and these trees are also beginning to fruit. In fact, they are doing better

there than they do at Sitka, because the summers are warmer and dryer,

although somewhat shorter.

Passing southward from Sitka I find that the prospect for apple

growing becomes better and better. At Wrangle there were two or three

bearing apple trees several years ago, but unfortunately, they were destroyed

when a building which stood near them was burned.

In Northern British Columbia we find that apple growing is possible.

I am told that early varieties do fairly well; at Bellacoola, and at Alert Bay, in

about latitude 50°, there are two or three small orchards which I have seen

loaded with fruit. It would therefore seem that the region between latitudes

59° and 60° on the Alaska Coast is about the limit for apple growing,

with the present cultivated varieties.

We have used the wild Alaska crab as a stock for root grafts, crfown

grafts and top grafts, but as yet, only one of these grafts, the Oldenburg,

which is worked in the top of a native crab, has blossomed. The union is

perfect, and the branches of the graft have not so far outgrown the stock.

It is more than probable that our earlier summer varieties can be partially

adapted to the climate by grafting them on the native crab.

We have made several attempts at cross-fertilizing crab blossoms with

pollen obtained from the States, but so far with no success whatever.

Now that we can obtain pollen from improved varieties grown at the

station, the work can be prosecuted to better advantage. Hardy summer
varieties have been distributed quite liberally all over the territory by the

Sitka Experiment Station, but with the exception of some trees at Haines,

and some at Juneau, I have not learned that any of these trees have
blossomed. Those that we have sent to the Interior have either been
winter-killed, or they are leading a precarious life, stretching their branches
along the ground, and not daring to raise their heads above the snow-line.

At the Rampart Station, we have apple trees six years old, which form
small bushes, about two feet high.

From the facts so far collected I venture the opinion that apples may
be grovm in Southeastern Alaska to a very limited extent, if the following

points are observed:

(1) Select only hardy early maturing varieties; (2) graft them on the

native crab; (3) grow the trees as dwarfs, and plant them in sheltered

locations.

Looking into the future, it appears,' not only possible, but very probable,

that good varieties of apples can be developed by crossing our cultivated

sorts on the native crab.
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AS TO OTHER FRUITS.

Cherries:—I may say we have for several years matured several varieties

of Sour Cherries at the Sitka Experiment Station. The Early Richmond
has in this respect been the best, but the English Morello, the Dyehouse
and one or two others have fruited.

Some sweet cherry trees are grown at Sitka, and always blossom

profusely, but they have never matured any fruit.

Plums:—We have in our test orchard a number of varieties of plums,

selected from among those that do well in the Middle West and Northern

States, but not one of them gives any promise of being of value.

There is a green gage plum tree in one of the gardens at Sitka, which

sets fruit every year, but the fruit has never been more than half grown
when killed by cold weather. We have a number of the hybrids produced

by Professor Hansen growing at the Station, but none of them promise well.

My opinion is that the climate is too wet for the trees; and the summers
not warm enough for the fruit to mature, even if they should set it.

Pears:—Pears are an absolute failure. They cannot be grown in Alaska.

Grapes:—The same may be said of the vine.

Bush-Fruits:—Currants, raspberries and gooseberries are at home in

the Coast Region of Alaska. Red currants grow wild all over Alaska,

clear to the Arctic Circle. Raspberries grow wild in the Interior, and
there is a related species, called the salmon berry, which grows wild in

the Coast Region. I have never seen better raspberries than we have grown
at the Sitka Experiment Station, the Cuthbert variety being by far the best.

The blackberry and the blackcap raspberry are failures. Gooseberries of all

varieties can be grown in the Coast Region. There are at least five species

of Vaccinium indigenous to Alaska which produce valuable berries, and there

is not the slightest doubt, in my opinion, but that from them other valuable

varieties can be developed. There are also many species of Rubus other

than the raspberry, which thrive clear up to the Arctic Circle and beyond,

which it would seem have latent possibilities for the development of useful

fruits.

From all of this it will appear that Alaska has as yet no pomological

resources, but that there are potentialities in the native fruits which can

be developed by crossing with established varieties from more southerly

regions.

THE STATUS OF POMOLOGY IN THE WEST INDIES.

H. C. Henricksen, British West Indies.

In discussing this subject I have chosen the broader interpretation of

the term. I shall try to confine myself as much as possible to fruit grow-

ing, but I may at times mention vegetables also and I may also briefly

mention the South American countries adjacent to the West Indian Islands.
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The term horticulture is seldom applied in the West Indies. All who
cultivate the soil are planters, which broadly speaking means farmers. Sugar

cane takes the lead in most Islands. Tobacco comes next in some places,

while cotton is the chief crop in one Island at least. But practically all oth$r

crops cultivated can be classed as horticultural, and some of the Islands

are relying almost entirely on horticulture.

The Development of Horticulture.

In visiting various Islands I have often asked: Why do you specialize

in this or that crop? And why do you cultivate in this particular way? The
answer is usually unsatisfactory. They do it because somebody else does;

they do it because they know of no better crop; they do it because their

ancestors did, but they seldom know why their ancestors did it. Sometimes

history gives us a clue to the why of it and frequently common sense rea-

soning is enough.

We find in Cuba, for instance, that most of the land in the Havana
Province was at one time planted with coffee. We also find that coffee as

well as oranges were commonly grown in Matanzas and Santa Clara Prov-

inces. The reason for this was the low price of coffee and the high price

of sugar at that time. In the case of oranges we may readily reason that

the market was not well enough developed to make that a paying crop, but

why was the cultivation started? To-day the land is either producing sugar

cane or lying waste.

There seems to be indication that fruit culture was highly developed

for that time, and we know that the Spanish people in the West Indies were
never good horticulturists. We find, however, that a large number of French

people had settled in that part of the Island and the development was un-

doubtedly due to them. The reason why the industry did not survive may
have been partly economic, but the people who started it would undoubtedly

have continued, on a smaller scale at any rate, if they had stayed. They
were prevented, however, on account of one of the many political upheavals

from which Cuba has suffered.

I mention this to illustrate that the cultivation of a certain crop is not

dependent entirely on soil, climatic conditions or commercial development.

The man is a greater factor than the land.

We may continue with Cuba and examine the horticultural development

of recent years. We find that citrus culture was undeveloped before the

Spanish-American war, but at the present time the cultivation is extensive

and successful. This, we know, is due entirely to the energy of the Amer-
ican planters. The land was the same before the war and there were people

cultivating it, but they were not interested in fruit culture. They are in-

terested to-day, but they do not yet know enough about it to continue it and

if the Americans should suddenly leave, the industry would undoubtedly

lapse as it did before.

Cultural Methods too Old.

In regard to cultural methods we find practically the same conditions.

It is true in a general way, that methods are the outgrowth of experience,
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but usage is certainly an important factor. A good illustration of that can

be found in the Islands of Trinidad and Granada, in both of which cacao is

grown extensively. In Trinidad the first plantations were undoubtedly made
by people from the mainland where cacao grows wild. The knowledge those

people had of cacao was undoubtedly obtained from nature. They found the

trees growing in the forest and they observed that the most favorable loca-

tions were those where the trees were moderately shaded by forest trees.

From that they concluded that cacao must be shaded and they planted it

with shade. That usage has continued up to the present time and many of

the old planters maintain that cacao cannot be successfully grown by any
other method.

In the neighboring Island of Granada sugar was the main crop, until

about 1838, when slavery was abolished. Because of conditions, which need

not be mentioned here, the slaves took up land and became horticulturists

instead of continuing as day laborers on the plantations. One of the crops

planted was cacao, and of course a number of the people knew how that was
grown in Trinidad. Yet they did not have the fixed ideas founded on gen-

erations of usage and they planted cacao trees as they planted any other

fruit tree, with or without shade, as it happened to suit them. That estab-

lished the usage for Granada and to-day practically all the plantations are

without shade.

One reason why I mention these points is that I want to make a plea

for a broader education of horticultural teachers. I am sure that if more
men could have a chance to travel and observe plants under conditions much
different from the ordinary we would have less cock-sure, rule-of-thumb

recommendations. I know that applies to myself. For instance, several

years ago I had been led to believe that cacao could be grown in fairly humid
climates only, and that the trees should necessarily be shaded, but after

having seen a few trees in one of the dry Islands in the Leeward group I

awoke to the fact that the cacao cultivation I had seen, practised and read

about, was but a slight modification of nature’s method. I visited a man
who knew nothing about cacao, but having received a few seeds from a

friend in another Island he had planted them in his garden where h© watered

when necessary. The trees grew well and bore well. They were small com-

pared with trees in more humid climates when I saw them, but the crop

produced was above that of the average tree of Trinidad. Now we may
imagine that if this had happened a hundred years ago, when communica-

tion was slow and infrequent and when books were not as plentiful as to-

day, this man might have written an article on cacao, giving recommenda-

tions that would have been entirely different from those a man from Trin-

idad would have given. These men might have called one another prevar-

icators, and yet they would each one have been entirely within the truth as

far as they knew the truth. Another reason for dwelling on the foregoing is

that the points mentioned have an intimate bearing, not alone on the present

status of horticulture in the West Indies, but on the future development as

well.

The two questions: the man versus the land; and improved methods

versus usage, we have to consider in all of the Islands. Other questions,
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such as climate and shipping facilities may seem to he as important but they

are all secondary to that of “the man,” for man is master of his environ-

ments.

Climate.

How man may change the climate of an Island is well illustrated in the

case of St. Croix. That Island was, according to historical data, so damp,,

when white men first visited it that they could not live there on account of

sickness. They then proceeded to clear the forest and they succeeded so

well, in course of time, that from being humid the Island has changed to

being almost arid. Of course, in their eagerness for dry climate they over-

did the clearing and in order to get back to more ideal conditions they will

have to plant trees again.

This we find that the planters in Porto Rico have done. The Americans

when they first started orange groves, encountered conditions different from

those they knew in Florida and California. They found that it was very

difficult to combat scale insects, especially in the dry season. In well pro-

tected spots they found, or the experiment station found for them, that the

scale was kept in check by fungi. From that it was natural to reason that

if whole fields were protected, the air would be humid enough to make the

fungi grow there also. From that time they have planted windbreaks and

have in that way, not alone overcome the scale pest but they have actually

changed the climate, in sections where enough windbreaks have been planted.

In the West Indies all small fiat Islands are dry Islands. A small Island

that is not mountainous is almost sure to be denuded of forest and therefore

dry. That is the case with the Leeward group of Islands as well as those

along the Venezuelan coast. The Windward Islands, taking in Guadeloupe,

Martinique, Dominica, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Granada and Trinidad are all

more or less mountainous and fairly well watered. Porto Rico, Santo Do-

mingo, Haiti and Jamaica are also mountainous and are well watered on

the North side. The South side is frequently too dry especially in Port©

Rico.

The altitude is not great enough in the West Indies for the production

of temperate zone crops, such as wheat and apples. The temperature is

considerably lower in the mountains and some crops, might be grown there

that could not be made to thrive at sea level, if it were not for the heavy
rainfall. I cannot remember, however, of an instance in Porto Rico where
the altitude is of much economic importance for horticulture, except in the

case of coffee; that is supposed to be of a better grade in the higher alti-

tudes. Citrus fruits seem to ripen about the same time in the mountains
and on the plains and the time of ripening is about the same as that of

Florida. In Dominica, however, citrus fruits ripen much earlier in the

mountains. In one grove of Bahias (Washington Navels), at an elevation of

fifteen hundred feet the fruit ripens in August and September and I was told

when I was there this year that everything is picked and shipped before

Christmas. In addition to that I must say that possibly other factors enter

in. After looking into the matter carefully I found that on budded Bahia

orange trees, in Trinidad, the fruit was ready to ship in September and that
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was practically at sea level. In Porto Rico that same fruit would not have

been ripe before December or January.

I may mention another instance of such difference that I observed in

Martinique. There I visited a pineapple plantation in the mountains, the

altitude I do not remember, but it was over a thousand feet. Several

varieties had been planted, in order to find out which one would be best for

that locality, and it was very interesting to note that the Smooth Cayenne
was far ahead of all the others. The Queen type was an absolute failure

and the Red Spanish was not a success, compared with what we find in

Cuba and Porto Rico.

If we go into Venezuela and Colombia we find wheat, apples and peaches

growing together with oranges and coffee in altitudes where no such crops

lave been found to thrive in the West Indies. This subject of climate and

adaptation of crops in its larger aspects is so vast that it would be useless

to discuss it here, but by looking ahead a vista of broad and interesting

fields of research lie before us.

Present and Future.

I should like, very much, to tell you of the present status, and what in

my opinion will he the future development of horticulture in each sep«

arate Islands. But as you are not especially interested in tropical horticul-

ture I shall not tax your patience with detailed descriptions. As I have in-

dicated to you the man is a greater factor than the land. Climate, soil and

market are important questions, but the great difference in the development

of the different Islands is due primarily to the difference in the training of

the people.

In Cuba there was no horticultural development worth mentioning be-

fore the Spanish-American war; neither was there in Porto Rico, except the

coffee crop. Since the war, Americans and other foreign settlers have come
in and the conditions are entirely changed. Citrus fruits and pineapples

are being produced as successfully as in Florida. The Mango and the

Avocado are being improved by budding and grafting and the trade in

those, and other tropical fruits, is already developed to such an extent that

they can be bought in the New York market at reasonable prices.

In comparing the above conditions with those in Santo Domingo and

Haiti we find that the soil and climate are as favorable in that Island but

nothing has been done in the line of horticultural development, because no

people with horticultural inclination and training have settled there. The

same thing may be said about many other Islands and judging from past

achievements, it would seem that no rapid progress of any kind will be

liable to come from within.

Jamaica is an Island in which great horticultural development has taken

place during the last two decades. But that is also due to influences from

without, more than from within. If it had not been for the large fruit

companies, the banana industry would not have reached its present high

standard. It is true that a great deal of the fruit is produced by natives, but

they receive their training through examples set by foreigners.
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Citrus fruits are also produced to a limited extent in Jamaica, but the

cultivation has not reached the high state of perfection found in Cuba and

Porto Rico. Pineapples were produced in commercial quantities in Jamaica

long before the cultivation of this crop started in Porto Rico, but to-day

there are practically no commercial plantations there. This is not due to

the land; but to the man, who was not willing to delve down beneath the

methods of nature and those of the Arawak Indian.

In the Islands comprising the Leeward and Windward groups, lying

between Porto Rico and Venezuela, agricultural methods are, generally

speaking, primitive. Cacao, one of the chief horticultural crops, is yet

propagated from seed. Cultivation, as we think of, in an apple or peach

orchard, is never practised. The soil is in some places forked by hand,

but that can, of course, be done in places only where labor is cheap. Fer-

tilizing was not practised until very recently, but remedies for plant diseases

have been applied to a limited extent for a number of years. This is of

some importance because it points the way for future development. The
planters are usually willing to do things in a different way if they are shown
how it should be done. They are not always able to do what they would

like, because they are financially cramped, but if a man, who knows, will

tell them and show them they will try. For this reason many of the newer
methods can be traced directly to some one individual, usually a man in the

department of agriculture. If there be an especially good man in some
Island and he happens to be a plant pathologist the planters will in a few

years know more about plant diseases and know how to use a spray pump„

If he be a plant breeder they will be interested in new varieties. If he be

a good horticulturist, the field methods will be better. As it happens that

more cacao planters know about diseases than improved field methods it

may readily be surmised that there has been some good plant pathologist

among them, which, as a matter of fact, is the case.

Future Progress and the New Settler.

Reasoning further along this line it would not be difficult to imagine

what some capable horticulturist might do; but after all, the future pro-

gress will depend very much on the new settler. Any Island receiving the

class of settlers that has come to Cuba and Porto Rico in the last decade

is sure to progress very fast, whereas the Islands which must depend upon
their present populations will make much slower progress. That brings in

the question;—What inducements do the West Indies offer?

This, of course we cannot discuss here, but I can assure you that the

prospects are very good indeed. I would recommend a prospective settler

to look farther than Cuba and Porto Rico. The prospects in the different

Islands and the countries beyond should not be measured by present develop-

ment, but by future possibilities. Some of the Islands are well adapted to

truck farming and the prospect of a profitable winter market in Canada is

very good. Other Islands are more suitable for fruit, and what a great

number of fruits there are, that have not yet been developed. In fact, what
a great number of tropical products there are that have not yet been de-

veloped, and what a great number of problems there are that have not yet

been solved.
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The man in search of interesting experience, whether he is a practical

horticulturist or a scienitfie investigator cannot fail to find what he wants in

the West Indies and the adjacent countries of Central and South America.

President Goodman: Mr. Henricksen was connected with the National

Pomological Society of Cuba for several years, and after the meeting of the

American Pomological Society two years ago at Tampa we had occasion to

go with him over into Cuba and see some of the fruits. We had a very de-

lightful trip and time. There were several members of the American Pomo-
logical Society on that trip and that journey through Cuba and vicinity under

Ms direction. He is a student, a man who observes, as you can see now from

this paper, and he has given us some outline of what we might take up

in any part of our work at this time.

Question: I would like to ask the gentleman if the avocado ripens in the

winter time—in January or February instead of in August and September?

Mr. Hendricksen: I can answer that question in this way: In the dif-

ferent islands of the West Indies avocados ripen all the year through; in

some islands they ripen at times when they do not on other islands. I

remember several years ago, I had avocados in Guadalupe in January. Of

course I cannot tell you varieties; we know nothing about varieties in the

West Indies—but taking the whole West Indies we have avocados all the

year around.

TROPICAL FRUITS IN THE PHILIPPINES.

P. J. Wester, Philippine Islands.

This, I believe, is the first time in the history of the American Pomo-

logical Society that the Philippines have been represented at any of its

meetings. Under such circumstances nothing can be more fitting perhaps

than a resume of fruit-growing in the Archipelago as it has been. A review

of the past is particularly appropriate at this date considering that after a

long sleep and indifference to matters pertaining to horticulture and allied

sciences there seems now to be a new day breaking. This is, in fact,

noticeable in all things agricultural.

Few people at home realize the extent of the Philippine Archipelago or

its capabilities of development. The average citizen thinks of it as a con-

glomeration of small islands with which he associates intense heat inter-

rupted by torrential rains accompanied by fever, malaria and cholera, and

pestiferous mosquitoes in great swarms, now and then devastating typhoons,

poisonous snakes and insects, not to speak of the “savages,” thanks to the

thousands of postal-cards that are sent annually from Americans to friends

and relatives at home. Not that these pictures of life primitive in the

Philippines are nature fakes, but they portray the real Philippines just as
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little as photographs from the backwoods of Kentucky, Tennessee or the

Carolinas, for instance, would be representative of the United States as a

nation.

Area, Topography, Climate and Life of the Philippines.

The Philippines comprise over three thousand islands with a total area

of 127,853 square miles, covering about seven hundred miles of longitude

and about one thousand miles of latitude. The two largest islands are

Luzon and Mindanao. The Archipelago is of volcanic origin and the broken

surface with mountains more or less rugged are a topographical character-

istic of the Islands. The Islands are well watered by numerous rivers and

mountain streams, and level fertile valleys in many parts of the Islands await

the advent of the pioneer. The large area occupied by the many islands, and

the great variations in elevation, rainfall, humidity, and the diversity of

soil, make possible the cultivation of a great variety of crops. Lest I forget

I will here say that the Philippines have practically no animals dangerous

to man, and I do not see that the Islands are more blessed with insect-pests

than some parts of the United States; sunstrokes are unknown, and the

nights are nearly always cool and pleasant almost everywhere, and the

typhoons are not nearly so destructive as our dailies would have us believe;

nor so injurious as the cyclones and hurricanes at home; part of the islands

are exempt from typhoons.
7i

The Leading Fruit Crops.

As is well known, rice is the most important cereal in the Philippines

and some one thousand varieties are cultivated; but corn is rapidly gaining

in favor. Until last year abaca, or “Manila hemp,” was the chief export
of the Archipelago; sugar is the fourth most important crop, and tobacco
claims considerable attention. Few people are aware that a fruit, the cocoa-
nut, is now the leading industry in the Philippines, still this is a fact and
yet the era of cocoanut growing has only just begun. At the end of the
fiscal year 1911, 208,476 hectares were devoted to cocoanuts and the value of
all cocoanut products for the same year amounted to $13,130,636 in the prov-
incial markets.

The culture of other fruits is of the most primitive character and with
the exception of the mandarin, mango and pili nuts, no fruits are exported,
and most fruits are consumed in the localities where they are produced.

Next to cocoanuts, there is not the slightest doubt but that some day
cacao will become the most important fruit in the Philippines, for large
areas are well adapted to cacao culture. Cacao was introduced Into the
Archipelago many years ago but no intelligent attempt was made by the
Spaniards to foster this industry, so profitable in many other parts of the
tropics, nor indeed has anything been done by the Americans in this re-

spect since our occupation of the Philippines.

Coffee-growing was very profitable before the advent of the blight hut
now the Philippines import coffee yearly to the amount of over a quarter of a
million dollars.
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Fruit-growing in the pomological sense of the word is scarcely even in

its infancy. Fruits, including fresh, preserved and dried, except apples, were
imported to the value of $241,686 in 1911, while the entire horticultural ex-

ports for the same year totalled only $24,053.

The banana of which there are four, if not more species, and over one

hundred varieties, that in the Philippines produce edible fruits, is the most
Important of our fruits as this word is generally understood. The family is

indeed poor that does not possess a few banana plants.

Papaya, Carica papaya, is the next most important fruit for local con-

sumption. The third place is taken by the mandarin. Though fruit plants

are but very rarely propagated asexually, and then by marcottage, the

mandarins are nevertheless of excellent quality. Pomelos, oranges, limes,

lemons and calamondins are of less importance, and in general the fruit

is poor. Yet, here and there seedlings are found that produce excellent

fruit and the variation in the citrus fruits is exceedingly great.

The mango is justly the most famous of the Philippine fruits and cer-

tainly few fruits can compare in lusciousness with a well developed and well

matured Carabao or Pico mango. These are the two leading mango vari-

eties in the Philippines. The Pahutan is of excellent flavor but it is too small

ever to become of importance commercially.

The pineapple is grown principally for its fiber in the Philippines. The
fruit is of secondary importance, though the variety commonly grown is of

very good flavor. During the last year a company has been organized for

the purpose of growing pineapples for canning and several hundred thou-

sands of plants have been imported from Singapore and Hawaii and planted.

There seems to be no reason why this should not grow to a successful and

profitable industry. In its season, the chico, Achras sapota, is plentiful in

the market, and also the guava which has become naturalized everywhere.

The lanzon, Lansium domestieum, is also well esteemed and one of the lead-

ing fruits in the market in its season. The soursop and the sugar-apple are

the most generally grown species of this genus, less esteemed is the custard-

apple. Duhat, Eugenia jambolana, is the most popular species of this genus.

When a facile means of propagating the seedless bread-fruit plant shall

have been found this will undoubtedly become a very important fruit.

Some of the Philippine fruits are little known and have never even been

successfully introduced outside of their native habitat, such as the man-

gosteen, Garcinia mangostana; Durian, Durio sibethinus; Bauno, Mangifera

verticillata; Juany, M. odorata; Marang, Artocarpus odoratissima; and Kam-
bog, Dillenia speciosa, and a number of others that are imperfectly known.

There is a market in Hongkong, China, and Japan for such fresh fruits

as can be exported there but nothing has so far been done to develop it, and

we could undoubtedly market a considerable quantity of citrus fruits in

Australia. It is, however, not in the production of fresh fruit that the

future of Philippine fruit-growing lies, but in the canned, preserved and

dried products. In this form the Philippine fruit will be able to compete

with other countries in the world markets.

For various reasons that need not be dwelt upon here horticulture until

about two years ago, has been the Cinderella in the various activities of the
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Bureau of Agriculture and little of permanent value has been done except

the introduction of a few tropical fruits.

Within the last year a fairly good survey has been made of the fruits

grown in the Archipelago and the assembling of a collection of all the

Philippine fruits is well under way. During this time all the leading varie-

ties of Citrus fruits in Florida, California, Australia and India have also

been imported, and all the leading
.
tropical fruits that have hitherto been

unknown in the Philippines, including a collection of grafted varieties of

mangos from India and the Cayenne and Spanish varieties of pineapples.

It will take some time and not a little hard work before Philippine fruit-

growing is what it should be, but no one who has been on the ground and

studied the conditions but that will admit that the Philippines can grow
as superior, and as many kinds of fruits as any country in the world.

SOME PHASES OF FRENCH HORTICULTURE.

W. R. Lazenby, Ohio.

Perhaps no feature of French Horticulture attracts more attention from
the foreign visitor than the “espalier” system of training fruit trees. Ex-
amples of this are to be found in many of the larger parks and nurseries,,

and it is extensively practiced in private fruit gardens and pleasure grounds.
All of the important nurseries have fruit trees for sale that are trained “e®
espalier.”

A collection of these monstrosities often consists of apple trees for

the first row that are trained horizontally to a wire or small rod about
eighteen inches above the ground. The trees are planted six or eight feet

apart, and at the height of eighteen inches they are bent at a right angle
and trained straight along the wire in the form of a single stem. When this

horizontal stem reaches the next tree it is grafted into it by inarching and s©
on to the end of the walk or around a certain square or rectangle in the
fruit garden.

The trees inside of the outer row are usually trained upon light wirfc
trellises, often with the aid of long slender lath-like sticks, to support and
keep the branches in position. Some trees are trained like the ribs of aa
open fan, others with limbs all horizontal, straight out on both sides, or at
right angles to the stem. Others again, more fancifully trained are horizon-
tal for some distance, and then rounded upright in successive slight in-
curving rows, forming a goblet-shaped head. In other cases a single stem
is grown upright for four or five feet and then the branches or arms are
made to grow flat like the spokes of a vertical wheel. Some laborious train-
ing of peach trees to walls in the form of figures of animals, etc., which are
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first sketched on the wall, are curious, but can scarcely be considered of

practical value.

Much of this espalier training if persistently done at the right time does

not demand the labor or expense that one might suppose, but it is not likely

to be practiced in this country where land is plenty and labor is dear.

The good points claimed for it by the French horticulturists are these:

fl) A good exposure of all parts of the tree to light and air, hence for the

space occupied a good leaf development. (2) The best exposure for good

pollination. (3) A convenient form for spraying. (4) Little thinning of

fruit is required, but if required, the least perfect specimens can be readily

seen and removed. (5) The injury done by storms is lessened. (6) Fine

fruit can be more easily covered by paper sacks. (7) The fruit can be

picked more economically.

Such are the reasons assigned. Whether they justify the practice or not

I cannot say. Some of them are plausible. For example: the covering of

the better grades of fruit with paper sacks is a common practice in French
horticulture. The finer apples, pears and peaches, as well as dessert grapes,

are often thus treated. Special sacks are made for this purpose. They are

put on soon after the fruit is well set, and left on until it is gathered. They
are usually of paper, although some are made of linen. They are put on soon

after the fruit is well set, and left on until it is gathered. Some of the sacks

used are tinted yellow or other colors, it being the belief that a better

colored fruit results from this colored paper.

The object of this covering is not merely to protect the fruit from in-

sects, fungi, birds, etc., but to give a finer shade of color, a wax-like gloss-

iness and a more delicate skin. When the fruit to be covered is on trees

trained in the usual espalier form the covering can be done quite rapidly,

me minute or less for each sack put on.

Originality in French Operations.

One feature of French horticulture that can scarcely fail to impress a

visitor from the United States is a certain individuality or originality in

their operations. A French horticulturist seems to know almost intuitively

what should be done to bring about a desired end. He cares little about

ways and means, or methods, but focuses upon accomplishment. He is not

shackled by theory, hence his horticultural knowledge has not crystalized

into a set of recipes and formulas, such as one finds in England and Ger-

many, and to a less extent in this country also. With him methods never

wershadow the end in view. He does not as a rule unduly emphasize prun-

ing or fertilizing or spraying, to the point of thinking that if one of these is

alone in a certain way or according to a given formula a profitable crop is

assured. Yet despite this seeming lack of anything like uniform methods,

the French horticulturist gives to his business painstaking care and watch-

fulness. Every want of each individual plant seems to be met. And the

marketing is as effectively done as the growing.

Fruit growing and gardening (vegetable) are combined in an interesting

way in many parts of France. These combined gardens are small, containing

usually from one to three or four acres, and are examples of careful cultiva-
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tion and wonderful productiveness. This small area is surrounded and some-

times divided by high stone or brick walls upon which are trained peaches,

pears and grapes. The gardens of the National School of Horticulture, lo-

cated at Versailles, are a good illustration of combined fruit and vegetable

gardens. Here are not only the surrounding walls, but also division walls

running in every direction, all utilized by carefully trained grapes, peaches

and pears. Many of these walls are ten feet high, the upper portion being

reached by a light, movable stage or platform.

Pigs are quite largely grown in open culture in the fruit gardens near

Paris. They are kept well pruned and are planted closely. The trees are set

in a slanting position so that they can be bent down and covered with earth

for protection in winter. Varieties of a light-yellowish green color seemed

to be preferred although those of a dark-purplish color were sometimes seen.

It would seem that this fruit might be successfully grown in higher latitudes

in this country provided the same care was employed.

The grape is the banner fruit of Prance. It overshadows in acreage all

other fruits combined. To a greater or less extent the grape is grown over

nearly all the cultivated or non-forested portions of the country. In the

vicinity of Paris grapes are grown for dessert use, and are matured under

glass or upon walls. A short distance from Paris, near Pontainbleu, the

celebrated Thomery vine-growing district can be seen. Here the Chasselas

grape is grown in great perfection. The vines are trained upon high, and

usually white-washed, walls and on somewhat lower trellises between these

walls. The walls have projecting coping and the vines on the trellises are

also protected from above either by light boards or by some kind of oiled or

bitumenized cloth. These projections from the walls and coverings over the

trellises are movable and can be used or not as may be desired.

Grapes and Wine.

In much of Southern France grapes and wine are the principal product.

Here the mode of culture is quite different, the difference being caused by

a corresponding difference in climate. The method is essentially the same as

that practiced in the warmer parts of California. With comparatively little

rainfall and a mild and fairly equable temperature, the grapes are grown
without the aid of trellises, stakes or supports of any kind. They are planted

closely and are never allowed to grow much above three feet high. The
branches spread in a somewhat circular form and are confined to an area

whose diameter is about equal to the height of the vine. The main stem of

each vine is usually from fifteen to eighteen inches high. On the top of

this are a few short, stubby arms, and from these each year come the fruit

bearing shoots. The shoots are pinched off or kept well shortened during

the growing season. No special training, except to see that each shortened
shoot has its allotted space is required.

Formerly it was a common practice to plant the grape vines no more
than three feet apart, but this practice together with the severe pruning
and often a none too fertile soil so weakened the roots that they became an
easy prey to the phylloxera. Such treatment is unnatural to say the least.

A grape vine whose natural habit is to climb and make long shoots is planted
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where the soil is none to adaptable at first, is crowded into a narrow cir-

cumscribed space of a few square feet—surrounded by thousands of its kind

all treated precisely the same, and you have a condition that cannot make
for continued health and vigor. This close planting and severe pruning has

been corrected in many places. Some growers who have suffered severely

from the phylloxera have adopted the Italian method which goes to the

other extreme, where the vines come nearer to taking care of themselves

than in any other system of grape culture that I have seen. This system in

short, is to plant rows of low-headed trees, say, elm, maple, mulberry or

thornapple, in rows twenty or more feet apart and from ten to fifteen feet

apart in the row. A vine is planted on each side of the tree and shoots are

allowed to run up and occupy the whole crown, then long shoots are trained

laterally by means of wire supplemented by a few supporting stakes. The vines

with grapes hanging in festoons along these lines from tree to tree present

an appearance both graceful and picturesque. It was everywhere evident

that where this method was employed the vines were vigorous and fruitful.

The ground between these rows of trees bearing grapes is cultivated in farm

or garden crops.

They Love Fruits and Flowers.

The French are a fruit and flower-loving people. Every private garden

whether it belongs to the man of wealth or to the humble cottager is beau-

tified with flowers and adorned by fruit. In the great markets of Paris there

are surprisingly large spaces devoted to the sale of orchard and garden

products. In some of these markets there is a remarkable segregation of

various classes and varieties of these products: for example, all the cauli-

flower will be in one place, all the artichokes in another and so with the

different classes of fruit and other products, the arrangement as far as

classification and grouping are concerned being much the same as that of a

great modern department store. This style of market is wonderfully im-

pressive, and must be a great convenience to its patrons. I suppose it is

only practicable where large aggregate sales are made every market day,

and where there is a spirit of co-operation on the part of those who have the

products for sale.

As to fruit exhibits, I saw nothing comparable to the exhibits of apples,

pears and peaches seen at our best State Fairs or special fruit exhibits.

The French however excel in exhibits of small fruit. Plums, cherries, straw-

berries, etc., are exhibited in a way that puts our best efforts to shame.

These fruits are not often shown in the profusion that we see here; but the

smaller quantities, in most attractive packages embellished with foliage and

embowered with flowers, are so artistically arranged, that they leave a

picture on the memory that is not easily effaced.

As to horticultural education—it may be said that the National Horticul-

tural Society of France is doing excellent work in the way of University

Extension. Men of fine training and long practical experience are employed

to give lectures and practical demonstrations along the most ad-

vanced lines of horticultural theory and practice. These men are

usually connected with the Jardin des Plantes, the Garden of Acclimation, or
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various other public parks and gardens, and are often under the general di-

rection of the University of Paris. I attended a dozen or more of the meet-

ings held under the auspices of the National Horticultural Society, and they

were equally interesting and instructive. Some of the meetings were held

in the “Gardens of the Luxembourg,” and at other points in the city of Paris.

One meeting was held at the National School of Horticulture at Versailles.

At other times excursions were made to some of the best nurseries, seed

farms, etc.

Certainly some good grows out of almost every ill. France, now the most
democratic, was not so long ago the most absolutely or autocratically gov-

erned of all the great nations of Europe. During this reign of absolutism

and royal infatuation, many immense palaces were built. Connected with

these were extensive forests, parks and gardens, all established with the

most lavish disregard of cost. Just how many of these palaces there are I

do not know, but certainly some of them are now put to a much better use

than was originally intended. As I have already intimated, the National

School of Horticulture is well-housed and equipped by being located at Ver-

sailles, and by using the greenhouses and gardens connected with this ex-

pensive palace. The headquarters of the National Horticultural Society is

located in the Gardens of the Luxembourg, and the parks and gardens that

were originally used only by the so-called royalty are now free to the public

and are visited by thousands every day. A somewhat similar use is being

made of the palaces of St. Germaine, St. Cloud, The Tuileries, etc.

The Palace of Rambouillet, one of the most distant from Paris, and

located in a stock-growing rather than fruit-raising section, is wisely used

as a great storehouse of wool, and its spacious parks and gardens devoted to

the breeding and improvement of one of the choicest strains of the merino

sheep. Some of the rougher portions of the grounds are devoted to experi-

mental forestry. Yet how much more could have been accomplished, if

these hundreds of millions of dollars had been devoted to the welfare of the

many instead of the self-glorification of the few.

Discussion.

Question: I would like to know what materials they fertilize their

grapes with in France?

Mr. Lazenby: They use the commercial fertilizers to a considerable

extent, and also of course save very carefully all the organic matter of all

kinds; in some of the river valleys they go to the extent of using large

quantities of silt from the streams.

Question: Do they practice thinning their plums, or do they not bear in

such clusters as here?

Mr. Lazenby: Well, I did not see any case of thinning myself. It would
look from the crops on some of them as though they must have been

thinned however, because the fruit was large and not overcrowded; but I

cannot say from my own observation. Thinning is done quite carefully in

many districts with the grape.

Question: Would it not very largely depend on the cost? I would like

to have the speaker tell if he can what the cost of labor is in France
that would do that thinning and bagging.
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Mr. Lazenby: Well, roughly I should say that the labor was about, not

over, one-third as much as it is here to do that particular work.

THE CITRUS SITUATION IN TEXAS AND LOUISIANA.

E. S. Stockwell, Texas.

In order to fully understand the present conditions here it is necessary

to hark back to the year 1911 during which we suffered a series of three

freezes, the first, the nights of the 2d, 3d and 4th of January; the second, the

nights of the 21st, 22d and 23d of February, and the third on the last night of

November of that year.

The first one with few exceptions defoliated the trees, and being fol-

lowed by several weeks of warm spring like weather brought out a new coat

of leaves and also buds ready to open into blossoms. Then came the Feb-

ruary spell and though comparatively light, reaching only to 27 degrees

above, the trees were again defoliated and blossoms also killed, owing to

their tender growing condition.

The November freeze struck them before they had time to recover from

the devitalizing effects of the two defoliations and practically destroyed all

the young orchards and some of the older ones, and seriously injured all the

rest with three or four exceptions, the exceptions being where the trees were

planted close eight feet by eight feet, or ten feet by ten feet, and where
orchard heaters were used. In passing will say our own trees were protected

with orchard heaters, about one hundred and thirty per acre, and we have not

missed a crop.

The retarding effects of such severe experiences on the industry are

very marked and the planting of orchards, especially of large acreages, is

almost suspended. The Citrus Industry of this immediate section as a com-

mercial proposition is confined to the raising of Satsuma oranges almost

exclusively, other oranges, lemons, pomelos and kumquats being mainly for

home use, and to show prospectors what we can do!

The Rio Grande Section: As we go southwestward from here (Houston

and Galveston) we gradually come into a vast semi-arid district which

includes the Rio Grande valley and which under irrigation is a

country of undreamed of possibilities and productiveness. Mainly owing

to the great adaptability of this section to the production of Corn,

Cotton, Cane and vegetables, the Citrus industry has had but little

attention. Their plantings are small and mostly of the round orange

varieties (Satsumas not being adapted to that section), pomelos, Ameri-

can Wonder and other lemons, among the latter the Kennedy, which
originated on the Kennedy ranch, and is considered by experts the equal if
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not the superior of any grown anywhere in the world. The groves of this

section though injured by frosts in 1911 did not sustain the serious damage

that obtained in localities further up the Coast. The reports from different

localities in this section are very encouraging and the—we will call them
experimenters—are hopeful for the future of the industry.

Louisiana: Until very recently the Citrus groves of Louisiana consisted

principally of what was called Louisiana sweets, seedlings with many varia-

tions, scarcely two having fruits exactly alike, yet some of them very fair in

quality. They are not hardy, freezing down every few years
; but they sprout

again from the roots and bear a few crops, until agaih frozen. With the

coming of the Satsuma orange on Citrus trifoliata roots the industry is

established on a more secure basis and from the few reports that have

reached me, the outlook for the future is hopeful and a good crop is now
being marketed at very satisfactory prices. The Citrus Industry of Louisiana,

like that of Texas, consists mainly of oranges and lemons, pomelos being

a rarity.

I have not had opportunity to secure any specific reports from Missis-

sippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida, but in a general way the prospect

seems to be very bright.

As an experiment, six years ago we planted a combination orchard of

Satsuma oranges and pecans, the pecans forty-eight feet each way, the

oranges sixteen feet apart between. The oranges have been bearing the last

four years. This year they will average about two boxes per tree and we are

getting $2.50 per box. The pecans produce an average of probably one half

dozen nuts per tree.

Several small groves planted eight by eight feet each way escaped the

freezes of 1911 with but slight injury and have not missed a crop even though
no heaters were used. It would be only fair to state that the crops of 1911

and 1912 were much lighter than of 1910 and this year 1913. Summing up
the situation, the Citrus Industry is on a saner and safer basis than ever

before and the outlook for the future is most promising.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF POMOLOGY IN OREGON.

J. R. Cardwell, Oregon.

The first settlers found here in the indigenous fruits a promise of the

abundant yield of the cultivated kinds, which they were not long in utilizing,

with the most gratifying results. There were the apple, Pyriss rivulan®;

the plum, Prunus subcordata; the grape, Vitis californica; four elderberries,

Sambucus glauca, S. arborescens, S. pubens, S. melonocarpa; the black-

berry, Rubus ursinus; five raspberries, Rubus parviflorus, R. leucodermis,

R. strigosus, R. pedatms, and R. spectabilis; the strawberry, Fragarsa chiJoen-

sis; several wild currants, Ribes aureum, R. sanquincum; R. cerneum, R„

laxiflorum, R. bracteosum and others; the gooseberries, Ribes menzesii, R.
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iobbi I, R. divaricatum, R. gracile, and others; the huckleberries, Vaccinium
oaespitosum, V. ovalifolium, V. microphyllum, V. parvifolium and others; the

barberry, Berberis aquilfolium, known as the Oregon grape, now the state

flower of Oregon; the salal, Gaultheria shallon; the cranberry, Oxycoccus
palusfris; the juneberry or service berry, Amelanchier alnifolia and A. florida;

the black haws, Crataegus douglasii and C. Columbiana; the filberts, Corylus

rostrata and C. californica; the western chinquapin, Castanopsis chrysop-

hylla, and others of less value.

The introduction of the first cultivated fruits in this country, in 1824,

by employees of the Hudson Bay Company, is a pretty story with a touch of

romance. At a dinner given in London in 1824 to several young men in the

employ of the Hudson Bay Company bound for the far distant Pacific Coast,

a young lady at the table beside one of the young gentlemen ate an apple,

carefully wrapped the seeds in a paper and placed them in his vest pocket

with the request that when he arrived in the Oregon country, he should

plant them and grow apple trees. The act was noticed, and in a spirit of

merriment, other ladies present, from the fruits of the table, put seeds of

apple, pear, peach and grape in the vest pockets of all the gentlemen. On
their arrival at the Hudson Bay Fort at Vancouver the young men gave the

seeds to the Company’s gardener, who planted them in the spring of 1825.

From these seeds came the trees and vines now growing on the Government

grounds at the Vancouver Barracks. The Hudson Bay Company had im-

ported the Catawba Grape, English Gooseberry and a cultivated Strawberry,

which were fruiting that year. The apple and pear trees, and the grape-

vines from these seeds are yet annually bearing medium size, fair quality

fruit on the grounds where planted.

The Hudson Bay Company had also introduced the first cultivated rose.

This is now known as the Hudson Bay Rose and is large and red with the

aroma of the attar of rose.

Early History and Romance.

The early history of our fruit growing presents to the student at once

a most romantic and thoroughly practical matter-of-fact series of interesting

pictures. It is related of some of the earlier settlers in the Willamette valley

that nothing more thoroughly and painfully accentuated their lonely, isolated

condition than the absence of fruit trees on the newly made farms. Half

the beauty and pleasure that brightens the life of youth and childhood, it is

not too much to say, is found in the orchard of the old homestead. The

sight of the trees in blossom, the waiting and watching for the ripe fruit,

the ingathering of the fruit in the autumn and the storing of it away in bin

and cellar for use in winter around the ingleside, are all fraught with

joyous delight and dearest anticipation.

Then is it any wonder that when some of the early settlers were called

to southern Oregon, to aid their fellow countrymen in repelling the attacks

of Indians, and finding there wild plums and grapes, they brought with them

on their return, roots of the former and cuttings of the latter in the hope

that these foundlings of the southern forest would take kindly to a more
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northern soil? In this act of transplanting was illustrated the world’s hunger

for the fruit of the vine and tree so beautifully illustrated by Whittier’s poem
beginning with these lines:

“The wild grape by the river side

And tasteless groundnut trailing low;

The table of the woods supplied.”

The old Puritans could not have been such terribly stem and uncom-

promising foes of the good things of life after all, since they knew enough

to find gustatory delight in such fruit as kind mother nature provided for

them in their exile.

Fruit culture is the most fascinating and ennobling as well as the most
profitable branch of horticulture, and the increased esteem in which the fruit

product is held is evidence of the culture and civilization of a people. It is

hard to overestimate the beneficial influence on health, morals and manners
of a generous fruit supply. The ornamental grounds, orchards and homestead

do much in childhood to strengthen that love of home and pride of family

which is the foundation of all patriotism. The cherished memories of home
thus enriched are in after life the strongest bond of family to bring back

the absent and wandering to the rooftree, and the erring one is not wholly

lost as long as these sacred memories of home and childhood sometimes

come to swell the heart and dim the eye with repentance and contrition.

Luelling’s Ox-Team Nursery.

In the summer of 1847 Mr. Henderson Luelling, of Iowa, brought across

the plains several hundred yearling grafted sprouts, apple, pear, cherry, plum,

prune, peach, grape and berries,—a full assortment of all the fruits grown

in the then far west. These were placed in soil in two large boxes, made
to fit into a wagon bed, and carefully watered and tended on the long and

hazardous six months’ journey with an ox team, thousands of miles to the

Willamette valley, near Portland. Here a little patch in the dense fir forest

was cleared away with great labor and expense, and that autumn the first

nursery and orchard was set, with portent more significant for the luxury

and civilization of this country than any laden ship that ever entered the

mouth of the Columbia river. A fellow traveler, William Meek, had also

brought a sack of apple seed and a few grafted trees. A partnership was
formed and the firm of Luelling and Meek entered upon the work of sup-

plying grafted fruit trees and vines for this region. Roots from seedling

apples planted at Oregon City and on French Prairie; sprouts from the wild

cherry growing in the vicinity, and wild plum roots brought from the Rogue
River valley, furnished the first stock. And it is related that one root graft

in the nursery the first year bore a big red apple, and so great was the fame
of it, and such the curiosity of the people that men, women and children came
from miles around to see it, and made a hard beaten track through the

nursery to the joyous reminder of the old homestead so far away.

People in those days, in this sparsely settled country knew what their

neighbors were doing, and in the fall of 1848 and spring of 1849 men came
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hundreds of miles from all over the country for scions and young trees

(yearlings selling at one dollar apiece) to set in their little door-yards or

to start orchards, so that the trees were soon distributed all over the

settlements of the valley.

In 1851 and 1852 the home market showed the fruits of many of these

trees which were eagerly sought at fabulous prices. Apples brought as

high as $1.00 per pound by the box, and in Portland retailed at $1.50 per

pound readily, and all other fruits nearly as much. Californians, fruit

hungry, with plethoric golden purses, bid high for the surplus, and in 1853 a

few boxes securely bound with strap iron, as was the custom in those days

for protection against fruit thieves, were shipped to San Francisco and sold

for $2.00 per pound.

Marvelous Prices in ’49.

In 1854 five hundred bushels of apples were shipped there and returned

a net profit of from $1.50 to $2.00 per pound. In 1855 six thousand bushels

vrere shipped and returned $20.00 to $30.00 per bushel. Young trees were
now in full bearing and the export of 1856 was twenty thousand boxes. This

year one box of Esopus paid the shipper a net profit of $60.00

Our fruits were phenomenally large and highly colored. We then had

no fungous or insect pests and consequently the fruit was a surprise to

visitors, and in the market, then as now, brought the highest prices. In

these later days Chicago, New York, and Boston pay fabulous prices for all

our best fruits. You all know, at least by hearsay, of Hood River apples;

of the Oregon Banana that brought ten dollars per box in New York; of the

Yellow Newtowns and Esopus that bring nearly as much; and of Rogue River

Pears leading the world’s market in quality and prices.

To verify our claims of a superior product I wish to offer the following

record of awards accredited to Oregon fruit exhibits at world’s expositions,

and have it entered in the proceedings of the American Pomological Society.

I do not know of any more reliable history of the superiority of Oregon

fruits than the awards at seven great World’s Expositions, the judicial find-

ings of the most distinguished fruit experts.

Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893; two grand prizes,— the highest

award; seventeen gold medals; thirty-four silver medals; twenty-one diplo-

mas of honorable mention.

Trans-Mississippi Exposition, 1898; six gold medals, highest award;

eleven silver medals; sixteen bronze medals; seventeen diplomas of honor-

able mention.

Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo, 1901; eighteen gold medals, highest

award; eighteen silver medals; fifty-two bronze medals; twenty-two diplo-

mas of honorable mention.

There was also awarded at that Exposition, by the American Pomologi-

cal Society, the much coveted Wilder Medal “for excellence of flavor, form,

perfection, and general superiority” of our fruits in competition with all

fruit growing states.

South Carolina Interstate and West Indian Exposition, Charleston, South

Carolina, 1901-2; thirty-four gold medals,—highest award; fourteen silver

medals; one bronze medal.
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Louisiana Purchase Exposition; St. Louis, 1904; two grand prizes,—high-

est awards; seven gold medals; eighty-four silver medals; thirty-four bronze

medals.

Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition, Portland, 1905; one hundred and

eighteen gold medals,—highest award; one hundred fifty-seven silver medals;

three hundred and fifty-two bronze medals; and three hundred and ninety-two

diplomas of honorable mention.

Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, Seattle, 1909; seven grand prizes,

—

highest award; sixteen gold medals; twenty-one silver medals; eighty-two

bronze medals; five diplomas of honorable mention.

The award of the Wilder Medal at your biennial meeting, at the Pan-

American Exposition at Buffalo in 1901, was a notable event worthy of record;

the leading fruit-growing sections of America and Canada were competing:

New York with 2000 plates, Wisconsin with 1600, Missouri with 1200, and

many others 1000 plates or more, and Oregon 250 plates.

Some of you will remember the keen competition of that occasion and

that after two days of close examination and deliberation, your committee
awarded the Wilder Medal to Oregon. It was quality and not quantity that

won the Wilder Medal at the Pan-American Exposition in 1901.

This much for what Oregon has done with the old standard fruits. Now
a word as to what she has done with the new fruits of her own origin.

Oregon’s New Fruits.

Oregon has the distinction of adding to the fruit industry two of the

most attractive cherries yet produced—the Bing and the Lambert. They
are of the largest size; of first quality; of the best shippers; always
prize-winners, and now sought for by progressive nurserymen all over

the world. The Bing, a rich dark black fruit, was a chance seedling

with Mr. Seth Lewelling who named it for a faithful Chinaman who culti-

vated and cared for the seedling tree on experimental grounds until it came
to bearing age. The Lambert, a rich chocolate red fruit, was a chance
seedling in the orchard of J. H. Lambert; after whom it was named by the
Oregon Horticultural Society.

Oregon originated the Clark strawberry, one of the most productive

varieties and a best shipper. Carload quantities of this fruit are shipped to

Chicago, New York and other markets annually. The Oregon and the
Magoon strawberries, two of the largest, most beautiful and most desirable
table berries, and prize-winners, also originated here. The Dosch, Pacific

and Willamette prunes are Oregon seedlings. The Dosch prune originated
with our first walnut grower and promoter, H. E. Dosch, and is of large
size and first quality.

We originated the Champion gooseberry, a most vigorous grower, healthy,
prolific, very large, par-excellence.

A new and luscious fruit, the Yakimine, which originated in Yakima is

the result of an apricot crossed with a peach. lit is a fruit of great promise,
and even now is used in carload lots by the canneries. A large acreage is

being set.
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We have produced many new apples, peaches and prunes of promise;

and though not yet fully tested or reported to the fruit world, they will

be heard of later.

Our newer commercial interests are centered in hundreds of acres of

Persian walnuts, principally the Franquette and Mayette varieties, now
producing the home supply and more. The trees bear enormously, and

the nuts are of highest quality. This promises to be, in the near future, a
leading industry.

We are growing hundreds of acres of Loganberries, and setting more;

exporting carloads of the dried product, and the bottled juice, both of

which are much sought after in our eastern markets. This is proving to be

a lucrative and growing feature of our fruit interests.

We believe (the State Horticultural Society has been a large factor in

the high standard of Horticulture in Oregon. This society, now in its

twenty-seventh year, has been a most harmonious working organization.

For twenty years the writer was President, by unanimous vote; for twelve

years Professor E. R. Lake was unanimously elected Secretary and Treas-

urer. To Professor Lake’s organizing genius and efficient services, we
owe our interesting and successful meetings. Popular interest; creditable

fruit displays; valuable papers; spirited discussions and a fine esprit de corps,

were features of our quarterly meetings, held in the different fruit sections

of the state. Our College Professor Lake, botanist, forester, orchardist,

was a valuable man for Oregon. The government found it out and took him

away from us, made him a Government Pomologist, and you, ladies, and

gentlemen, have wisely made him your Secretary; you cannot do better;

keep him with you.

These splendid achievements with the fruit product, have not come to

us as gifts. We have learned in the dear school of experience that success

means work,—brawn and brain work. Much has been said about over-

production; we believe there is yet room and will be for intelligent fruit

growers, such as will plant the right thing in the right place; take proper

care of the trees when growing; prune properly; thin properly when in

bearing; pick at the right stage of ripeness; fight all damaging insect

pests and fungi with the best implements, insecticides and fungicides) to

be had; pack carefully in clean, attractive packages, and otherwise use all

the intelligence they have in their business;
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SOME OF THE PROBLEMS THE PRACTICAL ORCHARDIST MUST
MEET.

S. H. Fulton, West Virginia.

Each year in the course of his operations the practical orchardist must

meet a great variety of problems. Many of these problems have confronted

fruit growers) for years, others are new and constantly changing. It will

be the purpose of this paper to discuss only a few of these problems relating

mainly to the four principal operations essential to the development and up

keep of an orchard, namely :
pruning, spraying, fertilizing and cultivating, to-

gether with a few statements relative to the labor problem and the all im-

portant question of marketing the crop. The problems surrounding these

various operations will be discussed in about the order in which they receive

attention from the orchardist during the course of the year and the ideas

presented will be suggested largely by the personal experience of the writer.

The beginner in orcharding will be confronted, early in his career, with

the question of when and how to prune his trees. Under certain conditions

experienced growers are at a loss to know how to proceed. For this latitude,

late winter and early spring is the time commonly accepted as the best for

general pruning, which consists in thinning and shaping the tops of the

trees. However, if the orchard is extensive in size or the grower is short

of help it may become necessary to prune during the winter months in order

that the work may be gotten out of the way before spraying and other

spring work commences. Pruning in late winter or early spring is probably

best for the trees as the shock appears to be less and it is then only a short

time until the sap commences to circulate and the wounds begin to heal.

However, with moderate pruning of peach and apple trees, we have dis-

covered no ill effects worthy of mention from pruning at any time during

the winter when the temperature throughout the day does not stand

more than a few degrees below the freezing point. Very young trees

and old trees which are to be severely pruned should be left until the coldest

winter weather is past. Following the big freeze of January 13 and 14,

1912, when the temperature in our locality dropped twenty to twenty-
five degrees below zero, killing all the peach buds and blackening the wood,

it became necessary to give our bearing peach trees a severe pruning in

order to rejuvenate them and enable them better to overcome the winter
injury. A few hundred trees were pruned .'in mid-winter, shortly after the

freeze. These trees did not do well, in fact some of them died outright.

The main body of the orchard was pruned in early spring after the severe

freezing weather was over. These trees came through well making a good
growth of new wood with heavy dark green foliage. The next season which
was the one just closed, these trees produced a good crop of fine fruit. It

was our purpose, in this pruning, to trim moderately; just severely enough to

induce the trees to make a strong growth and not to such an extent as to

endanger the life of the trees or induce a rank growth of wood with few
fruit buds, thereby destroying prospects for a crop the following year.
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Styles of Pruning.

The style of pruning adopted for ordinary orchard work does not matter

greatly so long as the original plan is adhered to and followed up annually

with systematic trimming. Good growers produce good fruit with all styles

of pruning. However, the extent to which pruning is carried does make a
great difference in the final outcome. Moslt growers err on the side of

pruning too little rather than too much. Whatever style of pruning is adopted,

the tops of the trees should be kept sufficiently open to admit light and air

essential to the full development of the fruit. Personally, we like open cen-

tered trees because of the increased bearing surface exposed to light and air

and because of greater convenience in spraying and harvesting the crop. In

planting it is well to leave some vacant space at the outskirts of the orchard

where trimmings may be burned, otherwise the disposal of the brush may
become a serious problem, especially in a large orchard. This outside space

will also greatly facilitate turning in working the orchard, particularly if a

tractor is used for cultivation.

Spraying and Sprayers.

Often before the pruning is completed in the spring, spraying for

scale must begin, followed shortly by spraying for other insects and fun-

gous diseases. The kind of equipment to use is often a perplexing problem.

Of course, if the orchard is of considerable size some form of power sprayer

will be selected, but which of the various types of sprayers shall the grower

use? Shall he purchase the gasoline engine type, the compressed air

sprayer, the gas sprayer, the outfit which derives its power from gearing

to the wagon wheel or the type recently introduced known as the “Air-

Tight”? The lay of the land and extent of the orchard is a limiting factor

to a certain extent when it comes to a choice of outfit. For example, the

use of the compressed air sprayer would not be practicable if the lay of

the land and extent of the orchard were such that it would be difficult or

impossible to select some one or two distributing points easily accessible

to all parts of the orchard where water could be secured in abundance
and where the engine and compressor could be located. Under such con-

ditions the gasoline engine outfit works well since with a tank-filler water

can be derived from any stream, spring or water hole in or about the

orchard. Concentrated materials for making the spray mixture may be

easily and cheaply hauled to all such points or the materials may be prepared

at some common center and hauled in supply tanks to distant parts of

the orchard, then quickly pumped into the sipray tank by use of a tank-

filler attached to the spray engine. Gas sprayers and sprayers operated by
gearing to the wagon wheel are open to serious objections and are not

extensively used.

The weak points in the common gasoline engine outfits on the market are

the heavy weight to be hauled about and engine troubles brought about largely

by hauling the outfit from place to place, often over rough, uneven land.

The obpection to the compressed air outfit lies in the fact that it must
be returned to the supply plant each time when the tanks are emptied.
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Supply wagons cannot be used because the tanks must be recharged with air

at the plant where the compressor is located. Lack of sufficient agitation

is also a serious drawback, especially when a heavy material like self boiled

lime-sulphur is in use. Another weak point in the system is the fact

that as the tank is emptied the pressure runs down so that the last of the

tank of material is not thrown out with as much force as the first.

The new outfit known as the “Air-Tight” already referred to, combines

principles of both the gas engine and compressed air type of sprayers

and may do away in part, at least, with some of the objectionable features

of each. The essential features of the “Air-Tight” sprayer are a heavy

steel tank for spray material and compressed air, a small gasoline engine,

weighing about 130 pounds, and a small air compressor, the whole being

mounted on an ordinary farm wagon or truck. The engine operates the compres-

sor which in turn forces the compressed air through a pipe to the bottom of

the spray tank where it is released through a perforated tube designed to

agitate the spray material. Two leads of hose bound together with wire

extend from the tank, one conveying spray material and the other com-

pressed air. The air is liberated and comes into contact with the spray material

at the nozzle, thereby breaking the spray into a fine mist at a much lower

pressure than is required for practical work with the ordinary outfit. This

outfit is somewhat lighter than most sprayers in common use. As it

carries its own engine and compressor, together with a rotary pump for

filling the tank with water, a new supply can be taken wherever water is

available. Since high pressure is not required the strain on engine and
spray hose is not great. S'ome of the growers who have tried this) outfit

claim that the method of applying the air at the point of exit causes the

spray to divide more finely and go farther than when applied with other

outfits. Personally, we are using gasoline engine outfits and will not be dis-

posed to change until we feel sure that we have found something better for

our conditions.

Tillage, Tillage Tools and Tractors.

With most growers the problem of working the land in early spring

while it is in good workable condition and then keeping it stirred frequently
during the growing season is a serious one. This is especially true since

spraying and other routine orchard work must be kept up at the same
time. Often the orchardist fails to get his land worked over in good
time in early spring, the soil gets hard and dry, rendering cultivation

very difficult; and when finally stirred late in the season the benefits to be
derived from cultivation are largely lost. In the rush of spring work horses
and mules frequently become fagged out and their backs and shoulders
become galled and sore, thereby impeding the progress of the work. Upon
our shale lands, common throughout the eastern pan-handle of West Virginia,

disc harrows can be substituted for plows in bearing orchards and the
labor of stirring up the soil greatly facilitated. However, while the work
progresses much more rapidly than if plows are used, disc harrows are
very hard on teams and it is almost impossible to keep the working stock
in good condition throughout the first working of the land in the spring.

Theoretically, the gas or oil tractor should come in at this point and
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at least supplement the work of the teams and facilitate the early working
of the land. But the use of the tractor in orchard work is an innovation

and manufacturers have not fully adapted their outfits to the needs of the

practical grower. Furthermore, prices asked by most manufacturers are

considered prohibitive by the average orchardist. A tractor for use over

rolling or hilly land, among low headed, closely planted trees, should be

built as low as is consistent with mobility, not over seven feet in ^width

outside measure, short wheel base capable of turning in a very short space,

not less than fifteen horse power and ought not to cost over ten or twelve

hundred dollars. On smooth, level land a tractor of eight or ten horse

power may be practical, not for hilly land. Any tractor not overloaded

will pull a disc harrow or set of gang plows over level land; but the real

test comes when a grade isi encountered or when a short turn is to be

made from one tree row to another. If the engine has not sufficient power,

the disc harrow must be straightened so that it will not cut in or the

plows thrown out in order that the engine can make the rise. This leaves

a plot of ground unworked, to say nothing of the trouble and delay occasioned

in changing and readjusting the harrow or plows. If the outfit cannot be
turned in a very short space great difficulty will be experienced in turning

from one tree row to another and trees are likely to be damaged. Unless

the tractor is low down, the branches of low headed trees will be injured

and there will also be danger of upsetting on hill sides. A practical

orchard tractor built along proper lines will unquestionably be in good

demand. If so designed that it can be used for road work and for needed

power in grinding feed, sawing wood, etc, it will appeal still more strongly

to the average orchardist.

Fertilizers and Fertilizing.

The question of fertilizing deserves careful consideration on the part

of the orchardist, particularly if his orchards are located on thin soils.

Stable manure is usually out of the question, as the manure made from the

working stock on the average fruit farm does not go far, even when
applied only in small quantities about each tree. Usually the cost of

stock-yard or stable manure shipped by rail is prohibitive by the time freight

and cost of hauling from the railroad are added to the original cost. Feed-

ing cattle during the winter months is not satisfactory when the orchardist

has all his feed to buy. Cover cropsl help out greatly but do not afford

sufficient plant food for a bearing peach or apple orchard. Commercial

fertilizers must therefore be relied upon to a considerable extent. It will

usually be found to the grower’s advantage to purchase needed materials

and do hisi own mixing. How shall the orchardist determine what materials

are needed and in what proportion to apply them? There is no surer way
than by making a test in his own orchard. Unless this is done, or unless

the grower has knowledge of a test under conditions similar to his own,
there is considerable danger of spending money for materials that are

not needed. We have learned this truth by personal experience. For
several years we fertilized our bearing peach orchards with a home made
mixture, rich in potash, upon the theory that an abundance of potash is

essential to the full development and coloring of the peach. Three years
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ago the West Virginia Experiment Station began some tests! in our orchards

which demonstrated the fact that nitrogen was the limiting factor in our

fertilizer formula and that there was probably already as much potash

in our soils as the trees required. As soon as these facts became apparent

we cut down the potash content of our fertilizer formula and increased the

nitrogen. This change produced a marked beneficial result in our orchards.

Wood growth was increased, the foliage became darker and more luxuriant,

and we secured a much better set of fruit buds. Applying or withholding

potash appeared to cut no figure, so far as tree growth or development of

fruit was concerned.

Markets and Marketing.

Marketing is probably the greatest problem which confronts the aver-

age fruit grower. It some times happens that good fruit well packed and

placed on the market in attractive condition nets the grower less than the

cost of production. This usually means one of two things; over production

of that class of fruit or lack of proper distribution. For over production

there is no remedy to which the grower can resort. Fortunately, however,

unprofitable returns are not often due to this cause. For lack of distribu-

tion the grower is not without remedy. Shipments can often be made direct

to retailers and consumers in sections of the country where fruit is scarce.

This past season when all the eastern markets were heavily stocked with

New York State Elbertas and prices were low, we were able to find a good

market for our late peaches in a number of the mountain towns of West
Virginia and Maryland. One of our Mineral county growers conceived the

idea of starting a couple of salesmen out on the road to work the mining

towns of West Virginia and in this way he disposed of the bulk of his peach

crop at a good profit. Advertising certain kinds of fruit, particularly the

apple, will help to increase the demand. In this movement the grower can

lend his aid and influence. Apple shippers and handlers having designated

the third Tuesday in October as National Apple Day are doing a good work
in exploiting the merits of the apple and increasing the demand for this

fruit. When Apple Day came around last month it was quite generally ob-

served in most of the large eastern cities. Commission houses, restaurants

and retail stores made a special effort to center attention on this particular

fruit. Many schools in apple growing regions devoted a portion of the day

to special written articles on the apple and in the cities many samples were
given to the poor, to orphan asylums and to hospitals. The Chicago papers

participated in the celebration, telling the people about the abundance of

the fruit and its beneficial effect. In Baltimore about 35,000 apples were
distributed among the children in the orphan asylums. In New York, res-

taurants in the produce district made a special display of apples cooked in

various styles.

Organization of Growers.

In the handling of quickly perishable fruit like peaches wider distribu-

tion can be secured and often more satisfactory prices obtained, if buyers

can be induced to enter the field and purchase cars as loaded at the shipping
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point. All such cars should be settled for before leaving the loading station

in order to avoid later complications. In fruit sections where buying is not

a common practice, buyers often decline to settle for a car until it reaches

destination and has in turn been sold by the purchaser. If the grower in-

sists on settlement before the car rolls, the buyer goes to some other grower

for his fruit. Under such conditions some concerted action on the part of

the growers of a given section is desirable and in fact necessary for their

own good. If growers as a whole would refuse to sell to buyers without

settlement f. o. b. the shipping point, the buyers would be compelled to meet
these requirements, thereby rebounding to the benefit of the growers.

Packages and Packing.

Careful, systematic packing is essential to successful marketing. Fur-

thermore it is an easy matter to train the packing force when uniform,

systematic work is done. Box packing of apples, for example, is a pleasure

to the packers once the system and style of pack is learned. For box pack-

ing of apples we have found expert Florida packers, common in our section

during peach season, very efficient once the style of pack is learned. Be-

ing used to handling wrappers in tomato and orange packing, they take

readily to box apple packing.

Parcel Post Possibilities.

In marketing his crop, the fruit grower does not ordinarily get his full

share of the dollar paid by the consumer. How this trouble is to be remedied

is not so apparent. Railroads, express companies, commission houses, job-

bers and retailers each take a share of the dollar and constitute integral

parts of the whole system of expensive handling in vogue at the present

time. United action on the part of the growers of a given section may be

effectual in securing needed reductions in transportation rates, but middle

men cannot be eliminated unless the grower is in position to deal directly

with the consumer, which is not often the case except possibly in a limited

way. Should the parcel post weight limit be increased to fifty pounds or

more and the rate reduced, this system of handling will benefit all growers

who are in position to do a retail business.

The Labor Problem.

To handle an orchard successfully the grower must be able to command
the necessary amount of labor at the right time. This is sometimes very

difficult. For a number of years the price of labor has been steadily ad-

vancing and at the same time in many sections labor has become more
difficult to get. Year around employment, tenant houses in the orchard, eat-

ing and sleeping quarters for unmarried men, etc., will help to solve this

problem.

In some fruit growing localities labor conditions have been upset by

promoters who buy large tracts of cheap land, plant a few fruit trees and

advertise orchard stock for sale to the public. Expecting to make their
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money from the sale of stock rather than from the sale of fruit, and wishing

to promote sales by making a big showing in a short time, these exploiters

often pay prices for labor far in excess of what the legitimate grower can

afford to pay. Often these promoters by some subterfuge secure what pur-

port to be the endorsements of experiment station and goveirnment officials.

These so called endorsements, together with misleading statements as to

profits in the orchard business, are circulated promiscuously over the country.

Such operations deceive the investor and injure the legitimate grower, in that

his labor is taken from him; and in time it becomes more difficult for him
to interest outside capital in case he wishes to improve or enlarge his op-

erations.

In the opinion of the writer it would be entirely within the province of

the work of the United States Department of Agriculture to point out to the

public in bulletin form the ear marks by which most of these fake orchard

schemes may be detected and warn prospective investors against putting

money into orchard stock offered promiscuously to the public along with

extravagant claims of the profit to be derived from orcharding. Fruit grow-

ing has been boomed too much both for the good of the orchardist and the

investor. The idea of large profits has been exploited with little or nothing

said of the failures in the business, thereby bringing about in many in-

stances blasted hopes and an extravagant waste of money.

Discussion.

President Goodman: We will have fifteen minutes only for the dis-

cussion of these important problems surrounding the fruit growers. Con-

fine your discussions to facts to help us in the solution of these questions;

put them briefly so as to take no more time than possible. I think we will

discuss them this way: Pruning, spraying, cultivation, fertilizing, market-
ing.

Voice: Mr. President, I was talking last evening with Mr. Burton of

Indiana, who is using a tractor successfully, and I think we ought to hear

from him.

Mr. Burton: Our tractor is made in Ohio. We have used one for two
years and find it very successful. My son insisted on a large tractor. He
said it costs no more to run a large one, for help, than it does a small one.

Our orchard is large and the trees are large. We cannot very well run

a small tractor close along both sides of the rows of trees. There is not
enough room; you have to go midway between the rows with a large tractor

which has double action extension attachments. You may extend them
twenty-six, thirty, or thirty-three feet; and three and one-half feet from each
side of the tree row is close enough to them. By taking one side of a row
and then the other side we find it a simple operation to care for the tillage

problem. We find the tractor very economical. Sometimes we run once
between rows both ways. They do a sight of work and do not get out of

order much.

Mr. Lindley: The first tractors were so heavily built that we did not

believe we could run one in an orchard; but this year I found we could
get a twenty horse power one for about $1 ,500 , so took one and put
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It to work. In the first place, I had about one hundred acres of new ground,

and we put it right in with four plows and it worked easy enough. The
horse plows we had used before never did better than that twenty horse

power tractor, so I thought. I am satisfied we can cultivate a large portion of

any kind of an orchard in the same way. The twenty horse power does good
work; and, I am satisfied it is going to do good work in the orchard.

With four twenty-eight-inch side plows, it has broken that new land, and it

does nicer work than any plow I ever saw. It will plow about seven acres

a day.

Question: How many harrows can you use?

Mr. Bindley: As many as you like.

Mr. Perrine (111.) : I think the orchard people want to be careful and

not get too large a tractor for orchard cultivation. We have been using

an Avery, $1,225, twelve horse power drawbar and twenty-five horse power

at the belt. I think it is large enough at least for our use and I would not

buy a larger tractor than that. We usually call it a light tractor, but it has

lots of power. What you want is four sets of fourteen-inch discs put side by
side, covering about sixteen feet wide. We find the greatest difficulty

in turning at the end. You ought to have plenty of room at the ends.

No matter how short, your tractor will turn your discs they will not be working

at the full load, unless there is ample space to turn. In established orchards,

along the boundary lines, you may of course make some kind of arrangement

with your neighbor for space.

Question: If the twelve horsepower tractor would make the grades in

the orchard all right loaded with the plows in the ground, it would be an

advantage. Can it do this, or does it require taking out?

Mr. Perrine: It does not unless you strike hard-pan. Once in a while! in

our orchard we strike into the hard-pan, and there we get into a little

trouble, but in ordinary ground we have no trouble in making any grade that

we have, with the four fourteen-inch Putnam plows and two discs.

Voice: I was in North Dakota last summer and that is just the country

for the tractor, and several of the farmers have them already. It is heavy

soil, and it is the very country for tractors. I saw perhaps one hundred,

and at present the style is to have very large ones, the tendency, however,

is to reduce the size. There is a limit in tractor engines;; if they were

kept to four plows it would be the best for orchard use.

President Goodman: Mr. Flournoy I think has a tractor in his orchard.

Mr. Flournoy: I use a small engine. It is not necessary to have a

large one in our orchard, because it can be turned all right and goals

through the rows. It is difficult sometimes to make the turns, but I have

a small orchard and we manage to work very successfully. I do not see

how we can go back of these tools. The tractor has come to stay, like the

auto.

Mr. Burton: I do not understand how you can cultivate an old orchard

when the trees are spreading fifteen or sixteen feet, and get under the

trees with a small engine. I would like to know how close you get to

large trees with an engine of that size. In our case, with the harrow, I

must say I do not think there is room. We have to take the levers off

the harrow and leave it down instead of standing up, and I do not see how
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you could, under the conditions, cultivate a small orchard—though you could

probably cultivate a large one.

Mr. Flournoy: We do not get clear up to the trunk of the tree. Certainly

you can extend your double tree. For years we have been extending our

cutaway harrows and using the mules. Put a six-foot cutaway harrow

on a twelve-foot board and extend it out under the limbs. Do that on an

orchard machine just the same as though cultivating with mules. We
have been cutting a strip about slixteen feet wide in orchards with trees

planted thirty feet apart, full-grown trees; and we think that we get up

under the trees far enough if we go both ways. We get up under1 the

limbs and it is not necessary to go clear up to the trunks of the trees.

Mr. Soper: Ifi Delaware we started with the tractor this season. A fifteen

or thirty horse power tractor will handle a great deal; and, equipped

with a twenty-inch disc they are getting to be very satisfactory. Of course

our soil is sandy, but we have been finding that the tractor will work in

the sandy soil very well. We set out a tract of land in apples, nine years

ago. The trees were planted twenty feet apart. They were not planted for

the use of the tractor, but we used the end row as a turn-row, and we can

turn out of one land, skip one and come back with the other, and it works very

satisfactorily both ways.

Mr. Koiner: Last week I witnessed the demonstration in my State of

a nine horse power gasoline walking plow, turning plow, harrow, etc.

It had just one small belt, and it occurred to me in witnessing that

demonstration that it is a splendid thing for the small orchardist, for he
can get anywhere he wants. Nine horse power is the highest, and I think

in sandy soil, as far as the plow has been perfected, it would work all

right, and on almost any soil for harrowing and that sort of work. I

make mention of this because, I consider it an interesting point for those

of us who have small orchards.

Mr. Williams: Mr. Chairman, there are only two things that requires a
variation from forty-five horse power to eight horse power, and those are

the difference in soil conditions and grade. Where we have a different soil

or grade, it requires a difference as to the size of the horse power. The
average man surely needs to study the conditions and get an idea as to

requirements between the eight horse power and the forty-five horse power,
according to the soil and the lay of the land.

Question: I would like to ask these gentlemen using tractors if they
have ever used them for turning under cover crops?

Mr. Burton: We have in fields altogether, but absolutely refuse to try

that in our orchard.

Mr. Lewis: We use the tractors on the Pacific Coast very extensively

in our large orchards, and when it comes to the sandy or light soils,

very successfully. We can plow them for twenty to twenty-six cents an
acre. If we put them on for twenty-four hours, night and day, we get the
entire use of our money. Such investments take a lot of money and putting
on a lot of service is the only way to get full returns. If the soil is sandy
and light the tractor works beautifully, but on the heavy clay loams it is*

another story. We generally use a thirty horse power engine. As far as
may be we have our engines adapted to conditions; but we have not yet

effected a good solution for the heavy clay loams. Some people are using
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these plows in heavy soils with fair satisfaction, and of course this is a
great temptation to every other man to get into the game.

Mr. Dalton: I have a small tractor that I got last season. I supposed

that I could only use the tractor for cultivating the orchard. It was made
by a young man in my county, a genius, a fine young fellow; I> bought the

machine to answer my purpose as well as to encourage him. I had known
him from childhood; knew his father and mother, grandfather and grand-

mother, good people, honest, upright people; and I was sure that the

machine would operate. When I first got it, asi I said, I thought I would use

it for the purpose of cultivating the orchard, but it occurred to me after

I had purchased it that I might use it for spraying purposes. I attached

a pump to the tractor engine and sprayed my orchard very successfully.

It gave me all the power I desired, as much as three hundred pounds pressure

if wanted, so that I could spray to the highest trees in the orchard and spray

them most thoroughly. I used it for that purpose and then I used it also for

the purpose of cultivating the orchard after I got through the other work,

until the rains this fall.

But I did not attach any plows to it, because I have come to the

conclusion that I will quit plowing the orchard. I attached a heavy re-

versible disc to it and found that I could do most excellent work with

that. But part of the orchard is in the bottom and part on the hill; I

wished before the season was over that it was all on the hill, because

the hill part yielded a very excellent crop and I lost the crop entirely

on the bottom—although it was excellent land.

As I said, I abandoned the plow; it took me forty years to learn that

little lesson, but I think I have learned it. Now, some gentleman said this

morning that the disc is no good in some kinds of land. Well, it will work
on land close to the Missouri hills and Missouri bottoms; perhaps it is

better than other land. I find with a disc kept in proper shape that I would

cultivate the surface of the ground, and that in my judgment is all that

needs to be done in the orchard. The tractor will go just as close to the

trees as it ought to go. I find I have been pretty nearly alone in my
own country, but I always try to avoid hitting or getting too close to my
trees, and what I lack in cultivating with the tractor and the disc I can

get with the hoe, for I am a believer somewhat in the old fashioned arm
swing. My experience has been very limited with the disc, and I only know
about it in the more or less restricted way in which I speak, but I find it very

effective. I can turn under and down with the disc, weeds that have grown
up as high as my body. It is a good instrument and I find that it gives the

surface cultivation which I think is required, and breaks lejBs roots or limbs

than other tools and takes care of the orchard in the least possible time.

Of course, it is quite expensive; I used from ten to fifteen gallons of gastoline

a day when I worked all day; usually about ten gallons, and that at sixteen

cents a gallon would amount to quite a little; but then I found it more
economical than to put a lot of horses at work and feed them, and have

limbs and roots of the trees torn and broken. We have not at any time

found it much more expensive to use the machine than the horses. My
impression is, from what I have seen of the machine, that it is going to prove

an efficient instrument for proper orchard cultivation.



William C. Strong.
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Question: If this disc harrow is double and of good quality, will it with-

out other implement, do a finished job year after year?

Mr. Dalton: I think it will, sir.

Mr. Burton: A good many of the growers in our state and in Illinois,

are using the disc early in the season, and the spring-tooth harrow later

in the season. We like that arrangement very much, better than the disc

alone, even the double-action disc; it leaves the ground practically level.

But we like the spring-tooth harrow; we can gauge the teeth a little

better than we can on the disc harrow. I know the disc harrows when
absolutely new and not much growth on the land, work very nicely; but

in orchards of heavy growth and when the discs get a little dull, the depth

at which they run is not uniform, while the spring-tooth can be run at a

uniform depth and leaves the ground absolutely level; and you can gradually

increase the depth of working when you are thoroughly familiar with It.

President: Mr. Rupert, have you had any experience in using the Clark

Cutaway disc? If so, give us the benefit of it.

Mr. Rupert: Yes., sir; I think it is one of the best tools we have for

clean cultivation. So far as the depth at which the teeth can be handled, I

may say; it depends mostly on the way you handle it. You might call it

dependable—until you get into deep work at least.

President: How many acres in the orchard?

Mr. Rupert: Five hundred and forty.

Question: How about the hillside proposition; will it work successfully

on a steep hillside and go up and down the hill? We have to work on
a hillside.

Mr. Rupert: Yes, sir.

Mr. Riddell: What tools do you use in this five hundred acre orchard?

Mr. Rupert: We use different methods of cultivation; in fact, if we
break the orchard one year well, it is then planted the next. We use rye,

clover, vetch and clean cultivation in different plots of about, fifty to one
hundred acres, as the years go by. We only aim to cultivate about one-

third of the orchard each year, sometimes one-half. We use spring-tooth

harrows, in case the ground gets too hard. But with the Clark Cutaway,
thoroughly used both ways in the orchard, you will never need to bother
with the spring-tooth.

Question: One more question I would like to ask. How much tractor
power is required to work, say eight feet wide? What power would we need
to draw a double-acting harrow the width of eight feet?

Mr. Burton: Oh, a tractor of fifteen or twenty horse power would
make it.
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HANDLING THE ORCHARD CROP.

F. E. McCall, Iowa.

It is not my desire in submitting this paper to make it of undue length,

thereby exhausting your patience, but I will ask your forbearance for a

short time, while I endeavor to outline as briefly as possible some of my
observations and experiences in commercial orcharding.

I have had three years of practical orchard experience. One year was
spent in the fruit regions of the Northwest, the past two in the State oi$

Iowa. This experience, added to my college training under Professor S. A.

Beach of the Iowa State College, has* I believe, trained me to the point

where I am able to recognize and grasp some of the more important

factors in orchard management. While my premises may seem somewhat
premature and my conclusions rather hasty, yet I assure you they are drawn
from actual data elaborated by an honest opinion.

Various phases of the subject “Handling the Orchard Crop,” have been
discussed so often, that I feel quite unable to present anything new; but

we must remember that the Gospel has been preached for nearly two
thousand years and there are still sinners in the world. In spite of all

the advice given in fruit growing, we still have orchardists who need the

same old story, told perhaps in a little different way.

I am sure that trained orchardists need no instruction from me upon
the topic of handling orchard crops. There may be those, however, who
have never given the subject much attention; thos'e who would be glad to

learn of the application of some of the principles of commercial orcharding,

in a region which the general public believes unfavorable for apple pro-

duction.

Many are the advertisements we see and the articles we read of the

wonderful opportunities awaiting the orchardist in the valleys of the

“Golden West.” After making a close study of fruit growing in those

regions as compared with my home state, I have concluded that Iowa

measures up favorably with the best part£ of this earth ; and that “Paradise”

has no geographical location on this planet. In fruit growing, the man
who leaves his trees to shift for themselves, finds orcharding an unprofitable

business wherever he is located.

Apples a Success in low/a.

Apples can and are being grown commercially by many orchardists of

the state. Those who have followed apple culture intelligently and per-

sistently have found it profitable. The premiums won at various National

fairs and fruit shows, have demonstrated the quality of the Iowa Apple;

the records of the railway companies' at various shipping points prove the

productiveness of the trees; and the 1910 census ranks Iowa as sixth place

in the list of apple producing states.

There has never been a boom or special effort to advertise the region

as especially advantageous for apple growing. Consequently, with the ex-

ception of those actually in the business, few recognize the extent of
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orcharding in the state, and do not know that apples are one of the most

profitable of Iowa crops.

Many particular instances of large annual returns might be cited, but

the following are sufficient to indicate that such conditions actually exist.

Mr. F. P. Spencer of Randolph, Iowa, gives his average yearly net profit

per acre, for seven years as $91.28; A. A. Simons and Sons of Hamburg,

Iowa, give a yearly net profit of $129.64 per acre for a five year period;

and Mr. Chas. Garrett of Mitchellville, Iowa, for the years 1911 and 1912

netted an average of $187.50 per acre.

The above figures will no doubt be criticised severely, but it is not

intended that they stand as representative of all orchards of the state,

for the average yield in money per acre for the State is about $36.00.

Ordinarily the orchard trees are left to shift for themselves. If there

are no frosts to kill the blossoms, if the curculio, codling moth and scab

do not injure the fruit before harvesting, there is bound to be a crop. Usually

the apple tree produces many blossoms. If all or a large number of these

are permitted to properly develop, the yield in fruit will be seven or eight

times greater than the average, which is around 37 bushels per acre.

And it is not impossible either. Growers in the State have proved it. I

again cite you to Mr. Chas. Garrett of Mitchellville, Iowa, who in 1911

harvested an average of 300 bushels per acre from his ten acre orchard.

Others have duplicated these figures. However, the general average yield

the state over is but twelve and one-half per cent of the maximum yield.

When a man dips into the orcharding game he very sjoon finds out that

general average yields will not be able to look regular pay rolls in the

face, meet the charges for salaries, power, material, maintenance and

depreciation and keep himself out of the bankruptcy court.

In making a careful study of orcharding we find well established

guideboards of experimental knowledge pointing out the way to success.

Using a familiar illustration we may say that orchard management may be

likened to a chain, the weakest link of which is the measure of its strength.

The following are some of important factors upon which successful orchard-

ing depends: Frost protection; control of insects and diseases; proper

pruning and thinning; good physical condition of the soil, and correct methods
of marketing and storage. Each of these factors, and probably many
others, may be considered a link in this chain of operations. The importance
of any one factor depends upon its relations to the othersl For example,

in an orchard that has been well cared for in every respect except spraying,

the important or limiting factor would be the control of insects and diseases.

In other words it is poor economy to spend much time and money upon the

care of an orchard and allow the apples to be eaten by worms or disfigured

by disease. Or again, it is poor economy to develop an orchard to the

bearing age only to permit an occasional late spring frost to rob one of

his crop, when a few dollars expenditure would enable the grower to control

the temperature during the danger period. The important point then is

to determine the limiting factor and bring it up to a level with the others.

Now, to come down to the plainest of prose, I am not altogether a

theorist on this subject of orcharding, nor do I dabble in fruits as a rich

and fanciful amateur. I could not afford to spend my time on a fruit farm
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at all if it did not more than pay its way, and in order to win the confidence

of the “solid men,” who want no gush or side sentiment, even though data

from prosperous fruit growers suggest some warrant for it, I will give a

bit of personal experience.

A Bit of Real Personal Experience.

In the winter of 1911-12, I was engaged to manage a forty acre apple

orchard bordering the limits of the city of Des Moines, Iowa. For twenty

years the place had been rented, depleted and suffered to run wild. Thickets

of brush extended from the fences far out among the trees, and in notable

instances across entire sections of the orchard. The trees were standing in

a sod bound soil. They had not been pruned for many years, and no
intelligent effort had ever been made to check the encroachment of insects

or disease.

It was decided that the first year wasl to be spent in cleaning up and
equipping the place. The first year the operations were to be limited to

pruning, spraying and orchard heating, and harvesting whatever crop might
result.

As soon as weather conditions would permit, we began cleaning up the

orchard. A number of men equipped with axes and grub hoes began removing

the brush from the trees. Others with pruning saws and shears

under my own supervision began to remove the surplus growth, crossing

branches and dead wood from the trees. At this time we did not thoroughly

prune the trees. However, enough of the growth and dead wood was
removed to permit fairly good circulation of sunlight and air, also making
it possible for the spray to reach all parts of the tree. The task was a

difficult one and the expense per tree was high. The cost of pruning,

including the disposal of the brush, averaged thirty-six cents per tree.

To protect the blossoms from the late spring frosts, an orchard heating

equipment was provided for. This consisted of 2,500 two-gallon Hamilton

Competition orchard heaters; two 385 gallon metal wagon tanks; four rapid

orchard heater lighters; and two large oil storage tanks with a combined
capacity of 15,000 gallons, representing a total cost of $698.00. Two tank

carloads of crude oil were purchased at a cost of three and three-fourths

cents per gallon or at a total cost of $487.50.

It was further decided that the trees should be sprayed in a thorough

and intelligent manner. Accordingly, a power sprayer was secured. This

was equipped with a three and one-half horse power gasolene engine

and a two hundred and fifty gallon tank. This represented an outlay

of $250.00.

The additional equipment consisted of two teams of horses, two wagons
and various other farm implements representing a cost of $975.00, making
a total outlay for equipment of $2,430.50.

Crops Show Results.

This first year’s crop, while somewhat above the average, just about

offset the expense of cleaning up the orchard. The second season, how-

ever, gave more flattering results. Additional equipment was secured.
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including two teams, an orchard disc, and additional spraying accessories

This increased the cost of equipment to $3,412.00. The trees were again

pruned at a cost of eight cents per tree or $4.80 per acre. The orchard

heaters were placed and filled at a cost of $.525 per acre. The season,,

however, passed without any dangerous frost and the heaters were not used.

The oil and pots were again stored. This operation, together with the

waste in handling the oil, cost $1,875 per acre, thus making the total cost

of orchard heating for the season to $2.40 per acre.

The orchard was sprayed three times with lime-sulphur and lead

arsenate combined. About four gallons per tree were applied each operation,

with an average pressure of 200 pounds*. The cost per application per tree

was $.052 or $3.12 per acre, representing a total cost per acre for the three

applications of $9.35.

From six acres of Oldenburg we harvested 2,100 bushels of fruit that

graded number one. There were but 57 bushels of culls. These were due

chiefly to curculio stings and bruising in handling. There was less than

one-half barrel of wormy fruit. The trees were scattered indiscriminately

throughout the entire orchard. Consequently the cost of picking was
high; it averaged $.089 per bu. or $31.16 per acre. The cost of packing was
$.10 per barrel or $9.50 per acre. The barrels cost $.37 each or $36.15 per

acre; making a total cost per acre of $98.85, which included the cost of

pruning, spraying, orchard heating, picking, packing, packages, taxes and
Six per cent interest on value of the land and equipment, including the

orchard heating oil.

For 571 barrels of the apples we received $1.87 per barrel, or a total

of $1,067.77. For the balance of 387 bushels we received $.50 per bushel

or a total of $193.50, making a total of $1,261.27 or $210.21 per acre. This

left a net balance per acre of $111.35. From two more acres of early apples

we received a total of $131.65 netting $83.10 or $41.55 per acre. The
balance of the fruit including both the fall and winter varieties, was sold in

the orchard at $1.85 per barrel, which netted an average of $90.00 per acre.

This made a total net average of $95.31 per acre.

Such a result as this is enough to encourage any man who is willing to

give orcharding a fair trial. The future of apple growing in the state will

depend not upon the soil, the climate or the freedom from pests, but

on the industry and judgment of the men back of the fruit growing movement
Personally, I have great faith in Iowa as an apple growing state.

With scientific care in raising, and judicious and skillful methods in market-
ing, it will be found that one can combine the large yield of one grjower

with high percentage of first grade fruit of another and with the fancy price

of still another. To me it is not at all impossible.

It is my honest opinion that such conditions can be brought about,

for we can raise apples of an exceptionally high grade, and we can raise

them in great abundance.
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THE POMOLOGICAL TREE CROP.

J. Russell Smith, Virginia.

I presume you are all supposed to be pomologists. I asked Mr. Lake,

your Secretary, what Pomology is. He said I could talk about anything that

grows upon trees except turkeys and political plums, but that if I got! to

talking about the smaller birds I had better be careful or I might get into

trouble with the entomologists.

I am proud to belong to the oldest organization on earth, for you know
that Adam and Eve were the first pomologists. It is a fact that is to be

proved by Chapter two, of Book one, that the only crops in Paradise were

tree crops. Trees made it Paradise, and the curse that was laid upon

Adam was that he had to go out and dig in the field, grow the herbs of

the field, and eat bread in the sweat of his face. What we really need is

a restoration of the tree crop conditions of Eden.

I want to start a society for the prevention of hunger in dumb animals.

The point is this. Despite the great possibilities of tree crops,—and treesl

are the great engines of nature—we have thus far grown almost no tree

crops for animals. Yet it is for animals that the American farm primarily

exists. The quadruped eats about eight or nine tenths of the entire product

of the American farm. We should make the tree help feed him.

Now that plant breeding has come and we are again beginning to realize

the great possibilities of trees as producers, we need a careful examination of

all the trees of the country, and selection and breeding to make us new crops

for the extension of agriculture. The possibilities of plant breeding are strik-

ingly suggested by the recent achievements of Dr. Van Fleet of the United

States Department of Agriculture, who is trying to circumvent the chestnut

blight whose devastations are so widely known. Before the blight has made
a clean sweep of trees in any one State, Dr. Van Fleet has produced, by

the crossing of the worthless big Japan chestnut with the sweet hardy

Chinquapin, a new variety of chestnut of fine quality, great precocity,

and almost blight proof. There is little doubt that before many years we
will, with the plant breeder’s aid, be able to again grow chestnuts, despite the

tremendous destruction of this recently imported blight. This is but a

typical case of what the plant breeder and the tree can do for us.

The tree can give us agriculture where we now have none, and can have

none by the existing plow method. This is well proved by conditions in

Corsica where mountain slopes about as steep as our Appalachians are

covered with grafted chestnut forests for miles and miles. The forests

are filled with villages of people who live from chestnuts. They make a

greater average annual yield per acre than is given by average American
wheat fields. And whereas the wheat field is soon exhausted, the chestnut

has been yielding for centuries and the ground is still in good condition

because it has not been plowed and eroded.

Fruit as Stock-Food.

I have seen farmers in North Carolina who tell me that an acre of

ever-bearing mulberry trees is worth $50 as hog feed. The planting of the
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wild persimmon for the same purpose is quite common, and the pig dearly

loves both these kinds of fruit. The wild persimmon bears up to the breaking

point of the tree, and it is the most nutritious fruit widely grown in

America. It is worthy of being made a crop. So is the honey locust, with

a bean greedily eaten by cattle, and an analysis which shows it to be worth

one cent a pound in comparison with bran.

The acorn orchards of Spain and Portugal are as valuable as corn lands

in Indiana, and are not declining in fertility so rapidly. Even the oak tree

can, with care, be made to push corn hard as a pig fattener, and the oak

tree can do it in places where the corn is unthinkable.

We now have possibilities of a plowless agriculture. Plowless soil

management is a problem which agricultural science has not yet had time

to investigate fully. I have, for example, been told by Mr. W. A. Taylor,

Chief of the Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S, Department of Agriculture,

that so far as he knew there had been no official studies made in managing an

apple orchard where the orchard was well fertilized and kept in leguminous

cover crops without tillage. Yet there are a few such private orchards

that are succeeding wonderfully, and indicate the possibility of not only

growing apples, but also other tree crops without tillage. This would per-

mit us to get crops from our steep mountain slopes and the unplowable

corners of our farms—easily doubling our crop area.

The tree is capable of rendering another type of service better than

any other plant. I refer to dry farming. A great deal has been said about

dry farming. It has ruined lots of people, and that, too, in regions of rain-

fall of from 10 to 16 inches. They were trying to grow grain, but when
it comes to compete with drought, grain is not in the race with trees.

Trees can send their roots down 20 or 40 feet. There are records of them
going 60 feet. They can send them far out along the surface to drink the

moisture from any slight shower. This fact enables the people of Tunis

to have a great dry farming boom, and a successful and continuing one,

in regions where the average rainfall for the past ten years has been 7

inches and a fraction. The point of the whole story is that they are using

tree crops—the olive. If the Arab can use land with a rainfall of 7 inches,

why can not we? We can, if, we develop the crop-yielding trees that

America possesses.

There is little doubt that in many parts of the country we can develop

a two-story agriculture: large crop-yielding trees above, such as the pecan,,

Persian walnut, honey locust, persimmon, and beneath, the plowed crop

like clover, cotton or vetch, sweet potatoes, and peanuts, which pigs will

eat. Two-story agriculture is a practice in many parts of the Old World
and there is one crop which lends itself to three-story agriculture—the date

of the oasis—which lets enough light come through its feathery top to

supply oranges, apricots and figs beneath, and beneath the smaller fruit

trees grow garden vegetables, and over all towers the date, which is the

king of crops. The date may properly he called king for it has been yielding

on the same land continuous crops for at least two thousand years, and its

crops make from three to fifteen times as much actual food as wheat crops,

and will do it on poorer land.

That these things are not all beautiful theory, I wish to demonstrate by

pictures showing these things as I have seen them in a six months’ journey
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©f investigation in South Europe, North Africa, the Mediterranean Islands,

and our own South and West. (Exhibits slides.)

THE FUTURE OF THE PERSIAN WALNUT IN THE UNITED STATES.

Claud D. Tribble, Elk Grove, California.

The ancient history of the Persian or so called “English’' Walnut is of

special interest to those who study horticulture and nut-culture. To sum-
marize briefly: We find it mentione|fl in the Old Testament, and it is probably

a native of the mountains of Armenia in the southerp. portion of the

Caucasus along the Caspian Sea; in the northern Himalayas and in Burmah.
The East Indians cultivated the walnut in very early times, the terri-

tory being confined to the northern part of India. The Chinese* have
cultivated it for many centuries and it is now extensively grown in many
districts of China and Manchuria. Prom these districts the United States

draws a part of its imports of this nut.

The walnut is said to have been introduced into Western Europe at a

very early period by the Romans and particular attention was given it by
the Gauls, at which time it was known as the “Gaulnut” which is perhaps

the origin of the present name. Prom this source walnut culture has ex-

tended to all the countries of Europe, North and South America, Africa,

Australia and other places adapted to its culture.

Its history and introduction into the United States probably dates with

the Missions in California more than a century and a half since. California

produces most of the walnuts grown in the United States, though Oregon
and Washington are coming to have a commercial crop of some moment.
Only a short while since it was considered that Southern California was the

only section of the United States that was adapted to extensive culture

of the walnut, and for many years the culture was not taken up elsewhere.

In the northern part of the State many individual trees have been producing

for sixty years or longer; but it is only since the introduction of the better

varieties by such men as John Rock, Felix Gillette, and G. H. Kerr (who
have passed to their reward) that the culture in this section has been
going forward very rapidly. Over twenty years ago experiments in graft-

ing these varieties on the black walnut stock were begun and the recent suc-

cesses of this operation has contributed to the development of the walnut in-

dustry in the more northern districts.

Nut Culture to be Extensive.

The possibilities in the extension of walnut culture is unknown. We
find individual trees thriving and bearing in localities and countries where
ft was formerly supposed that this tree would not grow. Notable examples
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are found at Susanville, California, where the season is short and the

thermometer ranges below 30° F. The trees are bearing well, having been

planted some thirty years ago. Other trees are to be found in Arkansas,

Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Indiana, Idaho, Maryland, Massachusetts^

Michigan, Ohio, Utah and Virginia. Commercial plantings have been made
in Delaware, New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania.

The writer firmly believes that the walnut will be successfully grow®,

in nearly all the States. The first steps toward this end must be established

by experimenting. The introduction of varieties from the mountains o£

Asia; the planting of nuts from trees grown in cold climates; the planting:

of walnuts in general and selecting the hardiest seedlings of these; hybri-

dizing by successful plant breeders; planting grafted trees; and grafting

the black walnuts found in nearly all parts of the middle and Eastern

United States, will all help in bringing about success. There will be many
failures but there will be successes as well. People throughout the United

States and Canada are trying out many varieties and with variable success.

Seedlings of different varieties as well as grafted trees are being planted.

These experiences will be of great value.

Many propagators are working to produce new varieties that will be
better than the original walnuts and with a marked degree of success. The
United States Department of Agriculture is searching for and introducing

new varieties thought to be adapted to the colder States.

The work of the Department of Agriculture through Professor Lake
and his assistants, The College of Agriculture of Oregon, through Professors
Lewis and Gardner, and the work of Professor Smith and his assistants
for the College of Agriculture of California are examples of the effort being
made to promote Walnut Culture.

Professor Lake’s book, “The Persian Walnut Industry in the United
States” is the first and only book published on the subject. Professor R,
E. Smith of the California Experiment Station has a notable work in his
bulletin “Walnut Culture in California.”

In conclusion, I would say to those who are interested: “Plant some of
the best varieties of walnuts as seed, plant grafted trees or obtain scions
of the hardiest varieties and graft some of your black walnut trees which
are found nearly everywhere in the Eastern States.” By doing this you are
doing future generations a great service as well as doing an interesting
work which ought to appeal to every propagator of plants.
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THE PECAN.

W. N. Hutt, North Carolina.

There are very few people outside of the “Sunny South” who have
ever seen named varieties of the pecan nut. The Northerner who gets his

idea of pecans from the brick-colored seedlings that he sees so commonly
used to adulterate mixed nuts, wonders why the Southerner gets so enthusi-

astic when he dilates on this subject. If, however, he makes a trip down
South and sees the real pecans, or gets a package of them sent to him he
wonders why his Southern friend has been so quiet about these splendid

nuts. The pecan is among nuts, like the peach among fruits; it has every
variety of quality from the very poorest to the very best. If one had to form
Ms opinion of peaches from the tough, greenish, tasteless cling-stones

that crowd the early market he would never believe that the later Craw-
fords and Elbertas were peaches at all. There is the same great range
of size and quality with pecans as with peaches. The small painted seed-

ling pecans which are almost impossible to crack and which have so much
of astringency and bitterness about them belong to the same horticultural

and botanical family as the Schleys and San Sabas, which according to

my way of thinking are the perfection of the nut world. Unfortunately

the Schleys and other aristocrats of the pecan family have always suffered

from the disrepute of their “low down” kinsfolk.

f
v

1 Original Territory of the Pecan.

The pecan tree is a native of the Southern Mississippi, Valley and of

the river region about the Gulf of Mexico. Throughout this whole area

pecans grow to great perfection and are the commonest trees found in the

woods. From this original home nuts have been carried to all parts of

the South and now the pecan tree is found in great profusion anywhere in

the Southern States. In geographical distribution the pecan seems to

thrive wherever cotton does. More recent observation and experience

show that the pecan is more hardy than cotton and thrives considerably

north of what is commonly considered the cotton country. It is found

growing wild in Iowa and Illinois, and recent reports have been made of

large trees found growing along the Wabash River, as far north as Vincennes,

Indiana. In Virginia pecan trees are found growing all over the coastal

region. Many large trees are to be seen that give evidence of having been

there close to a century. In Virginia two seedling trees have been found

of such exceptional merit that they are being extensively propagated as

named varieties. These are the varieties, Mantura and Appomattox. With
such northern-grown varieties it is probable that the northern limit of

pecan production will be greatly extended. On the Eastern Shore of Mary-

land many pecan trees are growing which have been produced from planted

nuts. The Southern limit of the geographical distribution of the pecan tree

is not definitely fixed, though it is known to extend into Mexico;. The
great bulk of commercial seedling pecans is produced about the Gulf

country of Texas. In the deep alluvial soils of Louisiana the pecan grows
wild in the forest and is one of the largest and finest timber trees. From
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the Mississippi Valley trees and nuts have been carried to the east and the

pecan has become naturalized throughout! Georgia, Alabama and the

Carolinas.

It may be noted that of a very fair seedling pecan it takes about one

hundred and fifty nuts to weigh a pound, the larger part of which is shell.

In a pound of Stuarts there are only about forty nuts and the largest pro-

portion of this weight is, fine edible meat.

The Food Value of Pecans.
$

It is now pretty generally known that all nuts are of very high food

value. Indeed, bulk for bulk, they rank with the most nutritive foods that

we possess. Of the nuts that yield the greatest amount of nourishment

the pecan stands first. The finest quality pecans contain as much as 80%
of pure oil. In fact there is no other vegetable substance in all the world’s

food supply that is so rich in fats as the pecan. In cracking pecans if small

portions of the meats are allowed to fall on the carpet they will leave

grease stains there as if portions of butter had been dropped. On account

of this very high oil content pecans soon become rancid in warm weather.

The nuts of the fall crop should be used during the cool weather of winter

for it is impossible to keep them through summer in good condition unless

they are sealed in vacuum jars or held in cold storage. Pecan meats, a
very toothsome and nutritious product, are now prepared for sale in South-

ern “crackeries” and are handled in immense quantities by the larger con-

fectioneries for the winter trade. They must, however, find quick sale

for if they remain long in warm stores their very richness soon causes them
to become rancid and consequently inedible. Any one buying old pecan
meats will remember them as he would strong butter. When they are bad
they are very bad, but when fresh they are fit for a king.

The Pecan Tree vs. Other Nut Trees.

I*n comparison with other nut trees the pecan is remarkable for its early
and heavy bearing. Of course there are pecan trees that are tardy and
shy bearers, but on the average the pecan will bear oftener and heavier
than any other kinds of nut trees I have ever seen. At New Bern, N. C., a
six-year-old Stuart pecan tree bore eighteen pounds of fine nuts. In its

seventh year the same tree bore eight pounds and in its eighth year forty
pounds of nuts. There is at Raleigh, N. C., an old pecan tree that bears
about four hundred pounds of nuts per year. The owner has more than
once realized one hundred dollars for a single crop from this tree. Two
years ago in Louisiana I helped to harvest the crop of a thirty-year-old pecan
tree. The nuts began dropping the last week in October and every morning
the ground was pretty well covered with them. When the most of the
shucks were open a boy was sent up to shake the branches and use a light
fish pole on the highest ones. The nuts came raining down in a perfect
shower until the ground was so covered that one could not put a foot down
any where under the tree without stepping on nuts. When we finished
gathering the crop we had two flour barrels full.
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The largest crop of pecans I have seen was raised last year by Mr.

CteneSs Taylor of Faison, N. C. From a single tree somewhere about thirty-

five years of age Mr. Taylor sold six hundred and fifty pounds of nuts.

The tree was a chance seedling, the nuts not being of large size but the

crop brought the owner ninety dollars. iMr. Taylor has a family of nine

children and it is likely that with the aid of the squirrels they accounted

far another hundred pounds of nuts that did not find their way to market.

On the test farms of the North Carolina Department of Agriculture there

are twenty-seven named varieties of pecans under test. The third year

from setting three varieties produced a few nuts. The fourth season there

was an increased number of nuts on the trees that bore last year and many
stew varieties came into bearing. The named varieties in addition to the

mm and quality of the nuts they produce have been propagated largely on
account of their habits of early bearing.

Soils and Sites for the Pecan Tree.

In the matter of soils the pecan is almost as cosmopolitan as the straw-

berry. It is found growing and thriving on almost every type of soil in

the South. In its native habitat in the Mississippi Valley it is found on
deep, rich, alluvial soils. It is on such soils that the trees make their

greatest growth, though they are apt to be slow in coming into bearing.

At Mound, Louisiana, is a veteran pecan tree which measures 107 feet

Mgh and 19 feet in circumference at shoulder height. This tree is still In

vigorous condition and bears large crops of nuts although the tree is con-

siderably over a century old.

While the pecan is native to alluvial soils it is found by trial that it

will do well on loam soils, or light sandy soils and also on clay soils. It

seems to be much more particular about its subsoil requirement than it is

of the surface soil. This is doubtless on account of its enormous develop-

ment of taproot. On one or two year old seedlings the taproot is larger and

thicker than the trunk of the tree. If the subsoil is hard and impervious

it is impossible for the taproot to get down to water and without this it

seems impossible to grow pecan trees. On the loosest sandy soils pecan

trees can be made to do well if the subsoil conditions are right, while on

rich fertile loams the tree will not do v/ell if there is a hardpan close to

the surface. Some of the most precocious and productive pecan trees are

found on light sandy soil where subsoil and drainage conditions are suitable.

Though the pecan tree in its natural distribution follows the rivers and

fs a lower of water it can not in any sense of the word be considered an

aquatic. It will not grow on marshy lands nor on sour water-logged soils.

If one plants pecan trees on low, ill-drained lands he is sure to be utterly

disappointed. The river lands on which pecans are found naturally are not

the low, sobby land but rather the second bottoms where the drainage is

good, with the permanent water table somewhere in the region of ten feet

below the surface. In times of flood these lands may be deeply but tempo-

rarily inundated. When in a few days or weeks the water assumes its nor-

mal level these lands will be above watermark and be naturally well drained.
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Seedling vs. Budded or Grafted Trees.

On seeing named varieties of pecans for the first time one is: almost

invariably delighted with their large size, fine appearance, and splendid

quality. If you hand some of them to a friend and tell him to try how good

they are, I have noticed that he will not eat them but invariably puts them

away carefully in his safest pocket, saying that he is going to take them

home and plant them so that he can raise some fine pecans like that. He
may propose to raise fine pecans in this way, but Old Dame Nature usually

disposes otherwise. It is posible that a large fine nut can produce a tree that

will bear large fine nuts, but in practice it scarcely ever does. In the same

way a stone from an Elberta peach may produce a tree that bears peaches

as fine as its Elberta parent, but most everybody now-a-days knows the

resulting tree will almost invariably have small, tough, clingstone peaches.

In short, the peach does not “come true” from seed, but neither will the

pecan, pear, apple or any other of our fruits.

It seems natural to expect that large thin-shelled nuts will produce

trees bearing the same kind or at least similar nuts. This is where the

rub comes in for after waiting a decade or score of years it is generally

found that the tree bears small or bitter nuts. The bitter and astringent

qualities of some pecans are probably due to their crossing with their cousins

the bitter nuts (Hicoria aquatica). Bitter nuts and pecans cross very

readily and give a race of seedlings producing nuts with a mixture of the

characteristics of the pecan and the bitter nut. The hickories are also

cousins of the pecan tree and cross with it giving rise to a race of trees

producing the nuts called hicans. The nuts from isolated pecan trees pro-

ducing large nuts would be more likely to come true because they would

more possibly be fertilized with their own pollen. Even in this case they

might by the law of atavism revert to some remote ancestor that bore very

small thick-shelled nuts.

The only way to be sure of growing good pecans is to do as we would
with any other fruit and plant grafted trees. Grafting and budding are horti-

cultural long division, for they make new individuals ad infinitum by simply

dividing the original one. An orchard planted with budded or grafted

Stuart trees will all have the same habit of growth, texture of foliage, shape,

size and color of nut and the same full, meaty, fine-flavored kernel as the
original Stuart tree. There are now over a hundred standard varieties of

pecans which have been named and are being propagated and sold like other

fruit trees. This has stimulated the planting and growing of pecans in

commercial orchards. There are now thousands and thousands of pecan trees

being planted in orchards every year in the Southern States. Some of the
older plantings are bearing and it will not be long until the painted seed-

ling nuts will give place to standard high class varieties that will be known
and called for in markets like Winesap apples or Elberta peaches.
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Discussion.

President Goodman: We can have a moment now in discussion. Any

question? I had counted on closing our program for the four days with

this discussion of nuts. I find, however, there was one paper left out yes-

terday, from Prof. M. L. Dean, of Montana, and I supposed that that was

read before the Eastern Fruit Growers’ Association. But if you have any

special questions you would like to ask Prof. Hutt, he is capable of answer-

ing you about growing pecans.

Question: Will these nuts fill well in the Northern states, say in the

states of Ohio and Indiana, as well as down South?

Mr. Hutt: Yes, just as well. The filling is characteristic of the nut;

there are good fillers that always fill, and others that will not. The nut,

however, grown in the North will not be as large as the Southern one;

for instance, Stuart grown in North Carolina is not as large as when grown

farther south.

President Goodman: How far north can those thin-shelled Stuarts be

successfully grown; north of the Ohio River?

Mr. Hutt: I think so. Still the Stuarts do not do well much further

north; but these Mantura, Appomattox (?), Busserton and Major are all

right in regions as far north as northern parts of Indiana. As with the

corn crop which is moving northward; it being grown now in Canada by

selecting early-maturing varieties, so with the pecan; we are searching for

early-maturing varieties that will successfully fruit in the North. Already

we have some varieties that mature perfectly well and ripen in the North,

though of course, they do not get as large as in the South.

It is quite practicable to grow the pecan north of the Ohio River; and
it also grows toward the West. It will work nicely on hillsides. Experi-

ence shows that nearly all native seedlings afford good stocks for testing

work in the North.

The Society Gavel.

President Goodman: While we are waiting just a moment, I want to

tell you the story of this gavel. It was made from a tree grown in Missouri,

a section of which was exhibited at the St. Louis World’s Fair. It is exactly

like a barrel, in minuature, the staves being bound together with a silver

hoop at each end. It was made almost perfectly by some hoys in the Park
College, a little college up north of Kansas City, Missouri. This was given

to the American Bornological Society by the Missouri State Horticultural

Society when they had their meeting in Kansas City in 1905. On it is in-

scribed “American Pomological Society, from the Missouri State Horticul-

tural Society, Kansas City, September nineteenth to twenty-first, 1905^” On
the opposite end is: “This is made from an apple tree ninety years old,

ten and one-half feet in circumference, grown in Jackson County, Missouri.

May the Society prosper long and well.” I thought it might be of some little

interest to you to know the history of this gavel of ours.
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We will now proceed with our program as outlined. The title for the

next paper is “The Past and Present Status of the Grape Industry in the

United States,” by George C. Husmann, Viticulturist of the Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. G. In introducing Mr. Husmann, permit me to

say: “The father of Mr. Husmann was one of my very intimate friends,

who, I am glad to say, always fostered and did a great deal for the develop-

ment of the grape industry, especially in the Central West. George

Husmann’s name is a name honored in pomology throughout the land, but

especially through the Central States and particularly in Missouri. He was

one of my very dear friends until the time of his death. I am glad that we
have with us to-day his son, Mr. George C. Husmann, who will talk to us

about grape growing.”

PAST AND PRESENT STATUS OF THE VITICULTURAL INDUSTRY OF
THE UNITED STATES.

G. C. Husmann, Washington, D. C.

In America, the native grape vine species have, through centuries, so

adjusted themselves that some of them thrive in nearly all the different

soil, climatic, and other conditions found in it. In fact, when America was
discovered, the wild vines were so prominent a feature of the vegetation

that it was frequently called Vineland.

No class of plants adjusts itself, grows and thrives under conditions so

varied, and responds to care and attention more generously than grape vines.

No other plant yields so many abundant annual crops, neither is there a

plant that can be so cheaply and successfully grown, under so many condi-

tions, as the grape.

By properly selecting the varieties of the species suited for the

different latitudes, soils, and other conditions and purposes, grapes can be
grown in this country from the Great Lakes to the Gulf, and from the

Atlantic to the Pacific.

Early Attempts at Grape Culture.

The dai*ly attempts at grape culture on our Eastern coast, having been
confined almost exclusively to the introduction of vinifera varieties, were
unsuccessful, largely due likely to the phylloxera, which was then present,

though unknown.

The fathers at the California missions were the first to successfully

grow vinifera in the United States. They had only one variety, called

Mission, which is grown to some extent at present. It was introduced into

Mexico in 1520 and brought to the California missions as follows: San
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Diego in 1769; San Gabriel, 1771; Los Angeles, 1781; and Santa Barbara in

1786. The Pacific Coast viticultural pioneers received their inspiration, as

well as their start of cuttings, from the California missions. The Mission

vine planted at Monticito, California, in 1795, was exhibited at the

Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia. It was eighteen inches in diameter,

and in one season it produced over five tons, or 10,000 pounds, of grapes.

The vine at Carpenteria, California, which is considered the largest in the

world, was planted in 1842 by a Spanish woman.* Beneath its spreading

branches, which cover nearly half an acre, eight hundred persons could find

protection from the sun’s heat. The first election in Santa Barbara County

under American rule was held beneath its ripening fruit. This, also, is a

Mission. In 1893 it bore eight tons of grapes; in 1895, over ten tons.

The trunk of the vine is seven feet eight inches in circumference.

Not until attention was given to the improving and cultivating of our

native grapes did viticulture in the eastern part of the United States develop

into an important industry.

New Era Grape Culture.

Mr. John Adlum is credited with being the first successful grape grower

on the Atlantic Coast. In 1820 he planted a vineyard near Georgetown,

District of Columbia, consisting mostly of native vines. With his introduc-

tion of the Catawba into general cultivation began a new era in grape history.

In 1825 he wrote to Nicholas Longworth, of Cincinnati, Ohio, as follows:

“In bringing this grape into public notice, I have rendered my country

greater service than I would have done had I paid the National debt.”

Since its introduction, the Norton in 1835, the Delaware in 1850, the

Concord in 1853, and many others have made their appearance, and grape

culture has gradually increased and become general throughout the land.

Such rapid progress! has been made that now there are several thousand

improved American varieties.

America not only gave to the world new fruits, in her native grapes,

but our native species, being resistant to the Phylloxera vestatrix, ot root

louse of the vine, also serve as grafting stocks on which to grow the non-

resistant vinifera varieties, and through this feature has saved from destruc-

tion the vineyards of the world.

Beginnings of the Industry.

Viticulture as an industry in the United States began a little

prior to the middle of the nineteenth century. A start was then

made' in manufacturing goods wines from American grapes on the

Atlantic Coast, and choice vinifera varieties were introduced on the

Pacific Coast. Since the industry began in this country our grape history

has been a series of ups and downs, though it appears now to be getting

on a more substantial footing. For instance, in some of the Eastern States,

grape prices, in basket lots, have varied with years from three cents to

three-fourths of a cent a pound, bulk grapes from $30 to $44 per ton. In Califor-

nia, bulk grape prices have varied from $35 or $40 a ton to $6 per ton and

*See plate, Santa Barbara grape vine.
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even less, and at times hogs have been turned into the vineyards to harvest

the crop.

Black rot, anthracnose, insect pests, etc., against which the vineyardists

did not know how to cope, wrought havoc in the Eastern States, while in

California, phylloxera, the California vine disease, and other agencies wiped

out thousands of acres. Past experiences were such that many former

enthusiasts quit grape culture; this is why some sections of the country

formerly important grape sections are not so now.

While these experiences have given sorrowful lessons to many, know-

ledge has also been gained through them that would not have been obtained,

in any other way.

Viticulturists in the United States came mostly from two sources, namely:

those born in this country, few of their antecedents having followed viticul-

ture, they, therefore, having to pick it all up; or they are viticulturists from

other countries, who, after coming here, find it more difficult to wean
themselves from set notions and adapt themselves to new conditions than

beginners do to learn the trade.

Growth of the Industry.

In 1850 this country did not produce 250,000 gallons of wine;

in 1860 the product was over one and one-half million gallons, and
all the states and territories except four were growing grapes.

Since then the writer has personally supervised an establishment in which
two and one-half to three million gallons of wine were annually made, the

vineyard producing the grapes for it consisting of 5,000 acres.

Rapid progress was made from 1860 to 1875, after which quite a decline

occurred. According to the census from 1870 to 1890, the wine product of

Missouri exceeded that of any other State excepting California. In 1890,

California, New York, and Ohio, led in the order given; their combined
output, as reported by the census, was 22,404,085 gallons of wine out of a

total of 23,425,567 gallons for the United States. According to the census of

1910, the more important States producing grapes ranked in the following

order: California, New York, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio, Missouri,

Kansas, Illinois, Iowa, New Jerse37', Nebraska, North Carolina, Indiana, etc.

The total output of grapes for the entire country in pounds was 2,522,912,000.

The followingg figures in round numbers will serve to show the growth of

the industry in this country:

1901, 74, 000,000 pounds; 1912, 170,000,000 pounds, estimated, of raisins

were cured.

1901, 1,688,500 gallons; 1911, 7,240,500 gallons of grape brandy were
produced.

1901, 35,000,000 gallons; 1911, 61,5OO,OO0gallons of wine and unfermented
juice were made.

The general adaptability of the vinifera species and the many varia-

tions of it, made possible its adjustment to the various climatic, soil, and
other conditions of all the civilized countries of the old world. There being
no other fruit so delicious that can be used for so many purposes, the grape
has always and ever will be considered the Creator’s choicest gift in plant
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life to man. What tremendous viticultural possibilities, therefore, lie in

store for the United States, which, so far as is known, has more native

species within her confines than all the rest of the world. Considering her

native species and that the vinifera also finds congenial conditions in this

country, we should rapidly develop a great viticultural industry, makef

choicer wines and raisins and other products, and a larger and finer assort-

ment of them than any other country. In fact, tyiis country has already

developed three broad, distinctive viticultural regions:

1. A region in which improved varieties of the more northern native

species and hybrids of them and other species are grown for table, wine,

unfermented juice, and other purposes. This irregularly covers the entire

United States from the Atlantic Coast to the Rocky Mountains. Of late

years, quite a few plantings have also been made in parts of Oregon and
Washington, the industry being most extensive in the states west of the

Hudson and north of the Ohio River and that border on the Great Lakes,

and in the Central Mississippi Valley States. The sparkling wines and un-

fermented juice produced from them are rapidly establishing a reputation

for themselves.

2. The Muscadine region of the South Atlantic and Gulf States. This

includes the entire southeastern Coastal Plain, reaching well up into the

Blue Ridge Mountains and Gulf Coast States and extending from the Potomac
to Florida, thence to the Rio Grande River, and thence extending along the

Mississippi into the Great Central Plains to southeastern Missouri and the

Tennessee River. In this region, improved varieties of the rotimdifolia and
munsoniana species are grown for various purposes. These grapes are

relished when eaten in a fresh state. They make excellent preserves, and

wines from them find admirers.

3. The vinifera region, in which vinifera varieties are grown for all

the various purposes. This is located almost entirely west of the Rocky
Mountains and so much of it in California that it might be called a California

industry. Nearly 100% of the raisins and grape brandies produced in this

country, and at least 75% of the entire grape output of the country, come
from California.

Department Researches.

The U. S. Department of Agriculture, through its Viticultural Investiga-

tions, is endeavoring to make itself useful in a broad way in assisting in the

proper development of the industry of the entire country.

These researches are demonstrating in the Eastern States that the

failures made by the grape growers in the past were mostly due to lack of

knowledge; that the causes of the failures were specific; and that these

can now be overcome, thus encouraging them to again become interested in

planting vineyards. The investigations are assisting in the reestablishing

of what was formerly a pretty extensive grape industry in the American native

grape regions. This had been gradually declining for years on account of

failure to apply the proper cultural, training, pruning, and spraying methods,

to overcome the prevalence of grape diseases and insect pests. The growers’

lack of experience and knowledge as to the best means of counteracting

and eradicating such evils has been supplied in part and a vast change is
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taking place. Thus some exceedingly interesting and profitable results have

been obtained in the Department’s Middle Atlantic States experiment vine-

yard at Vineland, N. J. Here some sixty leading, improved, commercial

American varieties are grown side by side in sufficient number under uniform

soil conditions to compare them on six distinct pruning and t^rainjing

systems. In five years after planting our experiments have shown con-

clusively that the methods generally practiced by the grape growers in the

vidinity only yielded half as much fruit as the poorest system, while the

best system yielded more than four times as much, and better fruit was
obtained.

A study of the Pacific Grape District made by the writer in 190-2-1903,

showed that the grape, raisin, and wine industry of that Coast then repre-

sented an investment of more than $100,000,000 and gave employment to

more than 60,000 persons. Sertious conditions were also threatening the

industry. At least 75,000 acres, or about $15,000,000 worth of flourishing

vineyards, had already been destroyed by the phylloxera, diseases, and other

agencies. In one valley alone the crop had, in three years, been reduced

from 6,000,000 to 500,000 gallons. Since then 100,000 acres have gone the

same way. Two principal agencies were destroying the California vine-

yards, namely; the so-called California vine disease, and the phylloxera.

The varying soil and climatic conditions which make it possible to grow
such diversity of products in California have proven a great stumbling block

in the reestablishment of vineyards on resistant stocks. Careful, compre-

hensive, and systematic investigations of existing difficulties, by the United

States Department of Agriculture were undertaken upon urgent request of

many interested parties to save the industry.

Some of the more important problems that needed solution were:

(1) A comprehensive test of resistant varieties of vines to determine

their adaptability to the different vineyard soils and climatic conditions;

(2) The congeniality of the vinifera to different resistant stock varieties;

(3) The varieties best adapted to different localities;

(4) The determination of the resistance of all classes of grapes with
reference to their resistance to insects and diseases which had been doing
serious injury to the vineyards, and, if found necessary, the originating of

an entirely new class of grapes better adapted to Pacific Coast conditions.

These researches are well under way and a number of important con-

clusions have already been obtained.

Ih the Muscadine regions, are being determined the best methods of

planting, cultivating, tiaining, pruning, and utilizing the product of Musca-
dine grapes, with particular reference to the determination of the adap-
tability of known varieties and the discovery, origination, and dissemination
of new varieties especially adapted to particular regions. An exhaustive re-

search into the self-fertility and sterility of the species has been made.
To develop the viticultural industry as it should be, a number of im-

portant things must be accomplished. Past failures made by the growers
were, in most instances, due to lack of knowledge, which, through infor-

mation gained by research since, can now be overcome accordingly; wTe

must study our soil, climatic, and other conditions and train, prune, trellis,

fertilize, and cultivate, and otherwise care for our vines in such manner
as to bring about the best results.
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Grape growers should have more confidence in fellow grape growers,

and compare with each other instead of going on the principle of “Every

fellow for himself and the Lord piity the hindmost.”

The many native species we have makes it possible to grow some
varieties of grapes on almost any soil and in all climates where fruit bearing

plants will thrive. Unfortunately, too often lands are selected that can be

prepared and planted with the least labor and are the easiest to cultivate,

and which produce the largest crops. Quality and quantity hardly ever go

hand in hand, and vines should not be planted on lands too poor for other

crops, although grapes will grow on many soils worthless for other purposes.

The best soils are a gently sloping, well-drained, calcareous loam of suf-

ficient depth, with porous subsoil. Gravel or small stones in the soil are

not detrimental. Sandy soils with a medium sub-stratum are also con-

sidered good soils.

Looking backwards a few decades, when grape culture in this country

was budding into an important industry and prices for grapes and wines

were such that grape growers and wine makers were making money,

there was abundant pride and zeal. The growers tried to surpass each

other in growing superior grapes of the same varieties and strove to

get better varieties, and wine makers vied wlith each other to make as

fine wines as possible, and raisin growers sought to produce the best

raisins.

Through this, localities became known for their special grape products,

remnants of which specialization still remain. Thus, for instance, there

are the sparkling wine districts of Kueka and other lakes of New York;

the unfermented grape juice and American native table grape districts in

the Chautauqua Belt; the American dry wine districts of New York,

Ohio, Missouri, New Jersey, and other States, and the Rotundifolia wine
district of North Carolina; while in California they have the raisin districts

in Fresno, San Diego, and Yolo Counties; the table grape districts in

Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys; the dry wine districts in Napa,

Sonoma, and Santa Clara Counties; the Sauterne districts in Alameda
County; and the sweet wine and brandy districts in the San Joaquin

Valley.

It is a matter of regret to any student of this country’s viticulture

that comparatively little attention is given to specialization now and that

there are more varieties grown in places where they should not be than

where they should be. We should strive for quality as well as quantity,

grow varieties for a purpose, put our fresh grapes and grape products

on the market in the best condition, improve the quality of our wines

and unfermented juice, and see to it that the consumer gets what he

orders at such prices that it can be consumed as a food instead of as a

luxury.

How much better, for instance, would be wines made from American
native varieties had more attention been given to producing choice varieties

of the aestivalis species, which in many of their natural characteristics

resemble the vinifera. From a few of the improved varieties of these,

such as Delaware, Norton, Oynthiana, etc., have been made wines from

the pure juice of the grape without sugar and water that can really qualify

to the definition of pure wines.
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We must improve our distributing mediums, especially for wines.

Pure, good, wholesome wines should be sold through agencies that know
how to handle them and are interested in them. The juices from good

grapes, fermented or unfermented, when pure and unadulterated, are

natural beverages of intrinsic food value and promoters of temperance

and health when taken in reasonable quantities. We must educate our

people to appreciate the real merits and value of the grape and its many
products, which, when pure, are so healthful and nutritive. Each and every

grape grower should do something to develop and increase the sale and
consumption of grapes and to secure for them the recognition that they so

justly deserve.

Some credits that should be placed to American viticulture are as

follows

:

We are constantly improving on the packing, handling, storling, and
marketing of table grapes. We have corralled the raisin market of this

country and are becoming exporters of them. We are rapidly improving

on our methods of fermentation and general care, handling, ageing, and
transportation of our wines. Our sparkling wines from American grapes

have made a reputation for themselves; these and sparkling wines made
in California from vinifera varieties bid fair to entirely replace those here-

tofore imported. The unfermented grape juice business is growing by
leaps and bounds. We are making and consuming a number of new products

from the grape. In grape handling machinery we lead the world. American
native grape varieties as phylloxera resistant stocks have been the means
of saving the viticulture of the entire world. We have learned to control

black rot, anthracnose and other grape diseases.

However, the industry in this country is as yet in its infancy. A be-

ginning has just been made in a commercial and business-like manner
to improve methods and expand markets. Achievements at expositions

and on public occasions are really far in advance of what has been done
in the way of production. So far, the juice output for the entire country
has never exceeded 75,000,000 gallons per annum. The output in this

direction is far surpassed by each of the following countries: France, Italy,

Spain, Portugal, Austria, and others.

The raisin industry of this country has only supplied the small demand
of 150,000,000 pounds per annum; whereas, our country’s population, were
it to consume as much per capita as some other countries—say Great
Britain—should now use 750,000,000 pounds annually, not to say anything of

extending markets and exporting to other countries. When it is considered
that France annually produces more than one and one-half billion gallons of

wline, as compared to our 75,000,000 gallons, and it is considered that Cali-

fornia alone has a grape producing area almost equal to the whole of

France, some idea can be formed of the great possibilities of the industry!

A beginning has been made; what the industry will be remains largely

with those who engage in it. No reason presents itself why varieties

should not be cultivated wherever the wild vines flourish, and some of these
are found in nearly all parts of the Union.
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Discussion.

President Goodman: I will ask Mr. Husmann to remain here on the plat-

form so that if you want to ask him any questions you can do so. He has

given us a wonderful story of the past, the conditions of the present, and the

possibilities of the future of viticulture in the United States. Any part

of this discussion or any part of this paper now that you would like to ask

a question about, please ask him while we have this matter under con-

sideration.

Question: I want to ask if the results of those fruiting experiments

in New Jersey you spoke of have been published.

Mr. Husmann: Work on a publication of that kind is in progress now.

President Goodman: Was Ottawa and other points in Canada included

in the statement of the different districts mentioned, or had you reference

to the United States only?

Mr. Husmann: This country only. I would say, however, that in

portions of Canada they have a very decided grape industry, especially on

Lake Erie, in which results compare favorably with others elsewhere.

Mr. Lazenby: I would like to ask Mr. Husmann if he does not think

the method of raising the grape in California, which is very much like

that in France, as I understand it, that is; planting vines close together and

pruning closely, does not render them more susceptible to the phylloxera

and that the methods adopted elsewhere in this country are better; that

is, allowing them greater distance and letting them grow more naturally

as they do? Is the phylloxera not found more generally where that close

system of planting is practiced?

Mr. Husmann: That cuts no ice in regard to the phyllozera. The
phylloxera is an insect which attacks and works on the roots of the vine.

Mr. Lazenby: Oh, I understand that, of course, but what I wanted to

know was if the vine is not made more susceptible by that method of

treatment. Now I understand that the phylloxera attacks the weakest Vines;

there can be no question about that, I think; and is not it a fact that this

overcrowding and very close pruning, wherever they affect the grape crop,

is an inducing cause.

Mr. Husmann: That is not the case in California. Vines are grown

as far, if not farther, apart on an average in California than in the eastern

vineyards, and the results are not due to close pruning. The principle under-

lying correct grape pruning is the same throughout the world. It makes
no odds what method is followed—whether it is the spur, cane, two or four

arm renewal, block system or overhead—they are all based on the renewal

system. The vine, when permitted to do so, bears its fruit on shoots from

the last year’s wood growth; therefore, the cardinal point underlying all

correct pruning, be the method of training what it may, is first to grow and
shape or adjust the main body or permanent part of the vine to the

method of training desired. After this has been done the fruit-bearing part

of the plant should be so pruned that it will be renewed from year to year;

never allowing the plant to overbear but making it bear to its full capacity.

If this is done, the body of the plant gradually becomes stronger and its

fruiting capacity increases correspondingly; no wasteful plant growth is

allowed at the expense of fruitage; and the vines are easily kept clear of
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insects and fungous diseases. After the trunk or permanent part of the

vine has been established whether it is for one method or whether it is

for another, the crop will depend on the number of buds that are left on the

new growth. In spur training you leave a greater number but shorter arms

or spurs, adjusting the quantity of grapes produced just the same as you do

with other methods. With the spur system you distribute the buds over a

greater number of arms, whereas in the two or four arm or cane renewal,

as most usually practiced in the other States, you are simply distributing a

like number of buds over fewer but longer arms or canes.

Another important factor that has to be dealt with on the Pacific

Coast is that the viineyard soils vary greatly. We find a range of soil

types varying from the very poorest to the very best. These vary in fruit pro-

ducing capacity from three and one-half to twenty-five tons of grapes to the

acre. Under normal conditions, there is plenty of vine growth there before

the phylloxera attacks the vines. The rapidity with which phylloxera acts

depends very largely upon the environments and the character of the soil.

For instance, in a sandy soil the phylloxera can not travel or get from one

part of a vine or from one vine to another very well. In California in the

spring of the year, climatic conditions are also such that the phylloxera

seldom attains the flying stage, and, on that account, does not spread as

rapidly as it otherwise would.

President Goodman: You do not think then, Mr. Husmann, that the

pruning methods practiced in California have anything to do with causing

phylloxera injury to the vines?

Mr. Husmann: That has not been the cause at all. I would say thjis,

however; any treatment that weakens a vine makes it more susceptible to

phylloxera injury.

President Goodman: Does this method of pruning make the vines weak?
Mr. Husmann: Where properly done, not at all. In California we have

instances where the vines have resisted the phylloxera for fifty or more
years. Take the large vine of which I spoke, and I might mention a number of

commercial plantings of old vines that have resisted the phylloxera for

years.

Mr. Lazenby: My question was not so much the question of pruning,

but overcrowding; then, of course, you had to prune short and it was more
the crowding of the vines, it seems to me. My observation in France has
somewhat shown me that where they were crowded very much together

growing only three or four feet apart and had been cultivated there for

many, many years, that there was more phylloxera found, and perhaps
just as when you crowd chickens or other animals together they get the
cholera and if you separate them somewhat they are not likely to have
the cholera.

Mr. Husmann: Those crowded conditions do not exist in this country

as where you mentioned, and in other portions of Europe, notably Germany
and Italy, where viticulture has long since passed the first experimental
stage and has been reduced to a science. As the result of growing vines

on the land continuously for often more than a century, the soil contains so

little that there must be put into the soil just what it lacks that the plant

needs. It is for just such reasons that when the phylloxera struck the vine-

yards of those countries, on account of the vines being grown close together
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under enfeebling conditions, it swept the vineyards like fire. It took over

twenty years to destroy tbe vineyards of tbe little valley of Sonoma alone

dn California.

Question: In Kentucky we have considerable territory that would be

adapted to grape growing. Do you think there is sufficient demand for

grape juice to warrant encouraging extensive growing?

Mr. Husmann: I certainly do. I brought out some figures in the paper

making comparison of viticulture and the use of the grape and its product

in this country compared with those of other countries. That depends so

largely upon what we, as grape growers, do to promote viticulture and the

consumption of grape products. Thus, unfermented grape juice is sold at

exorbitant prices, as, also, are raisins, dried products, etc., which are so

easily kept and shipped. Take, for instance, raisins. Why the raisin grower

would be well satisfied if he got three to three and one-half cents per pound

year in and year out for his raisins. Compare this with what you and

I have to pay for them at the grocers. Why the price is so high that we
occasionally may indulge in them as a luxury, whereas if they were sold at

a reasonable price at which they could be, we would use them as food.

Mr. Lazenby: Well, the demand for the unfermented grape juice of

commerce is greater right now than for the fermented—is it not? Now I have

noticed in conversation with several gentlemen who have come from Cali-

fornia that their quoted prices on wines, of California production compare

favorably with those of other makes in the market, but they made inquiries

around Cincinnati and Chicago and found that there was not very much
demand for California unfermented grape juice, but they found that there

was a demand for the unfermented juice of the Eastern States. Now that

is the reason that I raised the question, whether we should encourage grape

growing for fermented purposes, that is for wine.

Mr. Husmann. I may say that perhaps the gentlemen did not give you
the inside information in regard to the matter. If you get right down to it,

grape varieties grown in California at the present time, commercially, are of

the vinifera species and I have yet to learn of a single variety of that species

that is really suited for the making of unfermented juice such as the trade de-

mands at present. I have been aware of this for years and often take

occasion to impress this fact on parties interested. In the States east of the

Rocky Mountains, a number of the grape varieties grown are well suited for

unfermented juice purposes. In California today, one of the problems we are

trying to help solve is ascertaining varieties suited for such purpose that

they can grow there. In this connection we are experimenting also in graft-

ing American native grape varieties on resistant stocks. They will not grow
and thrive out there on their own roots.

Question: Will the rotundifolia and Scuppernong grapes produce good

unfermented juice?

Mr. Husmann: Why I would compare the juices of rotundifolia in that

respect with that of such fruits as the strawberry. Our experiments go to

show that pasteurized, unfermented juice made from rotundifolia appears

to lose its characteristic fruity flavor. By adding sugar to the unfermented
juice when using it, however, a part of such fruity flavor is restored. We
are now busy with some experiments to make unfermented juice another

way to see if it is possible to retain more of the fruity flavor.
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President Goodman: What varieties of our American native grapes

are the best to use for grape juice?

Mr. Husmann: Well, we have been making some quite elaborate ex-

periments out of the grapes in our Vineland Experiment Vineyard. We
have tested the juices of some sixty odd varieties for unfermented juice

purposes. This includes all commercially grown varieties from which the

grape juices of the Eastern States are derived. In these, such varieties as

Salem, Massassoit, Agawam, Nectar, Delaware, Duchess, Vergennes, Iona,

Diana, Wilder, Campbell Early, Concord and Ives have made very satis-

factory juices.

President Goodman: How long before we can get a dozen pints for

less than $3.00, about ten times what they should charge? Any movement
on the part of grape growers to get this product before the consumer at a

price less than a Croesus could afford to pay should be given immediate

consideration.

Mr. Husmann: That is a question beyond my jurisdiction. (Laughter).

Question: In the East the wine question is largely eliminated, I believe.

Is there good opportunity for the development of the grape industry in the

East outside of the New York section, and is there opportunity for selling

grapes to commercial advantage?

Mr. Husmann: Why certainly?

Question: What other sections outside of the Lake Regions of New
York are best suited to development of the commercial grape industry?

Mr. Husmann: In the paper I have just read I made this broad state-

ment: that there are very few localities in the United States in which you

should not be able to grow some of these grapes commercially and profitably

if you had just the right varieties suited to your conditions. More failures

have been made in the planting of wrong varieties in conditions not suited

to them than in any other way.

President Goodman: Mr. Husmann, will you give us the names of five

of the best varieties for producing unfermented grape juice in our country?

Mr. Husmann: I would not want to answer that question directly,

Mr. President, because the unfermented grape juice industry is a very new
one and up to the present time you might say that the commercial output

has been from the Concord, the Catawba, and the Ives. As I said before,

we are delving into this matter. The Salem and Duchess make excellent

juices. The Concord in certain districts makes very good juice; the Catawba,
in localities where is ripens, and the Delaware, make very excellent juices.

When it comes to naming specific varieties and positive conclusions, we need
some further research along that line.

President Goodman: More practical information than this is needed
then as soon as possible.

Question: Have you made any test to see the lowest temperature

at which rotund ifo!ia grape juice may be kept?

Mr. Husmann: Yes, one of our methods is by the freezing process.

Question: Have you tried it out to see just how little it will need
to be heated to keep it? In other words, the minimum heat that will

preserve it in unfermented condition?

Mr. Husmann: It would not differ in that respect from the other

varieties. I would say one hundred and fifty-six degrees as the last pasteuri-
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zation would be about as low as may safely be figured on keeping it, the

first pasteurization being at from one hundred and seventy-five to one
hundred and eighty degrees, Fahr. Mr. Gore means to make a demonstra-

tion this afternoon in which he is going to show how to make unfermented

juice by the freezing process.

Question: I have made some experiments in putting up rotimdifolia

juice and if it is carried above one hundred and twenty-five degrees for

a long time, say fifteen or twenty minutes, it loses the flavor very largely;

but if you do not let it go above, it seems to retain that flavor, or more soy

for a much longer time, and also there is less of the precipitation thrown
down when you do not heat it.

Mr. Husfmann: I would be glad to send you a 'copy of Farmers’ Bulletin

175 on “The Manufacture of Unfermented Grape Juice,” if you drop me a
card; that will show you the temperatures at which to make it.

Mr. Henderson: In order to derive the best practical benefit from this,

would it not be well some time during the meeting to get those people

together who are especially interested in this and try to develop a scheme
by which the unfermented grape juice industry could be promoted and in

which the producer and the consumer could get closer together?

President Goodman: I suppose we shall hear Mr. Gore this afternoon

along this line. We must drop this now until Mr. Gore, of the Department,
gives his paper.

ELIMINATING UNPROFITABLE TREES FROM THE APPLE ORCHARD^

S. W. Fletcher.

Not all orchards are profitable, and not all the trees in a profitable

orchard pay for their keep. The following experience with an apple orchard

in the Shenandoah Valley, Virginia, illustrates several phasies of this

problem:

This orchard had been badly neglected until just before it came into

my possession, four years ago. Many of the trees were seriously weakened
from the combined effect of lack of tillage, mid-summer defoliation by leaf

diseases and root rot caused by woolly aphis and crown gall. Some trees

were removed at once, and it was evident that others could not be expected

to yield profitable crops for a number of years at least. There seemed to be

no way of deciding which of these weak trees would be likely to justify

the heavy expense of pruning, spraying, fertilizing and cultivating except by

giving all an opportunity to respond to treatment, by keeping a record of

the behavior of each tree.

Keeping an Account with Each Tree.

So the work of rejuvenation was begun by accounting with each tree,

and for four years the orchard has had reasonably good cars. Each thee

has been visited at least once a year, and its condition noted. This tree

clinic is held in late August or early in September, when it becomes necessary
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to secure a close estimate of the coming crop, so that barrels may be

provided. It might appear that the taking of notes on each tree in a 40-acre

orchard would be a tremendous job, but it proves to be very little trouble.

A set of small, pocket note books is used, a page to each tree. It has not

been found necessary to mark or tag the trees in order to designate them by
number; the note book starts with row 1, tree 1, and goes on to tree 54

at the end of the row, then back to row 2, tree 1, and so on. Following is

a sample record:

Tree 13—24, York Imperial

1910 0 XX

1911 4£ X

1912 3

1913 6

The figures are the estimated number of barrels of apples on the tree

that year; the cross refers to the condition of the tree, single cross indicating

lack of vigor, and a double cross decided lack of vigor. Trees showing
conspicuous lack of vigor and unproductiveness are marked at this time

with a strip of cheese cloth tied to a limb or spotted with white paint.

These marked trees receive special fertilizing and pruning treatment each

year until they either recover or are pulled out as hopeless. This simple

method of keeping track of each tree has cost less than $10.00 per year for

a 40-acre orchard. An accurate tree to tree estimate of the crop is needed
anyhow, and it takes but a second to make the additional note on the

condition of each tree.

As to Unprofitable* Varieties.

In order to make the subject more concrete, some of the practical re-

sults of the four years’ record in this particular orchard are given. The
relative productiveness of and profit from thq several varieties has been
brought out quite clearly. The average annual yield per healthy tree has
been as follows:

Grimes 3y2 bbls.

Ben Davis 2% “

York Imperial 2y2 “

Wine Sap ly2
Albemarle Pippin % “

Pilot y2 “

The Yellow Newtown and Pilot have not been profitable. This soil,

a Hagerstown Stony Loam, Tather deficient in humus, is not adapted to the
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culture of the Yellow Newtown, which thrives only in soils rich in humus,

and abundantly and equally watered, such as are found in the coves on the east

slope of the Blue Ridge. Four years of reasonably good care have not made
either of these varieties productive and profitable, as grown in this orchard.

It does not seem, therefore, that it will be wise to continue to keep them at

a loss, so they have been pulled out. Many fruit growers, I believe, are

keeping certain varieties at a loss simply because they have not taken the

trouble to figure but cost and return. It takes nerve to pull out thrifty apple

trees that are in their prime, but the “Woodman, spare that tree” sentiment

cannot be allowed to influence decisions in a commercial apple orchard.

In some cases it might pay to top work the unprofitable varieties, but in

this orchard York replants thrive and come to bearing five or six years

from setting, if liberally manured, so it seems that replanting is preferable

to top working.

Weak Trees of Profitable Varieties.

The most valuable result obtained for the live orchardist of the

individual tree records in a commercial orchard is the line they give upon
unprofitable trees of varieties known to be profitable. This orchard is large-

ly York and Ben Davis, there being 1,245 bearing trees of these varieties.

The orchard is quite uniform in site and soil; it has had uniform care, and
there has been practically no loss from frost injury to these varieties during the

four years; hence conditions have been favorable for a fair comparison of

individual trees. The records of these 1,245 trees show the following in-

teresting condition:

215 trees, or 16% of the total, have produced less than one barrel per

tree annually, and have been kept at a loss.

375 trees, or 30% of the total, have averaged four barrels per tree

annually, and have produced 60% of the crops.

Between these two extremes are trees of all degrees of mediocrity. In

considering these figures it should be remembered that this orchard was
badly neglected for many years, and hence contained trees of all degrees

of vigor and debility. Much greater uniformity of production will be found

in orchards that have received good care from the beginning/, hut it is

probable that the conditions found in this orchayd are fairly representative

of old orchards in other sections. Nearly all the older apple orchards,

especially if they were neglected in early years, contain a large percentage

of unprofitable trees and a considerable number of very profitable trees

that are paying not only their own expenses, but are also carrying along a

good many of their unprofitable neighbors. This has been a profitable orchard

as a whole; yet it is shown by the records that two thirds of the profit has

come from a third of the trees.

Fertilizer Treatment of Unprofitable Trees.

Naturally there arises the question after having discovered and marked
the unprofitable trees, what shall be done to redeem them? Mani-

festly, the treatment given will depend upon the cause of the trouble which,

in this case, is not hard to find. Nearly all of the 215 unprofitable trees.
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and most of the mediocre trees were found to> be affected with woolly aphis.

They showed, in yellow foliage and stunted growth, the effects of a restricted

root system. Special fertilizing with a mixture of one part nitrate of

soda and three parts of acid phosphate, applied at the rate of six to ten

pounds per tree just after the petals fall, coupled with heavy winter prun-

ing in some cases, has restored most of these sub-normal trees to vigor and
profitable bearing. Some have failed to respond, and have been pulled out.

If an unhealthy tree does not make a decided improvement under four years

of good care and fertilizing stimulant, it is no use to keep it longer.

A few Ben Davis in one corner of the orchard have not produced a half

barrel of number one apples per tree during the four years, although the

trees look quite healthy, and the casual observer would see nothing wrong
with them. The fruit is small, deformed and punky. An examination of

the land reveals the cause of the trouble,—tight lime-stone rock, close below

the surface. There is no possibility of making these trees profitable, yet

they are large trees, and as much money has been spent upon them for

spraying, tillage, etc., as upon nearby trees returning a net annual profit of

$5.00 per tree. These trees have been pulled out, thus bringing the orchard

nearer to the ultimate goal—a collection of units, every one of which yields

a fair return for the investment.

“Pedigree” in the Apple Orchard.

In much of the talk of late years the terms “drone trees” and “robber

trees” have been used to designate trees that are apparently in perfect health,

but are unproductive and unprofitable. Perhaps a dozen of the 215 un-

profitable trees in this orchard are of this type. They arte apparently

healthy, but have not borne a bushel of apples apiece during the four years.

Are these trees unproductive because they were propagated from unpro-

ductive parents? Possibly so, but it seems more likely that some unfavorable

conditions in their environment, as yet unknown to me, have made them
barren. At any rate, the resources of girdling, summer pruning and mineral
fertilizing will be used for a number of years before these trees are pulled

out as hopeless. There are all degrees of excellence, mediocrity and in-

feriority in the trees of this orchard, as in most other orchards, but this

divergence reasonably may be ascribed to differences in the health of the

trees, minor variations of soil and other varying factors of environment.

I have seen no evidence that what has been called “pedigree” is an important

factor in the apple orchard. In the profitable production of high grade fruit

of any variety, I believe that favorable climate and soil, and good care

count at least 99 9-10%. Possibly “pedigree” may count as much as 1%.

The Babcock Test of the Fruit Grower.

It has been determined recently that, according to the Dairy Division

of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, there are five million dairy cows in

the United States that are not paying for their keep. Cow testing associa-

tions are being organized to discover these “robber cows” by the use of

milk scales and the Babcock Test and to eliminate them from the herdj,

How many million apple trees are there in this country that are not paying
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their way? Surely the fruit grower needs to give as much attention to the

elimination of unprofitable trees from his orchard as the dairyman to the

detection of his star boarders in his herd. One way of lowering the cost

of producing apples is to see that every tree in the orchard renders a fair

return. Many commercial apple growers evidently consider the orchard as

the unit in management, not the individual tree. Certain trees here and
there, by reason of exceptional productiveness or evident lack of vigor may
make an impression on the owner so that he is able to distinguish them from
the mass; but the behavior and the condition of the individual trees are

usually forgotten from one year to another.

My experience with this orchard, has convinced me that it pays to keep
an account with each tree in a commercial orchard, especially if it has been
neglected in the past, and is quite variable in vigor and productiveness.

The trouble is slight, and the expense is negligible. The note book is the

Babcock test of the fruit grower. With it he may maintain sympathetic

acquaintance with each tree, and administer to it according to its needs.

Discussion.

Mr. Lazenby: I want to ask Prof. Fletcher if he thinks that apple trees

are sometimes unprofitable because they are overfed; too much organic

matter in the soil, and under that condition if he thinks there is any virtue

in using sulphate of iron as a remedy?
Mr. Fletcher: I have had no experience with trees in this way. What

is your opinion?

Mr. Lazenby: My attention was called to this in France, where the

well-trained, well educated horticulturists use the sulphate of iron wherever

they see an overfed tree, or a grapevine looking yellow, and losing its leaves.

It is not used where there is a deficiency of plant food or moisture, or for

blight or insects or anything of that kind. It is only used for mal-nutrition.

They simply bore into the tree as far as the center, and put powdered sulphate

of iron into the hole. It is a very common practice. They bore a hole that

is in just one-eighth of the diameter of the tree: If the tree is 8 inches,

they will use an inch bit; 4 inches, one-half inch, and so on. The hole is

made just as near the base of the tree as it can be conveniently. That is

perhaps so that the scar will not show, but maybe for other reasons.

I had always looked upon any practice of this kind with a good deal of

suspicion. It seemed something like a sort of quackery that no honest man
would countenance. Yet it is so universal in France, was given public dem-

onstrations at their national school of horticulture, and it has been so well

thought of by some of their best men that my prejudices were all melted

away. I would like to find somebody that would thoroughly test it in this

country.

Mr. Van Beman: I assume they can just as well bore it without putting

in the sulphate of iron; if it is an emulsion that might have been the case.

Mr. Lazenby: It certainly was the case. I examined quite a number of

trees they had been treating some time previous, say six months, and the

material had all disappeared—gone somewhere.
Mr. Van Deman : Had they tried that trick or that plan of using “checks,”

as we say; that is, in this case it would be tapping, and not putting in the
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sulphate of iron? I have little faith in that—I can not say that I have any.

Mr. Moore: I would like to ask Mr. Fletcher if he foiund which varieties

have responded the most to his treatment; did he find any particular dif-

ference between York and other varieties? In other words, have you found

that any one variety will stand more bad treatment, and be able to revive,

than others?

Mr. Fletcher: York Imperial will stand more bad treatment than any

other variety I have.

President Goodman: Any other question? This matter of unprofitable

trees in orchards is certainly worthy of a good deal of consideration, because

we all have so many. My experience has been such that I never grieve if

a tree does not bear. If it is a strong and vigorous tree, and does not bear,

I can easily make it. When trees die because of lack of food material or

growth, that is another question. But all of us can make strong, healthy,

vigorous trees come to time and do their work.

Question: I have some strong, vigorous trees that do not bear. These

trees are on a place that I bought about eighteen years ago. What shall I

do with them?

Mr. Crandall: We have girdled some of our older trees, especially

Arkansas, and they are producing as much as fifteen bushels per tree where-

as formerly they bore nothing. We had to girdle some of them three years

before getting results. I mean actually girdling the tree, taking a strip of

bark two inches wide clean around the tree; you would think it might kill

the tree—but at one time of the year it can be done all right; it is the first

of June with us. We have tried it successfully, and out of two hundred and
fifteen orchard trees girdled in this way about two hundred put on new vigor.

These trees I propose to girdle again next spring in order to show conclu-

sively what may be expected from the practice.

President Goodman: This is an opportunity to test it out; I know
girdling the trees will bring them to producing.

Mr, Dalton: I would like to state a case and ask a reason. I have in

my orchard a group of some thirteen or fourteen very well cared for, well

fed trees. On one of them, a very large tree, some years ago I found as many
as twenty barrels of apples. Since then it has not borne until the present

year, and this present year it bore very abundantly on one large limb. The
tree is healthy, robust and strong; of course I care for it, spray often and
so on, and it is on very good grassland, yet only the one large limb bore.

Does any gentleman know the cause of that?

Mr. Fletcher: From my experience in orchards I have found trees

bearing on one limb and not on the rest of the tree. I have found it hard
to explain, but evidently it must be connected with the nutrition of that

limb. That limb has an attachment to the tree, and its relation to the other

limbs of the tree must be such that it is thrown out of its equilibrium with
the rest of the tree and it has a supply of food which makes it bear.

I have always tested every common observation in examining orchards,

and in my own judgment bearing is a matter of the distribution of the food

supply; some limbs have more and some less, depending on their attach-

ment. And this is the main reason why I explain that certain limbs bear
and others do not.
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Mr. Dickens: I will make a suggestion: In the case of a very unprofit-

able orchard in central Kansas, planted so close that it grew into a perfect

hedgerow and prevented the trees (except those on the edges) from getting

all the air or sunlight they needed, we had fruit on this outer portion only,

except now and then in the interior.

Mr. Dalton: As far as that one limb was concerned, it had no more
sun and air nor better opportunity of that sort, and yet fruit was borne on

only that one limb. It was a very large limb standing out by itself; and

we cut everything from around it on account of its seeming capacity to

bear. Nothing to pick it out from the remainder of the tree, and on fine

land and surrounded by conditions that seem to me congenial to bearing; I can

not see why this one limb should bear very abundantly; there is no reason

apparent to me.

Now another question: I have a considerable number of different kinds

of apple trees, and I have noticed in the last year or two a disposition on the

part of some limbs to die. I went over all the trees; have taken care of them
and examined them of course, but I do not see any apparent damage or in-

jury to the body of the tree. I do not see where that especial injury to the

limb could have originated from improper circulation or anything of the

kind, and would like to know if any of you gentlemen have any information

or suggestions on that point?

Mr. Fletcher: I do not know as I or anybody else can tell what caused

the dying of those limbs if there was no sign of canker or any other disease,

because it might be all at the roots. Either the effect of woolly aphis or any
other injury on tne roots, making a constricted root system, will begin by the

tree dying at the ends of the limbs. A tree may have woolly aphis at the

roots and be showing the ill effects first at the ends of the limbs.

Mr. Dalton: But does it not manifest itself on the body of the tree?

Mr. Fletcher: Perhaps not especially; there might be a few woolly

aphis on the body, but you might fail to discover that.

Mr. Dalton: Would not the circulation of the tree indicate something of

it?

Mr. Fletcher. If the root system is not adequate to maintain the tree

the terminal limbs will begin to die.

The principal point I have tried to bring out is for us, the commercial
fruit men, to keep a tree-to-tree record of the fruit in the orchard. I1 think

you wilL find it in the main satisfactory, rather than dealing with the orchard

as a whole. I would like to have, if time permits, an expression of opinion

as to whether or not it is a practical proposition for the commercial orchard-

ist to keep this simple system of notes from tree to tree, so as to give each

individual tree the treatment it deserves and needs. That is my own point.

President Goodman: Mr. Perrine, can you answer that—do you do

that in your orchard?

Mr. Perrine: We have not done it in our orchard, but I believe it would
be a good thing to do.

Mr. Van Deman: I had the privilege of looking over the records of

an orchard at Salem, Va., managed by a Mr. Gittings, formerly of Pottsville,

Pa.—a very extensive orchard of several thousand acres, and lie keeps a

practical record of every tree in that orchard. It is practicable in any other
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orchard, and I find it pays, because to know whether this or that tree Is

paying is very important.

Mr. Cox: Of course it should be done, but with me it would be almost

impracticable.

Mr. Evans: We keep an individual record of course of every variety

of stuff, as a record and not as a commercial proposition. The orchards in

our country are so large I believe it would take an extra staff to take care

of it; but I believe it would be a paying proposition.

President Goodman: Have any trouble about ,the unprofitable trees

in your orchard, Mr. Evans?
Mr. Evans: Yes, we have trees frequently in the orchard from one

cause or another that have not been profitable.

Mr. Perrine: My experience and observation is that on land that is

uniform and in orchards which have been well cared for from the start, and

where the trees bear very infrequently it is not very important that we
keep an individual record of the trees.

President Goodman: It is with a great deal of pleasure this evening

(Tuesday) that I have the opportunity of introducing a man who has had

an experience in many different lines of horticulture. At first in Canada;

then in North Carolina at the Raleigh school; then in Florida teaching in the

agricultural college, and now in the business of raising fruit like you and

I. I am always glad when a professor in horticulture gets right down to

business, the business of growing things himself. For many years I have

known friend Hume, and I have only known him to admire him. His illus-

trations will give you some idea of the growing of fruits in Spain, and I am
sure you will be entertained and instructed.

BITS OF SPANISH HORTICULTURE.

H. H. Hume, Florida.

The horticulture of Spain is of interest to at least certain sections of the

United States. The first sweet oranges—sweet or bitter-sweet oranges—and
the first sour oranges ever planted on the continent of America were brought

in by the Spaniards—either directly from Spain or by way of the West Indies.

The first plantings were made in Florida of the citrus fruits I have mentioned.

The pomelo, now grown extensively in Florida, was not introduced from
Spain, because there are no pomelos in Spain. Many miles have I traveled

in the endeavor to find a tree, but so far as I know there is not a single

pomelo tree there, except the few that went over from here last winter,

just new ones. Again, on the other side of the continent, the first plant-

ings of figs, of grapes, of oranges were made in California by the Mission
fathers.

And now, having established at least a common ground of interest,

we will take a glance at the fruit regions of Spain. (Exhibits a large and
very interesting collection of slides.)
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President Goodman: Before hearing Mr. Leffingwell’s lecture on the

glorious Pacific Coast. I want to announce that the state vice-presidents

will meet to-morrow morning in Room 45. If your state vice-president is

not here and you are the only one representing your state, you come to

the meeting. If there are two of you, you agree which one shall be your

representative or delegate, and you be at that meeting which is for the

purpose of nominating our officers for another biennium.

Are we going to have the report from our team contest? Did the com-

mittee get through? We want to award this trophy if you are ready; if

our friends on the committee will let us know whether or not we—are to be

relieved of our suspense and our doubts we shall be grateful. I sup-

pose many of you do not understand what this team contest is. There are

eight state universities or state agricultural colleges which have sent here

teams of three boys each, to judge fruits. These boys have scored every

apple as to size, form, color and condition, on fifty plates, five apples each.

They have tried to identify the several varieties in the test, some seventeen,

and have made a score-card for each plate. The team which makes the best

score, covering identification, placing and scoring, will be awarded a beauti-

ful cup, and the other two teams will be given silver and bronze Wilder
medals as prizes. We have had hopes that we might have a report from that

committee, Mr. Close, Mr. Taft and Mr. Macoun, at this time; but if the data

is not made up we shall need to wait until tomorrow.

These boys have certainly done some splendid work. I tried to plead

for the boys two or three times, by asking the judges not to be quite so

severe; not to give them too severe a task—because really some of the

problems set out in this contest are worthy of the effort of us experimenters

and horticulturists as gray as we are. But they made up their scheme and
changed the apples, and mixed the varieties, and these boys had to hunt them
out and make their decision.

Secretary Lake: The committee is prepared to make the announce-

ment Mr. President, as soon as they have attached the names to the scores.

President Goodman: Well, we will wait a few minutes because, I 1 tell

you right now, some boys in this audience are very uneasy. Just think,

eight state institutions represented here, with three boys from each institu-

tion, and some of them had two or three extra ones along, so that if any-

thing happened they would be ready to call a substitute into action. And
so there have been about thirty or forty boys that have been on their mettle

for twenty-four hours, and they are very, very anxious to have this report.

I suppose most of you, or some of you, have a knowledge in a general way
of a few of the fruits, and of our more common apples—you know a Winesap,

or a Jonathan, or a Baldwin. But I wonder how many know the difference

in texture of these apples? and when you buy an apple how many know
what variety of an apple it Is. It is really worth while to know the import-

ant characteristics of an apple. I wonder how many of you know which

way the seeds in an apple point—toward the stem end or toward the blossom

end? or how do you tell whether an apple is a Rhode Island Greening, a

Yellow Newtown or an Esopus? Until you do know these things you never

really appreciate an apple.

Here comes Professor Close, chairman of the committee; let us hear from

him. I am all of a quiver in my anxiety to hear from the committee which
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has been doing such faithful work, amidst these terrible times; I can tell

you they havei had their troubles!

Mr. Close: Rest easy, Mr. President, for since our troubles are over

I guess we better not dwell on them. When a man gets up to make an

announcement of this kind, he likes to be somewhat deliberate,—likes to

kill a little time,—wants to worry you a little.

President Goodman: Give the report to me; I will read it; it would

only take about a second, just long enough to see where Missouri is.

Mr. Close: Why, you are too anxious! We will begin with the largest

prize; the trophy, a $50 silver cup, is awarded to the team from Missouri.

(Great applause.)

But now a word of explanation: Missouri has not much to brag about.

The trophy was won on a rating of 92.47 points. The next highest rating

is 92.03, by the students from Cornell University. (Applause.) Now to

show you that there was some very good and close work done, I will state

that the third rating is 87.48, and this rating was secured by the students

from Iowa. (Applause.) West Virginia comes next in order with 86.98

points. (Applause.) Kentucky is not far behind with 86.92 (applause), and

Pennsylvania is right on Kentucky’s heels with 86.20, and Massachusetts

is right after that with 86.15, and New Jersey follows with 80.57.

There is also a prize given by the president for the best individual rating,

and this goes to Dudley Alleman of Cornell, with a score of 95.34, but he

is pursued closely by S. A. Beach, of Iowa, with a rating of 94.69, and Mr.

Beach is simply a nose ahead of Mr. L. E. Reese, of Missouri, with a score

of 94.06—only six-tenths of a point ahead. And the next man is Mr. Kilham,

of Missouri, with 93.27 points.

Now please do not understand that these ratings mean that these

teams and these men whom I have mentioned are the best judges of fruit.

This simply means that their markings happen to be nearer to the markings
of the jury than the markings of the other teams who did not win the prizes.

Of course we think that they might mean that they are the best judges of

fruit!

President Goodman: I wish that Missouri team would stand up. Good,
see the victors! You boys need not be ashamed of yourselves now. (Ap-

plause.) I tell you they have been through a pretty hard siege—but I am
proud of them, after all. At first, I really thought these jurors were not
very good judges of fruit, but on second thought I believe they are!

BUSINESS ADJUSTMENTS WHICH THE PENNSYLVANIA FRUIT GROW-
ER NEEDS TO CONSIDER.

F. W. Card, Pennsylvania.

My first assertion is that the fruit grower needs to be a better business

man than the average farmer—equally good in all lines, better in some.

Not only does he need to consider the general problems of organization,

layout, division of capital, labor adjustments, which the general farmer

needs to consider, but he also has a much more difficult marketing problem.

The general farmer finds a ready market for his product at a given price,
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whether it be one bushel or a thousand, one bag or a carload. The fruit

grower must make provision for marketing his product under much more
difficult conditions, consequently his need of better business training.

Now I would like to consider this under two or three general heads:

First, general problems and probabilities; and, second, organization prob-

lems. Under the head of general problems and probabilities I may say that

Pennsylvania is well adapted to the fruit-growing industry. We have
soils all over the state which will grow fruit well, not only Carlisle sand-

stone and the red shales of the north, but many others. That goes with-

out saying. But we have better adaptability to fruit growing than to other

industries. We can engage in fruit growing with much more prospect of

success than in hog raising. We can grow hogs, but at a disadvantage when
compared with the corn belt farmer, while in fruit-growing we possess an

advantage over that same farmer.

Well, what as to probabilities beyond? What is to be the future of the

fruit industry? We are all aware of the fact that farm products go in cycles

of production; potatoes go up and down every two or three years; hogs cover

a little longer period, and cattle a still longer one. Now it is just as true

of apples, except that their period is longer. If we begin back somewhere
about 1850 or 1854 we find that apples paid well for ten years, or up to 1864;

then were high for the next ten years, to 1874; continued fairly good until

1878; then began to decline, and reached the low-water mark about 1896

—

since then prices have been rising. It takes a period of twenty to twenty-five

years to reach high tide. I1 have tried to make a chart (see cut), which will

Chart exhibiting, by dotted Sines, the price per barrel of apples from

1890 to 1913; the solid lino exhibits the production in barrels during the

same period.—Card.

show beginning in 1889 with a production of of 48,000,000 barrels, there is an in-

crease up to 69,000,000 in 1896; and then, with the sort of reaction which we
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always expect, we find a gradual decline running down to the present time.

Prices, on the other hand, have taken the opposite trend, and with their ups

and downs gradually have risen up to the present time. Now that means, not

that apples are going to continue to rise in price (there is no reason to be-

lieve that apples will be permanently high any more than that other things

will remain permanently high)
; it simply means we are on that cycle in the

rising tide of prices; we have not yet reached the climax—that probably

will not come for five years, possibly a little longer. But it is bound to

come; and then will come the decline in prices. Now if a man has a good
orchard in bearing at the present time, he has a good proposition; but

planting orchards now may be or may not be a good proposition. I think w©
must face the probability that prices will decline, and we must expect lower
prices than we have been getting these recent years. I see no reason to

suppose apples will pay better through a series of years than other crops.

The Fruit Grower vs. Transportation.

Now a word about transportation problems. We in the Eastern states

have a freight protection which was discussed and compared yesterday

with that of the Western fruit grower. We have an advantage, especially

in the medium quality fruit, which, was emphasized the other day, and I

want to reemphasize it—the fact that there will be one hundred barrels of

medium-priced fruit sold to one barrel of. extra fancy. We have an ad-

vantage here, in that the average laboring man who will buy it can eat1

several times as much fruit as the extra fancy man, for he may only nibble

at a fruit now and then. The market for medium grade fruit is ours and w©
ought to maintain it. When it comes to corn or wheat production or some-

thing of that kind we do not have that advantage.

Many have located orchards at distant points from their shipping station,

where they must meet a heavy hauling charge—not only with bad country

roads but with long distances to overcome as well. That is something
demanding careful consideration.

Now a word about organization problems, under the second general

heading I mentioned at the outset. First, the fruit grower, as all other farm-

ers, needs to consider the capital adjustment. The initial capital investment

in fruit growing is not necessarily large; but in Pennsylvania, I think we have
considered the matter of land value from the wrong standpoint. Many a fruit

grower has made the mistake of going back to the inaccessible mountainside,

and a long way from the shipping point, simply to get cheaper land. The
difference in interest charges on land at $50 to $150 per acre is only $5 per

year, and it takes a very little stretch of poor hilly road to far more than

offset that. We are cheating ourselves in placing too much importance upon
land value. On the other hand, some of our Pennsylvania farmers believe

that they have been getting better returns starting with new land, clearing it

and planting the fruit. Of that I can not say.

I said the initial expense is not heavy. The cost for stock is not very
heavy. I have been led to think that the cost for equipment is not heavy, but

when I hear that some of you large orchardists are using tractors costing

$1,500 apiece, it looks like a pretty serious matter—although with many of

us it is not.
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An Orchard Investment.

There is an appreciating investment. We plant an apple tree and
it continually increases in value if we give it any kind of care; neglect it

and give it no care and it continually goes down in value. But with that

appreciation in value we must remember there comes a continued invest-

ment; it does not come without extra cost. We must care for that tree, put-

ting money into it every year; then it will increase more and more, and the

man with limited capital, the poor man, must keep that fact in mind, because

it is going to cost money to get an orchard into bearing—and for that reason

he must try to find other things to keep up the going expense.

The Pennsylvania farmer, as well as others, must consider the labor

problem, both in his general business and with relation to this matter. I

will not dwell upon the general labor problem; we all know how difficult it

is, though perhaps we have not begun to see all the important bearings of

it. Workingmen are demanding higher wages; railroads and factories are

compelled to raise wages to meet that demand; that means that more
laborers are enticed from the farm to take those positions. The farmer
must increase wages, thus adding to the cost of living, and so on and on in

an endless chain. It reminds me of your saying, Mr. President, “grow more
corn to feed more hogs to eat more corn.” It is the question of getting more
men to get higher wages, and so around in an endless cycle, and what the

outcome will be perhaps none of us can tell.

The distribution of labor, is one of the hard problems which the fruit

grower must solve, because his business calls for increaed labor as certain

periods—and comparatively little at other seasons of the year. It is a difficult

problem and one not easily solved in orcharding alone. The problem can
be most easily solved by combining fruit growing with other lines of

work. As to type of help, the fruit grower has an advantage in some
locations, because much of the work of harvesting can be done by cheap

labor. We in Pennsylvania are not well situated to get that type of labor,

however, and must depend upon the local supply largely; and it is more
important for us to adjust our labor distribution evenly throughout the year

and maintain as neary as possible the same force than it is in some other

localities.

Diversity vs. Specialty.

Now this leads to the consideration of the lines of production. Shall we
limit ourselves to a special line or shall we diversify? We hear it said too often

that this is an age of specialization, that we are led to believe that only

the man who specializes can hope to succeed. Now I question whether that

is always true, for the Pennsylvania fruit grower at least. I doubt whether

the man who specializes on apples alone, or on peaches alone, has as good

prospect of success as the man who diversifies that fruit growing or who
mixes in with that fruit growing some other lines of agricultural enterprise.

Now the capital requirement, as I have already suggested, in orcharding,

is heavy before returns come—the period is long. On the other hand, there

is an advantage in specializing from cost of equipment. It takes more money

to equip a farm for different lines of work than it does for one alone. But

I believe that a narrow specialization is not the wisest plan for us here.
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The fertility requirement comes into consideration. Many of our

fruit growers believe there is no other fertilizer quite so good for the apple

orchard and some of the small fruits (we are not agreed as to peaches) as

stable manure. Now most of us are situated where we cannot get that

readily. We cannot get it from the city; hauling and freight both are

practically prohibitive. Some of our fruit growers believe the best way
is to combine with our fruit growing some lines of farming where animals

are kept and then use that manure on the orchard and buy chemicals to grow

the farm crops.

The type of market needs to be considered. Personally I am located

in a region which is primarily a dairy region. I have a market for a small

amount of different kinds of fruit. Last year my peaches were nearly all

sold right at the orchard. A one dollar advertisement in a local paper

twelve miles away practically sold my crop. People came for twelve miles

to buy peaches to take home to can, because there happened to be no
orchards with any peaches nearer than mine. I should say, however, that

this would not apply in the production of large quantities; in the case of

carloads it w’ould not work at all. But very often the same thing would apply

to strawberries, raspberries and certain other fruits; and I find that people

are beginning to look to us for that family supply of fruit. Now I believe

that for me it is wise to diversify my fruit to supply that market, ratheir

than to attempt to be a big grower of one of them where obliged to ship at a

disadvantage. It is a local question which each must solve for himself.

I would like you to recall that the same idea came out at one of the ses-

sions, having no special connection with this, with reference to the straw-

berry in Ohio. You will remember they said there used to be large areas,

and now there are smaller areas. Probably the growers found it is wise

to limit their production along this line.

When we come to this problem of diversification we need to be a little

cautious that we do not meet too much labor competition with the different

lines or problems. To illustrated by my own practice: In our region

spring grain is grown almost exclusively—probably ten and possibly even
twenty-five acres of spring grain to one acre of winter grain. Yet I have
found it wise for me to change to winter grain almost exclusively, because
of the conflict between the spring grain and the orchard work—both need
work early in spring. Therefore I have found it best to get as much of the

work as possible out of the way in the fall.

Competition a Big Factor.

Then, likewise, the question of price competition, demands attention,

what will pay best? Not merely what will pay but what will pay as well

or better than something else—to choose the things which will give us the

most profit. For instance, I have been growing roots for my pigs for a

series of years. I think they pay, but I have been studying carefully the

question of whether after all that is a wise thing to do, whether that same
time put on something else—on strawberries, raspberries, or on pruning

—

would not pay better; and if so I better cut the production of roots out;

in spite of the advantage in feeding, it does not pay as well.
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Now in this diversification one of the chief difficulties is size of busi-

ness. I think that we as farmers are more inclined to overlook this matter

of volume of business than almost any other. Last winter I went through

a shoe factory, and was told that the manufacturer of those shoes is per-

fectly satisfied if he can make a profit of three cents on each pair of shoes.

I suppose on a bushel of apples there is a profit of much more than three

cents on the average. We can not make the cost so definite as the shoe

manufacturer can, and perhaps we can not turn out so many bushels as pairs

of shoes. I do not know how many automobiles were sold last year in this

country—say the Ford. It runs into the thousands, and even if those manu-
facturers made a profit of but one dollar net on each automobile they

would still have a good total profit, but it comes by volume of business.

We need in our lines of farming, whether it be fruit growing or others,

to make it large enough so that we will get good total profits. On many of

our products the trouble is we do not grow enough and they make the total

return too small. Perhaps it is easier to secure that volume of business

along one line rather than by diversifying, but I believe for our Eastern

fruit growers, represented by Pennsylvania, there will be greater safety in

diversifying—building the volume by several lines which work and fit well

together, rather than by limiting it to a single one.

These are a few of the business problems and adjustments which have
occurred to me. I believe they are important enough for us to consider them,

and each must work them out for his own situation, for his own locality,

and in respect to his own ability and opportunities wherever he may be.

Discussion.

President Goodman: This matter is under discussion now. Would
you like to ask Mr. Card any question along any of these lines? There"

Is no question in my own mind but that these business arrangements of the

fruit grower are one of the most important things in profitable fruit grow-

ing. I always tell the buyers and dealers as far as I am concerned in the

fruit business that I would rather grow my fruit and have nothing else to do

with it. 1 love to grow the fruit, take care of the trees and all that part of

it, but the handling of it afterward is a different thing. And although I

like business in some ways, I would grow the fruit and take all Scare of the

orchard; but I would have a man who would pick the fruit, take it out of

the orchard, sell it, and divide the returns with me. I would give to him one-

half if he take charge of all of the operation of that part ; all of the expense

ot gathering; and all of the troubles and little problems of marketing and
getting the money out; do the fighting in the way of transportation and
so on. Perhaps such course would, after all, merely emphasize the point

Mr. Card has been bringing out—that is, that we do not take the business

management of farming and orcharding seriously enough.

Mr. Van Deman: I would just like to add a few sentences on some
of the points Professor Card mentioned. I think he has hit the cardinal

points so far as I see. In planning for the best sites there are lots of peo-

ple who plan to go far away from the opportunities of transportation for

the sake of getting cheaper land. I have often asked the question about it,

and heard the question in regard to it by word of mouth, “Is not my land
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too high?” You plant the best that you have; there is no land too good

or too high in price for fruit or nut trees. They ask me about that. Why,

think of the long age of nut trees; they live centuries; plant them on every

bit of land that you can spare for such purpose.

Planting on land far away from transportation is oftentimes a great

mistake and a handicap from the start. Transportation of the fruits that

we grow which are largely composed of water is a very serious problem.

In locating farms as I have had to do, and advising other people upon the

subject, I tell them to get just as near good transportation as possible; if

you have a railroad with station close by, that is much the better. I know
you anticipated that yourself, Mr. President, at a location in Arkansas where

you are growing apples and peaches; there is a railroad running right

through the property; that was an admirable selection, rt is something like

the large pecan orchard of which I have the management in Louisiana. We
have a railroad with a station right on the property, thus the transportation

is very well arranged.

Now, about this matter of cheap labor: We know that in certain sea-

sons when we have a great quantity of fruit it is almost impossible to get

it picked, and when they were speaking yesterday of that immense cherry

orchard in the Green Bay, Wis., section, with seven hundred and fifty acres,

soon to have two hundred and fifty more added, thus becoming one thousand
acres in extent, this question occurred to me right then: how are they going
to pick those one thousand acres of sour cherries coming ripe at the same
time?

The matter of cost distribution is another problem; dividing up the labor
over a considerable time is an advantage. For instance, you might be able
to hold a considerable number of laborers if you had a lot of fruit extending
over a long time. When planting apples on large orchards of which I have
had the direction in Patrick County, Virginia, I have said we must have some
early apples, so that we can begin on the picking earlier in the season and
hold the laborers until the winter apples come in. I think that point we
ought to have in mind always in hiring help.

THE CONTOL OF ORCHARD INSECTS AND DISEASES.—Illustrated.

W. M. Scott, Maryland.

Before the slides are thrown on the screen permit me a few words in
explanation. I may sound a note that will not take well with some of
you, and that is as to the matter of overproduction. I do not say that there
will be overproduction, but I do say that on account of the enormous plant-
ings that have taken place in recent years s/omebody is going to get hurt
unless they look to all their opportunities. Spraying will not do it all; there
is the matter of cultivation, fertilizing and pruning; they all go hand in
hand, and the slipshod method of fruit culture will no longer succeed.
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I would like to make a proposition that we plant ho more apples for

awhile; let us take better care of what we have already planted; produce

better fruit in the orchards that we have and not plant any more. Now
of course there are those who have no orchards, and they may want some
orchards. Well, let us sell them to the growers and stop so much planting.

There has been too much headlong planting of apple orchards in this country,

especially during the past five years. These orchards must be cared for,

and it is going to take a great deal of spraying and cultivation and ferti-

lizing, and our proposition has raised the question as to whether /or not

it will pay to do all that. The directions in the government and station

bulletins say how it should be done. But it will certainly pay to spray well

and to protect the fruit from the ravages of insects and diseases; other-

wise, the orchard had better be dug up. Right here before we start I

might say a word about the directions for the control of insects and dis-

eases, because I see that there are a number of experiment station people

here, as well as Department of Agriculture people, and I think we ought

to give that matter a little more consideration. One trouble, or one thing

that has confused the fruit grower is the matter of specialization with the

entomologist and the pathologist. One man will write a bulletin on the

codling moth and give directions for its treatment; another will write a

bulletin on scab and give directions for the treatment of that independ-

ently of the codling moth treatment. One will do the same thing for bitter

rot. I am guilty, I did it myself, wrote a bulletin on bitter rot and told

how to control it. The bulletin did not tell anything about anything else.

It contained formulas and gave directions for the control of bitter rot. Well,

when a grower would get a bulletin about that, and about scab, and about

codling moth, he was “up in the air.” This is especially noticeable or ob-

jectionable if the treatments outlined do not quite correspond; and the

point is we ought not to be writing separate directions to the fruit grower.

We want to get the matter together in the form of spraying schedules or

spraying calendars, where you are not abusing his patience—spraying

schedules that outline the course of treatment to be pursued for a certain

crop, all its insect pests and diseases, and that will be illustrated in the

slides. I think a great many fruit growers and perhaps most of you that

are in here can take these bulletins and read them and find out just what to

do for bitter rot and blotch, curculio and scab, etc., and then you can make
out your own spraying schedule for that, and bring these dates together if

they do not quite come together—i. e., bring them near enough together to

make out your schedule. But there are many fruit growers~!hat can not

do that. The ignorance among fruit growers, especially small fruit growers

over the country is rather appalling when you go out among them and see

for yourself. I do not mean the growers that are in the American Borno-

logical Society and the Society for Horticultural Science and that write to

the horticultural society and the Department of Agriculture for information.

Not those, they get the information; but the growers who do not, and as

a matter of fact that grower who does not seek information is the one who
is going to be left down and out when these new orchards come into bearing.

Now we will hastily run over a few slides, calling your attention to siome of

the more important insects and diseases, and pointing out the remedies;
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but while the slides are going we will not stop to discuss the treatment, but

will reserve that until the end and then sum it all up.

Discussion.

Mr. Burton: One question; what is the comparative value of the oil

spray, manufactured by the 0. Y. Pratt Co., compared with the value of the

lime-sulphur and the scalecide?

Virginian: In the Shenandoah valley and in West Virginia they have

almost discarded the oil sprays of all kinds, and are using the line-sulphur

almost altogether. The oil spray has no value whatever as a fungicide and

that is the main thing; it is more expensive than lime-sulphur?. It costs

more than the scalecide, and so far as we can see there is no difference in

the results. But we do know that the lime-sulphur gives us about as good

results as anything we ever tested.

Mr. Roberts: It depends entirely on the quality of the lime-sulphur

that is purchased; for with San Jose scale 0(r other scale insects it

does not seem to be effective. Last year we had peach orchards treated with

the scalecide, and lime-sulphur. The scalecide gave better results than the

lime-sulphur. Although the cost per barrel for the scalecide is higher than

the other, it will cover more surface, and thereforei I would not like to say

which is the cheaper; but after all there is use for both and we want them
both.

Mr. Powell: I have used the oILspray in a small way on all kinds of

fruit trees and found it very successful in controlling the scale. Fortu-

nately we have not been seriously bothered with scale in our own orchards,

so have not had to spray for it, but I have seen the oil spray used for scale

on apples, pears, peaches and plums, and I have seen a small plum orchard

that was very thickly encrusted with scale cleaned up inside of two years.

It has been said that it is not safe to use it on plums and peaches, but I

have not seen any injury whatever to either peach buds or1 plum fruit. I

think so far as the cost is concerned, taking into consideration the matter
of labor, it is just as cheap to use it as it is the lime-sulphur—and much
cheaper if you have to make your own lime-sulphur.

Mr. Moore: As to lime-sulphur; I used it for the first two sprays;

one of them to be made when the blossoms are just unfolding. It is a fact

that I prefer the Bordeaux mixture for the fungous troubles.

Mr. Lindley: My experience with Bordeaux is to spray once in the
year when the peaches are just maturing. I am inclined to think it is a big
advantage. Spray every year with lime-sulphur; every year, scale or no
scale. It may tend to knock the blossoms off, but the great trouble is, ac»

cording to my idea, that you have got to have it or you will lose your fruit.

I think the old Bordeaux mixture is the best thing that I have ever used to

keep down the rot.

About six pounds of lime to four pounds of bluestone is what we use;
about two and one-half pounds of arsenate of lead is added for the insect
foes. And when we use that regularly we have no recurrence of rot.

Question: What do you use out west for killing scale?

Mr. Dean: In the state of Montana we have no scale; the San Jose
scale is no longer troublesome—it is the only scale we ever had. We have
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the oyster-shell scale or bark louse, and to combat that we use the lime-

sulphur solution. This last year in the Snake River valley they have used

some quantities of a so-called, new lime-sulphur mixture; the results have

been varied, so that I can not give any authentic information on that. But

for the apple scab we use the lime-sulphur solution. Of course our condi-

tions there are quite different from here, and the question of expense ranks

very strongly with our growers; we have to ship the lime-sulphur prepara-

tions from the Coast, at a cost of not less than about ten dollars and fifty

eents to fifteen dollars a barrel. When we read these statements of the

advantages of the powdered preparation, it appeals to us very strongly; and

£ would like to see the question thoroughly discussed here.

Mr. Pratt: The question is in regard to whether the liquid lime-sulphur

is more advantageous than the powdered lime-sulphur, and as to the value

af the lime-sulphur spray, the scalecide or the oil spray. If you will pardon

me, I think that involves too many different points. Let us have one at a

time. Have you had any practical experience with the use of powdered
lime-sulphur?

President: Very well; which do you consider the most efficient—lime-

sulphur solution; the oil solution, or scalecide, in the killing of San Jose

scale?

Mr. Pratt : I would say that the oil preparations have a greater covering

power or greater penetrative power in spraying especially old trees. The
action of lime-sulphur is to stay just where you put it, like a whitewash;

the oil has a separating property and will go around into cracks and crevices

which the lime-sulphur will not reach. Then again, the amount of oil

material that is necessary to spray an orchard is very much less, in fact

shout one-half what it is of the lime-sulphur.

I may illustrate that better by stating that a few years ago I got hold

of a ninety-three acre orchard in bearing and I agreed to pay for the spray-

ing that was done that spring. It required twenty-five thousand gallons of

lime-sulphur spray to spray the orchard; it was done with two new power
sprayers, and done well. In spite of that fact, I shook down over one hun-

ted barrels of apples, too scaly to pack, and sent them to the dump. The
next season I said to my men: “You want to make a thorough spraying with

scalecide and we w'ill see which is the better proposition.” It required less

than eleven thousand gallons to spray the trees that time, and we did not

have a peck of scaly apples in the orchard that season.
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THE CONCENTRATION OF FRUIT JUICES BY REFRIGERATION.

H. C. Gore, Washington, D. C.

About a year ago we were working on the problem of preparing orange

juice. Some experiments were made, and in one of these we allowed the

orange juice to freeze solid.

The juice was in a three-gallon bottle, and we brought that out into

the laboratory and allowed it to warm up. We found that upon melting, the

ice had evidently loosened from the wall of the container and just a little

remained floating on the surface. The lower layers of the juice consisted of

a most delicious syrup, and at the top was a very watery solution containing

almost no orange flavor.

We noticed another change produced by the freezing; a peculiar co-

agulation of the suspended matter of the juice occurred, and by carefully

filtering off the coagulum we were able to get the juice perfectly clear. We
have not pushed the study of coagulation by freezing any further, however.

We quickly found out that if we crushed the frozen orange juice and

centrifugalized it we could easily separate the delicious syrup, leaving the

ice behind. We subsequently applied the method to a wide range of fruit

juices. In all cases syrups of excellent fruit flavor were obtained. The
process is of particular value applied to apple cider, as a product is obtained

which ferments extremely slowly and which can be shipped and marketed

without a preservative.

I investigated the patent literature and found that the process of freez-

ing, crushing and centrifugalizing was quite old. It is covered by two ex-

pired patents. For some reason (probably because cold storage had not

been very completely developed twenty-five years ago) these patents had
never been utilized. We have just come back from field work at Hood
River, Oregon, and I want to show a few slides which bring out the develop-

ment of this work. Following this I wish to illustrate by use of this machine
the operation of centrifugalizing the crushed frozen fruit juice, working
with grape juice. You will then have an opportunity of tasting the concen-

trated grape juice and cider. (Pictures shown.)

We prepared about one hunderd gallons of the freezing-concentrated

cider at Hood River and we have a sample of it here. It was shipped by
express, without perceptible fermentation occurring.

(Demonstrates the basket centrifugal machine, in operation.)

This small basket centrifugal rotates at about two thousand four hun-

dred r. p. m.; the larger size used in the field runs at about nine hundred
x*. p. m., but the centrifugal force is much greater with the larger machine.
It requires about three minutes’ operation, you see, to effect the necessary
separation.

Question: What temperature must be maintained?
Mr. Gore: On the commercial scale we use brine temperatures of from

0 degree to 10 degrees F.
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THE MAINTENANCE OF PROFITABLE BEARING TREES.

GeOi C. Roeding, California.

The first point of vital interest to every planter of an orchard is, how
soon after the trees are set out they will come into profitable hearing and
pay for the effort expended—not only from a financial standpoint but also

for the cultivation, pruning, and the many other incidental expenses which

arise before any returns are received?

After the trees have once come into bearing, the next problem which

confronts the horticulturist is to know how to maintain this condition over

a period of years without impairing the vitality of the trees.

There is one point in particular that causes trees to lose their vitality

quicker than any other one thing, and that is the anxiety of the orchardist to

have his trees bear a full crop of fruit before they have reached the stage

where they are capable of doing so, resulting in many cases in the vitality

of the trees being impaired to such an extent when they are from two to

three years old that they never fully recover.

The Importance of Pruning.

The greatest difficulty which the nurserymen experience with the aver-

age planter is to induce him to cut the trees back after they have been

planted. Invariably the orchardist hesitates to sacrifice any part of the

tree and in many instances in spite of all the instructions to the contrary

the tree will be planted just as it was received from the nursery.

Experienced horticulturists are fully aware of the fact that where the

roots are pruned as they must necessarily be when taken out of the nursery

that the top of the tree must also be shortened in so that the new root

system and the corresponding growth where the tree has been cut back will

develop together. It is an invariable rule that all deciduous trees, outside

of possibly walnuts and pecans, should be cut back to at least twenty (20)

inches from the surface of the ground after they have been planted. The
following season the branches which have started from the main stem should

be thinned out to three or four—not more—properly distributed so as to allow

for their future development, and these branches should have at least two-

thirds of their summer growth cut off and all laterals should be removed,

leaving only the frame work branches, which will eventually form the head
of the tree. Above all things do not shorten in a lateral starting near the

terminal point of any of the branches as this will cause a bad crook to form
in the tree. The result of this first year’s pruning will cause the trees to

make an immense growth and will also induce them to grow stocky.

The second winter heavy thinning will have to be followed and the prun-

ing should be done with a view of causing the frame work branches to spread

out. After thinning, half the growth of the current season should be cut

off and again remove all laterals from the frame work branches. To the nov-

ice this severe cutting seems suicidal but years of experience have fully dem-

onstrated the necessity for this severe cutting when the trees are young, for

as a result of it the frame work branches and the body of the tree attain a

development which they never would do if the trees were permitted to grow
only with a slight pruning.
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The third year from two to three laterals properly distributed should be

allowed to grow from each of the main frame work branches but these

laterals should have at least one-half of their growth cut hack.

It is safe to assume that the trees in their fourth year have reached an

age where at least a moderate crop of fruit may be expected, and the head

of the tree is now so well formed that the pruning to be followed in succeed-

ing years is only to carry out the plan of continuing along the same lines as

has been recommended for the trees.

Failure to prune severely when the trees are young means that there will

be a number of long spindling branches with practically all new growth at

the tip ends. Should the trees bear a heavy crop the branches will bend

down under their heavy load, become sunburnt, and even break off in some
cases, thus sacrificing the tree to the profitable returns which would accrue

to the grower if a systematic method of pruning had been followed from the

beginning.

Advantages of Systematic Pruning.

The many advantages of this method of pruning are:

1. It makes a low headed, stocky tree with a broad umbrageous head

and well developed fruit spurs, and clothed with plenty of foliage, fully pro-

tecting the fruit from too much exposure in arid climates, such as are ex-

perienced in California.

2. It enhances the carrying capacity of the tree, thus avoiding artifi-

cial props when maturing a crop of fruit.

3. It expedites the harvesting of the crop by rendering it more acces-

sible to the pickers, thus economizing time and expense.

4. It prolongs the life of the tree by conserving its vital force and
rendering it less liable to damage in the breaking of limbs and taxing its

strength by carrying its fruit close in.

Even after following this system of pruning regularly every year, It is

only a question of years when the tree will fail to develop fruiting wood to

the extent it should, due to the lack of vitality in the branches, and when this

occurs another proposition presents itself to the fruit grower, which re-

quires just as much of a radical treatment in order to bring the tree back
to its proper bearing capabilities as the method which was followed In the

beginning when the tree was first set out.

Very few growers have the courage to cut off main branches four to

six inches in diameter, but this is really the only effective plan which will

resurrect the tree and bring it back to its old vigor. The plants to cut off

the main branches within six feet of the ground, leaving as nearly as possible

a central shoot to protect the branches which have been cut off from the rays

of the sun, and in addition to this to permit enough of the growth to remain so

that until the branches which are cut off force out a new head, the un-

pruned shoot will take care of the surplus sap ; and thus prevent any danger

of sour sap. If this should develop the tree would die.

If the branches which have been cut back send out a strong growth of

new wood, the branch which was allowed to remain may be cut off at the

same height as the others or may be removed entirely the following year.

The immense amount of young wood starting from the cut off stumps should
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be thinned out, and in addition to this for a period of three years should re-

ceive a very severe cutting back, following out practically the same princi-

pie in pruning which was adopted when the trees were young. Every
effort should be made to have a number of these shoots start from a common
point on each stump. This stump should be painted over with, coal tar to

prevent rotting for at least two seasons. The branches starting from a

common point on the stump will develop the cambium layer much more quick-

ly than a single branch would do. The stump, therefore, will be quickly

covered, and the new growth will form a perfect union with the old, which

would not be the case if only one branch were allowed to grow, for the reason

that the development would be so much slower that rotting of the old branch

would occur in many cases before the new union is formed, and the result

in many instances would be that the union would be imperfect.

There is no question in my mind that there is nothing which so con-

cerns the profitable bearing of orchard trees as a systematic method of

pruning, followed by a severe heading in for a period of say fifteen to twenty

years as has been indicated.

The Importance of Fertilizing.

In addition to this, a systematic method of fertilizing should be follow'ed,

the amount of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash to be used, depend-

ing largely on the condition of the trees. My experience has been that even

in the matter of fertilizing caution must be observed to develop cover crops

and natural growth where it will develop of its own accord, or by planting

leguminous crops—not only for the purpose of obtaining humus in the soil,

but with this particular crop, for the nitrogen as well. In sections where the

pea family will not develop owing to unfavorable climatic conditions, rye

or any other strong growing cereal will give the necessary humus to the soil,

but this should be plowed under while in the green stage.

There are many abandoned orchards in the United States which could

be brought to profitable bearing by a severe cutting back of the trees and by
giving proper attention to fertilizing and spraying, where insect pests are

to be found.

The progress which California has made in horticulture is largely due

to the intelligent effort made by orchardists in maintaining their properties

up to the highest standard by following out the plan which I have advo-

cated, and I am of the opinion that there are conditions throughout the

middle and western states, both from a soil and climatic standpoint, which
are adapted to the profitable growth of many varieties of deciduous fruits,

providing the growers will give proper attention to cultivation, pruning

and spraying.
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COMMERCIAL ORCHARDING IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST.

W. S. Thornber, Idaho.

The beginnings of all great industries have always been small, uncertain,

slow and accompanied by risk of loss and permanency. Such was the begin-

ning of the fruit industry of the Pacific Northwest. Wise men from the East

said, “The soil was not right; the summers were too warm; the winters too

mild; the varieties were not adapted to the conditions; and if it should be

grown it could not be of profit to ship it across the mountains.” In part these

things were all more or less true and yet in spite of these facts and conditions

the Pacific Northwest as a fruit producing country has come to stay, and is

always to be taken into consideration whenever the problems of fruit pro-

duction and consumption are to be considered.

Her problems have been the more difficult on account of the varied

conditions under which the growers have had to work and yet, like the pio-

neer fruit growers of the middle West, these persistent pioneers set about

to work out a great problem, and success has been theirs on every side. And
now as the early pioneers of the West are closing their work we of a later

generation can do little less than accord them full glory for their grand work.

The failures and mistakes of the growers of the Pacific Northwest are not less

numerous than those of any other great country but the Westerners’ ability

to realize his error and immediately go about to correct it makes it possible

for the growers to bury and forget their failures and make a new start aright.

No one familiar with the orchard conditions of the West will doubt for

a moment that there have been serious mistakes made in the choice of land

planted to fruit, or in the selection of varieties for particular soils or dis-

tricts. However, in spite of these mistakes the total acreage of fruit of

the Northwest is gradually increasing and while from now on this increase

will be very gradual and possibly there will be years when no increase is

noticeable, yet as a whole the industry cannot but reach out into undevelop-

ed territory.

During the past year fruit growers on certain soils and in certain districts

have realized only too truly that all land is not adapted to fruit culture;

so it is that many acres of fine young trees have been removed and the land

devoted to a more profitable and permanent crop. Other growers have come
to realize that they are not adapted to the growing of first-class fruits and
so are gradually turning their attentions to other lines of agriculture. The
gradual eliminating process covering land, unsuitable varieties, poor man-
agers, low prices and the pest enemies is combining in a great work of

assisting the progressive grower in producing a very superior grade of

extra fancy fruit.

Care and Condition of Orchards.

The low prices and unsatisfactory market conditions of the year of 1912
had a bad effect upon the care of thousands of acres of orchards in the
Northwest during the close of the year, and the beginning of the year 1913.

In fact, at the close of the present year many acres are in a very unsatis-

factory bearing condition for next year’s crop. This is only what might be
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expected under the conditions of ownership at the present time. For the past

five or six years extensive orchard buying has been indulged in by city people

who have been led to believe that the possession of an orchard was all

that was necessary to financial success in orchard work. When extremely

low prices were received for the first or second crop harvested, these people

were the first to sacrifice their orchards and turn to other interests. The
writer knows personally of dozens of people who even went so far as to fail

to give their orchard any care whatever during the past year and now realize,

only too dearly, that an orchard in an irrigated district is after all a very
temporary affair and must be cared for constantly if it is to be annually

productive and not deteriorate in value. Western orchards are not like

Eastern orchards, if neglected even for one year in some districts they

rapidly deteriorate; repeatedly neglected they soon become useless, being

worth little or no more than the land and water right. These facts being

coupled with the requirements of spraying, pruning, thinning and harvesting

makes orcharding entirely too hazardous for the careless owner in the

Pacific Northwest.

Cultural Methods Changing.

The methods of caring for an orchard in the Northwest have been

changing very rapidly during the past four years. The markets have been

constantly demanding a more highly colored apple, while the care of, the

orchard has tended towards the reverse until recently. And now the clean

cultivated, bearing orchard in the irrigated section is giving place to the

mulch system orchard. This makes possible heavier yields of a medium
sized, highly colored fruit and at the same time protects the soil of the

orchard from rapid depletion, particularly where a leguminous mulch is

employed. The ultimate effects of this change are rather difficult to foresee;

however, one factor is assured, and that is, that there is serious danger

of the mulch materially injuring the orchard if not intelligently managed.

While clover, alfalfa and hairy vetch are all being used as permanent mulch

crops, alfalfa, as a general rule, is the more preferable, particularly where

hay or pasture returns are at all desirable. The clover will not stand the

necessary early spring cultivation that an orchard should have to put the

soil in good shape, while the alfalfa is particularly benefited by this culture.

So while clover is used, it is especially used, by those who expect to again

return to clean culture and do not want the trouble of exterminating the

alfalfa. The merits of the two crops are almost equal for their own particu-

lar soils.

The Hairy vetch mulch is comparatively a new factor. It makes pos-

sible a clean cultivation period each year and the best kind of mulch the

balance of the year. It is proving an especially heavy nitrogen adder and

a great humus producer even on very poor soil. In orchards where it has

given the best results it has been grown for the past four years and the

plan of cultivation is as follows: Early each Summer at about the close of

the vetch growing period, the soil is thoroughly disced up and the orchard

ditched for irrigation. The soil is permitted to rest until water is needed.

After the water is applied the new growth comes on very slowly and may
or may not be disced again before Fall; in any event, the growth during
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hot weather is extremely slow and never interferes with other orchard opera-

tions such as spraying, pruning, and harvesting. The mulch by harvest time

is usually heavy enough to form a soft mat upon which even the most tender

pears may drop and not be injured. The owner of one pear orchard I have

in mind was unfortunate in not being able to get his crop harvested before

a wind storm and supposed every pear blown off was rendered worthless.

He was agreeably surprised after the storm to find them absolutely unbruised.

This is even more true with apples than with pears, in fact, one apple orchard

that I know has no loss from wind falls because falling fruit is never in-

jured. Another value of the Hairy vetch is that it is possible to turn hogs

in on it early in November or December and feed all Winter long except when
the snow is too deep and they neither harm it nor the soil during the Winter.

The late Fall, early Winter and early Spring growth affords an abundance

of tender, rich feed for hogs.

Even the methods of handling the young orchards have materially

changed until now, a rather large percentage of them are being intercropped

for a twofold reason: First, to cut down the very excessive costs of pro-

ducing the orchard; and second, to protect the soil from the burning rays

of the July and August suns, and to add at least a small amount of humus
and nitrogen. A rotation of corn, peas and oats, and beans or potatoes has

been found very practicable in some of the districts while other districts have
rotated field peas and oats with potatoes.

In some districts both young and bearing orchards are being seeded

to alfalfa with the idea of reducing cost of care and production of fruit by
means of the hay crop. In the young orchards the alfalfa is in strips or

bands between the rows while in the bearing orchards it is seeded all over the

land. The amount of hay cut from the orchards is governed entirely by the

kind of soil, its moisture content and the treatment. The general average

is a little over four tons per acre, but seven and even eight tons are not

exceptional yields.

The Pruning of Orchard Trees.

With the reaction of less cultivation and the seeding of orchards to mulch
crops comes the marked tendency to likewise reduce the pruning to a mini-

mum, not so much because of expense but because many people realize now
that there is just as much danger of over pruning as there is of under
pruning, and the probabilities are that previous to now many orchards have
been pruned too severely for the best good of the fruit crops. Jusft

where the reaction will lead is as problematic as the result of the grass mulch
reaction.

Trees planted and grown as fillers should be pruned only enough during
their early life to compel the formation of a trunk and branches sufficiently

strong to bear the loads of fruit. It is much cheaper for the poor man to

support the weaker limbs than it is to support non-productive trees.

There has been very little change experienced in the pruning of older

fruit trees during the past few years, with the possible exceptions of the

sweet cherry and the peach. The tendency formerly was to prune the sweet
cherry almost as severely, and at the same time, as an apple tree, and in

almost the same manner exlcept permit the pyramidal form to a very marked
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degree. Later experience teaches this to be injurious and now the orchard

is seeded down to clover or alfalfa to prevent rampant growth, the high

central shaft is removed and a light pruning given just after the fruit is

harvested. In fact, many tall high headed trees have been pruned just when
the fruit is ready to pick and the fruit harvested from the ground instead

of from twenty to thirty feet from the ground. A system of this kind has

been found to reduce the cost of production very materially, and at the same
time eradicate much of the gumosis trouble of the tree.

The pruning of the peach tree has changed in some districts from the

rather open, high headed top to the flat top or what is locally known in

some districts as the California system. Instead of heavy Winter pruning

(January to March), we find many delaying the pruning until after the

danger of late Spring frosts is past and the trees are just going out of

blossom. The heavy blossoming trees are then severely pruned while the

light blossoming ones are given a very light pruning.

Spraying.

Remarkable as it may appear the work of combatting pests has ex-

perienced to a certain degree the same reaction as other horticultural

practices during the past five years. Several years ago it was a common
occurrence to find growers who were spraying their orchards from seven

to nine times per year for codling moth alone. A few years later many cut

this down to what is commonly known as the one calyx spray. This was very

satisfactory to a limited degree at first; later such conditions arose as

rendered very unsatisfactory results, and now three sprays for codling moth
are more commonly used than even more or less.

The lime-sulphur was at first supposed to be the general panacea for

practically all ailments of the tree not covered by the arsenate of ltead

spray and under certain favorable conditions it is an extremely effective

spray; however, there have come to notice certain instances where the

ordinary lime-sulphur has apparently failed entirely in its work on the

San Jose Steale. Why this is so is still an open question to many; In fact,

it has become such a serious problem in some places that the crude oil

spray is being substituted for the lime-sulphur every third year. By so

doing, the scale can be held under absolute control, or, as in some cases,

absolutely eradicated from an orchard by careful spraying.

In districts where the apple and pear scab are troublesome, a strong

application of Bordeaux mixture, or lime-sulphur is given just before the

buds burst and the later sprays for codling moth are made up with a small

amount of lime-sulphur in them to hold the summer spores of scab under

control. The formula we have found the most satisfactory is 28° lime-

sulphur mixed in the proportion of two and one-half gallons to fifty gallons

of water to which is added the two pounds of putty form of arsenate of

lead.

Thinning,

The thinning of fruit is one of the processes that is rarely overdone

even in the Northwest. The results of the past two years’ marketing
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problems demonstrate beyond a doubt that it is one of the practices that must

be followed out as rigidly as is possible. Failure to properly thin increases

cost of marketing many fold and reduces the net returns possible from the

orchard.

A very interesting condition existed during the past year in the fact

that there was a heavy demand for cooking apples very early in the season

which gave many growers an opportunity to market their second thinnings

at a profit, and at this time remove a lot of fruit that later in the season

would not be marketable above cost.

The Market Problem.

Growers are realizing all over the Pacific Northwest that it is com-

paratively easy to grow fine, clean, well colored fruit, but that the serious

problem of the work is the satisfactory marketing of the crop after it is

prepared for market. The average fruit commission man has made his

last big easy haul and from now on he must use different tactics to divert

the fruit into his channel, and even then there is serious danger of ex-

posure if he does not play the game somewhere nearly square. The
growers are realizing more and more that the small producer of less than a

few carloads of fruit must co-operate with other producers of fruit or remain

at the mercy of the unscrupulous commission man, and so while there is a

lot of fruit outside of any selling organization whatever, the quantity is

rapidly decreasing and the time will soon come when the marketing of

the major portion of the fruit crops will be under the direction of one of

the big co-operative selling agencies.

The growers, as a general rule, are very competent in preparing the

fruit for market and they know how to display it to the best advantage;

however, there are a few yet who fail to recognize that the value of an
honest pack in assisting the sales of future crops lies in the fact that it must
be practiced every year. An interesting condition that was supposed to

have passed out of existence with the coming of large yields

In all parts of the country has prevailed again this year in the West:
The producers of an extra fancy grade of fruit have been marketing it

personally to a special trade, at a very special price. The most interesting

part of this condition is that good extra fancy fruits (no better than the

average extra fancy grade), were sold at almost double the ordinary price

to a trade that heretofore bought none at all because of the very inferior

grade of fruit that has always been offered to them even at a low price.

In the past it has been just as difficult, in many fruit districts, to secure a

box of extra fancy apples as it is to secure anything but condensed milk

on a cattle ranch. A few producers of extra fancy grades have come to

realize that while there is only a limited trade of this kind, it is a good
trade, and one that should be supplied. This is a peculiar trade, frequently

calling for varieties not commonly grown in the West, and not being
satisfied with anything else. There iis a strong temptation to plant

for this trade, but I am of the opinion that it would be a mistake to do this,

since many of these varieties, even after being grown here in the West,
are not the same quality as the same variety grown in the East. This ap-

plies especially to such apples as the Rambo, Northern >Spy, Red Astrachan,
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Oldenburg, and even the Rhode Island Greening. The reverse of this is also

true with other varieties like the McIntosh, Yellow Newtown, Rome Beauty*

Winesap, Jonathan and a score of others. The general average prices being

received this year for apples is very satisfactory and many growers are very

hopeful over the future of the industry, particularly for the grower who
makes a careful study of his problems and produces a minimum amount
of low grade fruit and a maximum amount of extra fancy grade.

The transportation problem is quietly working itself out in a very

satisfactory manner. The building of storage plants in the East to protect

from a quarter to one-third of the crop; the handling of another quarter

or third immediately at harvest time, and the storage of the balance to go
forward in Spring, or in protected fruit cars. The opening of the Panama
Canal is being looked up by Western fruit growers as the actual solution of

our transportation and labor problems, and at the same time as making it

possible for us to put our fruit on markets anywhere in the world at prices

that will be favorable to the consumer as well as the producer.

The Peach.

The peach market has again been a serious disappointment to many
growers of the Northwest. The early prices promised a very fair return

for the crop but the mid-season and later prices dropped to where there

is little or no money in marketing so perishable a commodity. The peach

tree is largely used here in the West as a filler, in fact, a very small area of

the orchards of the West are alone devoted to peaches and, for this reason,

the next two years will see the removal of possibly sixty per cent of the peach

trees of the Northwest. This alone will make peach orcharding a very

fair industry; however, the special peach growers now are considering the

advisability of growing three classes of peaches,—extra early varieties to

compete with California fruits; extra fine quality mid-season varieties; and

very late varieties for the last of the markets.

The Pear.

The pear is rapidly becoming more and more popular each year in the

Northwest and while it will never be as extensively planted as the apple,

it will become a very large factor in the fruit industry of this section.

The varieties that have been most extensively planted are Bartlett,

Anjou, Winter Nelis and Comice, however, the Howell, Bose, P. Barry and

White Doyenne are receiving a great deal of attention at present.

The growers generally are seeking a later pear of excellent quality,

and while the P. Barry promises to fulfill the want, many are hesitating

about planting it extensively.

The seeding of pear orchards to alfalfa is being practiced very generally

in all irrigated sections of the West. The results thus far have been very

satisfactory from growth and fruitage factors as well as the pear blight

factor.
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Diversification in Horticulture.

One of the most satisfactory as well as favorable fundamental principles

that could be incorporated into the fruit industry of the Northwest has

been strongly emphasized during the past two years in the introduction

of side lines to fruit growing. The aim is to make the growers more sure

of at least a reasonable return each year rather than to have an occasional

non-return year, and at the same time provide an economical and practical

method of utilizing the third, and cull grades of fruit.

The side lines vary from dairy cattle and hogs to poultry production of

all kinds; and, while very few expect to obtain big returns from the side

lines, the tendency is to secure something that will pay operating expenses

each year, and as much of the taxes, water right and interest on the invest-

ment as is possible in order that during good years the returns from the

extra fancy and fancy grades of fruit may not be so severely cut into for

operating and kindred expenses. In fact, the feeling is that the real profits

must come from the extra fancy grades and the expenses and interest from
the lower grades and the side lines.

The successful operation on some of these side lines cannot fail but

reduce the cost of producing fruit and thus make it possible to increase

the returns to the owner as well as reduce the cost to the consumer.

A SUGGESTION OR TWO ABOUT THE STRAWBERRY.

F. W. Allen, Maryland.

In this age of comparative perfection of the fruit industry, few people

realize how short a time the principal member of the small fruit group

has been in cultivation, and the still shorter time this has been of commercial

importance.

The strawberry was little recognized on the Western Hemisphere a

century ago, and only within the last half century has the industry reached

appreciable proportions. It can be said to be a true American innovation.

Truly, is was first cultivated in Europe, and that continent is the natural

habitat of certain species of strawberries; the commercial strawberry of

America, however, is an American product. It would be difficult, and
perhaps impossible to trace the exact lineage of our American strawberry,

but the best authorities concede that it is a product of a great number
of crosses between the progeny of Fragaria chiloensis, or the Chilian species.

As to the extent of the industry, a few figures would not be out of place.

No claim is made for the accuracy of these figures. My only excuse in

presenting them is that they are approximate, and that they suffice to

give some idea of the extent of the industry.
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Transportation statistics show that there are shipped from the Dela~

ware-Maryland-Virginia Peninsula about 20,000,000 quarts annually. Said

peninsula averages 4,000 quarts to the acre, which is very conservative.

Thus the peninsula has about 5,000 acres planted to this product. The
Nurserymen of the United States sell about ten per cent of the plants

set in the country. Nurserymen sold last year, one hundred million plants.

Thus there were one billion plants set in 1913—which if set 8,000 to 10,000 to

the acre would plant 100,000 to 125,000 acres, which would produce, at the

4,000 quart average, four hundred million quarts. If these could be placed

in one train and on one track they would fill 40,000 cars, or make a train

300 miles long. To handle this crop, it requires annually twenty million

dollars, or more.

I am not in a position to say that the apple is not King of the fruit

industry, but this is truly an industry which is worthy of its envy.

Just a word about the everbearers. If you are in the least skeptical

about the everbearing tendency in strawberries, dismiss the thought at once.

Until a few years ago there was certainly room for skepticism, but the

progress made in this line within the past few years by such men as Samuel

Cooper and Harlow Rockhill should serve to produce confidence.

We had strawberries upon the table yesterday (Nov. 17th), before I

left home. These berries were grown in the open field, in the latitude of

Washington, with no protection except the leaves of the plants themselves.

I mention this only to make it more emphatic that there is an everbearing

tendency being developed in strawberries.

While there is no immediate danger of growers discarding old and

established varieties in favor of new, untried sorts, there is a possibility

that the everbearers will eventually take the place of the one crop type,

for in addition to their everbearing tendency, some of these everbearers

produce an excellent crop of spring berries. It is only just to say, however,

that varieties bearing a full crop in spring do not do so well later in the

season. This factor has not been fully worked out yet, but it seems hardly

probable that a variety will be developed which will give a full crop

throughout the year.

There has been much talk first and last about thoroughbred nursery

stock. Personally it matters not to me whether pedigree plants are sold

or not. I think it only my duty to the public and to this Society to say that

the theory has been exploded. A new variety of fruit is produced by crossing

one variety with another. So long as this variety is propagated by cions,

by suckers, or by layers or runners' it remains the same variety. It is as

unreasonable to suppose that because one tree branch is more healthy and

produces better fruit, due to its having more room and sunlight, or to a

better covering of spray ; or that one strawberry plant is larger and produces

more fruit, due to its more favorable environment of being less crowded

and of getting more sunlight, as it is to suppose that two orchards of an

identical variety are not the same variety, if they have received the extremes

of attention. It is well to remember, however, that plants from virgin beds

have more vitality than plants that have fruited, although plants from old

beds are not necessarily poor. Results from strawberries depend more on
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the amount of attention given them, rather than the strain of plants. I think

that applying the name of thoroughbred to a product, propagated by other

means than by fertilizing an ovary, is very clever as a trade mark, for which

purpose, incidentally, it is principally used.

Strawberry plants are so easily produced that the nurseryman is not

called upon to furnish even a large percentage of them. They are usually

disseminated in a community through friendship, or by trading among
neighbors. This explains the point made earlier in the paper concerning the

percentage of strawberry plants furnished by nurserymen. The nursery-

man’s place in the small fruit industry is not to furnish all the plants

grown, but to encourage the production of new and better varieties, and

to disseminate them throughout the world.

Discussion.

Mr. Palmer: I would like to ask the gentleman some questions:

Whether cultural conditions or methods are the same in his region, or

whether he recommends the same for all varieties of strawberries? The
reason for asking this is that I got from Mr. Allen some Chesapeake and

others and we had some problems with them. One kind was worthless;

the Chipman did not do well last year; and the Chesapeake was fine but

often a shy bearer. We received about twenty-five cents a quart for them,

but we have very poor runners and vines this year.

Mr. Allen: I fear that I am not in a position to answer that question

intelligently. Our work is in producing varieties for plants. In producing

varieties for plants we certainly do not employ the same cultural methods

that we would in producing varieties for fruit. We fruit some special

varieties that we particularly want. Of course there is a difference in needs

of varieties. Some will do well in certain regions whereas in other regions

they do not do well; of course all varieties do not do well with us. That is

no reason, however, why we should not put them on the market. Simply

because we cannot get good fruit does not mean that there are no regions

where these varieties will thrive.

We eliminate varieties just as soon as reports indicate they are not

successful bearers in at least some sections of the country or the world.

I am afraid, as I said before, that I am not in a position to give the exact, or

detailed directions for the cultivation of the strawberry for fruit, let alone

cultivation of a special variety. I think that the State Experiment Stations

should supply you with the definite and reliable information with regard to

the adaptation of varieties.

Mr. Tippin: As to fitness of a variety for a place, that resolves itself

entirely into a question of locality in which you are expecting to plant, and
the niche in the market that you expect to occupy.

Having determined upon the locality and the niche in the market that

you expect to fill a local test or an experiment will decide as to the variety

to grow, its time of ripening, and its productiveness and its merit.

Mr. Wheeler: I can not help feeling that Mr. Allen did not give the

strawberry its due place in the fruit industry of the country. I think it repre-

sents a much more important place than he gives it. I am speaking for
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my own state of Kansas. While we do not grow a great many straw-

berries in comparison with the states to the south of us, it is a fact that we
have practically a thousand acres in this fruit; and I may say that my ex-

perience of the needs in certain sections is that the strawberry known as the

King, meets our conditions successfully. In part of Kansas there are quanti-

ties of strawberries grown and a great deal of money made from the crop.

In many parts of the state the growers realize splendid prices from their

berries, and in fact when they put them on the market early, even as high

as fifty cents a quart. So it is a very important industry in our state,,

considering the money side of the question. And it seems to me it is also

a more important industry the country over, from the fact that there are

strawberries in the market now, from Christmas almost to Christmas again,

beginning with the Florida strawberries that come in about Christmas time,

and though not equal to the later berries our people buy them, and Topeka
is a splendid market for the sweeter varieties.

And then as to the different ever-bearing varieties, that makes them
more important still, and should yield them in an especially high place.

I think that they are going to be an important factor, and especially sio,

in the strawberry industry, of the North; because while they will naturally

produce in the Spring, the July crop will never fail to be a profitable source

of revenue to some of our growers, particularly the people near the hotels

or summer resorts, where they like to have strawberries, naturally, out of

season.

I think the ever-bearing strawberry has come to stay, and I am sure

that it is going to be one of the important factors in producing more revenue

to the grower. We are growing them in Kansas. It will mean at once

something like four hundred cars in berries; getting interested much more
than many years ago. It is considered one of the very best of the various

lines of small fruit growing; it may be said to almost hold highest place

among the small fruits, according to productiveness and shipping qualities.

Now just a word on the problem of the different treatment of different

varieties. We find that the treatment varies with the sorts; some varieties

are adapted to culture in rows; then other varieties are very well adapted

to what we call the ‘‘hill system” in our section, simply because it induce® a

very large blossoming and produces a large number of berries. Then with

other varieties, while they maintain a heavy growth they yield less berries.

So that it is true that the variety and locality naturally determines the method
©f tending the ground and the treatment of the plants.

I do not believe that the strawberry is accorded the place in the fruit

feidustry that it is destined to secure. Until the last dozen years in Kansas

it was not very largely localized, except among the small growers; but in the

last eight or ten years we have organized one of the largest co-operative

shipping associations that is connected with the fruit industry, wholly for

the strawberry; one association has shipped as high as five hundred cars,

and there are two or three other ones under way. But in the marketing of

the strawberry I think we have made more progress than with other fruits.

That association has succeeded in sending strawberries to towns in Nebras-

ka, Iowa, Oklahoma, and part of Kansas that used to think that a shipment
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of a few quarts of strawberries was enough; but by assigning to one man
in a town a car load of strawberries, it has been rather easy to market car

load lots in towns that have not one thousand inhabitants, and market them
profitably. I believe that on account of such conditions in connection with

the marketing of strawberries, the berry will likely become an important

article of diet, and will steadily increase in use for breakfast, dinner and

supper.

Mr. Fadden: I wish to say a word in reference to the development of

the strawberry. There have been men in the way of, rather than helping,

the development ever since we discovered it. I want to say to Mr. Allen

that my observation with reference to the growth of that industry in the

last fev/ years, notwithstanding the eight or ten backsets, is, that it is really

comparatively in its infancy and occupies a position in the fruit world very

similar to that of the automobile in the transportation world. I have been

very greatly surprised at the rapid development that is being made in the

improvement of that type of ever-bearing strawberry.

Mr. Macoun: There is no question that the strawberry has a strong

and a very important place, one of the most important places, in the fruit

industry of the United States and Canada. It is one of our great national

assets, not because it adds $20,000,000 a year to the nation’s purse, but be-

cause there is no other fruit produced in this whole North America that

grows over such an area of the country, and there is no other fruit in this

country that is as easily raised as the strawberry. S'o that I say to our

people and to every one, at all times, that there is no fruit in the world to

my mind more important to the people than the strawberry. It holds a

higher rank right among the finest of all fruits of the world because every-

body can raise it and everybody can have it.

Mr. Lazenby: I speak for Ohio; and in that state the strawberry is not

grown so much as formerly on account of the problem of marketing; the

output has greatly decreased in the last fifteen or twenty years. We
would rejoice to see more grown. About twenty or twenty-five years ago

the farmers of Ohio, many of them in different sections of the state, some
north, some south, raised strawberries on a very large scale; in our section

often five to ten, fifteen and sometimes twenty cars, or more. But the

grading and the system of marketing seems to have been very largely

detrimental or discouraging; one source of trouble seems to have been the

pests and certain diseases; again other growers had varietal and cultural

troubles; another trouble was that in shipping any distance, and they did

ship to Chicago, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and other points, the losses occa-

sioned by very hot weather and rather imperfect and irregular transporta-

tion were so great that the growers received little for their efforts, and finally,

gave up altogether, because the risk in marketing was so great.

Now we have many small growers, and there is no question but that

we would be extensively raising strawberries in Ohio if the growers simply

did depend more on local markets or did not have to depend at all on them.
If there is any way to come back to former conditions and ship and market
the fruit advantageously, I think it would place many of our Ohio men In

better position and increase profits in their work.
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Mr. Roberts: I am sure that we gentlemen expect big prices. When
we started in the strawberry business the New York-Philadelphia price was
probably four cents a quart, and one day when things were going well

enough the price rose rather rapidly. And by studying economy in pro-

duction, gathering, marketing and choosing the berry that was best adapted

to our conditions, we not only have been successful under our conditions

in the business, but it has grown safely and right in our neighborhood

—

and we find we can not only raise berries for profit, but when good fruit

is packed properly we can sometimes get five, six or seven cents a quart

more than they used to sell for.

Mr. Webb: The strawberry growers, at least on the Delaware planta-

tions, claim that the strawberry crop is the best crop grown, and that next

to Pennsylvania we have the best one. And it is true, beyond this, that

Sussex County, Del., grows more strawberries than any other similar region

in the world. The output is about 12,000,000 quarts a year, shipping from

two stations whence formerly eight hundred quarts were sent. Sixty or

seventy refrigerator cars per day are sometimes sent out. Now the suc-

cess of that business is due to the fact that the strawberry is grown there

in such large quantities. The buyers come to the station and pay the cash.

When a man hauls in his crate of strawberries, or his one hundred crates

whatever the case may be, the buyer is there and offers him so much per

crate or quart, and when he lets go of the fruit he receives a check that is

good for the cash. And so he gets home with the money in a short time.

And in that way every man receives the reward of his labor, and promptly.

If he brings in poor berries he receives a poor price; if he offers good berries

he gets a good price; and it often happens that the price paid in Greenville or

Shelbyville and in other centers there in Delaware is quite equal to the

price paid in Philadelphia and New York.

President Goodman: I want to say that while Delaware has a large sup-

ply for the East, if she has not enough to fill the orders Missouri will supply

them. We ship them by carloads out of the Missouri towns.

Tippin: Seems to me we passed one point in connection with the sub-

ject of the local market. Now you understand that through the South they

start in at Macon, Miss., where the season through they ship five hundred or

six hundred cars, and then from the north of Arkansas on the other side of

the river, where they ship eight hundred to one thousand two hundred cars,

and then further up, until finally in Wisconsin. Now the people between

that section and this coast section who want to get the best benefit out

of the local markets must find varieties that will serve the market equally

as good or better than those shipped in.

[So I emphasize again that the most important point is the niche you

are in, and then the variety that will ripen the fastest and the best at that

time. It is perfectly useless to recommend a variety for general cultivation

over the entire country; because even if it succeeded in southern Missouri,

it might not do for Maine at all.

President Goodman: Our fruit industry began in the eastern part of the

United States and spread gradually westward through the central part of

New York, and we have always had an inspiration from the people in that

i
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region and that state in our efforts to develop the fruit industry of tjhe

Central West We have always looked upon Cornell as a special factor oft

inspiration in the development of the western fruit industry. I am glad we
have with us today Prof. C. S'. Wilson, pomologist at COrneill University,

New York, to tell us about the “Better methods of grading and packing

apples.”

THE BETTER GRADING AND PACKING OF APPLES.

C. S. Wilson, New York.

The grading and packing of apples is an exceedingly important ques-

tion at the present time. The Eastern growers are beginning to realize

that the time has come to improve, if not wholly to reconstruct, the methods

of grading and packing. The success of the Western growers with the box

package has been brought forcibly to our attention. The compliance of

the Canadian growers on the north to the rifles and regulations of the Fruit

Marks Act has met with considerable success. The enormous planting of

apple trees all over this country promises large crops in the near future,

and we are asking ourselves the question, “Will overproduction make apple

growing unprofitable?” We all realize the necessity of immediate and

marked improvement in our methods ofl grading and packing.

Let us recall our present practice. For the apple, we may say that there are

two commercial packages, the barrel and the box. Practice has defined

fairly well the method of packing for each. Our discussion, however, will

be confined to the barrel only, because this is the package used most widely

in the East and because the methods of packing for the box are already well

developed.

In spite of criticisms the barrel and our methods of packing it, remain

almost unchanged. We recognize two grades—firsts and seconds. Com-
monly, we designate a first grade pack as one in which the specimens are

hand picked, good color for the variety, etc., and as regards size, two and
one-half inches or above in diameter. The barrel is faced and tailed and
the apples for this service are placed in concentric rings, either one layer

or two layers at the ends of the barrel. It is the pack that is hailed as dis-

honest by the consumer and for two reasons: First, because the face speci-

mens are much better than the average for the entire barrel^ and second,

because the center of the barrel has often contained inferior fruit. Our
old joke about the fruit in the center of the barrel has probably been carried

too far, but I think we all recognize some truth in the statement. It is often

a fact that inferior apples do find their way into the package and that some
how or another these seem to gravitate to the center of the barrel. The
main reason for the difference in price, bulk for bulk, of eastebp fruit and

western fruit is not, as is commonly supposed, a better package, but is pri-

marily better grading and packing.
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Before we can approach this question constructively there are certain

factors which we must clearly understand and decide upon. First, what do

we mean by first grade fruit? Are we going to continue to grow apples on

an extensive scale, packing them in the barrel and grading to our present

conception of first grade, or are we going to improve the grade? Are we
going to grade as perfectly and rigidly as the western grower and pack in

the box?

Time alone, by means of natural adjustment, will work out a satisfac-

tory answer to these questions. It seems to me, however, that we can look

ahead and forsee certain changes or developments, the most important of

which I believe to be the division of our first grade fruit into different sizes.

Our present practice is, concerning size only, to class all specimens

above two and one-half inches in diameter as No. l’s, putting all in the bar-

rel together. Thus, we have in the same barrel apples varying in size from

two and one-half inches to the largest, perhaps over three inches,—a medley
of sizes—which looks exceedingly unattractive, to say the least. Some of

us would be ashamed to look upon a barrel of apples as it is displayed in the

market, the same barrel perhaps which we, ourselves, had packed in the or-

chard. With but little additional labor we can separate the different

sizes, putting the small apples together, the medium sized apples together,

and the large apples together and then carefully pack these different sizes sep-

arately in barrels. Certainly this would improve the appearance of the fruit

greatly, and we would realize more, by several times over, than the additional

cost. The Sulzer Bill provides for this sizing. It seems to me that this bill

marks a long step in advance, and I wish that growers would try to conform

to its requirements. As regards the definition of first grade apples and the

separation of that grade, according to size, it says:

“Apples of one variety, which are well-grown specimens, hand picked,

of good color for the variety, normal shape, practically free from insect and

fungous injury, bruises and other defects, except such as are necessarily

caused in the operation of packing, or apples of one variety which are not

more than ten per centum below the foregoing specifications shall be ‘Stand-

ard Grade Minimum size two and one-half inches,’ if the minimum size of the

apples is two and one-half inches in transverse diameter; ‘Standard Grade

Minimum size two and one-fourth inches,’ if the minimum size of the apples

is two and one-fourth inches in transverse diameter; ‘Standard Grade Mini-

mum size two inches,’ if the minimum size is two inches in transverse

diameter.”

We are agreed that the Sulzer Bill is a step in the direction of progress.

Therefore, we should stamp our approval upon this act, work for its general

recognition, and urge the growers to conform to its regulations. Then we
want an able body of inspectors to enforce these regulations. As the law

is tested by experience, changes and additions will inevitably be made. I

wish to call your attention to two desirable changes: (a) A different size

requirement, and (b) A size requirement for each variety.

At present the bill designates the largest size as a minimum of two

and one-half inches. In reality, this is the minimum of our first grade at the

present time, and as regards uniformity of size does not help us much.
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“Standard Grade Minimum size two and one-half inches” would still lack

uniformity of size the same as our first grade lacks now. It seems to me
that the minimum diameters could be arranged so as to insure greater uni-

formity of size. For example, three inches, two and one-half inches, and

two inches, instead of two and one-half inches, two and one-fourth inches

and two inches.

Size Requirement for Different Varieties.

Again, it is probable that a size requirement should be provided for our

different varieties. We recognize that the size requirement of the Northern

Spy would differ from the size requirement of the Fameuse. We also recog-

nize that there are large Northern Spy apples, medium Northern Spy apples,

and small Northern Spy apples and that the same is true in the case ot

the Fameuse. (We also recognize that the size of the Northern Spy will

vary according to the year, and what might represent a small Northern

Spy one year might represent a large Northern Spy another.) While the

size requirement for the different varieties is a difficult one, I believe a

workable regulation could be devised.

The value of uniformity of size is recognized by growers everywhere,

but is practiced very little anywhere. In order to know the practice and

opinion of our fruit men and experiment station workers upon this subject

I addressed to them certain questions:

1. What per cent of the fruit-growers in your State grade and pack

according to the provisions of the Sulzer Bill?

2. Do you think apples which are packed in barrels should be graded

according to size? What size would you suggest?

3. Have the mechanical graders been used by any fruit-growers and

with what success? What is your opinion of their value?

The replies are convincing. The expression is unanimous in favor of a di-

vision of our first grade according to size. All of us seem to have been think-

ing about the same change, and each wonders why a united effort in this

direction has not been made long ago. The time is ripe to start a national

campaign in this matter, and I believe that the American Pomological

Society is the proper organization to originate this movement.
The experience of the growers expressed in these replies is sufficient to

guide us as to how to do the actual work of sizing. In the case of the box

it has been found that the packer can not size and pack at the same time,

and therefore the sizing is done as a separate operation. It is proba"Ble that

this will hold true in the case of barrel packing, and that the same man can

not grade and pack at once. Thus, the work of sizing will require additional

men, and we feel the scarcity of labor already. I believe, however, as stor-

age facilities increase, as they must, thus lengthening the packing season,

the additional work of sizing will be made possible.

Mechanical Graders Here to Stlay.

Moreover, the mechanical graders which are being improved each year

have already given satisfaction in many cases. To quote from some of the

letters

:
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“I, myself, have used a mechanical grader for the past three years with

much satisfaction. During the season just past we have made our best

grade a minimum size, two and one-half inches. Our second size was from
two and one-eighth to two and one-half inches; those below two and one-

eighth were discarded. This sizing was all done by the machine at the rate

of fifty to sixty barrels per hour. The fruit is not injuredin any way and the

culls are picked out as they are being carried by on a moving canvas. With
a machine of this kind unskilled men of fair intelligence can be used suc-

cessfully in packing a reliable grade of fruit.”

“Mechanical graders are used only by a few large commercial growers.

They are now practical and efficient and make possible much more even

grading than is done by the constantly changing and untrained men who are

employed in orchard work.”

“I know a few fruit-growers who are using mechanical graders with

success. I believe in the future there will be still more used.”

The above statements are favorable to the graders, but this was not true

in the case of all the replies, the machine being condemned by some. The
prevailing opinion, as it is expressed in forty replies may be summarized as

follows:

Favorable 37%%
Neutral 32%%
Unfavorable 30%

It is evident that the growers are convinced of the possibilities of the

mechanical graders.

It is desirable to know the increase in the value of fruit thus graded.

The experience of growers gives us a suggestion only, but I 1 think this sug-

gestion is worthy of mention. To quote again from some of the replies:

“In practice we find that we can get more for a quantity of fruit by

keeping the two and one-half inch and three inch separate than by mixing

them. The first of August we established grades and prices and have

changed neither since.

“No. l’s $2.00 per bushel

No. 2’s 1.50 per bushel

No. 3’s 1.00 per bushel

No. 4’s 75 per bushel

“Grades one to three, inclusive, differ in size only.”

“In our sales we made fifty cents per barrel difference between the l’s

and 2’s, the grades differing in size. No. l’s, two and one-half inch up, and

No. 2’s, two to two and one-half inches.”

Prices of Different Size Apples.

About two years ago the Department of Pomology addressed a letter

to most of the commission merchants in the United States, and among other

questions were these:

(a) What difference would there be per barrel in price between a lot

of two inch and two and one-half inch apples?

(b) Between a lot of two and one-half inch and three inch apples?



William R. Mann.
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The replies, about one hundred and twenty-five in number, indicate the

value of size. The prevailing opinion of commission men, expressed by an

average of their replies, is, in effect, that a two and one-half inch size is worth

seventy-five cents more per barrel than a two inch size, and a three inch

size is worth sixty-five cents more per barrel than a two and one-half inch

size.

In conclusion let we emphasize a few points which I have tried to

make clear:

(a) The fruit-growers are practically unanimous in the belief that

our present first grade should be divided according to size.

(b) We are agreed that the regulations of the Sulzer Bill represent

progress, and we suggest two changes for consideration:

A different size requirement, and a size requirement for each variety.

It seems to me that the time it ripe to act in this matter, and if it is the

proper thing for me to do I am going to suggest that the American Pomo-
logical Society appoint a committee to consider these questions and take such

steps as are necesary to secure definite recommendations.

Discussion.

President Goodman: A very valuable and comprehensive paper. We
will take up the matter of discussion now, covering these two papers and

the paper that we had this morning; and in order to keep you in line as to how
to take these up, we will discuss this last paper first. A great many have

asked to get a little more inspiration about tractors in orchards, and after

we are through the discussion of the packing and sorting we will take up

the matter of cultivation and the tractor engines. The question is before

you as to the better methods of grading and packing apples. I have always

wondered—why it was necessary ever to face a barrel of apples anyway.

Everybody knows that it is a lie all the way through; every buyer and
broker knows it ; and yet every buyer and every commission man wants you
to do it—and what in the world it gains or amounts to when it is done I

can not see.

Mr. Burton: Mr. President, I do not want to be forward but I have
thought much about this matter of facing a barrel of apples. We generally

sell our apples in the barrel; sometimes they insist on double facing, and I

always feel cross when they mention the matter of facing at all. I do
not face barrels that I take to sale myself; they do not look well; and
I do not know why they want it done, except to attempt to do something
that will show off. In the box they have arrangements for making the

apples fit nicely, but in the barrel one side will fit and the other side will

not, and you can not help yourself. I think we ought to do away with that

feature of packing. But I would like to ask Professor Wilson how an
ordinary orchardist can sort, handle and pack sixty barrels of apples

an hour—or a minute! It seems to me such a machine is impracticable

for an orchard ; it might do for a sales house.

Mr. Mann: It is a fact that for three years I have been using one of

these machines which packs them at the rate of sixty barrels per hour, and
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they were nicely packed throughout the barrel. The machine was very

crude but there was no difficulty at the center of the barrel or at either

end; and so far as picking out the culls is concerned, that is done very

easily, because the apples are carried one by one. The machine moves
slowly, and one standing beside it he can easily discover the poorer ones and

remove them.

Mr. Burton: What machine is it?

Mr. Mann : It is the original and as far as I know the only one of these

machines. The sorting is done over a series of rings; these are carried

over rolls, and the apples are first poured on to moving belts and go from

one series of rings to another according to the size of fruit you may want.

I graded the smaller size, two and one-eighth inches, and put those between

two and one-eighth and two and one-half inches into the smaller grade.

This was in accordance with my idea; a two-inch apple seems rather small

to me and I adjusted it that way to suit me. I am for the two and one-

eighth inch idea and I find that it can be put through satisfactorily. I

suggested it to the dealer that handled them, and he was glad to have it so.

And it made a very satisfactory grade of fruit.

The chief difference the machine makes, is that I can use ordinary men
as pickers; use the same kind of help in the packing house and turn out

a first-class pack. We use a gang of five to seven men in the packing house

and they put up about fifty or sixty barrels an hour.

Question: What effect did this have on the condition of the apples;

did it bruise them?
Mr. Mann: Not as much as the old way of packing and sorting them.

Question: Does the fruit drop on the roller or the belt?

Mr. Mann: It drops on the belt which is moving, though not very

fast; it does not injure it to drop, for there is absolutely no bruising. It

does not strike the wood at any point. The movement of thei machine

is slow so as to avoid bruising; if it moved rapidly then of course there

would be bruising perhaps.

Professor Lewis: I am very much interested in this discussion, be-

cause while we pack our apples in boxes, the principle of the packing and

grading is about the same as when packed in barrels. I am interested in

this, however, for our trend on the Pacific Coast is directly away from the

trend you are now preaching here in the East, that is, as to the grading to

size. I think the time is not very far distant on the Pacific Coast when
size will be a very little factor in our grading. It will only be a factor

in that it controls the size of the fruit in an individual package, but you will

have to put the same range of size in your firsts as you have in your seconds.

We are grading our apples on the basis of color and freedom from

blemish, regardless of size; and apples that are free from blemish and have

high color will go into the first grade, with the exception of apples with

defects on either end. Why? For this reason: If you will check up the

apple market for the last ten years you will find that the apples do not

sell according to size; that a certain market may take a size this year, and

next year it will not take that same size. Yellow Newtown certain years

will demand and net you more for a three and one-half, and then the next
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year perhaps give you more for a four and one-half or for a four tier. Always
you will find this ; Liverpool or Dublin will pay a certain price for a Certain

size of apple but New York will pay more for either a smaller or larger apple

than that. So that we are getting away, on the Coast, from grading ac-

cording to size, and I look for the time to be not very far distant when the

only place size will have with us at all will be that the fruit in a box must

be all the same size, but will be according to a standard commercial

grade, both domestic and foreign. And I feel that you will come to that

—

unless your market is different from the facts presented.

Now as to grading machines, we are using a good many of them,

and some of them are very fair grading machines. They have not reached

perfection, although they have reduced the cost of our grading in some
cases down to one cent a barrel; we used to pay fifteen cents a barrel.

There is now a little hand one, something like the type of that machine

mentioned. Some of our machines are pretty satisfactory, but we will have

to change them considerably before they will suit us entirely.

Mr. Roe: I am very much interested in what you men were just saying;

and as for the western experiences it is equally true in regard to grading

in the East. I was somewhat surprised to hear what Mr. Gossard said

about small apples being of less value to the barrel than large ones are;

that may be true in New York, but I want to say that in Maryland we
usually sell our very small Winesaps for more than we can York Imperial

and I have graded Stayman Winesaps into three sizes, all of them sized to

and above the first-grade. The two and one-half inch apples, the three-

inch apples and the three and one-half inch apples, were all boxed and all

sold on the same market at the same price. But you can not always figure

on the sizes; however, we have had approximately the same prices for all

and usually the market will pay as much for the small as for the large, if

all are equally good otherwise.

Mr. Miller: We are a little interested in that grading machine. I am
from West Virginia, and I would like to ask the gentleman from New York
if he has ascertained the cost of grading apples by machinery and by hand?

Our whole family has been In the apple business for fifty or sixty years. I

have a brother who in 1910, I believe, handled one thousand barrels of apples

a day for thirty days and he did nalt face them; just took them down from

the trees and put them in barrels, put in the heads and put them in cold

storage, and packed them afterward. A grader or a couple of graders I think

would be a paying thing to grade apples in an orchard of that kind. And T

would just like to know something about the cost and how many men one

would need to have.

Mr. Mann: We only graded a very few hours a day, and we only re-

quired two or three hours a day ordinarily to grade the amount we picked

during the day.

President Goodman: I would like to ask Mr. Taber if tfTey ever have

oranges in mixed lots, like apples, are in barrels

Mr. Taber: There is uniformity of size; there has to be. The number
of oranges in every box is plainly stenciled upon the end of the box. We
could not get anything for oranges in any other way.
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President Goodman: I think we ought to get a lesson there.

Mr. Hears: I want to say that my experience is that the apples want
to he graded very close as to the size, and that even if our apples are being

sold by the barrel rather than by the box, practically all are resold by the

peck. In one case I sold six hundred barrels to one grocer, they all went to

him in the barrels, and only ten per cent of them sold in the original pack-

age, and he claimed that the grade—they had all been graded very carefully

according to size—had increased his trade enormously, and especially when
the apples were sold by the peck. The man who bought this consignment

operates on the assumption that different sizes in the barrel help out in a

barrel sale but in the peck sale people were willing to pay one price for one

size and another for another size, hence the desirability of having barrels of

definite size when for sale by the peck, and the color does not seem to make
much difference.

President Goodman: They were the grades, the sizes, that he required?

Mr. Mears: Yes, nothing but perfect apples of the highest grade off

these sizes, say two and one-half inches firsts; two and one quarter to two and

one-half seconds; below two and one-quarter, thirds.

Mr. Dalton: I have listened to this discussion with a great deal off in-

terest, and want to say that I think the suggestion made by the President

is an appropriate one. I believe that the attempt to ornament the face of

the barrel did not originate at the instance either of the grower or the con-

sumer, but with that fastidious gentleman known as the commission man.

He wants the beautiful appearance when he opens the barrel: I think that is

the reason for it. I believe that a man who will put inferior apples in the

middle of the barrel will steal if he has an opportunity and thinks he will

not be detected. That is my judgment about it. And hence I do not think

that a barrel ought to be faced at all, for it is not necessary. And the same
thing in my judgment prevails in reference to size.

I live out in Missouri, and this fall one of these pussy-footed gentry came
out and looked at the apple crop and wanted to make a price. “Well," I

said, “how much will you give?" He said, “I will give so much for No. 1, and

so much for No. 2." Said I, “What do you mean by No. 2?" “Why," he

said, “I mean a smaller apple than No. 1." And I said tor him, “What right

have you to call a small apple a No. 2 apple?" “Oh!, it is a different grade,"

he replied. And I looked at him—he is not a very large man and I am a

pretty good sized man—and I said, “And so would you call me a No. 1 man and

you a No. 2 man?" (Laughter and applause.)

We have the most ridiculous and contemptible ideas about this thing

of the grading of apples. What we want is an honest grade, and not a lot

of cider apples in the middle of the barrel, better ones under the head, and

then the beautiful colored head. I consider that we should have honesty-

in our apple packs just as we would have honesty in our society, and in our

families and homes, and in our company life and dealings, and we can make
or maintain the same standards if we will. That is what we want. I heart-

ily concur in the suggestion of the President. Of course we have always

done this, as we have probably had no opportunity to express ourselves very

effectually otherwise; but what I do say and insist upon is that we shall
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have clean apples, in a clean barrel or a clean box—no matter which we
use. And we want a fair, good, sound apple—not a diseased apple. If

you try to sell diseased beef or other meat, you come before the grand jury

at once. Why not take the apple broker who> is trying to sell on the market

the diseased or wormy apple, the same way. In my opinion, Sir, it is not

so much the need of color of the hide, beauty of the rind, or size of the apple,

as it is the need for the honest, scmnd apple.

Mr. Cox: I do not like to pack apples in more than two grades generally,

the one two and one-half inches up; the other grade, two and one-fourth to

two and one-half. The buyer usually pays one dollar a barrel for those

grades, and of late years about fifty cents a barrel more for the larger size.

Late in the season the smaller ones are more used; the commission men
generally sell the larger size first.

Mr. Roberts: I just want to say that the only better method of grad-

ing and packing is to humor the peo»ple. Now there are markets, very large

markets, that demand certain types, styles or sizes of packing, different pack-

ing, and if this is very carefully observed they will pay a better price. At the

Philadelphia market the preference is for apples in baskets; why not give

them a basket package then? And more often it is either a box or a barrel

than anything else. My friends and neighbors buy the apples in our markets

in large five-eighth bushel baskets—why not humor them?

Voice: I have found the full bushel basket best, not individually

preferable perhaps, but the best we can get, in Nashville, (Tenn.)

President Goodman. We shipped ten carloads of bushel baskets down
in Tennessee this last fall.

Voice: What was the result of that shipment, Mr. President?

President Goodman: Got more for them than anywhere else; and the

No. 3 baskets did not cost us as much as the No. 1.

Mr. Sears: It is probably imprudent for a No. 2 man like me to differ

from No. 1 men, and I do not wish to be understood as defending the over-

facing of a barrel, but I do not agree with either of these men. It seems to

me it is merely putting up your apples in an attractive way. I would not

say that there is any deception in it. I can not say anything in particular

against facing, as far as I can see; it is merely a good business method of

displaying apples. You know our friend had trouble in getting the apples

to' line up in the box or barrel; I think that is merely a matter of individ-

uality or custom, and I know that the time has come when we are going to

be just as particular about any of these apples in barrels as we are of the

ones in boxes. A three and one-half apple will give you two rings and

one apple in the center, and so on down the line. ISmaller fruit allows more
than two rings, with three in the center, and nothing right in the middle of

it; and your barrel will be giving full measure and be attractive the same
as your box.

President: I shall take occasion, because of the recommendation of

Professor Wilson, to refer this matter to the Committee on Grading and
Packing Fruit, and they may take it up and cover the different points that

he asks to be considered in this paper.
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THE VALUE OF A DISTINCTIVE APPLE PACKAGE FOR EASTERN
FRUIT.

f C. D. Jarvis, Connecticut.

The success of the western apple grower in the eastern market has been

phenomenal. The contributing causes were mainly three; one, good fruit;

two, honest and careful packing; three, a distinctive package. All three

factors were necessary, but the third was especially necessary to guard

against the possibility of the consumer confusing the western fruit with that

of the East which he had come to look upon with some degree of suspicion.

The chief concern of the western grower, therefore, was to obtain a package

decidedly different from the barrel and yet possessing its safe handling

characters. The box was the natural result.

Many apple-growing regions have attempted to gain prominence by

imitating the western methods. They have produced good fruit and they

have packed it carefully and honestly. Most of the imitators have failed

in the adoption of a distinctive package. Many have adapted the western

box, with the belief that this particular type of package was the determining

factor. Others have taken to its use believing that they might lead the

consumer into paying a high price for what appeared to be western fruit.

This is undoubtedly a short-sighted policy for the quality of eastern fruit is

such that if properly handled will sell on its own merits. This fact was
clearly demonstrated last season when many boxed apples from the "West

were repacked into barrels after reaching the eastern markets.

It is true that the box possesses many of the qualifications of a good

apple package, but it has some shortcomings. It requires an expert to pack

apples in boxes and the process is exacting and expensive. The western

grower on account of his remoteness from market was limited in his choice

and the box was undoubtedly the best package he could have chosen for

his purpose.

The eastern grower should not turn down the box package solely on

account Of its shortcomings, but especially on account of its being used as

a container for western fruits. There is little doubt that when properly

grown and carefully packed the eastern-grown apples of the high-quality

varieties, like McIntosh and Northern Spy, are more likely to please the

trade than the western product. The opportunity of the east, therefore,

is in the growing of apples of high-quality and packing them in such a way
that there will be no possibility of the consumer confusing them with the

western-grown fruit.

The Barre*! is Distinctly Eastern.

The barrel is regarded in the market as an eastern package and when
the consumer buys apples from a barrel he expects to get eastern fruit.

The barrel therefore serves the purpose of conveying to the consumer in a

general way the geographical source of the fruit. All that remains foi- the

eastern grower is to clear this type of package of its shady reputation.
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Much progress in this direction has already been made and if advantage is

taken of the Sulzer law it will do much more. The barrel, therefore, should

be, and is likely to be, the main commercial package for eastern apples.

There is however an enormous local market and near market trade that

makes use of various kinds of packages. Of these may be mentioned the flat

bushel box as used in the Boston market; the carton that is coming into

favor In many places; and various types of baskets in use everywhere. It

is remarkable how tenaciously the trade in a certain section will hold to

some particular type of package. The flat bushel box of the Boston market,

for instance is the standard local package. It has little to commend it,

except that the consumer can see, without handling, a large portion of the

fruit. It is difficult to understand also why the Delaware peach basket has

become so generally used, not only fo
(

r peaches, but for summer and fall

apples and various other kinds of fruit. It would be difficult to conceive of a

more awkward package.

There is a need, therefore, for a local and near market package that

holds less than the barrel. It is doubtful whether it is possible, or even

desirable, for all the eastern apple growing sections to unite on a uniform

package to supply this trade. It does seem desirable, however, for each geo-

graphical section to select a distinctive package for the local and near market
trade. The term “near market” is meant to include shipping points within

a radius of 200 miles, or probably more, or the markets to which it would
be safe and profitable to* ship fruit in small packages. The purpose in using

a distinctive package for each section is to supply the consumer with a means
of determining the location in which the fruit has been grown. Further-

more, the practice stimulates a greater effort on the part of the growers of

the various sections to keep their fruit up to the standard,

f

The Climax Basket.

In Connecticut an effort is being made to introduce the climax basket

for this purpose. This is the package used by the Michigan peach-growers.

In Ontario it is used for most tree fruits including the apple, especially sum-

mer and fall varieties of high quality. This package has many desirable

features, among which may be mentioned:

1. It may be “nested” when empty.

I*
2, It may be stacked ten or more tiers high when full.

3. It is supplied with a handle making it convenient to carry.

4. It is supplied with a solid board bottom and a raised slat cover that

prevents bruising the fruit. The latest form of cover slides over the

handle and prevents the basket from spreading when stacked.

5. It is inexpensive, costing from three to five cents, depending upon the

size.

6. It is easily packed.

7. It comes in various sizes making it applicable to any sized fruit.

8. When well packed it makes a very attractive package.

9. It is a safe package for express and freight shipments.

A package of this kind of course should be used only for mature fruit;

that is, fruit ready for consumption. It should be properly branded and if
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desired, the brand may be in the form of a sticker that seals the package

at each end of the cover. This makes it difficult for the merchant to refill

the baskets with inferior fruit and to sell it on the reputation that this

particular brand has made in the market. It may be desirable also to en-

close with each package a printed slip giving some information abdut the

variety contained and how it should be handled. One grower uses tbe fol-

lowing:

"This variety is intended especially for desert purposes. Keep
in a cool place but never below 32 degrees F. Always request seal-

ed packages of this brand and should there be any imperfection in

any package notify

Hill Crest Orchard Company.”
There may be other packages just as suitable as the climax, but this

has stood the test of time in some sections and there seems to be no good

reason why it should not be used for ripe apples in the eastern market.

It is the hope of the writer that the barrel will continue to be the pack-

age for a large proportion of the eastern-grown apples, especially the im-

mature fruit that goes into storage. He further hopes that the various

apple regions will adopt distinctive packages for their ripe fruit and that

the climax basket may soon replace many of the unattractive and unwieldly

packages now found in the eastern markets.

THE PROBLEM OF MARKETING FROM THE OREGON VIEWPOINT,

E. H. Shepard, Oregon.

The American Pomological Society is an organization devoted to the

fruit industry without mercenary motives and conducted purely for the

improvement and advancement of the fruit industry. Such organizations

are rare. My membership in this association is a matter of pride. To be

asked to address such an association is indeed a great honor, and especially

so, for just an ordinary fruit grower living 3,000 miles from the Capital of

this great nation, in a little valley only five miles wide and twenty miles

long, known as Hood River, made famous, first by its strawberries and after-

wards more famous on account of its magnificent apples.

The subject assigned to me is the "Problem of Marketing Fruit from the

Oregon Viewpoint.” Inasmuch as the problem of marketing must be the

same in Washington, Idaho and Montana as it is in Oregon, permit me to say

I shall endeavor to handle the subject from the view point of the northwest

fruit grower.

Business is ever changing as a matter of evolution and each year the

marketing of fruit presents a different problem to the grower, varying ac-

cording to the yield, the quality of fruit and the general business condition

of the country.
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Ten years ago the northwest was but an atom in its output of fruit

compared with the volume produced in the United States. This year the

northwest will market thousands of cars, and this quantity will continue t©

increase for many years to come. So our problem of marketing is just in its

infancy. Its solution will be a matter of evolution. Ten years ago the

quantity of fruit shipped from the northwest was exceedingly small, its

quality exceedingly attractive, therefore marketing was a simple matter.

But as early as 1893 Hood River realized the necessity of co-operation and

in that year organized the Hood River Fruit Growers Union. The associa-

tion idea spread from this little valley to the other wonderful fruit sections

of the northwest until nearly every district had its association. These

associations have had their ups and downs like all other farmers’ organiza-

tions. Co-operation in the United States is yet in its infancy. We must

look to Europe for our education and training along this line. I am a firm

believer in co-operation. Fruit must be scientifically sold and intelligently

distributed, if the fruit grower or any particular secton expects to get th©

actual market value of its product.

Overproduction and Marketing.

In 1912 the cry of over production was heard all otfer the United States,

but even with the large yield in the year of 1912 I still firmly believe that

it was not entirely a matter of over production but largely a matter of un-

intelligent marketing.

In the northwest in the year 1913 we made the biggest step in the market-

ing problem we have ever made by organizing the North Pacific Fruit Dis-

tributors, composed of 102 affiliated associations in the different fruit grow-

ing sections of Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana. Today this is the

biggest marketing organization for fruit that exists anywhere in the United

States, and in a very short time its tonnage will far exceed that of any
single concern handling fruit anywhere in the world. We co-operate all

right at our end of the line but we will never have the right kind of co-

operation to bring the best results to the producer until we have harmony
of co-operation from the producer to the consumer.

The Farmers’ Co-operative Societies in the little country of Denmark,
poor as its soil is, have made that the richest nation per capita in the world.

I have been informed that in the egg producing association there are 70,000

members. They market most of the eggs through the Consumers Co-opera-

tive League in England. This English Consumers League is composed of

approximately three million members. Undoubtedly a meinber usually
represents a family of from two to five persons, which would probably mean
that ten million people or more are purchasing their supplies through this

co-operative supply house, which sells at cost, plus expense, plus a very
small reasonable margin of profit. It is an institution conducted for the bene-
fit of its members. The result is that the egg producers of Denmark, so 5

am informed, are returned 92% per cent of what the consumer pays.
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The Consumer vs. the Producer.

Let me quote you some figures compiled by Mr. H. N. Gilbert, a fruit
grower of North Yakima, Wash., and a member of the firm of Richey &
Gilbert, one of the largest individual shipping concerns of the northwest,—

“Retailer sells best grades $3.00

Grower gets
. ; .80 26 2-3 per cent

Shipper, association or growers’ agent gets .10 3 1-3 per cent
Railroad gets 50 17 per cent
Brokerage and Commission receiving end 25 8 1-3 per cent
Retailer gets 1.35 45 per cent

100 per cent
Consumers pay $3 or 375 per cent on what the grower gets.

Shipper gets 12V2 per cent; railroad 6214 per cent; commission 31% per cent;
retailer, 375 per cent, of price grower receives.

Retailer sells medium grades $2.25

Grower gets 60 26 2-3 per cent
Shipper, association or growers’ agent gets 07 3 per cent
Railroad gets 43 19 per cent
Brokerage and Commission receiving end 25 11 per cent
Retailer gets.. 90 40 per cent

1)00 per cent

Consumer pays $2.25 or 375 per cent of price the grower gets.”

He ascertained by his investigation that the producer of fruit in the

northwest received 26 2-3 per cent of what the consumer pays; however,

In compiling this table he has given you the lowest retail selling price by the

box. It is a well known fact that the northwestern apples seldom sell as low

as 50 cents per dozen, frequently selling at 75 cents to $1 and some years

as high as $1.50 per dozen for the average four tier apples of ten dozen, to

the box. While the fruit grower of the northwest is receiving $1.50 per box

for his Extra Fancy apples, the consumer who has purchased by the dozen

1st $1 per dozen has paid $10 per box, which means that the producer of apples

has received but 15 per cent. All of the farm products in the State of Texas

pay the producer only 13 per cent. Much valuable information on these

subjects was given in the splendid addresses and discussions at the First

National Conference on Marketing and Farm Credits held in Chicago on

April 8, 1913. Permit me to suggest to everyone who is interested in market-

ing fruits that it would be advisable to secure a copy of the proceedings

and addresses of this conference as no other documents that I have ever

seen contain as much valuable and practical information on this subject.

The Northwest Problems.

The problems before the fruit grower of the northwest are; first, econ-

omy in production; second, elimination of unnecessary expense; third, re-

duction of unreasonable expense in marketing; and fourth, perhaps the
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most difficult of all, the solution of the problem of devising some system

of reducing the exorbitant profit of the retailer. When in Washington, D„

C. in 1910, 1 was told by a Senator that a retailer of that! city, who probably

did not carry over $50 worth of stock, after paying all stc^e and living ex-

pense, sent $3,000 to his home in Italy in one year. If I', a fruit grower,

could make this same percentage on my investment in an orchard in Hood
River as this retailer made on his investment, instead of sending this paper

to be read because I could not afford the expense of coming to read it my-

self, would be addressing you in person, travelling in a special train, with

a valet to carry the manuscript.

The northwest is a long way from the centre of population of the United

States, and 3,000 miles from the Atlantic Coast, and its consuming millions

of people. Freight is a large item with us and we realize that in order to

secure your trade that we must produce something that you do not grow
or produce, or something better or different. This is a matter of necessity

with us and therefore we select, particularly in apples and pears, the varie-

ties which you do not grow extensively, the varieties which we feel that we
can grow to a greater state of perfection in all respects than can be grown
on the Atlantic Coast. Many of our old orchards contained a large number
of varieties but these are rapidly being eliminated, either by the process

of grafting or with the axe. It is not our intention to grow the Rhode Island

Greening, for which New York and New England States are famous, or the

Baldwin which does so well on the Atlantic Coast, or the Northern S
which by its flavor made Vermont famous, or the York Imperial. We 1$$!$

even cut out our old friend, the mortgage lifter, known as Ben Davi^ m
will let the wonderful state of Missouri produce its splendid Bens and
niflcent mules. Probably ninety per cent of the apple trees of the northwest

are composed of the following varieties,—Jonathan, Esopus (Spitzenbtti*gj,

Rome Beauty, Yellow Newtown, Winesap, including a small percentage of a
few other varieties which do especially well in our country, such as tjhe

Delicious, and (Winter) Banana, None of these varieties are produced

very extensively in the eastern country, with the exception of the Winesap

and the (Albermarle Pippin) Yellow Newtown, which are grown in Virginia

and West Virginia, both having a reputation for splendid quality.

We believe it to be good business policy for every fruit section to create

a demand for its output. We shall endeavor to do this first by putting up a

quality that will attract the consumer. We believe we must make a great

effort to create a demand for the particular varieties which we will grow
and ship to your country. I do not want you to feel that we are narrow

minded or that we are selfish people. Western people, like Southern people,

are noted for their hospitality, their generosity and their kindly feeling

to all, even to those engaged in the same line of business in other sections.

In this glorious nation I do not believe in sectionalism. While each section

must necessarily and primarily work for itself there is a far greater good

to be accomplished for all fruit growing sections by combined efforts an<3

harmonious energy directed towards bettering the marketing problem;

solving the matter of distribution; creating a greater demand and a greater
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eonsumption for our fruits, no matter in what state or what section of the

United States they are produced.

The Stamp Act.

The International Apple Shippers Association, which I had the honor

to address in 1910 and 1913, is a splendid business organization, composed
of able and intelligent men, who in aiming to increase their own business

and better their own condition are endeavoring to help the fruit grower of

every section by creating a greater demand for our different fruits and
especially the apple. In 1912 they appointed an advertising committee for the

purpose of giving the apple greater publicity and greater consumption. Mr.

tJ. Grant Border was appointed chairman of this committee. In October

1912, Better Fruit, of which 1 am sometimes called the editor but more famili-

arly referred to “as the rancher who runs it/’ published as an educational

edition, “209 Ways of Serving the Apple as Dessert.” Mr. Border was quick

to grasp the value of this “209 Ways of Serving the Apple as Dessert,” as a
big factor in creating a greater demand and consequently published a small

booklet entitled “197 Ways of Serving the Apple as Dessert,” taken from the

October edition of Better Fruit. Circular letters were sent to retailers

throughout the United States. Response was instantaneous and in a very

short time 500,000 copies had been disposed of. The plan adopted by the

International Apple Shippers Association of raising a fund to create a wider

demand and greater consumption is the stamp plan, the same plan which the

United States used to finance the Spanish war. It is the hope of the Inter-

national Apple Shippers Association that every grower and every shipping

association will purchase these stamps putting a one cent stamp on each box

and a two cent stamp on each barrel, the funds to be used in the best possible

publicity way for the purpose of creating a greater consumption of the apple,

the King of All Fruits.

Are our apples and other fruits properly distributed? Anyone who has

traveled or anyone who has investigated will emphatically answer “No.”

There are just two kinds of fruits that are being handled at the present time,

so far as I know, intelligently and in a scientific business way, one is the

banana and the other the orange. Go where you will, in any city, in any

village, in any hamlet or any cross-roads store, you will find a bunch of

bananas and a box of oranges. Pardon me for referring once more to the fact

that I am from Hood River, because I am very proud of it, but I want to

say that I went into one of our best restaurants last Sunday, and as prices

for apples were low last year, I thought I would confine myself to a very

modest lunch, so I ordered a cup of coffee and a baked apple. I was inform-

ed that they did not serve baked apples. Then I asked for some apple pie,

and again to my great surprise they had no apple pie, and still the American

nation is known as the greatest pie eating nation of the world. I will venture

to say that you can go into hundreds of our best restaurants and hotels and

ask for apple pie or baked apples and find they are as scarce as hens teeth,

or snow storms in summer time.
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Home Consumption.

Seattle, in Washington, was well supplied with apples in the year 1912,

consequently the consumption amounted to about 883 cars, however strange

to say the consumption of oranges and bananas was 910 cars. If the State

of Oregon had been as properly supplied and consumed apples at the same
per cent per capita as the city of Seattle the State of Orego*n would have

eaten its entire apple crop.

While the output from the northwest, particularly in apples will steadily

increase, we do not want the east to think that all of our apples will be

shipped to their markets. Already our trade with Australia is rapidly grow-

ing. The demand is increasing in the Orient and with the opening of the

Panama Canal and refrigeration steam-ship service thousands of cars, before

many years, will be exported from the northwest to South America, South

Africa, Australia, China and Japan. With the increased production we
realize the necessity of superior grades and also the necessity of saving

the waste. We will put up a finer pack than ever before. All of our ordi-

nary stuff will go to the vinegar factory, canning plants and by-product

manufacturing institutions. This at one time will accomplish two purposes:

decrease the supply and raise the grade. If the demand for our fruits was
fixed and the supply properly decreased by the elimination of ordinary fruit

every fruit grower in the United States would make more money than he is

making today or than he has made in the past. If the right means of adver-

tising and marketing are adopted; the cost of marketing properly reduced;

and, the exorbitant retail price prevented it must be evident to you there will

be better money in the fruit business for all of us. A true spirit and right

brotherly feeling should exist between fruit growers in all sections of the

United States. You should not regard us of the northwest as competitors

nor should we of the northwest regard the east as competitors. We should

work together and contribute our share to create a greater consumption; to

improve our quality and endeavor to supply the trade, always with the very

best of quality in prime condition at the time when each particular fruit is

at its best for consumption.

AN ATTEMPT AT CO-OPERATIVE FRUIT MARKETING IN MINNESOTA.

K. A. Kirkpatrick, Minnesota.

Fruit growing is not an extensive and general industry in this state,

but in the lake regions of the central part, and in the counties form-

ing the southeastern quarter of the state, large orchards are the rule on
most farms. In many areas in this section, notably in the Lake Minnetonka
district, the Twin City territory, Steele, Fillmore, Houston and Wabasha
Counties commercial orcharding and small fruit growing have been attempt-

ed for years with fair success.
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That the horticultural spirit is very real throughout the state is shown
by the fact that the Minnesota State Horticultural Society counts upward
of 3,500 on its membership roll. Beset by the problems attendant upon
poorly adapted varieties, lack of hardiness, trying winters and short ex-

treme summers, Minnesotans have not lost the spirit of the pioneers and
are meeting the problems with optimism and determination. Every fruit

grower is an experimentalist, and, taking the cue from the magnificent fruit

breeding farm maintained by the State Agricultural College on the south-

western shore of Lake Minnetonka, is producing hardier varieties and test-

ing tender ones with a vim that means nothing less than the solution of the

problems in the near future. Experience is showing each year that hoirtt.

cultural practices as well as horticultural varieties have to be adapted to

the local conditions in Minnesota.

The Outstanding Problem.

The outstanding problem in fruit growing in Minnesota lies herein:

Most of the adapted apple varieties are of the summer or fall type. Winter
varieties that possess sufficient hardiness lack either quality or productive-

ness or both. The late and occasionally fickle springs put possibly a little

more risk into commercial fruit growing than is found in a few more favored

regions. This is true not alone of the apple, but of other fruits as welk

These things being true, the large yields of apples are of those varieties

for which the demand is restricted by lack of storage or shipping quality.

Because of the uncertainty of yearly crops equal to the supply the handlers

of fruits in the larger cities of the state regularly depend upon outside

sources for their offerings of fruit. In times of large production in the state,

the local grower is frequently discriminated against because, as say the

market men: “We have to buy from our regular consignors at such times

in order to keep our connection in time of need.”

Conditions in 1911.

During the year 1911 an exceptionally heavy crop of apples was pro-

duced in all parts of the apple growing sections of Minnesota. From growers

in all sections reports poured into the State Agricultural College to this

effect: “We can’t sell our apples : They are lying in the orchards rotting

on the ground: There are no markets.”

Investigations revealed the truth of these reports. The Twin Cities,

Duluth, the Iron Range towns and the northwestern towns of the state, with

a consuming capacity able to use all this fruit at a good price were being

poorly supplied with apples shipped in from Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, Wiscon-

sin, Michigan and New York. The varieties in many instances were the

same as those which were going to waste in our orchards.

Growers Complain.

When the State Horticultural Society held its annual meeting at Min-

neapolis in December, 1911, there was a general spirit of complaint in the
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convention. A discussion led to the appointment of a committee to under-

take the betterment of marketing conditions.

iSeveral meetings of this committee resulted in the drafting of a consti-

tution for a co-operative marketing association patterned along the lines

of a central union. This plan was adopted at the instance of representatives

of the local co-operative associations already operating in the Minnetonka

district and at the request of committee members who wished to form local

associations in their home neighborhoods. There were large independent

growers on this constitutional committee also, and, at their suggestion,

it was arranged to allow any independent grower anywhere in the state to

come into the union on the same footing as a local association. It was
thought that this feature would stimulate the formation of local co-operative

associations at many points, as such a man would induce his neighbors to

club with him in order to decrease the cost of membership to himself.

Constitution Adopted.

The constitution as submitted by the committee was adopted by a con-

vention of fruit growers from Minnesota and western Wisconsin held at

the State College of Agriculture, University Farm, St. Paul, early in March
1912. The following features were found in the constitution:

A nominal membership fee of $10 was fixed.

Local associations or individual growers could secure membership on

the same basis.

The territory comprised Minnesota and western Wisconsin.

Voting was proportionate to productive area held.

Assessments, if necessary, should be proportionate to productive area

held.

Both voting and membership certificates were Issued—the former an-

nually upon receipt of a statement of acreage from the local association

manager or the individual.

Fines on acreage basis could be collected for failure to live up to the

constitution.

By notifying the manager of the central union before March 1st of any
year any local association or individual was privileged to withdraw from the

union for the current year.

Products should be handled on a commission basis, the rate to be set

by the directors of the union. This commission should be calculated on the

actual operating cost.

The government of the union was in charge of a continuous body of

seven elected directors. The presidents of all co-operative fruit or vegetable

associations in the state, whether these were members of the union or not,

constituted an advisory board.

The board of directors were to conduct the operations of the union

throngh a manager who was to work on a fixed salary and be answerable

only to the board of directors.

The name of the organization was fixed as “The Minnesota Fruit As-

sociation.”
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History of the Operations.

Once the constitution was adopted the “way of the association was short

and full of troubles,” Let us examine a few of the troubles:

Trouble No. 1 came from the inablity of the directors to secure a mana-

ger who was in full sympathy with or could see any outlook ahead for the

organization. As the writer had been the moving spirit in drafting the con-

stitution and had had two years travel and acquaintance over the state in

horticultural extension work, he was finally prevailed upon to take charge

temporarily. This he was to do on July 1, 1912.

No. 2 came when the writer attempted to take charge. Less than a half

dozen memberships had come in. There was no money to secure an office

room on the Twin City markets. An office was tendered by the president

of the organization. It was up town, removed from market activity.

No. 3 arrived in the shape of berry shipments poorly packed, in bad

condition, and on a glutted market. Poor returns only could be sent the

shippers. The manager immediately prepared instruction sheets to pro-

spective shippers of all fruits, but these reached the growers too late to be
of service for the current season.

No. 4 loomed up when apples began to ripen. Growers and shippers

could not see why closer grading and more careful handling were necessary!

When one irate grower was taken down on commission row to see his un-

sold apples, now nearly two weeks on hand, he acknowledged they were
small but argued that they were “awfully smooth!” Managers of local as-

sociations took no stock in improved packing of packages and failed to co-

operate. The majority of the members considered it only good business

to sell all their best product independently and then ask the organization’s

service for whatever could not be disposed of by themselves advantageously!

This was generally true of the very men who had talked loudest for the

formation of the organization. There was a general feeling that an organ-

ization had no need of existence except in times of dire distress when no

other avenue of escape was open.

Not All Troubles.

The writer had the pleasure of launching the organization into the field

of potato selling. Here there was found to be an opportunity to do real

service. In many cases it was deeply appreciated.

During the fall of 1912 the potato growers in north central and western

Minnesota faced bad market conditions. There was a very good crop in

the central west generally. Prices were low. The local associations and

farmers clubs in the Minnesota potato-growing territory were at the mercy

of commission buyers who were instructed to buy at the lowest figure that

the community would stand. This was often several cents lower than the

already low market price.

The Fruit Association advertised its services in this territory and in

many cases caused the buyers to pay better prices. Several hundred car-

loads of potatoes were sold by the organization during the fall and winter
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season. The saving to the grower averaged two to five cents per bushel more

than he could have gotten by selling through commission firms. Several

carloads of sacks were bought for shippers at a saving of one to three cents

per sack.

Because the organization had no established place of business, aside

from its office, arrangements were made with a good, reliable broker to sell

the potatoes ‘‘rolling/’ that is, the car was sold subject to inspection at the

Minneapolis or St. Paul transfer yards. By the agreement one-half the

brokerage charges came to the Association. This defrayed the cost of main-

taining the office and yet allowed the return of a little more money
to the grower, than he could otherwise get even if the broker had to sell

the stock at commission prices.

New Manager Installed.

Shortly following the inauguration of the potato operations the writer,

at his own request, went back to his work as Extension Horticulurist and

the board of directors turned over the management to another man. Fric-

tion very shortly developed between this man and the President of the or-

ganization. At the first annual meeting the new manager secured the elec-

tion of the man he wished for president.

Next we chronicle a lawsuit with a disgruntled shipper over the loss of

several carloads of produce placed in storage. While the matter has never

been clearly stated to the writer, it was a proceeding which got the new
manager and President into a questionable position in the eyes of the state

Horticultural Society and the State Agricultural Extension Division which

had jointly fostered and abetted the formation of the organization.

New Organization Formed.

The upshot of this situation was that the manager, the incumbent presi-

dent, and a few friends, some of them being of the directorate board,, soon

got their heads together, organized a stock company, and incorporated to

do a general commission business under the organization name. The stock

of this company was offered for sale to. local fruit and produce associations

and individuals. It was slow to sell, however, and the writer has been in-

formed that most of it was bought by the president and manager mentioned

above and one or two other interested Twin City parties. So. the Minnesota
Fruit Association passed into private hands and thereby died as fair a co-

operative scheme as was ever born in a Commonwealth where co-opera-

tion has flourished greatly.

Lessons Drawn.

1. Co-operative enterprises can not live in an atmosphere of disloyalty.

They must have the best produce and effort of the membership and must
have it all in order to succeed.
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2. Co-operative enterprises cannot succeed until there is a general spirit

of mutual co-operation among all the parties concerned. A, B and C cannot
co-operate with X, Y, and Z unless X, Y, and Z really want to coopeiratie.

3. Co-operative enterprises, because of the conditions set forth, above,

succeed best when confined to a restricted territory.

4. Co-operative enterprises fail because “Everybody’s business is no-

body’s business.” Deep enough interest is not taken by the individual mem-
bers, or units.

5. Co-operative enterprises are bound to die unless there are sufficient

funds on hand at all times to take care of all obligations promptly.

6. Co-operative enterprises, if they would succeed, must have some
adequate method of punishing infractions of their rules occurring through

either ignorance or willfulness.

7. Co-operative enterprises can only live in an atmosphere of continual

education. Even one failure through ignorance reflects not on its maker
but upon the organization.

THE ESSENTIALS, ECONOMICS AND ETHICS OF PACKAGES AND
PACKING.

R. G. Phillips, New York.

There is nothing like a good subject. It is half the battle. It should be

sufficiently high sounding to impress itself upon the intellect; broad enough

to allow unrestricted digression over the fields of human experience, and so

appealing to the imagination that it leaves the hearer in a pleasant state

of anticipation for weeks following its discussion. Judged, then, by these

tests, it should be a pleasure to approach the “Essentials, Economics and

Ethics of Packages and Packing,” a subject which has all the necessary

qualifications of impressiveness and breadth. The element of pleasure now
appears, when I tell you that no attempt will be made to cover all its phases

and that many of its important problems will be left to your imagination.

You know the imagination is a great thing. For example someone down
here imagined that I might know something about this subject. We must

do nothing to disturb that pleasing fancy. It is also true that many times

imagination is superior to the real thing, and the following, is a case in point:

Mr. Lupton has an automobile— not much good, to be sure, but

still an automobile— and an excellent wife. On the same street is

a little girl who frequently goes riding with them. This fall the little

girl’s teacher asked her class in English to write a short story of not

to exceed three hundred words illustrating the art of imagination in litera-

ture. This is what the little girl wrote: “Last Sunday Mr. Lriptoh took
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Mrs. Lupton and m© for a ride along a lonely and unused country road.

The car ran beautifully until about ten miles from Winchester when Mr. Lup-

ton lost control of the car—he does this often—and ran into a tree, breaking

the steering gear and bending the axle. Mr. Lupton worked until dark try-

ing to repair it, but could not. He also ruined his new suit. Finally we
started and walked home. Mrs. Lupton walked behind. Mr. Lupton walked

ahead. I was awfully tired andMr. Lupton had to carry me. It began to rain..

The above is one hundred and fifty words. The other one hundred and

fifty words are what Mr. Lupton said.”

Yes, the imagination is a great thing, and we will therefore leave moist

of the intricate and academic principles involved to your imagination, limit-

ing the discussion primarily to existing conditions. Moreover I shall dis-

cuss it chiefly from the legal end, having no great faith in bringing about

reforms in any other way.

Viewed from that standpoint, rather than the theoretical, the first part

of the subject, viz., “The Essentials of Packing and Packages,” can be soon

disposed of, both by a strict interpretation of the words, by the facts and by

the common experience of half a century. To/ be essential a thing must be

indispenslbie and absolutely requisite. There are, so far as I can see, but

few absolute and compulsory essentials, legal or otherwise, relating either

to the package or the packing. There are, however, certain qualified or

conditional essentials relating to both.

By conditional essentials, I refer to essentials with an “if” in them, or

essentials dependent upon the presence of certain facts. For example, un-

der the Food and Drugs Act, if a package is branded “Fancy;” the fruit in

it must be fancy. It there is no mark upon the package, then the fruit may
be anything from a cider apple up. In other words, the absolute necessity

of having the fruit fancy is dependent or conditioned upon the fact of

marking it fancy. In the case of the package, apparently the only absolutely

essential elements are that it be strong enough and sufficiently large to

contain the commodity, and that the quantity of the contents be stamped

upon it as provided by the amendement of March, 19X3, to the Food and

Drugs Act.

The conditional essentials vary in different jurisdictions. It would be

impossible at this time to cover the entire field and give the legal require-

ments, both state and national, relating to both barrels and boxes. It is

sufficient to say that the general principle governing thus far has been

to create a standard and then to make provision for the use of other or

different sizes when marked with the word “short” or with the actual or

relative capacity of the container. Maine, instead of following this princi-

ple, established two standards. There still remains, however, in that State

the right of choice. There is, therefore, no absolute and single essential

as to the size of the package.

In the matter of the essentials of packing we have somewhat the same
conditions. In the far west, California, Montana, Oregon and Washington

have laws forbidding the sale or shipment of diseased fruit, but in the mid-

dle west and east substantially everything raised may be packed, shipped
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and sold, depending upon the will of the producer or packer. It is a pleas-

ure, however, to note that within recent years certain conditional essentials

have been established by the National Government and by state laws govern-

ing packing as well as the package. Those conditional essentials relate to

the marking of the fruit after it is packed, and are steps in the right di-

rection.

Among these laws are the Food and Drugs Act, the Sulzer Act and the

Maine, Michigan and New York grade laws. The Food and Drugs Act, under

its misbranding sections, in effect, requires that the fruit in the package

shall correspond with the marks. In other words if a barrel is marked
“Fancy” and the fruit in it is a cider apple pack, there is no question but

that the man responsible for it can be reached by the Government. The
trouble is, the law is not enforced and there is no provision for reaching

unmarked packages. The Sulzer Act demands that all fruits branded in

accordance with its provisions shall correspond with the specifications of

grade and size therein established. The Michigan law requires all fruit

and vegetables in packages marked “Fancy,” “Extra Good,” “No. 1,” or

bearing any mark indicating superiority of quality, to be 90% free from

disease, bruises, insect injury or other defects. The same law also re-

quires the face or shown surface to give a fair indication of the contents,

and if 20% of the contents is inferior to the shown surface or different in

variety, it shall be considered a false representation. Michigan, however,

makes no provision for marking inferior grades. New York, in addition to

a law similar in principle to the Sulzer Act, has also made it a misdemeanor

to pack with intent to deceive, or to make false statements as to quality,

grade, condition, etc. The Maine law goes farther than any of them and

absolutely requires every package of apples packed in that state to be

marked in one of four ways, i. e., Fancy, No. 1, No. 2 and Unclassified.

Under the first three marks the grading conditions are specified and the

fruit must correspond with the marks. Under the “Unclassified” brand

anything and everything may be packed, providing the package bears no

false or misleading statements.

Your careful analysis of all these enactments will show that the primary

emphasis is placed upon the marks, and that as long as the marks are not

false or deceptive, or as long as the package is unmarked, there is with

rare exceptions no limit to the quality that may be packed. The exceptions,

as has been heretofore suggested, lie in the laws of the far west preventing

the sale of diseased fruit; and in state statutes aimed at stuffed packages;

but the latter laws are so few, require so much evidence to convict and

are so loosely enforced as to be of slight effect in preventing the evils

they are supposed to destroy.

For years practically everything that has been grown has been packed

in one section or another. The cider apple, leaves, twigs, windfalls and

pumpkins have been concealed in the centers of packages with general

immunity from punishment. Grading rules have been debauched, confi-

dence destroyed, fraud perpetrated and no one has gone to jail, and mighty

few have paid a fine. In the light of practical experience and the laws of

the land, I therefore repeat that the absolute essentials in packing are
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chiefly distinguished by their absence. We are making progress, however,

and in view of the conditional essentials relating to the marks, and to which

I have referred, let us take courage and keep up the fight.

We now come to the second phase of the subject, viz., “The Ethics

and Economics of Packages and Packing.” Ethics relates to the “rightness”

or “oughtness” of human action, and “Economics” deals with the development

of material resources and the production, preservation and distribution of

wealth. Reduced to its simplest terms, it seems to me to mean:—What
essentials ought to prevail in both packages and packing that the great

apple industry may be preserved and developed to the glory of the material

progress of those who are engaged in it and this country as a whole.

First: As to the package, its size; in the case of the barrel, it should

be fixed in a compulsory way, taking care to provide for proper subdivisions

thereof, like the one-quarter, one-third, one-half and three-quarter barrels.

In this way no one can be mislead as to quantity and at the same time suf-

ficient elasticity is allowed to meet business necessities. Such a measure

is now pending relating generally to fruits and vegetables, and should be

earnestly supported. The size of the barrel needs no discussion, for it has

been fixed in the case of the apple by custom and law beyond recall. The

size of the barrel established was in general use throughout the country;

was supported by nearly every state; and, was the size of the flour barrel

in most general use.

Fixing the compulsory size of the box is an entirely different proposition,

both inherently and from the standpoint of the special development of that

industry. In the first place the box is not a measure of capacity, and never

has been, either legally or by custom. It is therefore doubtful if its size

could be fixed in a compulsory sense. However, this is not necessary, as

the great majority of the box territory has developed along the lines of

numerical count, a line impossible to the barrel pack. A law, therefore,

which would standardize the box in most general use, viz., the Oregon Box,

making provision for the use of other boxes when properly marked, and re-

quiring the numerical count to be stamped upon all boxes', should be suf-

ficient. This latter feature is now covered by the Amendment to the Food
and Drugs Act passed in March, 1913, which requires the quantity of the

contents of all packages to be stamped upon them in terms of weight,

measure or numerical count.

Second: As to the pack, we may at this time omit any discussion of the

moral elements involved and limit it to its purely practical and utilitarian

features. In other words, what condition ought to prevail from the stand-

point of the pocketbook of the producer and the consumer. What things

are essential to the health and development of the fruit industry?

I think it will be conceded that the question of supreme importance in

any great business venture is the creation and maintenance of confidence.

Confidence is the foundation of all progress, industrial, spiritual and mental.

Faith is at once the base and the keystone of success. Go where you will

in the business world today and reliability is the watchword. Integrity and
confidence are at the foundation of the wonderful commerce of the age in
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which we live. Men have found that they alone pay; that is, all men ex-

cept apple men. We still continue to wallow in the mire of discredited

practices and apparently labor year by year to destroy the confidence that

strives to exist. The wonder to me is that the apple has so many friends,

and not that it does not have more. I am reminded of the story told by Mr.

W. B. Geroe of Toledo, Ohio. There was a farmer who never seemed able

to accomplish anything. He was always just starting to plow when his

neighbors were planting, and he would start to plant when the others’ crops

were up. The same methods prevailed in the harvest. Most of the time

he was without any crops, but once in a while, through sheer luck, he would

get a tremendous yield. His neighbors could not understand and they said

to him one day: “John, how do you account for some of these good crops

you get?” “Well,,” replied John, “I don’t account for it; I guess it’s just the

tenderness of hell." Now you know why the apple gets along as well as

it does.

But to return to the subject: There is no use wasting time discussing

theoretical methods of pack, the facing, tiering, wrapping and handling,

how tight the barrel should be or the proper bulge on a box. These things

in comparison with the real need are but incidental. The real meat of the

matter lies much deeper. To my mind the great principle underlying the

essentials of packing is that of giving the “square deal." On that alone

can confidence be established and maintained, and if it be a real desire to

give a square deal, then the incidentals will follow naturally. Therefore,

with this principle in mind, let us examine conditions and see where we
shall come out.

Examples of the evils which have hedged us with uncertainty, danger

and loss might be multiplied indefinitely. Two alone will suffice, and your

experience will supply the rest.

You remember the fall of 1907, when there was a fair crop of apples in

this country of exceedingly poor quality and which was either purchased

or held back by the producer at an exceedingly high price for a most

wretched pack. The consumer was fooled and cheated for a little time only.

He stopped buying and then, with inevitable disaster apparent, it was sought

to win him back by cutting out the cider apples and junk and reducing the

price fifty to seventy-five per cent under even original cost, but to no avail.

People resent being imposed upon. To cheat them is to arouse a bitter and

justifiable hatred. When the consumer places on the counter good money,

worth one hundred cents on the dollar, he has a right to expect in return a ?

commodity worth one hundred cents on the dollar. And if he does not get

it, there is trouble. He settles these questions beyond our poor power to

change. He settles them so effectually that business enterprises are ruined,

markets destroyed and enormous losses created. He settled the question

that year until it became almost impossible to force the sale of apples at

any price. Housewives would come into the store and refuse to even look

at or consider them. Retailers were met with the statement, “I don’t want

to even hear the word apple. I am through with them.” And this thing

went on up and down the land until there was no market and the losses

mounted into the millions. In western New York alone they amounted
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to upwards of $3,000,000. Killed by “junk” and the worst lot of rubbish ever

attempted to be foisted upon the confiding public.

Now let us take the second illustration: Two years ago, at one of the

hearings on the Sulzer Bill, we had an actual demonstration of the vice of

a good deal of modem packing. We went on the public market in the City

of Washington and bought at random, without examining it, a barrel of

apples branded “Extra Fancy Virginia Rome Beauty,” and had it sent up to

the House Committee Room of Coinage, Weights and Measures. We opened

It there for the first time for the purpose of comparing it with a barrel of

apples packed by Mr. S. L. Lupton of Winchester, Virginia, in accordance

with the provisions of the old Lafean Bill, which materially changed is now
the Sulzer Act. That barrel of Rome Beauties did not have a peck of apples

in it, outside of the face and back, fit even for a No. 2. They were diseased,

spotted, under-sized, off-color and generally vile. They were scarely fit for

oider. Yet that barrel was branded “Extra Fancy.” Thousands of barrels

just like it are on the markets of this country every year. They necessarily

j)ass into the hands of the wholesaler, retailer or peddler and then, in half

bushels, pecks and quarts, to the consumer, bearing at every step a curse

upon the business we have at heart and destroying confidence in a multi-

tude of homes.

I could call to your attention and discuss at length many other ex-

amples bearing out the truth of these statements. There is the falling off in

our percentage of exports as compared with Canada; the growing disfavor

of the barrel pack in Germany; and, the testimony of our Consuls that

markets cannot be broadened as long as conditions of pack remain un-

changed. In many of our cities, and notably in New York, the greatest

market in the world, barreled apples are being rapidly eliminated from

the well-to-do trade and relegated to the cheap trade. Confidence has been

destroyed. We can cry flavor, flavor, flavor until we are black in the face,

but let me tell you that the salesman is yet unborn who can convince a con-

sumer that there is a more divine flavor in a moth eaten, lop-sided, cider

apple of sickly hue than in a full grown, bright and clean apple, no matter

where raised. There should be a reasonable amount of beauty to adorn all

great and important undertakings. I could cite you to a large number of

people in my own city, in the heart of the world’s greatest apple territory,

who will have absolutely nothing to do with apples, for the reasons stated.

Now then, is there any remedy at hand? Has any way of escape been

provided? Is there anything that can be done or any act of ours that will

contribute toward the realization of that great essential in packing—the

square deal? We have the major portion of the remedy at hand in the

Sulzer Act, to the passage of which many here present contributed no incon-

siderable service. We have the standard of the Government of the United

States at our hand, and we have the right to brand on our packages what
amounts to the index of its approval. That brand tells to the world at

large that there is an honest pack and a square deal underneath it from the

face clear through to the cushion. It looks the whole world in the face like

a man and says, “f deliver the goods; try me and prove me.” What more
can be asked? The history of every industry shows that to standardize It
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and to make its production staple is to increase its consumption, decrease

the risk and cost of handling, and in this instance it forms a proper basis

for advertising.

Just a word on these points. The retailer and wholesaler today who
handle apples buy them in the dark, so to speak. On Mcvnday they may
prove to be good, on Tuesday fair and all the rest of the week very poor.

The waste in many instances from decayed windfalls in the center of barrels,

of cider apples and diseased stock is great. The retailer, therefore feels that

he is forced to put his selling price high enough to protect himself against

any emergency and keep it there. Do away with this uncertainty; give him
a standard pack—a staple product—and he can afford to handle it on a small

margin because he knows that he can depend upon the reliability of the

commodity, and moreover we will then be in a position to consistently in-

sist that apples be handled on a less margin.

Now as to advertising: The commodity which you advertise must
square with your promises, and when it does, there is no greater power
under the sun. Advertising has changed the map of commerce. It has

established financial empires and crowned “captains of industry.” It has

created demand along a thousand lines and "stimulated industry the world

around. In the Sulzer Act we have every requirement necessary to a scien-

tific campaign. In the Standard Grade we have something definite and capa-

ble of identification. No man can be misled. It is a specific brand and

when he buys a barrel with that brand upon it, he knows that he will get

what he pays for. Standard Grades can be advertised in good faith with

the full assurance that they will make good no matter where they are

bought, from one end of the country to the other and across the sea.

We have the greatest power and the most favorable circumstances ever

granted to an agricultural product. Think of it—a Standard Grade for apples

established by the United States Government and on which can rest that

powerful lever, publicity! Are we blind? Has reason departed? Is common
sense no more? Can we do nothing but complain when the door of oppor-

tunity stands wide open before us? Give me the power and I would pack

every good apple in the barrel territory of the United States under the

Sulzer Act; I would advertise those grades and I would guarantee to double

and triple consumption at a fair price. The square deal, plus publicity, is

the keystone to the arch and without it no great or lasting success can be

achieved.

So much for the barrel states. On behalf of the box states, a bill is alsio

about to be introduced standardizing the box and allowing the word “Stand-

ard” to be branded upon it providing the contents within are well grown

specimens, of good color for the variety, free from insect injury, disease, etc.

This bill will also require the name and address of the packer, the place

where the fruit was grown and the number of apples to be branded on the

outside of the box.

We need, however, to take a further step and establish at least three

absolute and compulsory essentials which will go far toward making ef-

fective the conditional essentials, we have mentioned.
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First: Every package of fruit shipped or sold should be required

by law to be branded with the name and address of the packer; the true

name of the apple; where grown; and, with some mark indicating its grade

or lack or grade. The Maine law prescribes certain grades and their marks.

It then goes one step farther and requires every package not so marked or

graded to be branded .“Unclassified,” thus putting the purchaser on notice

and at the same time furnishing a strong incentive to use the regular grades.

I heartily approve of the scope of that law. It is fully realized that under

the Constitution no power exists to dictate in a compulsory way what a man
shall or shall not sell, in what form it shall be, or how it shall be packed, as

long as no fraud is perpetrated, or the public health or morals are not en-

dangered. On the other hand there is no question of the right to compel com-

modities to be honestly and accurately marked. That and that alone is the

proposition submitted. I fully realize the value of a good second grade apple

as a food commodity; nor do I wish to eliminate that or any sound fruit from

its legitimate channels, but let it be marked honestly and in such a way that

the purchaser may have full notice of what to expect. Compel every pack-

age to be marked with its grade or lack of grade, using for the latter some
such term as “Unclassified” or a mark positively indicating that it is not

“Standard Grade.” To that no honest man can object. Allowing apples,

however, to be sent out with no name attached; no quality marks and noth-

ing but the variety name upon the package, and that many times false, is

to put a premium upon dishonesty and slack methods. To my mind its effects

are even worse than false marking, because false marking can be reached

under the law, whereas there is now practically no redress for the other.

Second: National or state inspection should be provided. We suggested

it when the Sulzer bill was up, but it would have been easier for a camel to

have gone through the eye of a real needle than to have secured an ap-

propriation for this purpose. The first and last questions asked were, “Does

the bill require an appropriation?” This important feature is bound to

come in due time and under it the worst evil of the industry can be eradi-

cated.

Third: Prohibit the sale or shipment of diseased fruit in closed pack-

ages. You now have before you the real essentials of an ethical and economic

pack, or, in other words, the essentials necessary to the establishment of

the “square deal.” Let us summarize them. First, there are the Sulzer

standards, applicable to a reasonably high average of quality in the barrel

states. Second, the box standards should be, and hope to be, established.

Third, compel all packages to be branded with the grade or lack

of grade, the name and address of the packer, the true name of the variety

and where grown. Fourth, establish state or national inspection. Fifth,

enforce the laws, including those we already have, and particularly the Food

and Drugs Act. With these things in active force we would then be in

position to meet every problem and develop both home and foreign markets

along lines that have been tested and proven correct.
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A standard grade, supplemented by the three essentials specified, are the

keys to the whole situation. They are the first letters in the alphabet of

success.

The standard grade alone and of itself is a sufficient pillar of fire to

lead us out of the wilderness, if we are willing to be led. But history has

ever shown that mankind in the aggregate not only needs a spur to its

conscience but a whip to its back to start it upon the straight and nar->

row way and to keep it walking therein. Every forward step is an effort.

To move men and business from old ruts and practices,, even though they

are evil and are known to be such, requires, first, conviction; and, second,

the compelling force of authority. We have in part the standards which lie

at the very foundation of success. Let us complete them by adding the box

thereto, and make both effective through national or state inspection, the

compulsory marking of all packages, and the prevention of the sale and

shipment of diseased fruit in closed packages. In that way will the real,

essential of packing—the square deal—be brought to pass.

Discussion.

President Goodman: I want to compliment you, Mr. Phillips, on the*

exhaustive statement of this question. Mr. Woods has the floor.

Mr. Woods: I will not detain you long. The gentleman who frankly

differed with me on all points mentioned the fact that, as he said, the Sulzer

bill was the creature of the Eastern Fruit Growers’ Associatidn and that it

was due to it largely that the Sulzer bill was passed, and he led us to infer

(and I believe thought himself) that the Eastern Fruit Growers’ Association

approved of the Sulzer bill as it is.

Now, Sir, I would like to call his attention to the fact that at the very

first meeting of the Eastern Fruit Growers’ Association after the passage of

the Sulzer bill a vote was unanimously passed to amend the Sulzer Act in

the very matters that I have brought to your attention today. The gentleman

who has addressed you last has admitted practically all that we have claimed

as against the Sulzer law. He tells us about that eastern fruit, the barrel

of Rome Beauties they got that grew in Virginia, and that condition oc-

curs, showing of course that bad apples can be badly packed in old Virginia.

He tells us that could be corrected to-day; but how? He does not take the*

methods of the Sulzer Act, but he tells us all the other various ways. He
tells us that the person who sent that barrel could have been punished un-

der the Food and Drugs Act but was not. Now what I say is that we have

a far-reaching law that will prevent such crimes against the apple industry;

and if the Sulzer law only would be revoked or properly amended we would

be able to do this. Now if you go to formulate a bill to cover it all, it may
prove more than we can do and will not apply to half the things we see

before us; but it is practicable to have amendments to the Sulzer Act that

will prevent frauds that it now permits ; that will require the conditions this

gentleman asks—and much good would be accomplished. He said himself

that we need a law that will permit all apples to be branded and to be

jn&rked. ’Wq wil] call for practically the same things that have been men-.
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tioned already; and I insist upon it, because I do not believe any real suc-

cess can be attained at all without we get it this way.

Why, Canada to-day puts better packages of fruit on the markets of

America than the United States; and the English markets—they do: not even

care to get ours, because our barreled apples have become poorer and poorer

with a lot of stuff in the middle of the barrel. They really are not much
interested in our apples. Why? Because Canada has an output scientifically

prepared, and also they are required to be good in packing and grading un-

der the law. Such a law as that we ought to have to-day in the United

States, and there is no reason in the world why we should not have it.

This gentleman states that you apple growers would not submit to it;

would not be told how you should pack your fruit. Why I thought that was
just what we wanted a law foi^-to fix the grades and pack; a law that re-

quires the apple growers to submit to that. It is only in that way ydu can

ever get the standard grade or pack. There is bound to be uniformity, of

course, as there should be in other things; and when interested in the

barrel of commerce it seems to me that the law should create authority to*

require all apple growers to pack their apples in any way it provides. Now
then, let us have what this gentleman asks for, and let us get amendments
to the Sulzer Act that will make it effective or more morally secure in

matter of grade. If it should and does require that same thing of marking

the standard on the barrel, that would be sufficient indication in itself of

what the barrel contained.

Now gentlemen, here are three barrels before you, all marked STAND-
ARD, packed by different people. Now you do not know whether that barrel,

the first, contains a peck and one-fifth of cider culls or not. You do not

know whether the next barrel was packed most religiously or likewise was

slapped together with defective apples. Under the present law as it stands

there is that sliding scale, from almost a perfect barrel to one that takes a

peck and one-fifth of culls or wormy or defective fruit, Now if that wide

variation or difference is permitted under the controlling standard, who can

tell what a barrel contains marked STANDARD? And this is what you
will find upon the market to-day; consequently for every fruit and grade

there is a different standard and so orchardists do not always care particu-

larly whether they put “Standard’ on the grade or not. As the second man
here, Mr. Wately, stated about the 40,000 barrels of his apples at Crozet, there

was not a single one marked STANDARD. And the gentleman from Martins-

burg made the same remark.

Now my chief indictment to the Sulzer Act is that, the very fact alleged

by this gentleman from Martinsburg to-day, that people this year through
that district, not the growers, not the farmers, but the commission men who
went in there and bought the fruit, that those people packed Ben Davis under

four or five different names and stamped that known falsehood and sent it

out to the people. That is done under the glorious Sulzer law! The Sulzer

law is the only such law to-day in the country, and yet they find it possible

to do that under it! You can pack to-day Rome Beauties, extra fancy, pack

and put them on the market and people cannot tell whether they are getting

£uch fruit or not.
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Under the Sulzer law to-day you can take just such apples as ought to

have gone to the cider mill and label them “Extra Fancy Rome Beauties” and

send them out on the market, and there is nothing in the law to prevent it.

Is that the kind of a law that you want? Why not have a scientfically

prepared law, a law prepared under the approval of legislative committees

of the Eastern Fruit Growers’ Association and of the American Pomological

Society? Why not Canada’s law in the United States? Why not a law as

good as Maine’s to prevent this traffic that thrives by destroying our mar-

kets; by destroying public confidence in the pack that we have? And I ask

you, and I believe that if you, as the senior association, asked promptly for

amendments to this Sulzer act they could be obtained. And I believe you

to-day are ready to ask amendments to the Sulzer act, so that it may be

more effective, of value to the fruit grower,—so that our fruit when it gets

into the English markets may mean something and not be a disgrace to the

United States of America. (Applause)

Mr. Phillips: I dislike to take any more of your time, but there are

certain statements constantly being made which, if allowed to continue un-

challenged, will in the course of time come to be believed as absolute fact.

The gentleman has a very plausible way of stating many things which are

not exactly in accordance with all the facts. For example when it is as-

serted that the Canadian law under the No. 1 grade provides for no defects,

contains no limit of tolerance and requires every apple to be perfect, that

statement is not true. Let me read you the real provisions of the Canadian

law as found in Bulletin No. 11 issued by the Canadian Department of

Agriculture

:

“No. 1 quality, unless such fruit includes no culls and consists of

well grown specimens of one variety, sound, of not less than medium
size and of good color for the variety, of normal shape and not less than

ninety per cent free from scab, wormholes, bruises and other defects*

and properly packed/’

You will note that the law reads “not less than ninety per cent free,”

or in other words it establishes a ten per cent limit of tolerance.

Now then, here is Mr. Woods’ statement before the Virginia Horti-

cultural Society, at its last meeting, and taken from the official proceedings

of that body:

“Now, what is the result? When our apples go to England—we
export a great part of our crop—what is the result when they get there

marked ‘Standard, No. 1,’ and the Canada apples right beside them

marked the same way? They do not allow a single scabby apple to go

into their No. 1 barrels. Now, when you stand that barrel up beside

the Canada barrel and every tenth apple in our barrel is found to be

scabby or a cider cull, it absolutely can not compete with the Canada

barrel.”

It therefore appears that the gentleman, was seriously in error and that

the Canadian law in the No. 1 grade allows precisely the same leeway as

does the Sulzer law.
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The statement was also made here this morning that the railroads

increased the freight rates because the standard barrel was adopted. That

also is not true and is an absurd assertion. Freight rates are established

on the basis of weight, not so much per package. There has been no in-

crease in freight rates. In a limited territory in Virginia the railroads re-

adjusted the classification of apples, putting them in the next higher class,

and this brought about a higher charge per barrel to certain markets, like

New York. I personally had this matter up with the railroads involved

and I have letters from them stating that the increased charge came about

solely because of the re-classification of apples and the readjustment of the

commodity clauses, and that the general readjustment of their tariffs was
made because the Interstate Commerce Commission ordered it. The SUlzer

Standard barrel had no more to do with it than spots on the sun.

Now then, statements have also been made and repeated to the effect

that our apples packed under the Sulzer law labor under a tremendous
handicap on the European markets in competition with Canadian fruit. I

have here in my possession the auction reports covering the sales of apples

on three different occasions in the Liverpool market this year and among
the various lots sold were apples from the Rose Cliff Fruit Farm of Waynes-
boro, Va., and from one or two other places, packed and branded “Standard

Grade.” Those apples and that grade topped the market over anything

else in the same variety from either this country or Canada; and one sale

of substantially 154 barrels of Yorks from the Rose Cliff farm, branded

“Standard Grade,” sold at a price way over all other varieties from Canada
or elsewhere. The price on this lot was 28 shillings 6 pence, and on another

lot of 16 from the same party 29 shillings 6 pence. If this is a “Handicap,”

then let us have more of them. They look mighty good. I believe the ffruit

grower would like them as a steady diet. These things are a matter of

record. The single exception where this price was topped was on a small

lot of 7 barrels of Kings which went at 30 shillings and for a variety which
ought to bring more than the York.

Another point bearing on this proposition of the Standard Grade being

a handicap: Our former president, Mr. Loomis, of New York, last year

packed and branded over 50,000 barrels under the Shlzer bill, and his public

testimony is that he did not have a single complaint, rejection or allowance

to make on a single barrel of that fifty thousand, whereas on the fruit packed
in the old way and without the standard brands there were constant and
insistent kicks and many cash allowances had to be made. This again

speaks pretty well for that so called “handicap.”

It has been also stated that under the Sulzer Standard the purchaser
has no knowledge of what he is going to get. That is another very loose

assertion and unfounded. First, let me say, gentlemen, that I do not claim

that the Sulzer law is absolutely perfect. What human law is? But to get

up here and attempt to create the impression that it has no good in it what-

ever is absurd and shows a woeful lack of understanding as to conditions

and the scope of the law. Now, then, the Sulzer law establishes a minimum
standard; the fruit cannot be poorer than a certain definite and known
quality; the maximum amount of defective fruit is positively prescribed.
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For example assume that every barrel contains 10% of fruit not up to the

specifications, yet the purchaser knows that at the very least he will get

10.8 pecks of perfect apples out of every 12 peck barrel, and if he does not,

then he has his remedy. He cannot get less than 90% of perfect apples

and he may get more. Does not this law tell him within reasonable limits

what he may expect? But on a barrel that is not packed under the Sulzer

Standards it is a matter of common knowledge and common experience that

the purchaser may get 5 or 6 or 7 of 8 pecks of perfect apples out of a
barrel, and in many instances not any outside of the face. Without the

Sulzer Standard there is no limit whatever and the purchaser is absolutely

in the dark as to what he may find in the barrel. Moreover he has no pro-

tection in his purchase and no remedy.

The point has also been advanced that it is a serious weakness, that

the law did not provide that the face or shown surface should indicate the

contents of the entire barreL Not at all. I concede that it would be a good

thing, but such a provision is not necessary where the sizes are prescribed

as in the Sulzer law. In other words branding the minimum size of the

fruit on the barrel, as prescribed by this law, puts every purchaser on notice

regardless of the face. The reason why some of the laws of other states

and countries require that the face shown surface shall indicate the quality

In the barrel is that such provisions are necessary where the specifications

of size are not mentioned. For example, suppose there are no specified

sizes in you established grades, as prevails in Canada—no minimum size

to which the fruit must conform; then assume that there was no provision

as to the face or shown surface. Under such conditions you might have a

barrel faced with five inch apples and put them down to two or two and

one-quarter inches in the middle and the purchaser would have no notice

of what to expect. But under the Sulzer law, where the minimum sizes are

provided and where they must be branded on the outside of the package,

as “Minimum Size two and one-half inches,” the purchaser absolutely and

positively knows that there are two and one-half inch apples in that barrel,

no matter if it is faced with four or five inch apples. In other Words the

brand itself gives him notice in specific language rather than the “face.”

To my way of thinking this is far superior to the other plan of having to

draw an inference from an inspection of the face.

I want to say another thing about the Sulzer law. It was the result off

the honest, sincere and long continued effort, study and conference of prac-

tically every section of the barreled territory and supported by the box

states. Every interest was represented,—horticultural societies', individual

growers, trade organizations, commercial bodies and state and national

departments. It was not a snap judgment. Any talk to the effect that this

was a dealers’ bill or one man’s bill is false, and many now here can testify

to that fact. Moreover the standard that was adopted was the standard

that would meet the needs of the average man. He is the man to consider.

You cannot legislate for the few; nor can you hope for progress by estab-

lishing a standard so high that only a very few could work under it. Could

you, for example, hope to educate the Fiji Islanders by starting out with a

course leading only to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy? How far would
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you get and would it be common sense to start them in on Greek and Cal-

culus and Spherical Trigonometry? Law, to be of any value whatever, must

meet average conditions and the needs of the average man precisely as the

common schools of the country are designed to meet the needs of the aver-

age child. The common schools are not run to cater to the boy o(r girl of

extraordinary intelligence and brightness. If they want to go to college,

well and good. That is their business and they should pay for it. The
state is under no obligation to furnish it free of cost. Moreover if you

established your common school standard on such a basis that only the

very brightest could come up to it or do the work, you would retrograde in-

stead of advance, and would handicap the great rank and file for the benefit

of a few superior beings.

No more can you establish a grade for apples that only the unusual fruit

grower can come up to. It would be unjust and unfair. It would discourage

rather than encourage. It would give a very few the inside track to the

detriment of the many, and no such principle or proposition as that has

any business to find lodgement in the mind of any man that believes in the

square deal or has the real interest of the industry at heart. Let the very

extraordinary and unusual man work out his own plan. He is capable of it.

The most of us do not need to worry about him. Any man who will travel

around the country and see the stuff that goes on to the markets will be

fully convinced that the Sulzer Standards are plenty high enough to start

with. They are as far ahead of the general average as daylight is ahead

of darkness.

I want to, say another thing—that ten per cent leeway or tolerance was
put in there because it was necessary. The man is not born and never'will

be who can pack the vast quantities of fruit we have in the barreled apple

territory and pack every barrel perfect. Any talk to the contrary is sheer

nonsense. Let me read you what the Canadian authorities say on this

point in their law:

“It will be seen that the packer should aim in packing Crate No. 1 to

discard every injured or defective fruit and not to deliberately include ten

per cent of fhferior specimens. This margin is meant to make the work
of grading easier and more rapid than if absolute perfection were exacted.

Ten per cent is presumed to be the margin within which an honest packer
can do rapid work, using every endeavor to make each specimen conform
to the general standard for the grade.”

And that, gentlemen, is the reason this provision was placed in the
Sulzer bill—to meet the needs of the average fruit grower under the con-
ditions which confront him.

Another statement has been made at various times to the effect that
the Senate struck out the words “United States” from the brand in the
Sulzer law because the Senate thought the grade was too poor to allow the
letters “U. S.” upon them. The original brand as passed by the House
read “U. SI Standard Grade,” etc. I will again read from Mr. Woods’ re-

marks before the Virginia Society last January, Official Proceedings, pages
89 and 90:
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“It simply means that we have got to bring out a good pack in compe-

tition with this stuff that is marked ‘Standard No. 1/ and the best pack that

the Government of the United States will recognize. When it got to the

Senate of the United States the Senate said, ‘We will not be responsible.’

They had that much grace—they saw that much of the thing—that they

would not let the United States stay where it had been put by the House.”

The inference here intended to be drawn is that the Senate thought this

grade too poor and wanted to wash its hands of the whole thing. There

is absolutely not a word of truth in the inference attempted to be conveyed.

I know the facts because I was there and participated in the removal of

the letters “U. S.” in company with the Chairman of the Committee to

which it was referred. Those letters were removed for the sole and only

reason that the Government did not have inspectors and felt that it could

not provide the money for inspection. It did not wish to apparently guar-

antee that the pack was up to the law unless the fruit co'uld be first inspect-

ed by its own men. That position was entirely sound. Before any com-

modity should be allowed to bear the words “United States” it should be

inspected and passed upon by the Government. Canada does not guarantee

its apples, neither do the words “Canadian Grade” or anything like them ap-

pear on their fruit. I again quote from the instructions issued by the

Canadian Government:

“Apples should not be bought or sold with the stipulation ‘subject to

government inspection.’ There is no such thing as ‘government inspection,’

meaning a ‘certificate’ or ‘report’ guaranteeing the quality of a particular

lot of fruit.”

Mr. Woods: Mr. President, I would not want to say anything “plausi-

ble” if I could. I know that I could not. What I am aiming at, and what I

want to do, if I can, is to correct a mistaken assumption, not that I should

be called to correct my position. But I believe that the facts in this case

are sufficiently presented and apparent.

I have read that law very carefully, and have studied the Canadian law,

and I want to tell you right now that our Sulzer law is no more to be com-

pared to it than night is to day. I tell you that it is an incomplete effort

of a tyro compared wjth the fine work of experts, when compared with

the Canadian law. The first grade under the Canadian law, naturally the best

grade under the Canadian law, and the best grade under our law, are simply

withdut comparison, I was about to say. What is the best grade under

the Sulzer law? A law which permits about a peck and a quarter of culls

in the first-class barrel. Now I will read what the first grade under the

Canadian law requires; then you will understand just what this gentleman

has failed to do in referring you to the situation in the English markets:

“Such fruit shall be well grown, sound, uniform, of natural color

at least, uniform size and of good color for the variety, and this pro-

duct of the grower shall be free from all scab, blotch, blight, worm holes

or other imperfections, and properly packed.”

Now that does not provide for a single defective apple going into that first-
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class barrel. That is, to be sure, the highest grade that we are consider-

ing, really fancy; and yet the very best grade of the Sulzer law, as already

given and stated, shows that it permits the barrel to be packed with a peck

and a quarter of cider culls. When a shipment comes from Canada with

absolutely no defective apples in it, how may we expect the market to treat

us over there? We are competing with the Canadian apples, which are

gaining the trade; and without any kind of favored conditions—or as

good—they are growing and marketing something better than we are.

Now are we going to submit to that as growers? This law does not

hurt the commission man like it hurts the grower. We want a market

and a good market. We want to see our apples as reliable, as well handled,

and as well packed as any that come into the markets of the world from
any source; and unless we do that we can not expect to get ^he prices all

the way through that other people get for their apples.

It is perfectly true that the Rice-Keene people and others, shipping

out our “Albemarle Pippins,” and our Winesaps, will always top the market,

or come very near it in England. But they are packed just like these fancy

Canadian apples are packed. And this is the way we try to pack all our No.

l’s. Why not keep up that standard; raise the standard as high as Canada
raises it, and bring up our people to a proper packing and grading standard?

To a standard that permits no defective apples in a first grade barrel.

That is the thing that we ought to do; it is our duty, and I cannot for the

life of me see that any of the men taking this view has made a single

mistake in it.

And I believe that it is necessary for us as fruit growers to protect

ourselves by asking Congress for amendments to this law that will put us

at least on an equal footing with our competitors in Canada. I am speaking

now to the Eastern Fruit Growers especially, because their affiliations are

a part of our American Pomological Society. We cannot have the stand-

ard too high. That Maine law would be satisfactory so far as I know
and believe, but it seems to me peculiarly necessary with the foreign trade,

as well as the domestic, that we should not be hampered by this law that

permits frauds to be perpetrated and stamped STANDARD when they are

free from such things under the Canadian law. And it is a most disgrace-

ful thing that permits a peck or two of cider culls in the middle of a standard

barrel, when upon the Canadian side there is a real standard.

Question: I would like to ask Mr. Woods one question. Where did

you get the information that the E. F. G. A. at its yearly meeting or else-

where have asked to have the Sulzer law amended?

Mr. Woods: I was chairman of the committee on resolutions of that

first meeting. Before that committee several matters came up, and that was
one of them; and among the resolutions recommended to the association

was the demand for the amendment of the Sulzer bill, which passed unan-

imously, and I was present when it passed.

Question: In the committee and not in the Association?

Mr. Woods: Yes sir; and the resolutions were reported to the Associa-

tion and passed by the Association.
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Mr. Dickinson: I have enjoyed this immensely, and as I size it up
after listening as attentively as I could, I do not believe that these two
men are far apart. We have had these two presentations from the two
ends of the business; one man who has been urging on his neighbors to get

them to pack as well as he does, and the other explaining how it all appears

to the shippers’ association he represents. Now, if you can get them to-

gether at dinner today they might draft a resolution to be presented to the
American Pomological Society—directing what a fancy pack should be, so

that every man could brand his package for just what there is in it.

Whether or not we need a “Fancy” grade; or whether that ten per

cent is too much for the men to go against all at once, it is doubtless true

that we are trying to do the best possible thing for the apple business.

Let those two men, and three or four others, get together and have amend-
ments to the bill suggested and drafted.

Mr. Lupton: This question of a national standard for apple packing and

packages is a very serious one to the fruit grower. In my opinioin the bus-

iness of growing apples for market has progressed to 1 that extent that the

principal concern of the fruit grower now is the marketing of his fruit

rather than the growing of more fruit. I assume that we all want to gro*w

the best fruit we can; but the great objective of the modern progressive fruit

grower is, proper marketing. Therefore, it seems to me the most important

question we can discuss at this joint meeting of the American Pomological

Society and the Eastern Fruit Growers’ Association.

The Sulzer law is a business proposition, not a personal one. The
mere fact that the name of an unfortunate politician is connected with the

bill has no significance whatever. For many years the International Apple

Shippers’ Association whose members handle perhaps 80% of the apples grown
in this country, had made effort after effort to secure legislation, standard-

izing apple packing and packages. The necessity for such legislation will

be apparent when I tell you that on one occasion I visited a cold storage

warehouse where I counted 17 different sizes of barrels in which apples were

held in store,—sugar barrels, cracker barrels, cranberry barrels, lime bar-

rels, crockery barrels, every kind of container made that went by the name
of barrel. That condition of affairs was bad, because the purchaser could

not know whether he were going to get two and one-half or five bushels of

apples when he bought a barrel. It was absolutely necessary, therefore,

in order to put the apple business on anything like a fair business basis to

secure first a standard barrel.

Standard Barrel a Necessity.

The International Apple Shippers’ Association realized this necessity,

but its repeated efforts to secure congressional action were in vain until

it united with the fruit growers associations to secure a standard barrel

satisfactory to both grower and dealer. The one finally selected was what

is commonly known as the New York standard. This was selected first be-

cause it was in almost universal use throughout the country, and second

because it was in size equal to three heaping bushels. In fact, so generally
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was this size barrel used, that the slack cooperage people did not make or

advertise a barrel stave suitable for packing apples of any other size.

This New York standard barrel was one inch shorter than the so called

Viriginia standard, but exactly the same size in every other respect,—the

New York barrel holding one hundred quarts, and the Virginia barrel one

hundred and four quarts.

It became necessary to secure the co-operation of the Bureau of Stand-

ards at Washington, because the right to establish standard weights and

measures rests solely with Congress, the Constitution of the United States

specifically reserving to Congress the right to fix standard weights and

measures for the whole country. In the absence of any action by Congress

fixing a standard of weight or measure, any state may, if it chose, fix such a

standard for itself within its own borders, but once Congress chooses to act

the standard fixed by that body must prevail throughout the country, both

in inter and intra state traffic. Therefore, in order to get the standard

barrel we had to get the co-operation of the bureau of Standards in Washing-

ton.

I have a letter from the Bureau positively declining to recommend any

other standard than that of the so-called New York standard barrel, not be-

cause it was a New York standard, but because the Bureau had already re-

commended that standard for New York and other states, and because as

I have before stated the New York barrel contained three full bushels, and
obviously there could not be two or more legal U. S. Standards in use. I

would have been glad to have had a smaller package, but, recognizing the fact

that it was impossible to get any other, I and my fellow fruit growers joined

in the recommendation of the committee appointed by the Eastern Fruit

Growers* Association and the International Shippers’ Association to se-

cure the only standard possible to obtain; so much for the size of the barrel.

First Legal Standard Food Product.

Now as to the grading of the fruit, do you gentlemen realize that the

fruit growers, through their representatives, and by co-operation with the

shippers, have been responsible for the very first successful attempt on the

part of the national government to standardize a food product? We have

our food and drugs act, it is true; but that act does not define any standard

of purity, and that is why it is so difficult of enforcement. The law does

not specify what is a pure food and what is not. In this particular, however,

fruit growers and shippers go beyond any effort heretofore made to estab-

lish a legal standard, and define in terms what shall constitute that standard.

The only trouble that seems to rest in the minds of some gentlemen,

about this standard, is the ten per cent “limit of tolerance.” I do not put

the same interpretation upon that “limit of tolerance” that has been put upon

it by the gentleman who preceded me. Because there is a “limit of tolerance”

provided in the law does not mean, in my judgment, that a man is authorized

to pack ninety per cent of good sound apples, and then put in ten per cent

of rotten apples or cider apples. It is true, necessarily true, that in the

packing some bad apples may get into the barrel. Therefore, we NEED a

limit of toleration.
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There is a “limit of tolerance” with our coins. A gold dollar after a
period of wear, weighs less than it did when it came out of the mint, but

take it to the United States Treasury, and the government will redeem it.

There is a “limit of tolerance,” or ought to be, in every act that the human
race performs. You can never attain perfection in this world; at least I can

not.

Fruit Packers Dread Standard.

Let me tell you my own experience as an illustration. When the hearing

on the bill took place before the congressional committee, I went to the cold

storage house and brought to Washington a barrel of apples I had packed

at my home for export. I knew there were no apples in the barrel less

than two and one-half inches, because I had packed them very carefully

under the then proposed provisions of the Sulzer bill; I, therefore, poured

those apples out on the table before the committee with absolute confidence.

But a member of congress from the state of Washington cut a hole in a

piece of cardboard two and one-half inches in diameter, and proceeded to put

thirty-seven of my apples through the hole! I was mortified, chagrined,

ashamed; because I had done my very best to comply with the provisions

of the Sulzer bill, and had failed.

I tell you that the reason some men have been against the provisions

of this law is, because they are afraid of the standard—they can not live to it.

(Applause.) They did not dare to do it anywhere this season. No honest man
is going to put a peck of cider apples into a No. 1 barrel, and market the fruit

as standard, and no dishonest man is fool enough to risk it with the penalty

of the law staring him in the face.

Here is another point. Every effort put forth in this cause has been for

the purpose of raising the standard of the fruit business of establishing a

constructive forward-looking policy. If anyone wants to amend the Sulzer

law by making it better, he can go as far as he likes, and I will help him
all I can. But, gentlemen, when the Eastern Fruit Growers’ Association and

the American Pomological Society and every other growers’ and dealers
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organization in the country, every one mind you, without a single exception

so far as I know, are satisfied to try out this law, let no one call on us to

destroy it while it is yet untried and the best we have and all we can get.

Do not attack the only law you have without suggesting something better.

(Applause.) Do not damn untried, the only piece of constructive legislation

the fruit growers have been able to secure in a lifetime.

Box People Seek Legislation.

And now let me submit another evidence of the high character of the

grade established by the Sulzer law. The box apple people (and I always feel

like taking off my hat to them) have insisted that they would have no imperfect

fruit in the package. We have not yet reached that point. We are trying

to do it—and some day we will perhaps. But we are not going to do it by

criticizing the only legislation we have and the only intelligent effort we have

ever made to do it. The box apple people did not want the Sulzer law—not be-

cause they opposed a standard grade for apples, but because we tried to
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standardize their box. They did not want us to do that because they had

not themselves agreed on what the standard box should be, believing that was
a matter they should work out a little more fully before they came forward

with a law fixing a standard box for apples.

We of the East agreed to let the Western fruit growers fix the standard

for the box apple territory, and they on their part agreed to let us fix our

standard for the barrel apple territory. The box apple people agreed to

•this the more readily because, as they claimed, our grades were not high

enough to suit them. They wanted something much better than ours,—real,

extra fancy with four XXXX’s and all that, something almost as superfine as

the exalted ideas of the gentleman who has just spoken.

And now they are ready with their box and their grades and because they

came forward and very cordially and heartily and helpfully united with

us in fixing our standard barrel, we greatly desire to help them get their

standard box and grades.

We are not especially concerned here with the size of the box, but as to

the grades. Listen please, here is their proposed bill, and in it they have

held to the grades established in the Shlzer law, word for word, item for

item, except in one particular only, which is this: they do not provide for any

fixed “limit of tolerance,” but they say in their bill that apples shall be “prac-

tically” free from defects, insects, pests, etc., etc., and “reasonably” uniform

in size. There is your “limit of tolerance.” “Practically” free from defects,

“reasonably” uniform in size. Who shall say what is “practically,” what
is “reasonably?”

I submit, Mr. President, that the standard provided in the Sulzer law,

our standard, if you please, is a better standard, a higher standard, a more
easily understood standard than that proposed for the box apple territory.

The gentleman complains about the “limit of tolerance,” and wants it

stricken out because under his interpretation of the law a man can put a
peck and a fifth of cider apples in each barrel and brand it “U. S. Standard.”

With all due respect to the most honest fruit grower in the eastern section,

and the western as well, I submit that it is a physical, a human impossibility

to pack apples in barrels as we do in the east, and to guarantee every

specimen in that barrel to be perfect. (Applause.) No man ever did it

—

no man ever can do it. (Applause.) We have got to have the “limit of

tolerance” somewhere, whether we call it ten per cent or call it “practically

free” from defect and “reasonably uniform” in size.

The gentleman tells us we ought to have government inspection. So we
ought, and we ought also to have an appropriation of five million a year to

pay for it. Can we get it?—or any part of it?

In the consideration of the Sulzer bill through two winters we were
met at every turn with the query from members of Congress, “Will the bill

require an appropriation?” And no one knows better than he that to have
added an appropriation, however small, would have killed the bill. Certainly

we need inspection, and there is a letter on file in the Dept, of Agriculture

at this moment from fruit growers in my section asking for the appoint-

ment of inspectors and offering to pay their salaries out of our own pockets.

Has the gentleman done as much?
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Sulzer Law to be Compulsory.

Again the gentleman insists that the provisions of the Sulzer law should

have been made compulsory. The gentleman forgets that the Constitution

of the United States says that Congress “shall not abridge the right of

private contract.” A man may contract to sell his apples by the hogshead

or by the keg, he may pack them in a shoe box or a churn, and no man shall

say him nay, but if the Congress shall say a package of a certain size and

shape shall be called a barrel no man may contract to sell apples by the

barrel unless he conform to the requirements of the law.

Likewise, the Congress cannot prevent a man from selling or packing

any sort of apples he chooses, but Congress can say if the apples are branded

“U. S. Standard,” they must comply with the provisions of the law. That,

is what the Sulzer law does; that, sir, is all the /Sulzer law or any other law

can do under the Constitution of the United States. The gentleman has

further objections to the Sulzer law because it does not provide for a No. 2

grade. What is a No. 2 apple? What lies in your mind and in the minds

©f these other fruit growers when No. 2 grade is mentioned? I know what
No. 2 means in my country and I think I know what it means almost every-

where. With us, it usually means anything that will bear transportation to

the nearest market, big apples and little apples, wormy apples and scaly

apples, limb rubs, wind-falls, drops and bruises. And the gentleman pro-

poses to strengthen the law by standardizing these? How many worm
holes would you permit in a No. 2 apple? Surely, a “limit of tolerance”

would be necessary here. Mr. President, permit me! We just do not want
a U. S. Standard No. 2 apple. Selling apples tree-run is bad enough, but

standardizing a No. 2 is worse. (Applause.)

The gentleman who spoke against the Sulzer law said that the railroads

increased their freight rates because of the change in the size of the barrel.

A fair interpretation of that statement would mean the railroads throughout

the United States. But we all know the railroads have not done it, either

on account of the size of the barrel or for any other reason.

It seems to me that the time has come for the fruit growers of this

eastern half of the United States to realize that we are up against a most
serious marketing problem. No man wants to have a better standard than
I do. I realize as does every thoughtful, fair-minded fruit grower, the limit

to which we can go at this time in setting up a standard grade for apples,

and I believe we have already reached that limit. Mr. President, are you
willing as a large fruit grower in the great state of Missouri to have no*

“limit of tolerance” so that you cannot put a single defective apple in a

barrel? Why, to state the proposition, is to disprove it absolutely.

I appeal to the fruit growers of the eastern half of America, to stop

this criticism and join hands with the Apple Shipper’s Association, which
handles our fruit and which is just as desirous as we are to have a high

standard. I appeal to you to stand for constructive, not destructive legisla-

tion. I had hopes that the discussion of this law had been finally concluded.
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but it seems that it continues' to come up. Nobody seems anxious to bring

it up except one or two gentlemen.

Mr. President, if, in the discussion of this matter, I have shown a little

more earnestness than the occasion seemed to require, it is because it does

seem to me there should be an end to these cavillings sometime. This

whole subject was fought out before Congress, and everyone had fullest

opportunity to argue for and against the Bill. The time has now come

when we, as fruit growers and business men, should get together and labor

whole heartedly for the upbuilding of the apple trade in the East along

practical business lines. Failing in this, we go down to inevitable defeat

before the tremendous fruit crops of the near future.

Discussion.

Mr. Watrous: I want to say that I have been interested this morning

at the earnestness that has manifested itself here; and I have been grati-

fied to hear the law explained in this candid fashion. I' have been interested

in this Society a great many years, a fruit grower a great many years, and

for years have thought what an advantge it would be if some of the com-

mittees that endeavored to secure remedial legislation would try to get

some sort of a law passed to make honest men out of men that were not

honest—or to get just a few that were honest. (Laughter.)

This last summer I spent a couple of weeks in London, and three years

ago I was over in the East Indies; and I have found we cannot have such

a perfect world as we would like, for men’s hearts are where their profits

are, in the East or in the West. There are very few people with whom I

find it perfectly easy to discuss such things frankly; with whom I feel

perfectly at liberty to speak of the looseness with which firms do business;

and in different parts of the foreign business world it seems as if they make it

a point to hold up our shortcomings in such way that they know we cannot

exactly answer with satisfaction. Now a few years ago, even in the matter

of the dairying and creamery business there were instances where the milk

put on the market was as free of cream as Satan is of piety, and the milk-

men did all sorts of things to make more money.

But, I have been encouraged here to think that we are on the way to

better things. And I hope that this Sulzer law may be amended in the near

future so that there may be a grade that shall declare that there shall be

no bad apples at all—so that we may hold up our heads and get the thing

into good shape in some particulars where it has been pretty weak before.

(Applause.)

President Goodman: Any suggestions to offer as to the amendment of

this Sulzer law? If you have anything along that line, all right; but we want
to have no more of this other discussion.

Mr. Woods.- I think this proposition of radical amendment is the only

way and will give a very good beginning, it being necessary since all men
are not honest. I have tried to bring this matter to your attention without

any personalities. If there are features to be corrected, why should not

we have them corrected? If things require that we get a better grading of
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apples, why should not we get it? And why should it be said by him or by
any party that it is a personal matter? Now I represent fifty-two fruit

growers in Albermarle County, yet a small number of men got together it

seems and secured the passage of this Sulzer bill. The Eastern Fruit

Growers’ Association a year ago called for amendments to this law, and to-

day I appear before the American Pomological Society to ask that it join

the Eastern Association. I speak for the Eastern Association more correctly

to-day than either its president or the gentleman from Martinsburg who has

spoken.

Now I say that this law is not at all adapted to the export trade, ab-

solutely unjust to us who export our fine apples; that this law is mislead-

ing; places a hardship on the better class of packers that have to conform

to it, or places them in an unfair position; and I say, Sir, that the law

ought to be amended, and propose the following amendments, and ask that

a committee be appointed to consider and report to the American Pomo-
logical Society and the Eastern Fruit Growers’ Asoseiation what action it

recommends to be taken. I would like the American Pomological Society,

If it be in order, to appoint a Canadian member, who is familiar with the

Canadian law and who would be of great help to us in this matter.

I think, Sir, the law should be amended:

(1) So as to give us a “Fancy” grade.

(2) So that the apples should not make a false impression.

(3) In providing for a grade for No. 2 apples—should design it so.

(4) As to inspection, that it should provide for it in some such

way as seems to have occurred in the mind of our friend from

Martinsburg.

(5) As to proper penalties.

And I ask that a committee of the American Pomological Society be ap-

pointed, and at least we have one member from Canada on that committee,

to consider this matter for an amended law and to report.

Mr. Watrous: I move that Mr. Woods prepare and submit his amend-

ment to this Society at its meeting this afternoon; not telling us what he

wants, but submit the amendment this afternoon.

President Goodman : He has given the points for his amendment, which

is all right—which I asked him to do. We have a special committee on in-

specting and grading fruit, Chairman A. McNeill, of Ottawa, Can., and all

these suggestions for amendments, I shall refer to this committee, of which

there is one man from South Glastonbury, Conn., Mr. J. H. Hale; another

from Sodus, N. Y., Mr. Case; then Mr. Stubenrauch from Washington, D. C.,

Mr. Temple from Florida and Mr. Watrous of Iowa.

Mr. Lupton: I want to call attention to the importance of the session

this afternoon. There are on the program this afternoon two or three

gentlemen who have made a special study of marketing problems that will

comprise the general discussion; and I would like very much to see as full

an attendance as possible. One of these gentlemen is especially equipped

to speak because he has just returned from a trip to Europe, where he has

been studying marketing problems and rural credits, and I shall be very glad

indeed to see a full attendance this afternoon.
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JOINT SESSION: E. F. G. A. AND A. P. S.

President Lupton: The meeting will please come to order. As
was stated to the Society this morning, there is a rather peculiar echo

in this hall; you could hear better if you were suspended from the ceiling,

but I hardly think you will need to do that if you come down front. It will

be much easier to talk to you, and I am sure you will enjoy the proceedings

much better.

As you are doubtless aware, today’s meetings are joint with the Ameri-

can Pomological Society and the Eastern Fruit Growers’ Association. This

morning you heard from the American Pomological Society; this afternoon

you will hear from the Eastern Fruit Growers’ Association. There has been

a good deal said in the public press and elsewhere lately about rural cred-

its, how to frame some sort of legislation which will enable the farmer to

borrow money profitably and satisfactorily on the only form of estate which

he has, namely, his land. The President of the United States has become
interested in this subject and not long ago appointed a commission to go

abroad and study the formation of rural credit societies in Europe, where
they have been in existence for some time I understand. A member of that

commission is with us this afternoon, and I think I am violating no confi-

dence when I say that his remarks will be a treat to you.

It is a very great pleasure for me to introduce to you Dr. John Le©
Coulter, who has charge of the agricultural statistics of the United States

Census Bureau and is a member of the President’s commission which has
just returned from abroad to study rural credits.

RURAL CREDITS.

John Lee Coulter, Washington, D. C.

If I do not speak loud enough for you to hear, you can do
as the Chairman has suggested or else come forward. (Laughter.) There
are a number of things that are, as a matter of fact, gained when you com©
forward but I will do the best I can.

There are so many sides to the subject that it is really impossible t©
give you anything very exhaustive on all phases of it. During the last cen-
tury, practically, in this country all of the effort has been to teach farmers
how to raise more of all kinds of farm products—make two blades of grass
grow where one grew before, or, as the facetious young farmer put it,

“make two drops of milk flow where one flew before.’’ But today we afe
passing to the next big problems in agriculture,—financing and marketing.
Really, the financing and the moving of the crops includes the entire farm
problem, and it may be that when we get through with these problems we
will have to decide that it was just as important to reduce the rate of in-
terest from ten to five per cent as to double the production in some cases.
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In other words, there is a financial problem and there is a marketing prob-

lem. There is a common saying now on the lips of all who are studying

the various sides of agriculture, quoted from one of our best books on the

subject, “Better farming, better business, better living.” The better busi-

ness side has been included. The better business side includes all phases

of marketing, of financing, etc.

The president of this organization asked me to take one small branch

of this subject and discuss it for a few minutes this afternoon. That small

branch was referred to as rural credits. Now the farmer has many credit

problems to face. These problems range all the way from the buying of

the farm to the equipping of the farm; the establishment of the farm on a

running business basis; and then the current needs of the farm during the

crop season, during the going day by day, week by week, month after month
until the crop is matured.

At the Very beginning I wish to compare agriculture with business gen-

erally. If you should want to start a store you will find all along the streets

vacant buildings, and you do not need to buy a lot and a building on it and
all of the equipment but you can rent them, rent them for a cash rental.

And not only that; you may rent them for a few weeks or a few months.

You do not have all of the problems of wearing out the soil, annual fertili-

zation, etc. You can start in with your store any day, any week, any month.

It is just as profitable probably to start it in December as in the spring of

the year. You do not have to wait five years probably before you reap your

harvest, as the fruit grower does. The merchant opens his store Monday
morning with his shelves loaded with goods for sale, and buyers start in at

once and he commences taking in money. He establishes his credit at once,

his business begins at once, and it is very probable that within a very few

weeks he may have practically sold all that he had in the store and may
have a new stock of goods except some things that were left unsold.

The fruit grower may start the same way, and what are his problems?

There is the land. He may rent the farm, to be sure, but he must wait.

He must plant his trees and they must grow; and after the first year they

must grow some more; and after the second year, they must grow some more;

and still he has nothing to sell. It is a slow wait, a tedious undertaking,

as compared with the position of the merchant.

Farmers’ Problem vs. Merchants’ Problem.
-

The farmer’s financial problems are quite different from the financial

problems of the merchant. It is a much more difficult question to finance

farm activities, than to finance those of a merchant. In this country the

banks have established themselves supposedly as an aid in business, but

they have all established themselves not to look after the business of the

farmers, but to look after the business of the merchants.

John Doe is a merchant. He buys his stock of goods and puts it in his

store and starts to sell. He needs $1,000. He goes to the bank and bor-

rows the $1,000, and as it requires security, giving his note—and what as

collateral? Merely his storeful of goods. And the bank knows that during
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the coming thirty days, or sixty days, or ninety days those goods are going

to be sold and the merchant is going to be able to pay the $1,000 pledged in

the note. The farmer comes along and also wants to borrow $1,000. Can

he also give a note due in thirty, sixty or ninety days? Oh no; it will take

about five years for those trees to bring returns, and it will be pretty hard

sledding until that time. And so when he comes, the banker says: “I

think I cannot afford to take my chances on it, or what is to give me as-

surance that he will not plead the excuse of no crops?” By the time the

orchard comes into bearing, it may be that fruit will be so plentiful that

the bottom will have fallen out of the fruit market and the fruit will bring

a very poor price, and then we see how the banker will be out. And; so the

fruit grower has to go away disappointed. Further than that, it is diffi-

cult to rent an orchard already grown; and it is difficult to rent land from

landowners with the idea of putting on orchards, because of the great delay

before the farm is up to the crop stage and a paying proposition. And so

the farmer, instead of being able to rent a business unit and start doing busi-

ness at once, has to face a lot of serious problems.

Now I am going to enumerate some of these problems, and suggest

some of the different ways in which the European who maintains a farm
with a few thousand dollars perhaps and yet be amply secured in maintain-

ing his farm business. I recall on one or two occasions in the European
countries where the guide who was showing us around would direct our

attention and say: “This building was built by So-and-so, and he lived

there before Columbus discovered America; the family has resided here, etc.”

And I thought how young we are and how new we are and how scarcely

beginning we are in our work! They have had centuries to work over

these problems, and it is not surprising that they have solved some of them
very satisfactorily, and that they have solved many of them more satis-

factorily for the farmer even than our present system of finance has for the
merchant.

The First Probelm,—Buying the Farm.

Now our first big question is the buying of the farm, and if the buyer
is a young man expecting to spend his life on the farm, and unless he is
so fortunate or unfortunate as to inherit a lot of money, he starts with
nothing. Now to buy the farm is the first problem. Only a few can re-
gard that as a question that is simple; it is whether you get one at all or
not. And at the start the question is, “Are you sure that the young man
knows how to buy?” He is going to concentrate his effort on that farm,
make it his life work, and it naturally follows that the farm must pay for
itself. He must take out of that farm sufficient of produce for the hungry
public to pay for that farm. The question with him is: “Can I pay for it,

In one, two, three, four, or five years?” Now in the most productive soil of
the world it would be impossible in any such length of time, and he soon realizes
tliat situation and is on the lookout accordingly for means with which to
meet it. He must therefore have some system whereby he can secure credit
and pay off this load, free of all incumbrances; it may be 25 years. He is

able to secure loans, however, and the public in those countries is willing
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to advance $500 and $1,000 and so on; and he expects in a matter of sixty

sr seventy-five years to pay for a farm out of itself in addition to the support

®f the family. It is a fact even in Ireland at the present time in which
place of course agriculture is more or less favorably conducted, they do not

«&pect the Irish tenants now to become landowners or to have farms of their

wq under fifty or sixty, or even a longer term of years. And I may say just

in passing that Ireland has 360,000 landowners as tenants. To be sure,

ffeese 360,000 old and new landowners do not own all their farms eptire,

floor- some are still partially unpaid for, but they know that the farms are

fEteirs and if they are just average farmers they will own the farms in

Ume, and they will pass on down to their children in their lives.

The first thing, then, is a system whereby the young farmer, now
Icrand as a tenant, will buy that farm and pay for it as it may be convenient!

Hurope solved that problem the same as our cities have solved the problem

building various enterprises. If the city wants to build a public building,

m, filtration plant, a fresh-water system, electric-light plant, street car sys-

tem, or any other kind of public enterprise, it does not go to 1 work and take

m. collection and pay for it all in one lump. What does the city do? The
city, we will say, wants to borrow $100,000 and pay it back in the next

twenty-five years; it decides to “create a sinking fund; just borrow the money
and issue bonds to pay for tne enterprise, and then pay it off gradually, in

twenty-five or fifty years.”

All over Europe, I say that advisedly, all over Europe, from Italy on up

through Austria to Hungary, up through to Russia (which we may perhaps

think of as so backward), Scandinavia, Germany, Belgium, Holland, France,

Ik all Europe, they have such systems of farm improvement as it seems

should point the way to us; a man without a penny buying his farm on a

small margin. And they have a system of long-time land mortgage banks

m efficient and so simple that a farmer can buy the farm and pay for it

gradually over a period of twenty-five or fifty years, always with a period

within which he is able to do it sooner if he proves able and chooses to.

la other words, when he can by unusual care and industry, or if he should

lave a great crop or in any other way be able to completely pay for the

farm, he may do so at one time. But he is allafwed a long period in which

to pay for it.

We Must Have Long Term Loans.

We must do that in this country. The United States started in the

business of finance and development, you might say, only a few years ago.

Why, sixty or sixty-five years ago there was not a railroad las far west as

Chicago; they started out with limited lines, the land being absolutely so>

large that in no way otherwise could you have done these things. Then

came free land for everybody, but the railroads for years were so few that

even the young men nowadays can tell how their fathers were one-hundred

nr one hundred and fifty miles beyond the last point on the railroad. In

£fiose few years what developments in agriculture! We have two, three, or

four million tenants, with far more than three million tenant families, liv-

ing on land they are not particularly interested in, seeing no great advantage
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or necessity in exerting themselves too much to build it up; in fact ‘witih

every desire sometimes to tear it down if thereby they may be able to get

out of it every dollar .they can. They are not interested in building the

agriculture up; in erecting churches, schools and so on, and making a sta-

ble civilization; they do not proceed that way, for their interests are local,

as it were, and they know that they may move on next year. Now in a

young country like this we have got two and a third million farmers, with

familties, who are struggling along under such conditions year in and year

out, and another million poor farmers with heavy mortgages weighing .them

down. I believe it is largely because we have literally noi system of land

mortgage credit. There is not even a scheme by which a man can go and bor-

row, and borrow for as long as five years, much less in any case as long as

ten years. The city creates its sinking fund for gradual repayment; but

in the farmer’s case you have the whole .thing flashed before you—“You
must pay this* to-morrow.” The debt has not been gradually disappearing.

What can the farmer do? He assigns his interest, and perhaps rents a little

farm to work on shares for another five or ten years more or less; possibly

he borrows money for his new enterprises at one, two, three per cent—and
possibly if the money market happens to be a little tight pays even more-
over and above the rate of interest at which he could borrow it in most
European countries.

Genera! European Conditions.

This is not the condition in any one single community. My experience

is not that of one single community. I have been forced in the last few years

to visit every state in the great farming section, up and down several times,

Minnesota to Texas, and from the east to the west. It is not a beginning

of information in these various states, but it is true generally and that is

the situation here. It is without any doubt at all the worst system in any
nation or civilized country. It is literally the worst. Roumania even has

a much better one at the present .time. I did not go into Roumania be-

cause there was too much war and difficulty in getting proper passports,

but their ministers came out to the border and transmitted copies of their

laws and systems of their banking institutions—showing that the poor

peasants of Roumania are able to buy a farm on a much better basis than
anything we have in the United States of America.

But it is not alone in the matter of buying a farm; many start with a
farm—they inherit it or through some sort of operations buy it outright.

Then there are a number of serious problems. The farm must perhaps be
drained; probably it may he too wet. Or it will perhaps require irrigation

if it is too* dry. The stone must be hauled away if it is too rough, and the

stumps taken off maybe and more trees cu,t down for building and for heat-

ing the buildings. These things call for a considerable amount of money,
which he may repay satisfactorily—but not within thirty, sixty or ninety

days. And the present financial system of .this country practically calls for

a renewal of loans that are for such a short period. With all the financial

Institutions of this country there is practically the same thing; no institu-

tions which will make the needed arrangements for loaning money for
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from one to ten years with real estate as security and the right to pay the

last year the same as the first—the tenth year the same as the first year.

Not only that. In this country more than in any other country since the

world began, so far as we know, we have invented, we have worked out

machinery and equipment to do the work for us. No other country in the

known civilized world has done so< much in so short a time. But great

numbers of farmers, literally hundreds of thousands of them, have not the

money to buy the machinery and equipment, and physical labor is wasted

when a machine would do the job. ft would be just like going, or sending

word, out through three or four mediums, to the outer part of our office

building without simply using one messenger—just like it would be for the

farmer of the present day to go out and do physical labor when machinery

could do it for him
;
and of course this does not really pay him and it handi-

caps his production, and it is the same thing for all kinds of his farm

produce. Machinery is absolutely essential, but the machinery will not re-

main in best condition and it will not pay for itself usually in two, three or

maybe five years. But it will possibly last for ten years, in which event

why should not the farmer be allowed to purchase machinery on com-

fortable terms with the idea that it would pay for itself in about ten years?

We have perhaps institutions to handle that at the present time, where

machinery is sold on credit very largely, charging enormous interest on the

unpaid principal and the entire amount—always stinging the farmer in the

business, and with no gradual system of repayment.

Grow an Orchard on Time.

It is the same problem if the farmer wishes to have cattle or any other

kind of livestock on the farm. He buys a calf; it is two years before that

calf is old enough to kill for meat, or three before it is old enough to

produce milk, butter, cheese or anything of that kind. During

this time the farmer is left with no income but with these thirty,

sixty or ninety day payments or renewals staring him in the face. The
orchard is as serious a problem, because his orchard must be set out, taking

all these chances while the thing is growing and maturing, working with it

and expending time, labor and money on it for three, five, perhaps ten years,

while it is not producing enough income to pay for itself. There is an

illustration where the proper thing (and I say that because I realize so

consciously the better conditions in European countries), would be an in-

stitution so that the farmer wishing to set out an orchard may take a loan

for a period of ten years, with a clause providing that he need not pay back

any of it during the first five years because the orchard is not yet producing.

Let him just pay his interest during the first five years, and then beginning

with the sixth, through to the tenth, not only interest on a renewal for the

period on the amount, but so that at the end of the time after the second

five years he will have paid for that particular piece of his farm and it

shall be his.

Long-time credit—that is the side of credit that has been least taken

care of in this country. We have practically no system.; we need, then.
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something. The question arises whether you need laws or not. Do you need

a law to carry this out—will a law do it? I may be permitted, as long as

I am speaking to those who are farmers or interested in farm activities, to

quote a little verse I heard not long ago concerning the desirability of laws

in agriculture. So many people want a law for everything. This little

verse goes on about th© city resident who found the cost of living very high,

and he kept a hen. He tells his troubles in this way: Said he,

“I have a large buff cochin hen,

And I keep her in a gaudy pen

;

There she loafs around all day,

And never takes the time to lay.

Now in times when eggs are cheap

She really lays eggs in her sleep.******
But now that winter moans and groans,

And eggs are scarce as precious stones,

That hen just loafs around all day

And never makes a sign to lay."

Now that is the point; in the farmer’s business the hens in the winter

time may lie down and sleep. What is he going to do about it? He dis-

cusses it and says the hen that lays is profitable and must be kept; and so

he takes one thing up and another and solves as best he can each of these

problems as they come along. The hen what will lay in the winter time

instead of only in the summer when eggs are cheap will make more money
of course for the farmer, but will cost more money to properly treat her for

producing winter eggs—to properly care for and feed her.

That is not an extreme case; there are many others just as suggestive

—

so many that one would almost hesitate to bring them up and expatiate on

them more or less with suggestions. But I believe that it is essential in

this country to have some legal enactment whereby a system of credit in-

stitutions to take care of this long-time land mortgage credit may be created.

There must be authorization for land banks of some kind, if there are to

be land banks or farm mortgage banks or land mortgage banks of some
kind. They have every sort and every name in Europe, but we have nothing.

Shall These Institutions Be State or National.

Now we must have some such institutions; whether they are state or

national is a debatable question, it is a matter of individual judgment. The
main thing is to have such as the situation demands; but the situation en-

joins a proper degree of haste, and this is the thing, it needs to cover it all

—

because of course we have our American ideas of land titles, of exorbi-

tance, of farming expenses, etc. On that I think it is probable, however,

that the best arrangement we could get would be for one law rather than

forty-eight laws in the United States, because if it is left for the states to do
you have forty-eight bodies, each two-headed (the house and the senate).
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each trying to pass laws; and you know with such a variety and so many
different experiments, that if one of them is bad the land-credit instruments

such as land mortgage bonds or farm securities from that state failing on

the market would give a black eye to all similar operations or institutions

by the effect from that organization—even if they were inaugurated under

the best of auspices in other states. Also if you wait for forty-eight states

to take action—some of these states are preeminently industrial or in very

small degree agricultural, and I think it would be probably very long, as long

as a quarter of a century at least, before they would take any action. Per-

sonally, I would venture the suggestion that if only our usual institutions in

matters of credit, the national banks, could fully provide for national mort-

gage banks instead of short-time institutions, it would fill the bill. Such a

bill if passed by Congress and in force throughout the United States would

give a possible field for a farmer to borrow considerable money for one or

five years, or maybe twenty-five or thirty years, and Federal authority

would have the subject in their hands the same as with national banks that

are generally in operation throughout the United States. The same prin-

ciple is at the basis; but we would have of course some few differing features

to handle in the business until it could be perfected.

Your Chairman referred to our trip and to the fact that Mr. Wilson

had a commission investigating this subject. As one of the members of

that commission, it is not my place to try now to summarize more than

very generally the results, contenting myself merely in advising that the

commission did spend a few months in study all over the European countries

to see how the farmers did it over there; and unlike most commissions

(which generally like to take from three to ten years to look into the thing,

largely because of the pleasant income which it affords during the time),

this commission, while it paid the secretary out of the moneys contributed,

moved as rapidly as consistent with satisfactory performance of the work,

and is going to do just the opposite and report within the next month. ("Ap-

plause.) It is impossible to interpret limitations under all conditions, and it

is barely possible of course that if the commission had been a paid commis-
sion we would have hung on for a year or two. It is possible that legislation

may be enacted that will later provide if necessary for further investigation,

also under proper supervision and with a satisfactory schedule for the

services of the commissioners.

National Commission's Investigations.

Although we are particularly working on the question of long-time mort-

gage credits, this commission made every effort to gain any information

possible concerning short-time credits for farmers. We found this particular

difference between this country and European countries. All over Europe

they have personal credit institutions. They are not so very different in

everything about them from our small state, private and national banks.

Generally they are owned by the farmers, but left in the aggregate or with

the vote of all rather than controlled by a small number of bankers; that is

the main difference between the great mass of European banks and our

small national and private banks. But they recognize a principle we never
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have recognized over here. I started with the statement that our banks

expect loans to be either renewed or paid back in thirty, sixty or ninety

days. Now when the farmer plants his crop in the spring, corn or something

of the sort, or orchard trees it may be that bloom in the spring season, it

is nine or ten or twelve months before his farm is a going business unit;

and if he borrows as a personal credit transaction he does not want it for

thirty days, sixty days or ninety days, but he wants it for nine, or eight or

seven months. If that change were made in our present banking system

throughout this country, it probably would serve practically all of the pur-

poses which the great mass of European banks serve. The present contest

in Congress over the Glass-Owen currency bill has that under consideration.

I note by this morning’s paper that one of the subcommittees of the Senate,

one which has reported a separate bill, has recommended that banks be

recognized for farmers, taking security repayable any time within five years.

The House had it “repayable within one year,” and so on. In other words,

Congress is now struggling with that personal short-time credit problem

themselves, and this is why the commission will probably have very little

to say on this question.

There are, however, in Europe little societies or organizations among
farmers for credit purposes. These are notable institutions; and I believe

you could create them in this country by any Federal law, and personally

I think—though I have no idea what the commission would do on this sub-

ject and am not to be quoted at all—but personally I think it has never been

proposed to secure from the national government, twenty-five or thirty

thousand little credit associations; it is a sort of crossroads private business

and not a national business.

Now I want in the next two or three minutes left to refer to these credit

unions, to give you an idea of how the farmers operate them among them-

selves. A little group of ten, fifteen or twenty farmers in a country will

come together and say, “Let us create a credit union.” Now it does what?
It is simply that those twenty farmers know each other, they know approx-

imately what each one is worth—the same as I know in my home town-
ship what every farmer is worth approximately. They just say, “Now instead

of each one of us going down to the bank and borrowing $50, $75, $100, $200

on two or three months, let us each put down an estimate of what we will

want during the growing season, the crop year, approximately, taking it in

January, February, March and so on each month of the buying time, what all

want.” Then each looks over the list and states whether or not he con-
siders that any farmer is going to try to borrow more than he ought to

borrow. That is a reasonable thing. It is letting each other into each
other’s business a little more than we are accustomed to do, but that is

what they do. They thus form a co-operative society, really a rating society,

and then the body as a body borrows each day, week or month whatever it

may want, and in turn lends it out to the member who wants it. This
little credit union is really a sort of a go-between. In their own way the
loans are paid.
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An Example of Co-operative Banking.

My first experience with one was really amusing, in Italy. I had never

seen one, and I wanted to see one in operation in the vicinity; and I went

out to where they said there was one, at a country crossroads a few miles

from town. I went to the building where they said it was, and when I got there

found the building was a store. I thought there must be an upstairs; but

upstairs seemed to be empty halls, and I finally went in this store. The
man who answered “come in” was a butcher, and next to him sat a butcher,

but also the storekeeper. They said the credit union was really next door,

so I went around and there was the butcher shop. I did not yet see the credit

union, but the man called his good wife and introduced her as the banker.

The bank was where she happened to be staying, and so the butcher said

when he introduced her that the bank was there. I1 asked about the books:

“They are in the dining-room on the shelf,” he said. How abo/ut a safe?

Well, really they had no safe. The butcher admitted that his good wife

had all the money on her person, and that they had in the treasury at that

particular time only one hundred and twenty-five or one hundred and fifty

lira, very carefully tucked away on her person, so it was perfectly safe, and

everybody knew she was the bank and banker, and it was as safe for all

the rest as it would have been anywhere. Did they have any losses? None
that they had ever heard of. And I thought they would surely hear of it

if such losses were possible!

In Germany alone there are seventeen thousand of these credit unions,

and these credit unions have a sort of substitution for banks, as a result of

which farmers never have been paying in personal credit more than five

and one-half—one farmer said six per cent for his money, but generally

very little over five and one-fourth. In general, I should say four per cent,

though it is hard to make general statements; frequently four and one-half

and four per cent interest. They borrow as a society, all taking responsi-

bility, knowing each other and that they will not run away over night, and

probably everything is all right there, and each year the whole thing is

cleaned up anew. This little cooperative arrangement reduces the rate of

interest in some places from ten to five per cent, with perfect harmony in

the whole society; and that has made the farmers business men, because

they are exacted to keep their little accounts, and it has made the whole
countryside thoroughly prosperous where it has prevailed.

It is quite probable that we could in this country introduce these credit

unions. They are little voluntary societies that could be formed without

any law involved, and anybody that wanted to could start them. In the

past few weeks I have had compilations made of the constitutions and by-

laws, rules and regulations and business forms of typical credit unions,

and the matter put into some sort of practical shape ; and when you or any

of your friends are wanting to get any of the details of the operation of

any of these European organizations, you may do so by addressing me and
we will have the matter mailed to you. (Applause.).

President Lupton: I have great pleasure in introducing to you Mr.

Charles J. Brand, the Chief of the Office of Markets in the Department of

Agriculture, at Washington.
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MARKETS AND MARKETING PROBLEMS.

Charles J. Brand, Washington, D. C.

Mr. Coulter said a thing which appealed to me as an independent orchard-

ist, namely, that an orchardist ought to have position and facilities for

borrowing over a longer time. With some friends I am developing an

orchard, and the amount of money that it takes every month convinces me
that he is exactly right—we ought to have at least ten years’ time. But on

that specific problem I think that we need just as much information about

the growing of fruit as we need money help. In other words, it occurs to

me that if any person with sufficient means to make a beginning were to

have facilities for borrowing on ten years’ credit we would have a lot of

very questionable orchard schemes, I am afraid. I know a lot of people

would like to start an orchard and if they could borrow money on ten years’

credit they would do it.

Fruit growing is probably the most scientifically conducted of all our

agricultural industries. In no branch of farming does the information

which the chemist and the botanist and the pathologist and the entomologist

secure find such a wide use. Tn fact, this information is now very well

disseminated, considering the lack of the application of science in other

farming industries.

I think there are three points on which the farmer, and I think the

fruit grower especially, needs help. The first is the widest possible dissem-

ination of information concerning the growing and handling of the crops.

The second is short-time credit, to which Dr. Coulter alluded, credit which

will carry him from one producing season to another, or nearly to another

—

perhaps if it took him all the way through to the next season it would lead

to speculation. Third, he needs assistance in the establishment of a market-

ing system which will return to the producer a fair value for his product
after handling charges, legitimate profits of middlemen, and other neces-

sary and legitimate expenses have been subtracted. The fruit industry, as

I indicated above, is not so much in need of help on the production side.

Financing facilities will be a distinct help, but the real problem of the

present day is not the production of more fruit, or even in a large sense
of better fruit, but the problem is one of marketing what is produced suc-

cessfully. I do not want to leave that statement wholly unqualified, be-

cause I do think we need to give more attention to varieties—but chiefly

in the direction of cutting down the number that we grow. That is tied

up with one of the most fundamentally important propositions related to

marketing, namely, the promulgation of grades and standards and their pro-

jection into use. With such a multiplicity of varieties, not only of apples

and peaches and all such fruit, but of cotton and wheat and other products

that are being grown at this time, standardization, both as to quality and
packing, is an exceedingly difficult proposition. Hence I say we need to

reduce, and we need to focus somewhat upon certain varieties and special-

ize in them more than we do.
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Co-operative Marketing Needed.

The individual farmer in the nature of things cannot market his own
crop as advantageously or as successfully as a group of farmers can. I

do not need to speak to a group of fruit growers about the advantages in

general of cooperation; and still we find all over the country magnificent

opportunities to cooperate going to waste. The fine example of the citrus

associations in California, and of the deciduous fruit organizations, of the

farmers’ grain elevators and of the cooperative creameries, all of which

have redounded so beneficially to the people who participate in them, have

failed to impress many of the communities, in fact whole areas, as to the

benefits to be obtained by cooperation. Nevertheless the adoption of a co-

operative system of handling and marketing our fruit and other farm prod-

ucts is absolutely essential to the future development of our farming in-

dustries. I have studied this subject most carefully, and I see no hope of

getting on an economic basis, working individualistically as we are at present.

I do not wish to be understood as saying, or even indicating, that there

is not a great deal of cooperation in the country today. There is. We have

something like three thousand farmers’ cooperative elevators. I might say

that these are not truly cooperative in the sense that the one-share-one-vote

system prevails, but they are mutual organizations of farmers in their busi-

ness; the individual organizations have an average membership of about

one hundred and twenty-five persons; each organization handling an average

of about $200,000, which makes a total of $600,000,000, or something like that,

as the cooperation annual turnover in the grain industry alone. The fruit

organizations, of which there are many and among which are some of the

most successful cooperative organizations that we have, help to swell this

total. There are some twenty-five hundred cooperative creameries, and the

various truck-growing associations, cattle-growing associations, cow-test-

ing associations, all of which handle their products cooperatively; probably

they put the total up to between $800,600,000 and $1,0)00,000,000.

So you see cooperation in the aggregate cuts a large figure in our coun-

try, though we do not realize it because of its scattering occurrence. In

fact, there are persons somewhat unenthusiastically inclined who sometimes

minimize very much the extent of cooperation. There are others who com-

pare the United States rather invidiously with Denmark, Germany, Italy

and other countries in which cooperation is extensively practiced. I wish

to say that I have made a very rough estimate of the subject; and, eliminat-

ing the cooperative banking and cooperative credit organizations of those

countries, I am under the impression that the United States handles a

product whose total value is greater than the cooperatively-handled products

of all those countries put together. Cooperation is still in an undevel-

oped state with us, however, when considered in comparison with the op-

portunity that our enormous country gives for its development.

The Marketing Problem is Difficult.

Some people have the idea that marketing is no more difficult than

production. As a matter of fact, it is; it is very much more difficult, and very
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mucli more complex, even when you think of the number of bugs and fungi

and other things that get into your fruit trees, for the simple reason thajt

every individual grower who will arm himself with the information which is

available and readily obtainable can handle his production problems in-

dividually. Just as soon as you get to marketing and distribution you lose

control of your product; transportation, refrigeration, storage, all of these

things enter, over which the producer has no control and which have a

very profound effect on his product. For this reason we are making the

study of transportation and storage problems one of the important subdi-

visions of the work of the Office of Markets.

The enormous wastes; the enormous loss incident to the distribution

of our present fruit crop is sufficient evidence of the need for such work.

All of these things can be done more effectively when the growers are or-

ganized, when they deal with the transportation companies and the ware-

house companies as large units instead of small units, as units whose busi-

ness is worth while, or as units whose business counts when you ask for a

favor, or for a service, rather—its giving is regarded as a favor.

Some of the members of the Convention before I came in asked whether

we were going to- be able to give any practical help. That is just exactly

what we want to do. We are interested in the theory of this matter only in

so far as the theory keeps our practice trued up. With reference to as-

sistance to cooperative organizations, we are preparing systems of account-

ing suitable for different types of organizations, we are securing a wide

knowledge and a very large collection of constitutions and by-laws for

different types of cooperative enterprises, and these are to be put at the

disposal of persons or groups interested in forming cooperative organiza-

tions. We are planning to assist in devising courses of study, not only in

cooperation—and we have done some of this already—but on marketing

in general, suitable for the curricula of our agricultural colleges and such

of the universities as offer courses in rural economics and other institu-

tions which are interested in this very great problem.

We plan also to assist so far as possible in the dissemination of infor-

mation as to the best methods of organizing and operating cooperative or-

ganizations. As you know, there are at the present time joint stock com-

panies which call themselves cooperative; there are individually owned
and individually conducted corporations which call themselves cooperative;

and there is every shade and color from that down to the truly cooperative

organizations, which have one share and one vote, with a reasonable inter-

est on capital—and all calling themselves cooperative. We need to clarify

the “cooperative” atmosphere considerably, so that a cotton growers’ as-

sociation or a cotton growers’ organization, as it calls itself, cannot mas-

querade under the name of “cooperative,” organize in all the cotton states

of the South, and go ahead on that fictitious basis when as a matter of fact

it is nothing in the world hut an ordinary business organization—men or-

ganized to make as much money as they can for themselves out of the

cotton business. And I know the same condition prevails in the fruit business.
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Our Transportation Practices are Bad.

In the matter of transportation we have a very bad way of carting our

farm products about the country, hit or miss, and it would seem sometimes

running up a frieght bill which takes off all the profit there could possibly

be in handling the product. An interesting case of this came to my at-

tention a few weeks ago in Chicago, and it relates to a shipment of livestock.

The stock was originally from Texas—calves were born in Texas. They
spent their first winter in South Dakota, then they were taken to Omaha
and from there reshipped to Wisconsin. In November, a year ago this

month, they were shipped to Sioux City, getting right back into the Omaha
territory, and a feeder in southern Minnesota took them up to his farm and
kept them there ninety days. They were loaded again and shipped to

Chicago (I guess they knew Chicago by heart by this time) and were bought

by an Ohio feeder for summer grazing. My informant told me about this

in September, and they were at that time still feeding on Ohio grass. By
this time they have probably been back to Chicago again, on their last sad

journey, and may even be on their way back to Texas in refrigerator cars.

It illustrates the lack of direction which our whole system of marketing and
distribution faces at the present time.

Now that is not an isolated case; it is a good average case. Much of

our cattle industry is conducted that way. With fruit, conditions are not

quite so bad, but there are similar problems. For instance, the fruit and

truck grower in the Mesilla valley, who should find a regular and easy and

profitable outlet, say in El Paso, cannot grow fruit or vegetables in the

average year at a profit. They are practically driven out of it, and for this

reason: California shipments headed for overstocked markets are diverted

and put on the El Paso market, at a price with which the local producer

cannot compete. We need to develop a system of production nearer to our

market centers.

I was in Portland, Maine, day before yesterday. I went up, among other

things, to speak to the pomological society of the State of Maine. Maine

has very good apples, but along Congress street I visited a number of gro-

ceries and fruit concerns, and found that a greater number were offering

Western fruit than Maine fruit. In other words, they, the middlemen, find

it to their advantage, because of our poorly-knitted system, to sell Cali-

fornia products instead of home-grown products. Problems in this matter

are very difficult, for the trouble is very deep-seated ; but we must make a be-

ginning somewhere to uproot such conditions.

Other transportation problems with which you are familiar and which

need study, and conditions which need correction, relate to the movement of

refrigerator, heated and ventilated cars; routings; education of producers

as to the privileges of diversion which they may enjoy; a study of demurrage

with its reference to fruit movement. At the present time it is so much
cheaper to keep a refrigerator car on the track and use it as a storage ware-

house, than it is to unload it, that not infrequently fruit-growing sections

go without cars when the terminal side-tracks are filled with them. Those

of you who are peach growers know that the minimum car-lot regulations

are burdensome; that if a car of peaches, the ordinary refrigerator car, is
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loaded to the required minimum, the amount of deterioration will some-

times knock the profit from the whole car. We need some greater elasticity

in our minimum car-lot regulations. There is no reason why peaches should

be shipped under the same minimum car-lot weight as less perishable com-

modities. It is a fact that the minimum car-lot on cabbages is the same for

most of the territory as for cotton, which is absolutely imperishable in an

ordinary sense.

A friend who has recently written a book on the matter of transporta-

tion wrote me a letter telling of a case that came to his attention relating

to two shipments of butter, one from Vermont to Boston, and the other from

Nebraska to Boston. The distance from Vermont to Boston was so short,

and it was in the fall, that the railroad (the Boston & Maine, I think)

decided that a refrigerator car was not necessary and the butter was

loaded into an ordinary car for shipment to Boston. The weather turned

very warm (you will remember that in October a year ago it was very

warm), the car met with unusual and unexplainable delays and the ship-

ment reached Boston in a decidedly soft condition, so that it had to be

sold for a number of cents per pound below the normal market for that

class of butter. This shipper, in investigating the matter, traced a Ne-

braska shipment in which the distance was so great that the railroad fur-

nished a refrigerator car without thinking of the possibility of handling it

in any other manner, and got the product to Boston in fine shape and topped

the market. The astonishing thing to the Vermont shipper was that he
found the freight rate from Nebraska to Boston was very little different

from the rate from his shipping station in Vermont to Boston. It indi-

cates another class of problems which we face in handling our marketing
situation.

The problem is not the same, as you well know, with reference to all of

the products. I just brought along a tabulation, from which I want to quote

about three or four cases of the sort of things that arise. For instance,

on a certain shipment of grape-fruit from Cuba to Boston, the producer
received $2.75 per box containing four dozen. The consumer paid at the

rate of $6 per box. The difference between the two was $3.25 per box on
this grape-fruit—over and above what the producer received. The freight

was 60 cents, which I think we must agree is reasonable; the duty was
65 cents, which was unnecessary; the hauling, supplying, miscellaneous
expenses and losses $2, including the retailer’s profit. The producer, you
will remember, got $2.75 for it, after assuming all of the hazards for a
year (for the particular crop year, as well as the hazards for the years that it

took to bring his orchards into bearing), he got very little more for his

trouble, hazards, and everything else, than the retailer got for keeping
the material in his possession as much as a week. I think that sort of

commodities do not usually remain in their possession more than that
length of time.

Here is a case of two shipments of hay, one from Pomfret, Conn., to
Boston, for which the producer received $25 per ton and for which the con-
sumer paid $32 per ton, a difference of $7. The wholesaler’s charges and
profits were $3.50 and the retailer’s $3.50. Compared with the grape-fruit

case, the margin is very much smaller; but, considering the nature of the
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product and its imperishable character, it is still very large. I cite that

case more especially for comparison with conditions in a country where

hay is more plentiful and marketing problems more acute. In this latter

case, a shipment from Wyoming to Denver, the producer received $5 per

ton, and the consumer in Denver paid $18, a difference of $13 absorbed in

the transportation and handling and in the profits of the “necessary market-

ing agents” under the present system of marketing.

I came down from Boston yesterday with a gentleman who has been

investigating the milk-marketing situation in the Boston territory. The
day before, or on Monday, he had been talking with a feed dealer in a town
near Boston, and the feed dealer told him that it was an actual fact that some
of the farmers, dairymen, and milk producers for the Boston market, brought

him their whole check some months to pay for their feed. They brought

the check itself which they received for their whole product in certain

months of low production. Now you as growers and you as farmers know
that no producer can live and prosper under any such conditions for any
length of time. He may be able to survive and get along with that sort of

stuff for awhile, but there is a distinct limitation to that—he needs some
money after a time.

I could continue at great length and point out a whole lot of other

problems that we are meeting every day, and I could also outline still

further some of the plans that we have in mind; but I do not wish to impose

upon your good nature, and, as there are other speakers, I do not wish to

impose upon them. I just wish to add that in addition to the study of co-

operative marketing and production, the study of the cooperative organiza-

tion of growers, the making of market surveys, the study of market costs

and methods, and the study of city marketing and distribution represent in

a few words the lines of attack of the Office of Markets.

We want this work to be distinctly sensible and practical. We realize

that it can only be made so with the help of men such as you are, who are

meeting these problems in a practical way yourselves. For that reason, I

appeal to you as an organization, and as individuals, to communicate to us

not only your problems but, where you have given the matter thought, your

suggestions as to possible relief.

President Lupton: In view of what Mr. Brand has just said about some
of the peculiar profits made by the dealer and the consumer, I cannot re-

frain from mentioning an incident which occurred to me last winter in New
York. I saw in the office of E. P. Loomis & Go. a consignment of Lady
apples which sold at $9 a barrel I' think (either eleven barrels sold at $9,

or nine barrels sold at $11, I am not quite sure which), but the next morning
I saw those same apples in a store just off the lobby of! the hotel where I

was stopping,—sell at $20 a barrel, by actual count of the fruit in a barrel.

The transportation problem has been giving the fruit growers of the

Eastern section some trouble for quite a long time. The Eastern Fruit

Growers’ Association had that matter called to its attention some two

years ago, and we have been trying in a desultory sort of way to accomplish

something in the matter of what we think are discriminating rates against
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our section. In making an effort to abate those discriminating conditions

the Eastern Fruit Growers’ Association tentatively employed an able at-

torney in Washington to present our case before the Interstate Commerce
Commission. The case has been prepared and we hope it will be presented

this coming winter. There is a financial matter involved in that case

however before it can be properly presented to the Interstate Commerce
Commission. The matter of finances will be taken up at a special meet-

ing of the executive committee at a later time, and consequently I will not

refer to that further now.

I wish to say, however, that the attorney employed by the Eastern Fruit

Growers to take up this matter of discriminating freight rates for the

section of country immediately around Washington (that is, embracing

five states) is here with us this afternoon. He can tell you practically

what has been done; what he hopes to accomplish; what you ought to do,

and what the general situation is in regard to transportation facilities as

it relates to the Eastern fruit grower.

I have great pleasure in introducing to you now Judge Arthur B. Hayes,

of Washington, who is the counsel employed by the Eastern Fruit Growers’

Association to look after this matter of freight rate discrimination.

Mr. Hayes: It was my extreme good fortune on yesterday to be pres-

ent at the meeting of the State Horticultural Society of the State of Mary-

land in Baltimore, and while there I had the opportunity to look over the

exhibit made by the affiliated agricultural and horticultural associations

of that State; and I want to say that throughout my experience in my life,

having been interested in the production of fruit myself to some extent for

a good many years, I have never seen a finer, more beautiful, moire complete

exhibition of the products of the soil than I saw in Baltimore yesterday.

And I say that in the presence of Senator Lupton here and other gentle-

men who are outside of the State of Maryland, because I can assure you I

have never seen a state exhibit from Virginia, West Virginia or Pennsyl-

vania—so that I can say that without drawing any invidious distinction be-

tween the states. However, if the various states which are embraced in

the term known as the East so far as it relates to fruit growing can produce

exhibitions like that, it speaks well for this great eastern country.

The previous speaker referred to some freight rates that he had ob-

served regarding transportation of fruit and butter, and other things; and

these matters when coming to notice at first blush seem to indicate some
very decided discriminations which really do not exist, for this reason:

There is such a thing iij transportation as a producer and a common car-

rier of freight forcing an illegitimate market; and that will be appreciated

when you understand that there is an effort, and has been an effort for many
years, to bring the products of the west coast into the states of Maryland,

Virginia and West Virginia for sale in competition with the products of

your own states. That is an illegitimate competition; you reach an un-

natural market, and the railroads attempt to aid that illegitimate market

situation by making rates which will allow the western producer to enter
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this field. I merely speak of that as an illustration of the way some of

these things come about.

I assure you it is an intense pleasure to me to be able to appear before

this body to-day, to meet men and women who live upon the farm and who
come here from the farm; and this country owes a great debt to the ones

who have been upon the farm and are there now, not only in the matter of

the production of products for the consumption of others, but because from

the homes of the farm have come those men in the history of this country

from the beginning who have by their physical force, their moral courage

and mental power, whether at the bar, in commerce and trade, in legislative

halls or on the field of battle, shed additional luster and influence upon
American manhood and womanhood, and citizenship. So it is that I greet

you here to-day proud of the honor to stand here and talk to you upon this

subject.

When I was a boy they used to tell me something about the farmer or

the fruit grower putting the nice apples on the top of the barrel. Well,

that impression lasted among the people for a great many years; but I sup-

pose that it is gone now and that nothing of that kind occurs.

When I talk on transportation matters, or on a subject of this particular

kind, I find that it is almost impossible to confine myself strictly and

logically to the point I have in mind. Consequently I have prepared a pa-

per covering the points which I desire to discuss here, and will take but a

few minutes to produce that. I want to follow just briefly for a moment
the philosophy of the construction of rates and their application.

When a manufacturing institution or a producing plant or a distribut-

ing agency is to be located, one of the first and prime considerations con-

trolling the location is that of freight rates. If it is a manufactory or a

producing plant, there are ordinarily two rates to be taken into account.

First, if the plant is to be placed distant from the sources of the raw ma-

terial, the rate on this raw material is to be considered as well as that

from the point of manufacture to the market. Then if the plant is to be

placed distant from the raw material, two questions arise; first, what is

the rate on this raw material to the point of manufacture, and what on the

manufactured material to the market; and if there are two or more raw ma-

terials, each one should be rated to the point of manufacture. Into every

such proposition the determination of the rate question not only enters, but

in the great majority of cases it is the determining and controlling factor.

No business enterprise, either in the line of manufacture or distribution is

established in these days of fierce commercial competition without a careful

study of freight rates and classifications from every possible angle; for in

my own line of business the difference in freight rates alone makes the dif-

ference between success or failure, or secures an exact measure of profit.

Now I want to call your attention briefly to some matters which are of

particular interest to you in this producing section in which I am also in-

terested in with you, and the production of apples for this market is in-

volved in that. I have been studying this section of the country for this

business, and find that the advantages of soil, climate, transportation facili-

ties and markets are particularly good with reference to both production
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and crop results. Here within a radius of three hundred miles or less we
have more than 15,000,000 of the population of this country, and this great

consuming population can be reached over many lines of railroad through-

out a section where a distinctive tonnage takes relatively low rates. Then
again, this section is within one hundred and fifty miles of the farthest

ports to the seaboard, whence liners run across to the great marts of conti-

nental Europe. So also the markets of the South, are around you, while

other and competing fruit growing sections are principally far in the North

and Northwest. In talking yesterday to the Maryland Horticultural Society

I had occasion to refer to this same subject, and I spoke to them particularly

about an enterprise which had been started in the western part of their own
state, which appealed to me a few years ago from the very bigness and

broadness and boldness of the conception as being of great promise to the

state. Out in that section of territory they are establishing a great fruit

community with what I may term, if you will allow me, real genuine western

enterprise and push. I heard the president of the Maryland Horticultural

Society say yesterday that the horticulturists of Maryland has been asleep

at the switch. But this project is illustrative of what this great country

will do; with other enterprises of similar character, it is the making of the

state of Maryland and of this particular section of the state especially

and probably this will be shortly one of the great apple-producing sections

of the east.

Now, in passing, it may be interesting to say—although not bearing

directly upon the transportation question as you probably know—that dur-

ing the past twenty or twenty-five years the population of this country has

increased something like thirty-three and one-third per cent, and during

that same period of time the actual production of the apple has increased

over thirty per cent. This of course looks as if it were a fixture. From
every standpoint the growing of apples in this and surrounding states ought

to be carried on more successfully than in any other section of the country.

We all know of the successes in commercial apple-growing in the Far West,

but their market is comparatively small as compared with ours; but we in

this section are feeling the new conditions which are arising. For, when the

Panama Canal is in operation we will feel the force of competition, water

competition, if properly equipped steamers can go from Seattle or Portland

down the Pacific coast, through the canal, and reach the ports of New
Orleans, Galveston, Jacksonville, Charleston or Savannah, or Norfolk or

Baltimore, and through these ports the interior markets, and lay their fruit

down there at very much less prices than are now prevailing through trans-

continental transportation. I have seen very recently in the public press

that the growers of the West are now preparing for this coming condition

and are providing the means whereby they can take advantage of these

markets.

Now I will not detain you longer. I simply wanted to say to you that

the farmer and the fruit grower, as has been indicated to you to-day, should

adopt the same methods which have made other great business enterprises

successful. It must not be forgotten that in this age of the world farming

and horticulture are lines of business as much as selling drugs or manufac-

turing stoves. It is the results in dollars and cents that you are after in
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the production of apples as well as health, strength, exercise and the en-

joyment of life. It is the results that count. You know the Irish boy

came home one night (I am Irish, so of course I can tell this story) and he

wanted to ask his father a question. His father was not very well educated,

but the boy said: “Father, the teacher gave us a question to-day in English

that I do not know what to do with. It is in grammer and I do not know
which word to use. Here it is: ‘When a hen comes cackling from her nest,

would you say that she had been sitting or setting?’ ” The old gentleman

scratched his head just a moment, then said : “Well now my boy, there

is a much more important question than that. The most important thing to

determine when a hen comes cackling from her nest is whether she has been

laying or lying.”

I want to say this to you however before closing; fruit growers need

more organization; more practical organization; not only in their exchange

of ideas as growers, but in the handling of the crop, the exploitation ; in the

improvement of ideas as to the varieties of fruit planted for the future time,

as well as in the marketing of the fruit and cooperative distribution of the

product. There is much work also which can be done in the educative line

as to the value of the apple as a healthful, nutritious food, looking toward

the creation of a still larger demand.

With the best location and the best transportation rates in this country,

we are entitled to the full benefit of the same. Many of you were raised

in this region, were here when the production of apples in this region was
comparatively small and evidently transportation facilities were based on

production in other section of the country where there was a larger tonnage;

and as your present tonnage has developed the carriers have failed to re-

arrange the rates to correspond with these later conditions, and this failure

has been caused largely from your own negligence and your own lack of at-

tention to the business outlook which you ought to have first in mind.

Now there was sent out from this section of country last year approxi-

mately thirty thousand carloads of apples. At the minimum car weight

which is allowed by railroad corporations of twenty-four thousand pounds,

those weighed at least 720,000,000 pounds—or 4,500,000 barrels. Now if

the outcome of this action which you have instituted should result even in

a reduction of an average of five cents per hundredweight, either the pro-

ducer or the consumer with whom you deal would reap a benefit of over

$360,000 a year. That might not go into your pocket directly, but it would

tend to open a larger market for you; and you know the prospective in-

crease of production is the primary thing upon which you must keep an

eye. This enormous increase of production is coming through the stimulated

transportation from the Pacific Coast, and from other directions. The
necessity is apparent I take it for the application of business methods in

matters of transportation—as in the lines of physical care, education of the

people to the ultimate results, and marketing.

I might occupy a much longer time in discussing these questions; but

the hour is late, and I feel that I have said enough to give you a general

outline of the rate situation as it pertains to the production of fruit in this

particular region.
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President Lupton : Mr. Goodman desires to make one or tiwo an-

nouncements before the meeting closes.

Mr. Goodman: Before I make the announcement I want to say to you

men that out in Missouri, the western part of the country or the Middle

West, we would no more think of shipping! anything individually now than

we would think of jumping to New York, Practically all of cUir business

is done cooperatively; very little done through the commissions; nearly

every farmer ships through the cooperative society, which has a unit of

twelve, or fifteen or twenty towns; with one head or center which controls

all the shipments—-and we have no further trouble.

The Michigan Agricultural College people will please take dinner at the

Harvey House, Eleventh and Pennsylvania Avenue, at six o’clock P. M.

Thursday night.

Mr. Taber: Mr. President, I wish to make a statement and an expla-

nation, in connection with the meeting that was held yesterday of the vice-

presidents at 2 o’clock. It seems that there has been some criticism, and

perhaps, justly so, of the fact that other officers (including the Exe-

cutive Committee and myself as First Vice-President), met with these

state vice-presidents to do work which as I now understand thesej fetate

vice-presidents were expected to do by themselves. Therefore, Mr. Presi-

dent, I would like you to make the statement to this Convention that the

work done, the action taken, by the meeting yesterday is null, and that you

call together the state vice-presidents, who will hold another session by them-

selves without any of the other officers of this Society present, and transact

the business which belongs to them properly.

President Goodman: In further explanation of the matter presented by

Mr. Taber, I may say; the vice-presidents of the different states and provinces

have a peculiar duty all their own. In the first place they are nominated

or chosen, by the state delegations attending our regular biennial sessions;

by their state membership, or by authorized state organizations, or as a

last recourse by the president of this society, and are then approved by the

same body. The other officers and executive committee of this organization

are elected directly by the membership as a whole. Thus the two sets of

officers are quite separate in their relationship to the society.

It is an old and time honored custom for the vice-presidents of the

society to act as a nominating committee and therefore in accordance with

the announcement by Mr. Taber. I will designate tomorrow morning at 9

:

as the time, and room 45 as the place at which this nominating committee

—

the vice-presidents—will meet to organize and to nominate a set of officers

to preside over the affairs of this society for the next biennium. Then it

will be understood that at this meeting, no elected official is eligible to attend

;

no person may hold a vice-president proxy except he be a bona fide resident

of the state from which the proxy is issued; if there are some states with-

out vice-presidential representation at this meeting then the members from

that state may determine who shall represent the state at the meeting of

the vice-presidents ; should there be only one person present from any state,

such person may represent said state on the nominating committee.
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President Lupton: I wish to state that Mr. Goodman has just informed

me that Mr. M. L. Dean, of Montana, the gentleman whose1 name appears next

on the program, was called away this morning to Baltimore, and will not he

able to be with us this afternoon. I still fail to see Representative Lever

in the house, and I presume that Congressional duties have detained him
and we may possibly hear from him to-morrow. I also wish to state that

Senator Hoke Smith, who is another one of the gentlemen who claims the

fatherhood of the Market Bureau bill, will be with us to-morrow morning.

He has been detained in Congress; but as I know of no difficulty to-morrow

morning, I expect him to be with us and to tell us what his idea is of what
the Bureau of Markets should be.

I would like to ask President Goodman, of the American Pomological

Society, if the Society has a committee on resolutions, to which such matters

are referred. There is a resolution now up to the Chair that it seems to me
ought to go to that committee on resolutions. I will not take the trouble

to read it; because I believe that reference of it is the proper course to

pursue, and with your permission I will just leave that resolution to the

President of the American Pomological Society to be considered by the

committee of that Society, it being a matter comprising the interests of the

whole.

So! far as the Eastern Fruit Growers’ Association is concerned this

ends the program for this afternoon—unless President Goodman has some
other matters that he wishes to lay before the body.

Mr. Goodman: In justice to Mr. Dean and in explanation of his failure

to be here, I would like to say that he was called by wire to 1 Baltimore to

act as judge of some of the exhibits at the Maryland State Fair. We will

try to get his name on the program and have his paper to-morrow if possible.

THE MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF FRUIT.*

W. W. Finley, Washington, D. C.

Conditions of soil and climate make certain localities better adapted

than others to the production of certain kinds of fruit. The demand for

fruits is not restricted by geographical lines. If marketing should be con-

fined to the immediate localities of production prices would not be sufficient-

ly remunerative to encourage any considerable development of fruit-growing

except in the neighborhood of large cities, and the people of each community

would be restricted to the consumption of those kinds of fruits that could

be grown in their localities.

The death of Mr. Finley which occurred four days after the delivery

of this address was a great shock to his many friends. He appeared to be

in excellent health and spirit on this occasion and it was with a feeling of

singular sadness that the members of the society learned of his sudden demise.
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For these reasons the prosperity of the fruit industry in localities

where climatic and soil conditions are most favorable is dependent upon

ability to distribute and market the crop over a wide area. While some
varieties, such as citrus fruits and apples, may be kept for a considerable

time without deterioration, other varieties, such as peaches and berries,

must be handled very promptly if they are to reach the consumer in good con-

dition. The distribution problem is one to which railway managers, as

well as fruit growers and handlers, have given attention with the result

that, except as to the most perishable varieties, the fruits produced in any

locality in the United States can be marketed in any other locality in the

country where there is an effective demand for them, and the area over

which perishable fruits can be distributed, while not nation-wide, is very

extensive, as may be illustrated by the marketing of Georgia peaches all

over the Eastern, Northern, and Middle Western States,, and even in Canada.

With the practicability of wide distribution thus established, the prob-

lem of successful marketing is largely one of efficient marketing methods.

I may illustrate this by pointing out that the most effective facilities for the

transportation of fruit will be of little benefit to the producer if an un-

duly large proportion of a fruit crop of any kind shall be shipped to a

single market so that the supply is in excess of the effective demand and

prices are reduced below a remunerative level. Two essential elements

in the most successful marketing of a fruit crop are a wide demand and a

system of marketing which will result in the distribution of the available

supply so that the quantity shipped to each market shall be in proportion

to its relative consuming power. This kind of distribution is advantageous

to the great body of consumers, as well as to producers, because, while

under a system of concentration on a single market, consumers in that

locality would pay relatively low prices, the short supplies in other markets
would result in prices that would be prohibitive to a great part of the pop-

ulation.

If fruits are to be widely and evenly distributed it is essential that

shippers shall be advised as to* the relation of supply and demand in each

market so that the glutting of particular markets, while others are left un-

supplied, may be avoided. Unless a man is engaged in business very ex-

tensively it is manifestly impracticable for a single fruit grower to keep
advised as to general market conditions, and experience has demonstrated
that best results can be obtained by the growers in each locality organ-
izing co-operative marketing associations with such co-operation among local

associations as may be necessary to effect a wide and even distribution

of the entire crop.

The organization of co-operative marketing associations does not neces-

sarily mean the elimination of the middleman. Direct marketing from the

producer to the consumer is practicable where the fruit grower hauls his

products to a nearby town and peddles them about the streets, and indi-

vidual producers here and there may be able to work up a special market-

ing system whereby they ship direct to consumers. I have in mind, for

instance, an apple grower, who, by an extensive advertising campaign, has
built up a considerable business in shipping apples direct to the consumer.
I very much doubt, however, whether it will ever be practicable to extend
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this system of direct sales to the fruit business generally. I believe that

it will continue to be necessary to have buyers and sellers between the pro-

ducer and the consumer and that they are entitled to fair profits. It is un-

questionable I think, that there has been an unnecessary multiplication of

middlemen in some lines of business and that a large part of the difference be-

tween the price paid by the consumer and that received by the producer may
be attributed to unnecessarily expensive retail methods. This has been a re-

sult of the growth of the retail system which has largely been shaped to meet
the demands of consumers. Co-operative selling associations may there-

fore give attention to the improvement of marketing methods generally, in-

cluding the elimination of such middlemen as may be found to be unneces-

sary. This view is in harmony with the views of some of the leading men
in the co-operative movement. Thus Lord Grey, the British Secretary of

State for Foreign Affairs, who opened the first congress of the International

Co-operative Alliance in London in 1895, speaking at the ninth session of the

Congress in August last, said:

“Co-operation means the elimination of every unnecessary middleman.
* * * The principle of co-operation requires that the services of every

necessary middleman shall be adequately and honorably remunerated, but

it also requires that every unnecessary toll taken from an article on its

way from the producer to the consumer shall be removed.”

In this address Lord Grey clearly recognized the impracticability of any
general system of direct dealings between the producer and the consumer.

Coj-operative associations of fruit growers can be helpful, not only in

the distribution of the crop, but in many other ways. They may influence

their members to grow the same varieties and to adopt and live up to a high

standard of grading and packing which will give the products of their local-

ities a valuable reputation among buyers. When any association has built

up a reputation for the excellence of its products and for uniformity of

grading and packing its name or trade-mark will be an asset of value to

every member of the association. Another advantage that may be attained

through the organization of local associations, especially among growers

whose individual production is not large, is through the consolidation of

the products of a number of shipments into carload lots to) be shipped by

the association.

A field in which co-operative associations can be of great value is in the

broadening of markets. It would generally be impracticable for an individ-

ual producer to look up localities in which the kind of fruit that he grows

is not handled and induce dealers to take it up. Work of this kind can be

done most effectively through associations. The same is true of advertising

in its various forms. I have no doubt, for instance, that the market for apples

could be substantially broadened by literature calling attention to the value

of this fruit as a wholesome article of diet. This literature, I believe, should

emphasize the excellent keeping qualities of most varieties of apples, giv-

ing advice as to proper storage methods and should give information as to

the many ways in which apples can be eaten giving directions for the

preparation of the large variety of dishes in which apples can be used. The
public should also be informed as to the seasons in which the different
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varieties are at their best. I have been informed that one of the practical

difficulties encountered in the marketing of apples is the fact that consumefs

sometimes buy in the early fall varieties that are not at their best until

about Christmas time or later. The consequence of this may be that vari-

eties, which should be consumed early in the season, may be held too long

and deteriorate or may be pushed on to the market at lower prices than

they would otherwise command. I have no doubt that an educational cam-

paign along the lines that I have suggested would greatly enlarge the con-

sumption of apples and afford a profitable market for a substantial increase

in production.

I have spoken of co-operation among fruit growers, but I believe that

the principle may be carried further and embrace not only the producers,

but those engaged in the buying and selling of fruits and the transportation

agencies. It is apparent, I think, that the handler of any fruit—the so-called

middleman—is as much interested in broadening the market and in putting

out each variety at the most favorable season as is the producer, and that

there should be effective co-operation to this end.

In the general work of bringing about a more satisfactory marketing

and distribution of fruit there is, I believe, room for co-operation by the

railways. Their functions are the transportation of persons and property

and their primary duty in relation to the fruit business is to handle con-

signments as satisfactorily as may be practicable. I believe, however, that

a railway company may go a step further and that, so far as it can do so

consistently with sound business principles, it may properly co-operate

with the people along its lines in movements tending to increase the volume

of traffic. Unquestionably one of the ways by which this may be done is

by facilitating marketing. Acting on this principle, the Railway Company
that I have the honor to represent and the companies associated with it

have underaken a broad and comprehensive work along co-operative lines

for the development of agriculture and horticulture in the territory served

by them. When the Mexican boll weevil spread into territory adjacent to

car lines east of the Mississippi River it was realized that the ootton farmers
in those localities were face to face with new and difficult problems, upon the

successful solution of which the continued prosperity not only of the farmer
but of the merchant, the banker, the professional man, and the railway de-

pended. We organized a corps of experts to advise farmers as to the best

methods of combating the weevil so as to preserve cotton as a cash crop.

This involved more intensive farming, some reduction in cotton acreage,

and the deyotion of the land thus released to other crops. The success

of the work which we did in the boll weevil territory led to our extending
this system of co-operation over all of our lines by the organization of a
Department of Farm Improvement Work. It developed that farmers in the
boll weevil territory and in other parts of the SCutheastern States, who
were undertaking the growing of new crops, were not always familiar with
the methods by which they should be marketed and that in some cases they
were not able to market their products successfully. This led us, on the

1st of January of the present year, to appoint four market agents to co-

operate with producers along our lines for the successful marketing of their
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products. These agents neither buy nor sell. It is their duty to advise pro-

ducers as to markets and to advise buyers as to the localities along our linen

in which the particular agricultural or horticultural products they may want
can be procured. They also give advice as to grading, packing and shipping

and, when desired to do so, give information as to the methods of forming
co-operative associations.

The Disposition of Culls.

No discussion of the problem of the marketing and distribution of fruit

can be complete without some reference to the advantageous disposition of

culls. If fruits are to be marketed most successfully it is essential that they

shall be graded in accordance with uniform standards, and, in this process

of grading, a certain proportion of every crop must be rejected as being

below the lowest grade that can profitably be shipped to market in a fresh

state. The net profit to the producer on his entire crop, therefore, depends
in a measure upon the disposition that can be made of culls. In some
cases and with some varieties it may be profitable to feed this rejected fruit

to farm animals, but, generally speaking, I believe that it will be advan-

tageous in localities of any considerable fruit production to establish plants

for preserving in some form fruits which may, by reason of overripeness

or other cause, be unfit for shipment to market, although they may be perfect-

ly wholesome, and also to take care of any surplus production in excess

of the market demand for fresh fruit. I suggest that this phase of the

distribution problem may well have the attention of producers in every

locality in which it may not have been already worked out satisfactorily.

The market for fruits in the United States has been steadily growing

from year to year not only by reason of the increase in population, but also

by reason of the increased consumption per capita. This increased con-

sumption may be illustrated by the growing practice of eating fruits for

breakfast. It has been stimulated in large measure by the improved

methods of distribution, as a result of which there is some kind of fresh

fruit in the market in practically every locality in the United States every

day in the year. I believe, therefore, that we may look forward to a con-

tinued broadening of the market for fruit, and that, in bringing this about,

there is a field for intelligent and helpful co-operation on the part of all

of those engaged in production and handling. I include in this the railway,

because the railway is not separate and apart from business, as some un-

thinking people have supposed, but it is a part of business. It is inseparably

interwoven with the agricultural, industrial, commercial, and social life

of the people, and every kind of business is dependent upon its prosperity

and its ability to provide adequate transportation facilities.

Discussion.

President Goodman: I regret that President Finley can not stay in

here while we ask questions. He has appointments that he must meet. I

am sure you are delighted to know that some railroads have taken up the

problems not only of care of fruit crops and co-operation in crop culture,

but also of helping in marketing.
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You may take up the question of marketing at this time—the practice

of the railroads along this line and what we ought to have. Mr. Dean, how
do you get your stuff to market?

Mr. Dean: Mr. Chairman, of course over the Northwest we have to

take extra care of our fruit to get it into the markets in proper condition;

and it is handled principally through co-operative organizations—the great

bulk of the crop. One of the great questions in the Northwest is the dispo-

sition of the cull fruit, owing to the fact that the freight rajtes on the

canned product, evaporated and preserved, almost make it prohibitive to

put those articles into the centers of consumption.

The freight rate is the great item to contend with in the West and the

Northwest, but by continual work, organization and systematic operation

the freight rates are being reduced, which makes it possible for the

products to be placed on the market and makes it a matter of economy in

the handling of the orchards. I believe that the solution of the marketing

of the fruit crop of the United States, from the strawberry to the apple and

the orange and the lemon, lies in a thorough co-operation of all the interests

in the entire country. We want to get just exactly what the speaker men-

tioned, more publicity, a better distribution of information, a better knowl-

edge among the people as to what they should put upon the market in the

way of fruits in their season and fruits from certain localities; and the great

question to my mind along these lines is better publicity; more information

among the fruit growers of the whole country.

President Goodman: Mr. Kirkpatrick of Texas, what do you do in

marketing your products?

Mr. Kirkpatrick: Well Mr. President, we in Texas have a very different

experience from that of you people in other states. We sometimes find

when we attempt to put the crop of too large an acreage on the market,

an extra big crop, that we lose our product, lose our labor, and have to send

checks along to pay the freight. Sometimes we produce what is called a

“short” crop, and we find we can get much more money out of a short crop

of all kinds than we can out of a full crop. Looks like there is some secret

voice, that in some place and in some way whispers stories of our crops,

not only in Texas but in other states; and when there is a report that there

is a great crop coming, that unknown secret, silent voice, whispers that

prices are going to be low, very low—and they are low. On the other

hand, when there is a shortage that silent-speaking voice is very quiet; its

report does not appear on the printed page; we do not see it on the market
place; but if there is actually a shortage the prices appear without the

voice, and the prices are high. And we can sell a fruit crop of two thousand
cars in a given district for more money than we can sell four thousand cars

in the same district under the other state of affairs. And that condition,

applies not only to the fruit crops, but to the cotton crop as well. The
three million bale cotton crop in our state will bring us much more money
than a five million bale crop. That has been the history of the cotton busi-

ness, and it is also true of the fruit business.
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Mr. President, that ought not to be the case; we ought not to be fined

for being industrious; for being scientific; and because we have the ambi-

tion and industry to produce these big crops in our various lines, and from

month to month, for the whole world that is needing them. But that is

the state of affairs in Texas,—as it is the state of affairs in other states.

There ought to be some voice coming up out of the people, somewhere,

somehow, some time and some place, saying that our product should be

disposed of fairly, and that no commercial product that is a staple necessity

and has a standard value, that is required to perpetuate life, to give comfort

and to give courage to our American manhood and womanhood, shall take

on any value that it is required to by those having no part in production.

There ought to be standards such that a man ought not to be fined when
ever he produces a great, abundant harvest for this great people. We are

suffering in some places every year for food and for clothing. Let us pon-

der on these things, for the people are taking up our surplus crops and the

waiting world is willing to accept and ready to respond if we could only

reach it. But somehow, as I said, some place, somewhere, the brokers,

the commission men, the men who stand behind the scenes and control that

secret voice, have a way of depressing our markets and of decrying our re-

sults and of fining us for thus producing a wonderful crop, a bountiful harvest.

It ought not to be so. And, Mr. President, it seems to me that this is

a proper place, one of the places, where we should absorb this idea of the

situation and then give it out and stand firm and put into the ear of our

people the inspiration that would lead us out of this geat wilderness of

submission to the domination of such people. This society ought to be

a factor that will do real service for us alike in the matter of prices as

well as in the extension of the production of food supplies for those who
need to be fed.

We have all the idea of bettering the conditions; but how? Organize,

you say? We can go together in some cases and form an organization.

But the real question is as to the Government, and how we are going to get

cooperation through it? We are all stockholders, so to speak, and we pay

our assessments,—taxes to the Government. (Applause) It belongs to us:

This house belongs to us; and this great government establishment belongs

to us, and these marble buildings for departments and for Congress all be-

long to us here, belong to every man and woman and child in each and

every state in the Union. Are we to have the same arrangements and

regulations and houses now as formerly, just because they were so fifty

years ago?

Prices can be regulated by law,—standardized. We can standardize

our prices just the same as we standardize other charges like salaries.

Salaries are standardized; people get a regular salary no matter whether

it rains or shines. And members of professions sell their services at stand-

ard prices. When the bills come and the collections are made, that is our

cue for each standard. Our taxes are standardized; they come regularly

—

they never fail. Why not standardize the food supply; the clothing supply,

of this country when it can be done? I believe that here would be a good

place to make a motion to that effect, that we appeal to our Government to
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standardize all these products that can be easily stored and shipped and

distributed to the people of the nation and to the people of the world. (Ap-

plause.)

President Goodman: Mr. Henricksen, how do you get your stuff t©

market from Cuba?
Mr. Henricksen: We are about in the same position as you are. In

discussing this question I would rather start at Porto Rico—that belongs

more to the United States. Many years ago I remember the steamship

lines manipulated our freight movements scandalously. The problem was
to get to the market at all. We made complaint after complaint on the

way our oranges and pineapples were put in to the markets and the con-

ditions under which we were laboring. We appealed to the authorities to

be heard and to have the steamship companies give us a little better

service; little came of our efforts. After a while we formed a fruit growers’

association and sent a man to New York to represent us there. That had

the same effect of nearly breaking us all up. We now know it to be a fact

that the commission men deliberately tried to break up that association.

They did not succeed and the association is thriving today, and out of its

efforts we are all getting better prices and able to distribute our fruit better.

In Cuba we have not gotten so far. We formed an association several

years ago, and it was not a success. We did what we could, but the idea

was a little too new and we were hardly prosperous. We have now formed

another association and the two are working together somewhat in harmony
and things are getting into a little better shape; but now here is the pe-

culiar thing. Porto Rico has one association; Cuba has one; Florida has

one, a very strong one—and the three of them do not work entirely in

harmony. Shipments from these several sections ought to be distributed

in harmony,—with system.

Now if these people could get together you can readily understand what
it would mean. We have yet a long way to travel, as you all here have;

but, we need—this doctrine of more unity. There is no use in one as-

sociation working this way and hoping to adjust business all at once.

I want to say one more word, for I feel that it may be in place here.

It all comes to that same thing in the work of this Society, and with the

state associations. There should be more unity. All the state associations

should feel that this is the central organization, and that it should be high

enough so that we can all look up to it with a feeling that this one can

raise us up and help us. I feel that we ought to do something to unify

all the fruit-growing interests of America. (Applause.)

President Goodman: Mr. Wheeler, will you please give us your views
of this marketing business? The market with you is very fine, and on©
phase we would like to discuss is as to the possibility of disposing of a large

part of our fruit right at home.

Mr. Wheeler: In Massachusetts we are particularly well situated, with
not only fine fruit but a fine market—that is what most of you are looking
for. But possibly you can not compel it to come when you seek it. We
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happen to be located both on the trolley line and also the highway, on
which there is a good deal of travel of every kind. When it came to the

marketing of peaches we thought we could dispose of them right there on
the roadside. So we put up a little stand at a point where the trolleys

stop, got a woman to take charge of it, and disposed of a couple of hundred
baskets outright during the early part of the season. In all, our sales that

way amounted to 1143 baskets for the season of about six weeks. Not
only did we dispose of a lot of fruit but often fruit that could not be

taken to market—such as soft peaches that could not be transported far.

Small baskets at this depot or at the end of the trolley car line, sold for

ten cents apiece and better sometimes. People came in automobiles es-

pecially to buy them, and in this way we disposed of much fruit that could

not have been sold otherwise.

Now I believe you can duplicate that plan in a great many localities in

which fruit is grown; and you could not only have the opportunity to dis-

pose of these goods which cannot be shipped, but you can get the retail

price, higher than wholesale, and save to a very large extent at least the

commission you would otherwise have to pay.

THE STUDENT FRUIT JUDGING CONTEST.

The most interesting, the most important and the most valuable single

feature of the Washington meeting will long be remembered as “The Fruit

Judging Contests’ The results are indeed worthy of the contestants,

coaches and judges. These latter certainly rendered full service as “Vol-

unteers in an Unknown Field” and are entitled to the grateful thanks of

American pomologists. The actual work of the jury was much heavier than

anticipated and in consequence of the delay in obtaining the final score

values it was impossible to submit the plates with their scores to general

inspection before the meeting adjourned, as was originally contemplated.

The contest was based upon the following score-card, rules and regula-

tions slightly modified by action of the coaches, jurors and officers of the

society at a conference preceding the engagement.

Regulations.

1. This society offers three trophies; a cup, and two medals to the

three teams making the highest or best rating in a judging contest covering

a special exhibit of apples. A purse to the individual making the best rating.

Other prizes may be offered later.

2. The competition is open to teams of three members each, from

students in the courses in horticulture or pomology of the Agricultural Col-

leges in North America, including undergraduates or members of the 1913

classes, but not of earlier classes.

3. The contest will be held in the New National Museum, Washington,

D. C., beginning at 9 o’clock A. M., November 18, 1913, and will cover a
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special collection of apples consisting of seventeen varieties, three plates

of five specimens each, to be selected from the following list: Arkansas,

Baldwin, Ben Davis, Delicious, Esopus, Gano, Gravenstein, Grimes, Hub-
bardston, Huntsman, Jonathan, McIntosh, Missouri, Northern Spy, Rhode
Island Greening, Rome Beauty, Stayman Winesap, Tolman, Tompkins King,

Wagener, Wealthy, White Pearmain, Winesap, Yellow Bellflower, Yellow

Newtown, York Imperial.

4. Upon application to the Secretary, previous to the opening of the

contest, each contestant shall be registered with a number (but members
of a team shall not have consecutive numbers) and supplied with a pad of

score cards sufficient for the contest, and upon wihch all reports of the

contestant shall be made to the jury.

5 (a). The factors in the contest with their values shall be as follows:

Identification, 100; scoring, 100; placing, 100. Total possible individual

score with three identified plates of perfect fruit properly placed, and with

correct reasons assigned for placing, 300.

(b) . The factors of the score card shall be as follows: Condition, 40;

color, 30; size, 20; form, 10. The factors of placing shall be as follows:

50 for actual placing, if correct; 50 for correct reasons for placing.

Details of Score: Condition. This score implies that the specimens

of an entry shall be fully mature, sound, firm, clean and free from insect,

fungous, and physical injuries and structural or physiological break-down.

Color. This score reimplies that all specimens of an entry shall be of

uniform and characteristic coloring for the variety.

Size. This score implies that the specimens of an entry shall be of the

most acceptable commercial size for the variety, and that all specimens
shall be uniform in this respect.

Form. This score implies that all specimens of an entry shall be of a
uniform and characteristic form for the variety, region of growth being
considered.

Reasoning. This score implies that the contestant shall express his

reasons for decisions rendered covering a particular plate, or plates, in

clear, concise and positive terms.

(c) . Placing percentages shall be determined upon the following basis:
Correct placing in the order of, 1, 2, 3, as determined by the jury.

Then:

1__2—-3 ........ 50 points 3—-1—2 29 11/12 points
1—3—2 37 points 3—2—1 20 10/12 points
2—1—3 29 2/12 points 2—3—1 18 9/12 points
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6. (a) The official rating of the contest exhibit, including identifica-

tion basal score, and placing shall be determined upon a commercial basis,

and by taking the average of the scores made by a jury of three expert

judges to be selected by the society, from persons without the states or

districts from which competing teams are entered. The determinations of

the jury shall be made the day prior to, and also immediately after the con-

test, and the jury findings, or ratings, shall be filed with the secretary of

the society immediately after being made.

(b). The above jury, with the approval of the contestants, shall have full

charge of the details of the contest, subject to the accompanying regula-

tions and such others as may be necessary to meet the exigencies of the

occasion.

7. Contestants shall be allowed a period of four hours in which to

complete the work of the test, except that the verbal reasons for ranking

may be at a subsequent period to be designated by the jury. Should the

conditions of environment or other factors make it appear desirable, the

jury at its discretion may extend or change the time period on request of a

majority of the contestants. Contestants shall not be allowed to com-

municate during the contest with other than members of the jury, on

penalty of being barred brom the contest.

8. The position of a contestant in scoring shall be determined by the

nearness with which his scores approach the basal scores.

9. Each contestant will be allowed not more than ten minutes for a

verbal presentation of his reasons for ranking. The judges shall, in their

discretion, ply the contestant at this time with specific questions as to the

merits of certain plates or sets of plates, and on the merits of the con-

testant’s replies to these questions shall determine his “reasoning per-

centage.”

10. At the close of the score-card work each contestant shall turn over

to the clerk of the jury his score cards, each one plainly marked with the

number of the contestant, the name of the variety, number of plate, the sev-

eral score values for the separate specimens, the total plate score, and the

relative rank of the plate.

11. The plates shall be numbered consecutively from one to fifty-one.

Each apple shall be numbered with the plate number and one of the first

five letters of the alphabet. Thus, the apples of plate 3 will be designated

«s 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e.

12. Extreme care will be exercised to keep specimens infected with

codling moth off the contest plates, and particular effort will be made to

secure typical specimens of the various varieties free from serious blemishes.

13. (a) Not more than one whole plate may be substituted. This plate

shall be eliminated from scoring and ranking; the contestant simply naming
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the variety and designating it as, passed. Thus fifty plates will he actually

scored and ranked. A feature of identification will be the determination

of the substitute plate and other substitutes, none of which shall be taken

from varieties other than indicated in Section 3.

(b) . Specimen substitutions may be made; providing, not more than

two specimens on any single plate are substituted; or, not more than a

total of 10% are substituted altogether.

(c) . The jury shall select its own chairman and clerk, and make such

detail regulations as in its judgment will facilitate the work of the con-

testants.

14. In the ranking of the plates of each variety by the contestant,

temporary rank shall be made regardless of possible substitution
; permanent

rank shall be made after allowing for substitution, i. e., by eliminating all

plates containing substitutes.

(c) . Contestants shall designate, by asterisk, under the proper letter

on the score-card, all substitute specimens.

(d) . For the correct designation and identification of a substitute

plate, there shall be accredited to the contestant a separate item of four

(.04) per cent to his general score.

15. The rating of a team shall be determined by adding the percentages

of identification, scoring, ranking and reasoning of its members and divid-

ing by 3.

(a). The rating of a contestant shall be determined by adding his

percentage for identification, scoring, placing and reasoning.

T2’ T5’ ‘21’

Identification . 78 84 88

Scoring . 82 87 91

Ranking . 76 83 81

236 254 260 =750 -r- 3 -=250

The Team rating on these three plates would be 250 points out of a
oossible 300.

16. The three teams submitting plate ratings nearest in accord with the
official ratings will be declared winners in the order in which their findings
approach those of the jury.

17. In the case of tie ratings between competing teams, such ties shall
be “scored off” on any fifteen plates, three each of five varieties which the
jury may select from the general exhibit of the society, providing no plate
shall be of a variety not indicated in section 3. The identification, scoring,
and placing in this test shall be similar in all respects to that of the general
contest.
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18. A minimum of two points shall be deducted from the score! of

specimens for unmistakable evidence of injury by scab; blotch; rust; sun,

spray, or storage scald; wilt; bruise, or physiological breakdown. Addi-

tional points shall be deducted if damage by any of the above agents is more

than the slightest. One point shall be deducted in the case of a wholly

absent stem. Due consideration shall be made for the natural season of

ripening, length of life, and the ability to hold up under storage, of the

several varieties scored.

19. A plate, the specimens of which as a whole would not qualify as U.

S. standard, according to the Sulzer law, shall be double starred (**) and

eliminated from the placings of the variety.*

20. (a) Contestants shall avoid pressing the specimens with thumb
or finger. In order to determine the firmness of the fruit the inside of the

whole hand may be used to exert gentle pressure, but in no instance must
the fruit be bruised or marred by the contestant.

(b) . Contestants shall not probe defects, apparent or otherwise, in

any way with pin, toothpick, finger nail or other object.

(c) . Evident disregard of the injunctions of this section will subject

the contestant to heavy penalty or he may be barred from the contest.

At a conference on Monday of the Executive Committee and officers

of the Society, it was decided to make the following awards for the winners

in the judging contest; First team, trophy cup; second team, Wilder silver

medal; third team. Wilder bronze medal; Highest individual score, pres-

ident’s purse $20.00; second highest individual score, Vice-President’s first

purse, $15.00; third highest individual score, Vice-President’s second purse,

$10.00; fourth highest individual score, society’s purse, $5.00. At a later

meeting of the officers, coaches and jury it was agreed to place the value of

the cup at $50.00.

THE AWARDS.

Jury: C. P. Close, W. T. Macoun, L. R. Taft.

To the teams making the three highest scores the following awards

were made:
Trophy—Fifty Dollar Silver Cup.

The Missouri team consisting of: L». F. Reese, A. D. Kilham, C. D.

Matthews.

Wilder Medal, Silver.

The Cornell team consisting of: Dudley Alleman, H. C. Knandel, V.

B. Perry.

Wilder Medal, Bronze.

The Iowa team consisting of : F. H. Beach, S. Lake, J. H. Allison.

Section 19 was eliminated from consideration in the actual contest.
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Individual Prizes.

To the individuals making the four highest scores the following awards

were made:
President’s purse, twenty dollars in gold for highest score, Dudley Alle-

man, Cornell team.

Vice-President’s 1st purse, fifteen dollars in gold for second highest

score, F. H. Beach, Iowa team.

Vice-President’s 2nd purse, ten dollars in gold for third highest score,

L. F. Reese, Missouri team.

Society’s purse, five dollars in gold for fourth highest score, A. D. Kil-

ham, Missouri team.

Full total scores of teams by members. 7

Iowa Identification Placing Scoring Total Average
12 .97 .8548 .9449 2.7697 .9232
15* .77 .6018 .8914 2.2632 .7544

24, 4% .96 .8462 .9253 2.7315 .9469

.8748

Kentucky
1 .92 .7690 .9296 2.6186 .8728

19 .87 .7590 .8825 2.5115 .8372

26 .93 .8310 .9323 2.6933 .8977

.8692

Massachusetts
7 .76 .8192 .8780 2.4572 .8191

9, 4% .92 .7628 .8977 2.5805 .8946

20 .90 .8584 .8544 2.6128 .8709

.8615

Missouri
3 .93 .8420 .9305 2.7025 .9008

8 .94 .9038 .9545 2.7983 .9327

22, 4% .96 .8284 .9250 2.7134 .9447

.9247
New Jersey

6 .83 .7444 .8545 2.4289 .8096 !

13 .75 .6642 .8499 2.2641 .7547

25 .88 .7770 .9019 2.5589 .8529

.8057
New York

4 .93 .8106 .9516 2.6922 .8941

11, 4% .96 .8624 .9278 2.7502 .9534
18 .97 .8248 .9457 2.7405 .9135

.9203
Pennsylvania

2 .95 .8242 .9227 2.6969 .8989
14 .96 .8284 .9119 2.7003 .9001
23

W. Virginia

.92 .6134 .8276 2.5610 .7870

.8620
t

17, 4% .96 .7444 .7765 2.4809 .8600 %

21 .96 .8208 .9035 2.6843 .8947
27 .97 .7064 .8879 2.5643 .8547

.8698

* Work unfinished.
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Individual Rank.

fAlleman, Dudley .9534 Perry, V. B. .8854
fBeach, F. H. .9469 Matthews, C. D. .8842
tReese, L. E. .9406 Brueckner, A. L. .8728
Kilham, A. D. .9327 fTuckwiller, E. A. .8567
Lake, S .9232 Myers, C. E .8547
Knandel, H. C .9135 Firth, S. M .8529
Ingerson, H. G .9001 Leonian, Leon .8372

Gillespie, W. C. .8989 Ingham, E. M. .8191
Brown, P. D. .8977 Beckwith, C. A. ........... .8096

Reynolds, L. E. .8947 Rusterholtz, H. L. .7870

fNute, R. E .8946 Huber, Howard F. .7547
Stevens, A. E .8709 $Allison, J. H .7544

t Those who correctly identified the substitute plate,

t Work unfinished on account of illness.

• Team Rank.

The ratings of the teams in the order of final percentage scores, are as

follows: Missouri State University, Columbia .9247; New York, Cornell

University, Ithaca .9203; Iowa Agricultural College, Ames .8748*; West
Virginia State University, Morgantown .8698; Kentucky State University,

Lexington .8692; Pennsylvania State College, State College .8620; Massa-

chusetts Agricultural College, Amherst .8615; New Jersey, Rutgers College,

New Brunswick .8057.

Going a little more into the detail of the records of the contest it ap-

pears that the scores and positions of the teams are as follows:

On Identification: West Virginia, .9633; New York, .9533; Pennsylvania,

3433; Missouri, .94; Kentucky, .9066; Iowa, .90; Massachusetts, .86; New
Jersey, .82.

On placing: Missouri, .8447; New York, .8326; Massachusetts, .8135;

Kentucky, .7863; Iowa, .7676; West Virginia, .7572; Pennsylvania, .7553;

Mew Jersey, .7285.

On scoring: Missouri, .9366; New York, .9297; Kentucky, .9214; Iowa,

3205 ; Pennsylvania, .8774; Massachusetts, .8767; New Jersey, .8688; West
Virginia, .8559.

• v The Winning Plates in the Contest.

Apples for the student judging contest were offered from Idaho, Mas-

sachusetts, Maryland, Missouri, Montana, Michigan, New Jersey, New York,

Ohio, Pennsylvania, Washington, and West Virginia.

The jury selected the fifty-one plates entering into the contest from

Idaho, Massachusetts, Michigan, Montana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Washington,

West Virginia.

* Owing to the illness of one member of the team, who had to relinquish

Ms task before completed, this score should not be considered as indicating

the real strength of the team.
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The following list exhibits the winning plates with their respective

scores on a basis of 500 points (100 for each apple) according to the following

score card: Condition, 40; color, 30; size, 20; form, 10. Baldwin, 453;

Massachusetts Agricultural College: Ben Davis, 462; F. P. Vergon, Ohio:

Delicious, 452; West Virginia Horticultural Society: Grimes, 455; Noah P.

Walbom, Pennsylvania: Jonathan, 433; West Virginia Horticultural Society:

McIntosh, 446; Western Michigan Development Bureau: Northern Spy, 448;

Silas Wilson, Idaho: Paragon, 444; Ohio Exprt. Station: Rome Beauty, 480;

West Virginia Horticultural Society: Rhode Island Greening, 474; Massa-

chusetts Agricultural College: Stayman Winesap, 479; E. Oppenlander,

Pennsylvania: Wagener, 445; Ira Cherrington, Pennsylvania: Wealthy, 427;

Massachusetts Agricultural College: Winesap, 467; West Virginia Horti-

cultural Society: White Pearmain, 479; W. W. Scott, Washington: Yellow

Newtown, 472; Montana State Board of Horticulture; York Imperial, 456,

West Virginia Horticultural Society.

While the contest was primarily for the purpose of assisting in the

work of determining the basis upon which to establish a series of uniform

national score cards for fruit judging contests, there were several other

objects kept in view. One of these was to ascertain just how carefully

grown and selected apples of the same variety from different sections would

compare in a common scoring contest, under common rules.

Unfortunately, some of the data covering the exact source of certain

plates were lost and thus comparisons are impossible though the scores

and source of winning plates are intact. These may serve as a basis of

comparison for the next contest and thereby aid in a small way in helping

to establish comparative values, and especially so, should it be possible to

maintain a regular and permanent series of contests of this Character.

In accordance with the action of the executive committee, by direction

of the society, these highest scoring plates were voted special honors, the

exact character of which is yet to be determined.

The cordial and appreciative thanks of the society were tendered the

following persons for their contributions for the purchase of awards, made
to the winning contestants in the fruit judging contest:

L. A. Goodman, twenty dollars, the President’s purse.

Geo. C. Roeding and W. C. Barry, each ten dollars, for the trophy;

L. R. Taft, W. S. Hart, L. C. Berckmans, J. G. Harrison & Sons and C. L.

Watrous each contributed five dollars for the same purpose.

Vice-President Taber contributed five dollars, and the following state

vice-presidents one dollar each, toward the first and second vice-presidents’

purses

:

E. D. Ball, Joe A. Burton, C. P. Close, M. L. Dean, C. H. Dutcher, J.

Edgar Higgins, H. H. Hume, H. C. Irish, C. A. Keffer, C. F. Kinman, Angus
Mackay, Geo. A. Marshall, C. W. Mathews, Mrs. S. W. Moore, Norman S.

Platt, Geo. C. Roeding, J. Van Lindley, 0. B. Waldron, J. B. Wiggins, Silas

Wilson, R. M. Winslow.
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EXHIBITS.

California.

Mile High Ranch, apple: Lankford.

W. S. Devol, apples: White Pearmain, Yellow Bellflower. Almonds:

I. X. L. Ne Plus Ultra, Nonpareil. Persian walnuts: two varieties, unnamed.

Fancher Creek Nursery, Persian walnuts: Eureka, Franquette, Neff,

Placentia, Santa Rosa.

Geo. C. Roeding, Persian walnut: Santa Rosa.

C. A. Abel, Persian walnut: unnamed seedling.

Tribble Brothers, Persian walnuts: A’Bijou, Calavette, Eureka, Fran-

may, Franquette Vr’mn, Franquette seedling, Glady, GRUPE, Mayette,

(Kerr), Mayquette, Meylan, Parisienne, Payne, Fertile! (proeparturiens)*

Santa Rosa, Wilson.

Backer Vineyard, grapes: Red Emperor, Moraville (de Malaga).

Leonard Coates, Persian walnuts: Concord, Franquette, GALBRAN*

Mayette, Meylan ( ! ) Wiltz, and ten varieties of seedling Almonds.

West India Gardens, subtropical fruits: Feijoa selowiana, Chayote

Canada.

Central Experimental Farm, seedling apples: Carno, Nemo, Garnet and

twenty other McIntosh seedlings.

Adonis, Clive, Noel and six other seedlings of Wealthy.

Eight seedlings of Golden Russett.

Four seedlings of Winter St. Lawrence.

Cleaver, and four other seedlings of Salome.

Gerald, Ripon, and two other seedlings of Langford Beauty.

Seven seedlings of Gano.

Bromer, Radnor, Severn, and four other seedlings of Swayzie.

Alcot, Donald, Elmer, Glenton, Marcus, Nestor, Niobe, Rocket, Rosalie,.

Sparta, and sixteen other seedlings of Northern Spy.

Seven seedlings of Fameuse.

Atlas, and four other seedlings of Lawver.

Nepean, and seven other seedlings of Salome.

Bruno, and three other seedlings of Scott Winter.

Crosses:

Rustler, and four other crosses of Mclntosh-Lawver.

Holz, Vermace and five other crosses of Lawver-Mclntosh.

Two crosses of McMahon-Scott Winter.

One cross of Northern Spy-Walbridge.

One cross of Lawver-Florence.

One cross of Pyrus prunifolia intermedia-McMahon.

Other varieties:

Calumet, Fameuse, La Victoria, McIntosh, Rochelle, Rufus, Scarlet

Pippin, Wealthy, Winter Rose.

D. S. Sager, Persian w’alrtuts and almonds: in bulk-unnamed varieties.
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Connecticut.

Bowker Fertilizer Co., apples: Fall Pippin, McIntosh, Mother, Northern

Spy, R. I. Greening. Peach: J. H. Hale.

Colorado.

Geo. W. Dyer, apples: Arkansas Black, Baldwin, Black Ben, Esopus,

Grimes, Jonathan, Juno, Rome Beauty, Smith Cider, Stark, S'tayman Wine-
sap, White Pearmain, Yellow Newtown, Winesap.

F. S. Carmen, apple: Fameuse (Snow).

Delaware.

F. M. Soper, apples: Ben Davis, Rome Beauty, Stayman Winesap, York
Imperial.

Jennie Lovett Lea, Persian walnut: Lea.

District of Columbia.

W. F. Fletcher, native* persimmons: *Arlington (seedless), small round;

Butterfield, large pyriform; Cladmah, large pyriform; Hardy, large round;

More, large oblong; Wheeler, small oblong, meaty and date-like when dried.

U. S. D. A. Greenhouses, Carica papaya,

U. S. D. A. Pomology, Grapes: Vinifera Varieties.

Alexandria Fosters
Alicante Goolabie
Alicante Bouschet Green Hungarian
Aneb (el Cadi) Gros Blanc (de Lausanne)
Aramon Huasco
Barbarossa Hungarian Millenium
Beclan Hunisa
Bellino Jura Muscat
Bermestia Bianca Kadarka
Black Kapadjulari Kara Uzum
Black Malvasia Key Grape
Black Monukka Ksil-isjum
Black Prince Leani zolo
Cabernet Sauvignon Luglienga Nera
Calabrian Malaga
Carignane Malvasia Rosario
Castiza Mantua (de Pilo)

Chasselas Dore Maraville (de Malaga)
Chasselas Rose (de Falleaux) Mataro
Chauche Gris Mission
Corinthe Rose Mondeuse
Cornichon Mourisco Bianca
Crabbs Burgundy Muscat Capusines
Damascus Muscat Gros (noir Hatif)
Damas Rose Muscat Hamburg
Biamant Traube Muscat Noir (de hongrie)
Emperor Ohanez

*A tentative list of names for six very distinct types that appear to

be entitled to names and worthy of propagation by budding or grafting.
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Olivette Blanche St. Macaire
Opiman Sultanina
Panariti Sultanina Rosea
Parc (de Versailles) Sylvaner
Petit Syrah Terret Monstre
Piment Trifere (du Japon)
Pineau (de Chardonnay) Triomphe
Pizzutella Valdepenas
Refosco Valendova
Rodites Verdal
Sauvignon Vert Vermentino
Schiradzouli Blanc (Vigne de) Zericho
Schiradzouli Violet White Hanepoot
Semilion WilmotCs No. 16)

Sicilien Zinfandel.

St. Laurient

Rotundifolia Varieties.

Eden Scuppernong
Flowers Thomas
James

American Varieties.

Agawam Herbemont
Barry Herbert
Brilliant Ives
Campbell Early Jefferson
Canada Lenoir
Catawba Lindley
Clinton Loretto
Colerain Martha
Concord Missouri Riesling
Cynthiana Montefoire
Delaware Noah
Diamond Norton
Downing Pocklington
Duchess Studley (No. 3)

Elvira Ulster
Eumelan Vergennes
Franklin Wilder
Goethe Winchell
Hartford Worden

Franco-American Varieties.

Seibel No. 80 Couderc 71-20

Seibel No. 128 Couderc 72-60

Seibel No. 209 Couderc 74-17

Seibel No. 1004 Couderc 1178
Seibel No. 1070 Couderc 199-88

Seibel No. 2010 Couderc 241-125
Seibel No. 2033 Castel No. 1028
Seibel No. 215 Castel No. 19002

Florida.

Glen St. Mary Nurseries, Citranges: Coleman, Cunningham, Etonia,

Eustis, Flowering, Morton, Norton, Phelps, Rusk, Rustic, Sanford, Saunders.

Savage, Willitts, 1425 and 4546.



J. J. Harrison.
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Kumquats: Marumi, Nagami.

Lemons: Kenedy, Ponderosa, Rough, Sweet, Villa Franca.

Limes: Persian, Tahita, Thornless.

Mandarins: Calamandin, China, Clementine, Cleopatra, Dancy, King,

Oneco, Satsuma.

Pomelos: Duncan, McCarty, March, Pernambuco, Royal, Tangelo, Tri-

umph, Walters.

Sweet Oranges: Bahia (Washington Navel), Bessie, Boone, Brazilian,

Carleton, Centennial, Double (Imperial) Navel, Drake, Dugat, Du Roi, Early

Oblong, Enterprise, Everbearing, Foster, Hart, Homosassa, Jaffa, Jappa,

Lue Gong (Lue Gim Gong), Magnum Bonum, Majorca, Maltest Blood,

Maltese Oval, Mediterranean, Nonpareil, Paper Rind, Parson, Pineapple,

Ruby, St. Michael, Sweet Seville, Thompson, Valencia, Vini, Vinous.

Reasoner Brothers, tray of Pomelos: Curtis.

Miami Board of Trade, Miscellaneous sub-tropical fruits: Avocado-
Trapp, Citrons, Caissas, Calamandins, Cerinams, Monstera deliciosa, Cocoa-

nuts. Guavas, Kumquats, Lemons, Limes, Pineapples, Pomelos, Sapodillas,

Tahite apples.

Georgia.

Paul Dyer, Persian walnut: Dyer.

Idaho.

Silas Wilson, apples: Baldwin, Delicious, Esopus, Jonathan, King
David, Northern Spy, Ortley, Rome Beauty, Stayman Winesap, White Pear-

main, Winesap, Yellow Newtown.

Illinois.

Norman W. Casper, apple: CASPER, syns Caspers Best, Best, Heaton.

Indiana.

Indiana Experiment Orchard, seedling apples: one known parent,

designated as Winesap seedlings, Nos. 10, 32, 34; Rome Beauty seedling.

No. 36; MATTHEWS.

Iowa.

C. G. Patten, apples, crossbred: Black Annette.

No. 1. Black Annette
a

g
(t

u
y

« «*

“ 48.

Blue Pearmain Seedling; Gloria Mundi Seedling; Iowa Brilliant; Iowa
Brilliant Seedling; No. 2. Malenka X Collins; No. 8. Malenka X Collins;

X White Pearmain
X
X Senator

X
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No. 3. Malenka X York Imperial; Mercer crab native; Mercer crab seedlings

No. 1, 3, 4.

Patten Greening X Black Annette, No. 9.

tt X Ben Davis,
tt

7.

X “ it it
11.

tt X Westfield, it
3.

ft ti X Grimes, it
1 .

a it X it it
3.

a it X Ben Davis, ft
25.

it tt X “ ft if
3.

tt a X “ ft
3.

tt tt X it ft ft
8.

a it X Black Annette, ft
8.

tt X Ben Davis, it
26.

a tt X “ it tt
17.

n X Black Annette, 10.

Patten Greening, Roman Stem Seedling, Silas Wilson, Soulard crab

native, Soulard crab X Grimes No. 1.

Whittier, Wilson June, Yahnke.

Kansas.

A. H. Griesa, pears: Olairgeau and Douglas.

Kentucky.

W. F. Agnew, apples: Ben Davis, Champion, Grimes, Ingram, Winesap.

E. G. Young, apples: Ben Davis, Fall Queen, Kinnard, Rome Beauty,

Winesap.

Pear, Kieffer.

Razer and Pierce, apples: Ben Davis, Kinnard, Rome Beauty, Winesap.

H. H. Farmer, apples: Ben Davis, Winesap.
H. Anderson, apples: Ben Davis, Rome Beauty, Winesap.

Winlock and Hodgins, apples: Paragon, Winesap.

W. Tell Benton, apple: Winesap.

Louisiana.

L. A. Goudeau, orange: GOUDEAU.

Maryland.

Sanger Brothers, apple: White Pippin.

Wilmer P. Hoopes, Persian walnuts: ALEXIS, BESLER, HOOKER,
JARRETT, ‘M,’ MAYNARDIER, ROBINSON, SHEFFIELD, Sinclair,

THOMAS.
Chestnuts: “A” “B.”
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Massachusetts.

Massachusetts Agricultural College, apples: Alexander, American

Beauty, Bailey Sweet, Baldwins, Banana, Ben Davis, Blue Pearmain, Boiken,

Canada Red, Delicious, Esopus, Fameuse, Fallawater, Fall Pippin, Golden

Russett, Gravenstein, Grimes, Hubbardston, Hunt Russett, Jonathan,

Lawver, Maiden Blush, McIntosh, Nodhead, Opalescent, Palmer Greening,

Pound Sweet, Rhode Island Greening, Rolfe, Rome Beauty, Roxbury, Salome,

Stark, Sutton, Tolman, Tompkins King, Wagener, Walbridge, Wealthy,

Westfield, Williams, Wolf River, Yellow Bellflower, Yellow Newtown, Yel-

low Transparent, York Imperial, a Northern Spy seedling.

Pears: Bose, Danas Hovey.

Turner Hill Farm, apple: Wagener.

Michigan.

Western Michigan Development League, apples: Baldwin, Esopus,

Northern Spy, Northwestern, Stayman Winesap, York Imperial.

D. S. Lincoln, apples: Mother, Rome Beauty, Saloane.

E. W. Lincoln, apples: Jonathan, Wealthy.

H. W. Grady, apples: Grimes, Jonathan.

Missouri.

G. W. Logan, apples: Ben Davis, Gano, Stayman Winesap, York Im-

perial.

Missouri Fruit Experiment Station, apples: Ben Davis, Benoni, Dee
No. 2, Evans, Gold, Highfill, Heiges, Logan, Mother, Skelton, Stayman Wine-
sap, Winesap, Summer Champion, and sixty-six unnamed crosses of Jona
than-Ben Davis.

Stark Brothers, in bulk: Delicious, King David.

NATIONAL NUT GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION.

Chestnuts.

Bidwell, Mrs. Annie E. K., Chico, Cal.; American Sweet, Italian.

Endicott, Geo. W., Villa Ridge, 111.; Boone, Boone X McFarland, Boone
X Ridgeley, Boone X Rochester, Best Native, BLAIR, BURRIL, (Champ)
CLARK, Chinquapin X Boone, PRESIDENT, Reliance, Ridgeley, Rochester,

Staminate parent of Boone, STARK, (Wm. P.), Unnamed Boone Seedlings,

Nos. 4, 6, 7, 8, 22 and 24.

Sober, C. K., Lewisburg, Pa.; Paragon.
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Walnuts.

Andrus, Frank P., Almont, Mich.; Unnamed Seedling.

Devol, W. S., San Luis Obispo, Cal.; Santa Barbara.

Fancher Creek Nurseries, Fresno, Cal.; Eureka, Neff, Placentia.

Huiseman, D. H., Lakeside, Wash.; Chelan, HULSEMAN.
Mayo, E. S., Rochester, N. Y.; (Thompson) Avon, Unnamed Seedling.

Pomeroy, A. C., Lockport, N. Y.; Pomeroy.

Ridgeway, C, S., Lumberton, N. J.; RIDGEWAY.

Miscellaneous Nuts.

Andrus, Frank P., Almont, Mich.; Juglans cinerea.

Bidwell, Mrs., Juglans cinerea, Juglans nigra.

Lake, E. R., Washington, D. C. ; Gingko, Pili.

U. S. Dept, of Agrl.; Juglans sieboldiana, Juglans australis.

Almonds.

Bidwell, Mrs.; I. X. L.

Brooks, H. E.
f Paso Robles, Cal.; I. X. L., Ne Plus Ultra, Nonpariel.

Coates, Leonard, Morgan Hill, Cal.; Alpine, BATHAM, Drake, Eureka,

I. X. L., Lewelling, Ne Plus Ultra, Nonpariel, Peerless, Ream, Texas, Seed-

ling.

Fancher Creek Nurseries; Eureka.

Jessie, N. C., Chico, Cal.; Bidwell, Drake, Ne Plus Ultra, Peerless.

Sutter County Almond Growers' Association, Yuba City, Cal.; Ne Plus

Ultra.

Filberts.

Bidwell, Mrs.; Seedling.

Oregon Agricultural College, Corvallis, Ore.; Purple Aveline, Red Ave-

line, White Aveline, Barcelona, Cob, Kentish Cob, Daviana, D’Alger, Du-

chilly, Grosse de Blanche, (Hall de) GENTES.
Rush, J. G., West Willow, Pa.; Barcelona, Duchilly.

Pecans.

American Nut and Fruit Co., Ferriday, La.; Carman, Claremont, Mon-
eymaker, Schley, Stuart, Success, Van Deman.

Bechtel, Theo., Ocean Springs, Miss.; Alley, CANDY, Capital, Frotscher,

Georgia, LEWIS, Russell, Schley, Stuart, Success, Van Deman.
Beman, W. P., Sparta, Ga.; Beman.
Bidwell, Mrs.; BIDWELL.
Forkert, C., Ocean Springs, Miss.; Jewett X Success.

Griffing Bros., Macclenny, Fla.; Bradley, Curtis, Nelson, OLUSTEE,
President, PULESTON, Russell, Stuart, Teche.

Gunnels, Mrs. R. E., Bronwood, Ga.; GUNNELS.
Halbert, H. A., Coleman, Tex.; Halbert.

James, S. H. t Mound, La.; Carman, Georgia, Moneymaker, Rome, Schley,
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Teche, Van Deman.
Lewis, F. H. f Pascagoula, Miss.; Delmas, Hall, Havens, LEWIS, Stuart.

Lilly Orchard Co., Moss Point, Miss-.; GRAHAM.
Littlepage, T. P., Boonville, Ind.; Kentucky.

Miller, H. K., Mo-nticello, Fla.; Clark, Eggshell.

Money, H. D., Ocean Springs, Miss.; HAZEL.
Norton and Thurmond, Clarksville, Mo.; NORTON.
Owens, F. M., Gerald, Miss.; Delmas, Schley.

Owens, Wm., Elgin, Tex.; ELGIN.
Pahst, Chas. E., Ocean Springs, Miss.; Pabst, Stuart, Success, Van De-

man.
Ramsey & Son, F. T., Austin, Tex.; OLIVER, SWINDEN.
Reed & Son, W. C., Vincennes, Ind.; BEARD, Indiana, Kentucky, LUCE,

Major, Niblack, Posey, Warrick.

Reuss, G. B., Hohen Solms, La.; REUSS.
Sabine Valley Nursery Co.; Sabine, Tex.; Moneymaker, Russell.

Stone, B. W., Thomasville, Ga.; Brooks, Curtis, Delmas, Frotscher, Mo-

bile, Moneymaker, Pabst, Rome, Russell, Schley, Stuart, Van Deman.
Van Duzee, C. A., Cairo, Ga.; Frotscher, Stuart, Teche, Van Deman.
White, Herbert C., Putney, Ga.; Alley, Delmas, Schley, Stuart, Teche,

Van Deman, WHITE.
Young, B. M., Morgan City, La.; Delmas, Frotscher, Nelson, Pabst, Rus-

sell, Stuart, Success, Young.

New Jersey.

State Experiment Stat on and State Horticultural Society, apples: Bald-

win, Bismarck, Jonathan, King David, Monmouth, Smith Cider.

Pear: S'eckel.

Lemuel Black, apples: Ben Davis, Cooper Market, Hubbardston, In-

gram, McLellan, Rome Beauty, Sutton, White Pippin, Willow.

Peach: Beers.

Clifford Nevius, apples: Baldwin, Smith Cider, Stayman Winesap, Wine-
sap, and two seedlings designated as twins.

John Hutchinson, Persian walnuts: Haddon, and an unnamed seedling.

John H. Barclay, apples: Ben Davis, Cooper Market, Nero, Rome Beauty,

Stayman Winesap, White Pippin, Yellow Bellflower.

Henry Cox, apple: Delicious.

George Everett, apples: Ben Davis, Ridge, White Pippin, York Imperial.

J. Howard Lippincott, applets: King David, Stayman Winesap.
Peter Wilcox, apples: Baldwin, Moore Sweet, Peck Pleasant, Red Gilli*

flower.

Henry Eggers, apples: Stark, Yellow Newtown, York Imperial.

George Redshaw, Jr., apples: Grimes, Rhode Island Greening, Stark,

Yellow Newtown.
George Smith, peach: Iron Mountain.

William Mount, apples: Grimes, Nero, York Imperial.

Horace Roberts, apples: Grimes, Smith Cider, Smokehouse, Limbertwig.
C. C. Haines, apples: Ben Davis, Grimes, Pineapple.
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F. P. Gabel, cranberries: Champion, Gabelle, Howes, Late Blue, Select-

ed Jersey.

New York.

New York Experiment Station, apples: Standard varieties and named
and unnamed crosses: Clinton, Ben Davis, Green Newtown, Chautauqua,

Esopus, Ben Davis; Oswego, Sutton X Northern Spy.

Otsego, Ben Davis X McIntosh; Rensselaer, Ben Davis X Jonathan;

Rockland, Ben Davis X Mother; Saratoga, Ben Davis X Green Newtown;
Schenectady, Ben Davis X Mother; Schoharie, Ralls X Northern Spy;

Tioga, Sutton X Northern Spy; Westchester, Ben Davis X Green Newtown.
Station numbers, 18, 19, 20, 22, 25, 27, Ben Davis X Jonathan; Station num-
bers, 29, 32, 35, 38, 43, 44, 48, Ben Davis X Mother. Station numbers, 52,

53, Sutton X Northern Spy; 61, Ralls X Northern Spy; 72, 73, Ben Davis

X Esopus; 81, Ben Davis X MclntO'Sh; 88, 89, 90, 95, 97, Ben Davis X Green
Newtown; 98, 105, 107, 111, 112, 113, 116, 117, 127, Esopus X Ben Davis;

134, Esopus X Jonathan; 13, Hubbardston X Hubbardston.

O. M. Taylor, apples: Baldwin, Rome Beauty.

F. P. Hazelton, apples: unnamed seedling.

A. C. Pomeroy, Persian walnuts: Pomeroy types.

Hiram Paulding, Jr., apples: Baldwin, Stayman Winesap, Yellow New-
town, York Imperial.

John S. Jones, apples: A small but choice collection well known varieties.

Long Island Railroad Experimental Station Number Two. Medford.

A small but select collection of several varieties of apples.

North Carolina.

State Department of Agriculture, applet: Arkansas Black, Babbitt,

Baldwin, Beach, Ben Davis, Black Ben, Bonum, Delicious, Fameuse, (Snow)

Golden Russett, Grimes, Heiges (Red Limbertwig), Kinnard, Lawver, Lim-

bertwig, (American Limbertwig), Paragon, Red Gilliflower, Rome Beauty,

Roxbury, Stayman Winesap, Virginia, Beauty, Winesap, Yellow Bellflower,

Yellow Newtown, (Albemarle Pippin).

Pears: Kieffer, Magnolia; pomegranates; quinces.

Nuts: Black walnut; Persian walnut; Japanese walnuts, J. sieboldiana,

J. cordiformis; Japanese chestnut; European chestnut; American chestnut;

soft shell almond; filbert; butternut; mocker nut; shellbark hickorynut;

native seedling pecan; Buffalo oil-nut.

Ohio.

Ohio Experiment Station, apples: Arkansas, Baldwin, Ben Davis, Stay-

man Winesap, York Imperial.

U. T. Cox, apples: Ralls, Ensee, unnamed seedlings, several plates of

Rome Beauty variations:

Plum: unnamed seedling.

F. P. Vergon, apple: Ben Davis.
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Oregon.

Oregon Experiment Station, filberts: eleven plates named varieties

(see under exhibits of National Nut Growers’ Association).

A. V. Underwood, apples: Banana, Spytown.

Ferd. Groner, Persian walnut: Glady.

Oregon Nursery Company, Persian walnut: SWALLOW.

Pennsylvania.

H. H. Laub, apples: Baldwin, Chicago, Delicious, Jonathan, Stayman
Winesap.

A. J. Salt, apple: Twenty Ounce.

J. G. Eisenhower, apples: Baldwin, Nero, Smokehouse.

S. D. Yost, apples: Baldwin, Northern Spy, R. I. Greening, Tompkins
King, Winesap.

H. S. Chamberlain, apples: Baldwin, Ben Davis, Northern Spy, R. I.

Greening, Wagener.
Enoch Reimer, apples: Arkansas Black, Baldwin, Jonathan, R. I. Green-

ing.

T. C. Foster, apple: Rome Beauty.

N. P. Walborn, apples: Grimes, Smith Cider.

C. B. Snyder, apples: English Red Streak, Krauser, Walbridge.

Wells Bros., apples: Black Gilliflower, Esopus, Ox Noble, R. I. Green-

ing, York Stripe.

H. L. Purdy, apples: Baldwin, Northern Spy, R. I. Greening.

George H. Lincoln, apples: Esopus, Tompkins King.

E. Oppenheimer, apples: Paragon, Smith Cider, Stark, Stayman Wine-

sap.

J. A. Green, apples: Baldwin, R. I. Greening.

Ira C. Cherrington, apples: Baldwin, Ben Davis, Northern Spy, Smith
Cider, Wagener.

T. W. Neil, apples: Baldwin, Fallawater, Northern Spy, Rambo, Tomp-
kins King, Wagener.

L. C. Hall, Persian walnut: Hall.

Texas.

J. J. Ramsey, Jujubes: unnamed.

Utah.

State Agricultural College, apples: Arkansas, Banana, Ben Diavis,

Delicious, Gano, Jonathan, King David, Lawver, Missouri, Northwestern,

Rome Beauty, Salome, White Pearmain, Winesap, Yellow Newtown, York
Imperial.

M. A. Pendleton, Persian walnut: HARWOOD, proposed name for local

seedling.
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Virginia.

State Horticultural Society, apples: Arkansas, Ben Davis, Bonum,
Delicious, Fameuse (Snow), Gano, Grimes, Jonathan, Lowry, Northwestern,

Paradise Sweet, Paragon (M. B. T.) Rome Beauty, Roxbury, Stayman Wine-

sap, Springdale, Winesap, Winter Cheese, Yellow Newtown (Albemarle

Pippin), York Imperial.

Simon P. Flohr, apple: MONEYBUSH, new variety. The chief part of

this exhibit was in boxes and cartons.

R. Conklin, Japanese and Persian walnuts: unnamed varieties.

The Crest Orchards, apples: Ben Davis, Bonum, Fall Cheese, Grimes,

Jonathan, Lady, Limbertwig, Munson Sweet, Paragon, Rome Beauty, Smith

Cider, Stayman Winesap, Winesap, York Imperial.

Washington.

Wenatchee Valley Fruit Growers, apples: Arkansas, Baldwin, Banana,

Ben Davis, Delicious, Esopus, Gano, Jonathan, King David, Rome Beauty,

Tompkins King.

P. M. Janney, apple: White Pippin.

W. W. Scott, apples: Fall Pippin, RANIER, White Pearmain.

D. H. Hulseman, Persian walnuts: Chelan, HULSEMAN, JUMBO, KEY-
STONE, WIGLEY (Wigley Jim).

A. A. Quarnberg, Persian walnut: unnamed seedling.

George Ruedy, Persian walnuts: Alpine, Fertile (Proeparturiens).

West Virginia.

State Horticultural Society, apples: Arkansas Black, Akin, Baldwin,

Ben Davis, Calough, Delicious, Gano, Grimes, Jonathan, King David, Kin-

nard, Lawver, Northern Spy, Northwestern, Oliver, Paradise Sweet, Pe-

waukee, Ralls, Rome Beauty, Springdale, Stayman, Tompkins, Twenty
Ounce, Wagener, Winesap, Yellow Newtown, York Imperial.

Seedlings: a pear from Kieffer: a strawberry, plant variety named
DEW.

Wisconsin.

State Horticultural Society, apples: Gano, Gem City, McIntosh, Mc-

Mahon, Milwaukie, Newell, Northwestern, Plumb Cider, Tuttle, Windsor,

Wolf River, and three unnamed seedlings.
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BUSINESS.

The committee on credentials reported the following Vice-Presidents

and delegates present and qualified to act:

Vice-Presidents:

British Columbia, Edwin Smith for R. M. Winslow.

Cuba, H. C. Henricksen, for C. F. Austin.

District of Columbia, G. B. Brackett.

Florida, H. H. Hume.
Indiana, Joe A. Burton.

Iowa, C. G. Patten.

Kansas, Albert Dickens for F. W. Dixon.

Kentucky, C. W. Mathews.

Maryland, C. P. Close.

Massachusetts, F. C. Sears for W. C. Strong.

Minnesota, W. G. Brierly for A. W. Latham.

Montana, M. L. Dean.

New York. W. T. Mann for B. J. Case.

North Carolina, J. Van Lindley.

North Dakota, C. B. Waldron.

Nova Scotia, W. S. Blair for R. W. Starr.

Ohio, W. R. Lazenby.

Oregon, C. I. Lewis for J. R. Cardwell.

Pennsylvania, C. J. Tyson for Howard A. Chase.

South Carolina, John B. Wiggins.

Tennessee, Russell G. Briggs for Charles A. Keffer.

Utah, E. D. Ball.

Virginia, S. B. Woods.

West Virginia, Mrs. S. W. Moore.

Wyoming, Aven Nelson.

Delegates.

Adams County Fruit Growers’ Association (Pa), C. J. Tyson.

Benton County Fruit Growers’ Association (Ore.), C. I. Lewis.

Eastern Fruit Growers’ Association, S. L. Lupton, A. Clohan, Samuel B.

Woods.
Florida Horticultural Society, G. L. Taber, Okie C. Painter, Nettie M.

G. Prange.

Frisco Railroad System, Ashleigh P. Boles.

ll!inoi|S State Horticultural Society, W. S. Perrine, W. S. Blair.

Indiana Horticultural Society, Joe A. Burton.

Iowa Horticultural Society, G. B. Brackett, C. L. Watrous, C. G. Patten,

Laurenz Greene, F. E. McCall, S. A. Beach.

Massachusetts Fruit Growers’ Association, F. C. Sears, R. W. Reese,

Wilfrid Wheeler, D. L. ,Fiske, J. A. Shaw, E. CL Miller, E. B. Wilder, H. L,

Frost, W. T. Powell, A. R. Jenks.

Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Ralph D. Gilbert, H. L. Frost, F.

C. Sears, Wilfrid Wheeler, E. B. Wilder, R. W. Rees.

Michigan State Horticultural Society, L. R. Taft.

Missouri State Board of Horticulture, Richard Dalton.
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Missouri State Horticultural Society, G. L. Tippin, T. C. Wilsom.
Missouri Valley Horticultural Society, Mrs. L. A. Goodman.
Montana State Board of Horticulture, M. L. Dean.

National Nut Growers' Association, C. A. Reed, H. E. Van Deman.
Northern Nut Growers' Association, W. O. Deming, J. G. Rush, J. F:

Jones, A. C. Pomeroy, W. N. Roper, W. N. Hutt.

New Jersey State Horticultural Society, Horace Roberts.

Oregon State Horticultural Society, G. I. Lewis.

Ohio State Horticultural Society, W. J. Green, W. R. Lazenby.

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, Wesley Webb, J. L. Soper.

Virginia Horticultural Society, Samuel S. Guerrant, J. B. Emerson,

Walter Whately, W. T. Hood.

Western Association of Nurserymen, E. W. Kirkpatrick, W. P. Stark,

West Virginia State Horticultural Society, W. W. Thatcher, S. W.
Moore, W. H. Alderman, L. F. Sutton, S. H. Fulton, G. P. Miller, H. W.
Miller.

Wooster County Horticultural Society (Mass.), David L. Fiske.

Greetings.

Lewiston, Maine, Nov. 19, 1913.

American Pomological Society,

Washington, D. 0.:

Maine pomologists in annual session send hearty greetings. Increased

interest, improved exhibits, larger attendance and livelier discussions mark
our sessions; may the same be your experience.

H. L. Keiyser, President.

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY.

E. R. Lake.

It is with a feeling of no little diffidence that I appear before you in an

official capacity, and with the presumption of directing your attention to

the consideration of matters of special concern to this society. Were* it

not for the supporting influence of an indefinable character that permeates

all Washingtonians in due time, and which emanates, I venture to assert,

from that dominating, thofugh complex, ego on the hill, I certainly should

refrain from appearing in this role; for, when I hesitate a moment to weigh

the full significance of the position and its responsibilities as determined by

the actions and precedents of Vick, Manning, Beal, Garfield, Craig and others,

I am not unconscious of assuming a position of serious responsibility; a

position that has been fortified for years with high ideals, lofty purposes and

the self-sacrificing labors of these men and their colleagues, therefore,

I shall only ask your indulgence for a few moments.
It is not ours to hope to add anything to the character and accom-

plishments of the office honored by these splendid men. If, in our brief

service, by way of serving out the unfinished term of our late secretary,
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it has been our good fortune to perform the task acceptably to you, and

with a modicum of the efficiency with which he would have performed

the service, then may we not be pardoned for the assumption of! ventur-

ing to detail a little information as to the work of the office; offer a few

suggestions for its future development; and incidentally exhibit an outlook

for the future service of the society as we see it from the viewpoint of a

rapidly broadening field of activities, without an adequate central organiza-

tion.

The Official Record.

During the past year, if we may judge from the archives of the society,

the correspondence has more than quadrupled over any previous biennial

period. There is a possible source of error in this estimate, due to a doubt

as to whether or not all the previous correspondence of the society has been

permanently filed. Assuming that it is quite possible that some non-essential

correspondence (so held in previous years) has been cast out may we not

Inquire, at this stage of our career, how shall a present officer determine

just what is non-essential to the future interests of the organization?

How shall this correspondence be filed, segregated and preserved?

Were the records of the office to accumulate in the next decade as they

have in the past year it would be necessary for the secretary to provide a

good sized room to house them; and this would be exclusive of the ex-

changes and complimentary copies of various more or less valuable docu-

ments that are constantly reaching the office.

Will, or should, we expect an officer on the present basis of organization

to be willing to assume the responsibility of keeping such property at his

home.

Of course much of this increased correspondence and mail material is

the direct result of the advertising of the society through the publication

of the quarterly. As to the value of such service to the society there may
be at present some question.

Of the bulletin it may be said there were printed and distributed 1,000

copies of Nos. 1, 2, 3; 2,000 copies of No. 4 and 3,000 copies of No. 5.

Of printed circular letters the office has sent out 300.

Of individual typewritten letters dealing with the same subjects “cir-

cularized letters,” there have been sent out something over 125, besides

1,000 invitations to prospective members.
While of personal letters there have been something like 700 type

written ones, and an hundred or more “by hand.” Total pieces of mail:
letters 1,225; bulletins, 8,000.

During the busy time for three months just preceding this meeting
it was not an infrequent mail that carried out from twenty to thirty letters

and fifteen to thirty or more bulletins.

One of the weak features of the publicity work of the offfice has been
the limited number of personal letters to “the press.” There is not a ques-

tion about the value of such a service, but there is a question as to the
capacity of a secretary during his “evenings and Sundays.”

One of the troublesome problems arising during the past year has been
the common request for complimentary copies of the report of our pro-
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ceedings and a very pertinent question arises as to whether our policy

(possibly under our present plan of organization the only one we can adopt)

is not outgrown, so far as it relates to the horticultural press and the other

organizations engaged in this same general field of work; especially those

foreign ones of corresponding rank.

Another source of annoyance and uncertainty has been the lack of

effective Vice-Presidential co-operation in many of the states. This feature

of our organization is positively demoralizing to* this office and something

radical must be done with this set of officers; else their duties, which I

take it, are such as devolve upon a sectional chairman, must be given over

to another force of workers which might be designated as state secretaries,

directors, or other term, anything, in fact, to get the necessary work of the

state or district performed with efficiency and dispatch.

As one result of the past year’s work it is evident that it would he a

decided advance in the service of the office if none but paid-up members
were registered; and further, it is especially suggested that no person be

elected to a position of active honor (by this is meant officer, committee-

man or other representative) in the society unless he is a paid-up member
of good standing or unless some other member assumes the responsibility

of this account.

A Larger Field of Activity.

As suggestions looking to a larger sphere of activity permit the following

items to be offered:

The fruit-growing industry—this Nation's pomofcogical interests—o'!

the United States is valued at approximately 275 millions of dollars an-

nually. To this must be added that of Canada, which is also included in

our sphere of activity.

This great international business, is today without any adequate organi-

zation to represent it in the councils of the nation in any one of several

respects; such as commercial, political, financial, moral, social, economic,

or scientific, with the exception of the more or less heterogenous local

associations; and this society, which occupies a conspicuous place through

the history of its past achievement, but which owing to lack of funds has

been unable to keep pace with the recent rapidly broadening and increas-

ing activities in this field of production.

This seems to be an opportune time: The whole continent is in the

throes of violent labor bringing forth a marvelous area of near-fruitful

orchards, vineyards, and fruit gardens; an eager consuming public is

deeply interested in the problems of more fruit, better fruit and cheaper

fruit to the end of better living; the producers are intent upon finding

a more direct route to the consumers; the whole nation is bent upon an

eager quest for ways and means whereby the great problem of sustaining

a higher and better type of citizenship may be solved; and when great

measures are being advanced by the nation in behalf of a general rural up-

lift. Such a time, it would appear, is a potent one for an effort to broaden

the scope of this society’s activities; vastly increase its resources; and

effect a more comprehensive organization to the end of assuming,—that
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which by virtue of its past splendid record legitimately belongs to it—the

position of leader and central factor in the organized effort to solve the

numerous continental pomological problems now before us and those still

larger ones which are surely ahead of us.

To this end we would have immediate effcxrt centered upon some plan

to obtain an increased revenue, through endowment and membership; the

establishment of a permanent home and the re-alignment of the factors of

our organization to meet the needs of the day and to effectively conduct

the business necessary to meet the demands of such larger purposes.

As to Absurd Illustrations in Catalogs.

Does it not lie within the province of this society’s work to take some
action looking to the correction of the quite prevalent practice of publishing

dealers’ Catalogs and Folders with greatly exaggerated illustrations both as

to the size and color of fruits represented.

Is it not possible to bring about co-operation between the National and

State Nurserymen’s associations and this society to the end that these

absurd pieces of color work be eliminated from the trade catalogues of the

country.

.
No industry can be developed successfully upon lines established upon

gross misrepresentation. Not only can not such pictures be tolerated by

trained pomologists, but they can not be of other than pernicious influence

upon an intelligent but uninformed public.

It should be the aim of every organization interested in the develop-

ment of this industry to unite in a common effort to purify the literature

and advertising matter relating thereto, of all material which upon the face

of it is overdrawn, over-colored, exaggerated or which otherwise clearly

misrepresents the characteristics, qualities, merits or values of varieties.

As with all other problems of this general character legal regulation fs

to be considered as a last resort, only. There appears, then, to be only

one course to follow, that of educating the indifferent or wilful element

that uses this means to secure publicity to the positive injury of the industry.

The eagerness of the general public for information regarding new or

little known fruits is such that there is no sound reason for using overdrawn
descriptions or illustrations.

A normal demand of ample proportion exists for good honest nursery

stock. That means which is used merely to bring about an abnormal de-

mand for stock of doubtful merit or value; or, for untried varieties is to be

held as an undesirable factor in this industry. Stich may be said of much of

the color wcrfrk now being employed in the plant catalogs.

It seems to us this organization ought to take immediate steps to

place itself on record with respect to this and other matters of similar

general relation to the industry, such as, “trade-marks,’” or the protection

of originators of new varieties; the general adoption by catalog and label

makers, nurserymen, horticultural publications and others, especially in-

cluding its own members of the code governing nomenclature, and the names
standardized by this Society. With respect to this last factor, note the re-

ports of our proceedings for the past ten years, and the issuance of a Wilder
Medal bearing this euphonious expression, Lue Gim Gong. This is withal an
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extreme illustration in violation of rule two of the Code of Nomenclature
adopted singularly enough ten years ago and which reads: “The name of a
variety of fruit shall consist of a single word,” and the inauguration of uni-

form inspection laws.

Business vs. Science.

In anticipation of the ever present assertion that these are economic
questions and will be fully adjusted by business interests permit me to call

attention to the fact that business is today responsible for nine-

tenths of the trouble in Nomenclature, synonomy and revision. It is

a well known fact also that business under the eye of a substantial moral
force finds it much more expeditious to follow lines of sound principles than

when left entirely to its own narrowly selfish oversight.

Recent examples in “big business” of national magnitude, are too

strong upon us to need further comment upon this topic at this time: but we
do need action.

The moral force of this organization should be exerted to the end that

these matters be more soundly adjusted. We ought to goi further than this:

steps should be taken to indicate what data should be included in a tech-

nical description of a new or little known fruit when first published. Some
provision should be made for the registration of names of new varieties.

Before leaving the floor I want to call attention to the statement made
by the President concerning the Personal Service of the Secretary’s Office.

This service was not inaugurated with the idea that the Secretary would

answer direct every question asked of him, but rather that he would pro-

cure for the correspondent the best available information. To render the

best service of the society to its members individually it is frequently found

desirable to call to our assistance the co-operation of government and

Btate specialists, successful fruit growers, business men and others. The
chief aim in this service is to help inquiring members to secure reliable

information covering personal problems pertaining to pomology fin its

broadest sense.

Permit me a few words further on this general subject of a larger field

and a bigger service. To do the great work that lies before this society

as I see it requires quarters rather more commodious than the private study

of an average man in his own home. I want to make it very clear and plain

to you that an American institution of the character and dignity of this,

occupying as it does, a strategic position in a great national industry;

having unmeasured opportunities before it; with an eager public in search

of just such a service as it can render,-—such an institution must have a

permanent home, if it is to measure up to its full possibilities.

One little item looking to an enlargement of our endowment would be

to put all moneys arising from life membership's into a permanent fund.

Take that step now. We need most of all to do (something, and that will

be a start. Then we should take steps to ascertain if we are not eligible to

participation in a Carnegie foundation or other fund. We must solicit a

home site in some great center, where we can erect a suitable building and

properly equip it for a great work, the work of representing nationally,

{continentally if you please) a splendid industry, fruit growing—with a

yearly croppage value of little less than half a billion dollars!
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We have reached the time for annual meetings. I made the same

statement at Tampa. An organization that assumes to occupy the position

of leader In an industry that is changing and developing as fast as the

fruit growing interests of these two great nations are, will die ctf exhaus-

tion in an effort to keep up with the progress, if it rests satisfied with bien-

nial meetings. To lead it? save the thought!—with biennial business meet-

ings.

Now a word about the bulletin. Its sole purpose now is to enable the

secretary to keep in touch with the members, ft is ndt for general public

distribution; nor is it for the purpose of purveying general horticultural

information. It is just a society organ for the purpose of keeping us all in

touch with what the members and the society are doing. We had hoped

through it to find out who are actually members, that is whether you were

dead or alive, but in this respect it has not been a success, for at this

meeting I find we are carrying men on our rolls that have been dead for ten

to twenty-three years and others who have held high office and yet have

not paid a membership fee for six years! We shall try to end all that with

the next report.

Discussion.

President Goodman: Our Secretary looks to me like a man who can

make things go when he takes hold of them; and I think if he can get the

support of the Society, so far as the members can give their support, and

the different organizations connected with us in fruit growing and fruit in-

terests, something can surely be done. He has certainly waked us up and

waked up eight Agricultural Colleges also. It seems to me the thing for

him to do is to outline some plan by which we can take hold of the prob-

lem, and then say: “I want you to do thus and so,” we can then start

toward the consummation. He thought the Executive Committee would

outline all that plan. But to take all of these affairs; to do the work con-

nected with this program, and to settle these great ideas that he has out-

lined, was just absolutely impossible. We of the Executive Committee,

the Vice-President and the Treasurer and the Chairman of the Executive

Committee, were somewhat at a loss to know just what to do; and the Sec-

retary was too busy with other matters to give us any of his time. There

has been too much to do at this meeting. I would like to have the Sec-

retary outline a plan of action. What do you say, Mr. Taber?

Mr. Taber: I think so—be an autocrat and say what we shall do.

Prof. Hume: There are some things the Secretary needs; he needs

clerical assistance; and mainly, is needed the wherewith to work. I do not

know what our present financial conditions are, and I am not prepared to

make a motion, but I am desirous of seeing something done towards a

bigger and better service. What amount of money would provide the neces-

sary machinery for it?

Secretary Lake: Well really I cannot answer that. Professor. We have

quite a little balance in our treasury, but we do not need to vote any money
for the Secretary now. I am looking to the future. I would have means
to permit us to grow as fast as the industry requires it—lead it, in fact.

Reorganize the society on a more comprehensive basis, and get men of
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means to take hold of the work. While I believe in $2.00, I believe in

$2,000 much more. To get the problem right up to a big man we must have
a big plan for big things. We have the fundamental essential, the big

field for operations. It seems to me that is simply having a comprehen-
sive plan of development to meet the growth of the industry with big

men back of it; and I believe that is possible. I wish we could all feel

that we ought to do something more than just get along from one year

to another, or from one session to another.

We want no unjust burden, but we must have money, and it seems
to me that our Vice-Presidents appointed to represent the different states

could help us out. They know many people in their own states, and why
not get one or two donors or patrons at $500.00 for life. If each one would
do that it would be enough for a good start! Of course there might be

some at $1,000.00, no objection to that. There is a $500.00 man in every state

in the Union; a man willing to put that much into a permanent fund for

a national scientific organization in the interests of pomology; a philan-

thropist big enough to grasp the situation for the whole country, United

States, Canada, Mexico and to the Canal, a man of deep and broad under-

standing. You can secure some one among them. I could reach one in

my state; I know you can do as well in yours. I cannot make the whole

campaign, that is out of the question. Now if you will volunteer to get

a committee of three or five vigorous, live fellows together, we will have

some money. You name them, and put the responsibility up to them, and

I will guarantee that we will have some money in a year, or two years.

You meet me half way on this proposition, and next year we will be glad

to go ask Mr. Carnegie for a building because we would have a site whereon
to place it. He puts up libraries; and we would have a library, though

we have none as yet. It would be possible to have a considerable one

through exchange, but the Secretary is not allowed to distribute a compli-

mentary copy of the Report. I do not blame the Society for that; but

I do believe we could and should have a permanent home, acquire a per-

manent record, and then we would have a library for research as well as

for promotion. (Applause.)

Motion carried.—Col. Brackett: I move that the Secretary be authorized

to select an assistant secretary to aid him in his work. Seconded by Hume
and motion carried.

Secretary Lake: What about paying such assistant?

Col. Brackett: Let him go down into his own pocket.

Secretary Lake: I fear that would not prove very satisfactory.

Mr. Taft: It seems to me that the motion pending might be intended

to cover one’s salary in its passage. Mr. Lake might select a dozen as-

sistants for the work, but unless we paid them they might not find the work
attractive.

President Goodman: Well, the provision must be made if the motion

becomes of any effect whatever. Suppose we call for the Treasurer’s re-

port, and we will see what sort of a money man he is.

Mr. Taft: Before reading the report, I will say for your information

that the Society depends for its support upon four different lines. As
many of you know, we have invested in four per cent bonds the $5,000
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received by the Society from Marshall P. Wilder, its former president; and

the will of Mr. Wilder provided that $1,000 of this should be invested and

the income used for Wilder medals. This was done and a part of that

money has been used. My report shows that we have on hand, of that

Wilder medal fund, something over $300, which can be used for medals.

We have also of course membership fees, both life and biennial, and also

a few dollars received from the sale of the reports.

REPORT OF THE TREASURER.

East Lansing, Michigan, Nov. 15, 1913.

L. R. Taft, Treasurer, in Account with American Pomological Society:

Dr.

1911

Jan. 30, Cash on hand $742.34

1913

Nov. 1, Received Interest on Bonds, $5,000.00, 2% yrs. at

4% 500.00

Nov. 1, 330 Biennial Memberships at $2.00 660.00

Nov. 1, 30 Life Members at $20 600.00

Nov. 1, 6 Volumes of Proceedings sold at $1.00 6.00

Nov. 1, 1 Copy of Cherry report at .25

$1,766.25

Cash receipts, Jan. 30, 1911 to Nov. 1, 1913 1,766.25

Total Debits $2,508.59

Cr.

1911

March 10, Paid Andrus & Church, printing $ 3.00

March 10, Paid Whitehead & Hoag Co., badges 12.00

March 28, Helen E. Blake, reporting meeting 123.71

March 28, John Craig, Secretary, Expenses at meeting. . 101.50

May 27, Andrus & Church, printing 4.50

May 27, Stanley Engraving Company, halftones 10.61

June 2, Peter L. Krider Co., Wilder medals 30.68

June 2, Lawrence and Van Buren Ptg. Co., printing 11.00

June 5, Andrus & Church, printing 5.88

June 5, Ithaca Journal, printing proceedings 533.26

June 5, Austin Engraving Co., halftones 23.53

June 5, Pub. House United Evan. Church, halftones 2.66

June 5, T. G. Miller & Sons’ Co., Envelopes 5.10

June 5, Chas. H. Wise, Program announcement 14.50

June 12, John Craig, Secy., Postage on Proceedings 45.00

Aug. 16, W. C. Baker, Lettering certificates 2.45

Sept. 18, Scotford Stencil & Stamp Co., Envelopes 2.50
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Oct. 17, Hort. Dept. Cornell University, Stamps and Ex-

press 22.94

Dec. 29, Andrus & Church, Printing 2.15

1912

Apr. 16, Dudley Paper Co., Wrapping paper 2.07

May 14, L. R. Taft, Postage, $10.00; Express, $2.80 12.80

Oct. 14, L. A. Goodman, Printing, $8.30; Stamps, $8.00;

Telegram, $1 17.30

Oct. 23, John Craig, Secy., Salary, 2 yrs. at $100 200.00

Nov. 24, R. H. Darby Ptg. Co., Printing 9.75

Nov. 24, Hort. Dept. Cornell Univ., Postage, $7.03; Cart-

age, $.75 7.78

1913

Jan. 15, Paid Rufus H. Darby Ptg. Co., Printing 7.00

Feb. 21, Paid Lawrence & Van Buren Ptg. Co., Envelopes

and printing same 2.25

Feb. 28, Paid R. H. Darby Ptg. Co., Envelopes, $10.75;

printing, $8.00 18.75

Mar. 3, Paid M. Joyce Eng. Co., halftones 3.00

May 9, Paid R. H. Darby Ptg. Co., Printing 12.75

Aug. 15, Paid S. A. Beach, Expense for printing and

postage 6.90

Sept. 9, Paid R. H. Darby Ptg. Co., Printing, $34.50; and

$3.25 37.75

Sept. 24, Paid R. H. Darby Ptg. Co., Printing 6.25

Sept. 24, Paid E. R. Lake, Secretary, Salary 1 yr 100.00

Oct. 17, Paid R. H. Darby Ptg Co., Printing 2.00

Oct. 21, Paid E. R. Lake, Expense for stamps and sundries 69.02

Oct. 31, Paid R. H. Darby Ptg. Co., Printing 15.00

Oct. 31, Paid R. H. Darby Ptg. Co., Printing 6.75

Nov. 1, Paid L. R. Taft, Treas., Postage, $2.50; Sundries,

$11.55 14.05

Nov. 1, Paid Lawrence & Van Buren Ptg. Co., Printing. . 4.25

$1,512.39

Nov. 1, Cash on hand to balance 996.20

$2,508.59 $2,508.59

SUMMARY OF EXPENSE ACCOUNT.
1913.

Nov. 1, Expenses of Tampa Meeting and Printing Proceed-

ings .$905.55

905.55

Nov. 1, Expenses of Secretary’s Office:

Salary, John Craig, 2 yrs 200.00

Salary, E. R. Lake, 1 yr 100.00

Printing 131.53

Postage 83.97

Express, drayage and sundries 18.22

i 538.72
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Nov. 1, Expenses of Treasurer’s Office:

Printing

Postage

Expressage, drayage and sundries .

Rent, Safe Deposit box, 3 yrs

Nov. 1, Expenses of President’s Office:

Printing

Postage

Telegram

Nov. 1, Expenses of General Fruit Committee:

Printing and Postage

19.57

12.50

4.35

10.00

46.42

10.80

8.00

1.00

19.80

6.90 6.90

Total Expenditures $1,512.39

Respectfully submitted,

L. R. TAFT,
Treasurer.

Note: Included in the above balance is $364.66, the amount unexpended

of the Wilder Medal Fund.

Washington, D. C., Nov. 21, 1913.

The undersigned appointed to audit the Treasurer’s Report would state

that they have examined the same and found the boohs to be correct and

that the vouchers have been properly certified. The amount on hand, as

stated in the Report of the Treasurer, is $996.20.

(Signed) W. L. DEAN,
FRED. W. CARD,
S. W. MOORE,

Auditing Committee.

President Goodman: When the Report of this meeting is printed there

will be no money in the treasury; you can see that.

Mr. Taft: The printing of the Report and the expenses at Tampa
last year were $925. We have now some $630 on hand besides what we get

at the meeting here today.

President Goodman: The words of Secretary Lake come to us pretty

strongly then; we must do something to maintain the position of our Society

in a financial way. I suppose very few of us are here ready to pledge or take

any steps in that way, but I do wish that we could do something jhst

along the line that he suggests. It seems to me that we should have a

patron or a donation membership, as he outlined today and have subscrip-

tions, and have money enough to carry out these plans without any further

trouble. It has always been routine; and about all we could seem to do

was to hold the regular meeting, publish the report, and keep in touch and
sympathy with all of the work; of course that is something good, and all

the work that has been done for the Society has been done freely.
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But we are in a position now where it seems that we must have more
work from the Secretary’s office, and we must make some effort to raise

funds for this purpose. It we had every member here today that has been

at this meeting, I could make an appeal to them directly, and I believe we
could raise a considerable fund, but I think it would be hardly fair to make
such an appeal here today. We must plan to devise some way by which we
can secure the funds, and do the work that the Secretary has outlined for us;

we must do it.

Mr. Lazenby: It is evidently a matter of funds, and I would like the

Secretary to tell approximately what increase of membership there has been
at this meeting.

Secretary Lake: Professor Taft can better state that; he has taken in

all the memberships.

Mr. Taft: I cannot give definite figures. I think we have the same
number of life members that we received at Tampa, and I would estimate

perhaps fifty more of biennial members.

Secretary Lake: It would perhaps be unfair to offer a motion at this

time, Mr. President, but while I have it in mind I may state a business sug-

gestion. One thing that I have been thinking of, is that all moneys arising

from life membership fees be placed in a permanent fund, thus getting in-

terest on that—I dislike to see that $20 getting away, and besides there

must be something else done. I told a bunch of boys that we were going

to raise the life membership this year. I offered a resolution to have

that done at Tampa; the raise from $20 to be periodic and in sums of five

dollars. They say they do not get their money’s worth in the Report now.

If we did make this change and have more money we can make them a bet-

ter report, of better material than before. We could print them a better

volume, something that would be really creditable, and we could get the

life membership to a point where it would supply a substantial interest

income.

I would like to see this arrangement made: Raise the life membership
fee to $50; increase the amount $5 a year for the next six years, allowing

six months from now before the first raise becomes operative. With that

little time we could say, “Now if you don’t get in on $20, it will cost you

$25; then cost you $30;” and in that way we can speed up or spur up as

it were a number of young fellows. Such a plan cannot help but be of

service in the work of soliciting membership among the younger men.

Motion carried.—Therefore I move to place all fees derived hereafter

and to include this year, from life memberships, into a permanent fund. I

do not want to see that get away into ordinary expenses ;
we will keep using

it just as long as the present regulations stand. Seconded and carried.

Mr. Lazenby: I would like to have the Secretary’s idea as to whether

the publishing of the Report in one volume by enlarging the Bulletin and

embodying in that might not be a better way and save some expense. I

speak of this because I know many of the best societies retain their mem-
bership largely on account of their publications—not annual proceedings,

but because they have something monthly, or something quarterly at least,

something that comes frequently and regularly. I belong to a number of
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organizations, and I don’t think I would carry my membership if it wasn’t

for the monthly or weekly pamphlets or the weekly journal that comes.

I was thinking whether we could not dispose of the regular “proceed-

ings” and use this quarterly in an enlarged form instead.

President Goodman: That is, use portions of it for one, and portions for

another? What do you think, Mr. Secretary?

Secretary Lake: It would reduce the expense and enable us to bring

the really important things to the attention of the public at once rather than

waiting for some months or a year to do it through the report. We could

put out, for instance, in January all the business of the Society and the

more practical papers perhaps,—I mean those which would appeal most di-

rectly to the requirements of today, and in the coming months give at-

tention to the more learned or technical ones.

President Goodman: Will it require a motion, Mr. Secretary, to au-

thorize you to use your own judgment as to how and when you shall send

these out; whether quarterly or otherwise?

Secretary Lake: I think there ought to be an authorization, Mr. Presi-

dent. I would not like to assume the responsibility of cutting this up into

four parts and sending it out next year without having this approval.

Mr. Wilder: Well, that may in one way make it easier for some peo-

ple reading it. Of course the question that is for consideration is how that’s

going to work in all the libraries, horticultural societies and others, where
these Proceedings are bound and placed for future use. I suppose undoubt-

edly some are sent across the water for pomological societies there. As
we have had uniform reports all these years, I question whether we ought

to change unless it is necessary.

President Goodman: It would simply be that in place of one Report,

we should have four quarterly pamphlets which could be bound together in

one volume.

Motion carried.—Mr. Beach: Move that this matter be referred to the

Executive Committee with power to act. Seconded—carried.

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

The following recommendations were made by this committee for the

last biennium and at the last hour of the final session of the society they

were passed on to the new committee for endorsement and such other action

as is necessary:

That the following revision of membership fees be made:

Biennial membership $ 2.00

Twelve year "
10.00

Thirty “ “ for organizations 20.00

Life membership for individuals 25.00

Donor 100.00

Patron 500.00
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That an honor roll be established, and that a place on it may be conferred

by a three-fourths vote at any regular meeting. This honor to be conferred

upon persons who have made notable contributions to the advancement of

American Pomology:
That an effort be made to secure needed funds through endowments or

foundations, notably from the Carnegie Foundation Fund:
That matters relating to the dates of payment and expiration of dues

be left to the secretary and treasurer:

That the official badge or button be a Wilder medal in miniature:

That the publication of the bulletin be continued:

That a permanent committee of five members on Wilder medal be ap-

pointed, and that such committee be empowered to confer Wilder medals
upon authors of meritorious papers on pomological subjects, for notable

services rendered pomology, as well as for new fruits:

That the committee on Grading and Inspection confer with other or-

ganizations looking to the establishment of uniform national laws covering

the subject.

That matters pertaining to the clarifying of the nomenclature of nursery

catalogs be referred to the committees on Revision and Nomenclature with

power to act.

C. L. WATROUS,
Li. A. GOODMAN,
G. L. TABER,
L. R. TAFT.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON NOMINATIONS.

Mr. Hume: Colonel Brackett, as Chairman of this committee has

asked me to read the report of its findings.

(The report which was, in all essential respects, the same as the list of

officers published was adopted and is omitted herefrom as a matter of

duplication.—Secretary.)

Motion carried.—Colonel Watrous: I was ordered by this committee to

offer the following resolution: Resolved; that the places of state vice-presi-

dents that have not been filled by the committee shall be filled by the offi-

cers and executive committee. I move the adoption of the resolution. Second-

ed by Beach, and carried.

Motion carried.—Mr. Hume: There is just one other thing in connec-

tion with this. We have been advised that some of these appointments made

this morning were people who are not even members of this association, and

I think it is but just to the Society that the Secretary should be empowered

to strike out the nomination of any person that is not or does not become a

member of the Society, and see that another person is appointed by the

proper officers to take his place. Motion made and carried.

I believe that the vice-presidents from the states are not fully filling

the positions they occupy or doing the work they ought to do. It is quite

apparent from the reports today that there are no funds and the only way
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of getting funds is by getting members. And I believe that the several

vice-presidents could perform a very valuable service to the Society in this

direction by acting as a sort of committee from their several states to se-

cure members for the Society. It would be a good idea for the Secretary

to punch them up along this line. I could go into my own state and sug-

gest perhaps fifteen or twenty men, or perhaps even a larger number than

that; and I have no doubt every vice-president from every state can do prac-

tically the same.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON NEW FRUITS.

Dr. S. W. Fletcher, Chairman.

Mr. Fletcher: The Committee on New Fruits has been in communi-

cation with the members of the Society during the last year, and it has

quite an accumulation of data prepared for report and publication. Some
forty or fifty new fruits that seem desirable to be brought to your atten-

tion have been covered into this report, but I will not take time to read all

of it this afternoon. I may call to your attention at this time one or two
that seem especially worthy of notice.

You perhaps have seen on the exhibition tables out here an orange ex-

hibited by Mr. Goudeau, of Louisiana. It is a seedless sweet orange, and
originated and has been disseminated direct from Mr. Goudeau of Louisiana,

and for twelve years has borne oranges absolutely seedless. We have re-

ceived samples of this orange, and found it seedless, very sweet, of good
flavor, which is a good point, and bearing reasonably heavy, and reported

to be a perfect growing tree; altogether it is decidedly promising ift seems
to me.

Then the Omaha plum, which originated with Theodore Williams, Finch,

Nebraska, seems worthy of special note. It is a cross between the Ameri-

cana and Triflora
; fruit, rather yellow, quite good

; tree hardy, and especially

recommended for severe climates. Professor Macoun, of Canada, wishes

to specially recommend this variety as worthy of more general propagation.

The Douglas pear, of which samples are on the exhibition tables, seems
to many to be worthy of attention; but, the quality of this tree seems to

meet with less approval.

REPORT OF THE GENERAL FRUIT COMMITTEE.

Professor S. A. Beach, Chairman.

Professor Beach: The committee’s report is in the hands of the Secre-

tary. It is quite voluminous and I move that it be read by title.

Secretary Lake: This is the report of the General Fruit Committee,

and it certainly looks voluminous to me. I shall be delighted to simply read

the general title at this time.

President Goodman: If there is no objection that request will be granted.

Are there any recommendations to make or suggestions to offer about your

General Fruit Committee’s report?
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Professor Beach: This report is made up of the reports that have been
received from the members of the general fruit committee of the > various

states. It contains a great deal of very interesting and I believe valuable

material. It may be more voluminous than the Society can afford to pub-

lish. If so, of course I would expect that the Secretary would be authorized

to edit it so as to bring it within the limits! of the means of the Society

for publication. But if the Society has the means for publishing it I believe

it would be desirable to have the reports all published.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN FRUITS.

G. L. Taber, Chairman.

Mr. Taber: As chairman of this committee I wrote to a large number
of the committeemen, and have heard from several of them, but there is

now no report to make.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON NOMENCLATURE.

G. B. Brackett, Chairman.

i

Col. Brackett: Owing to the lateness of the hour, and the fear that

my report would perhaps draw out considerate discussion, I beg to suggest

that it be turned in to the Secretary.

Secretary Lake: And you be authorized to edit it and send it to the

Secretary?

Col. Brackett: Well, I think that would perhaps be acceptable to us all.

President Goodman: All right.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON SCORE-CARD AND REVISION.

E. R. Lake, Chairman.

Secretary Lake: The Committee is not prepared to make a final report

upon score-cards because it wishes to take advantage of the views de-

veloped as a result of the past contest. We have an extensive collection

of score-cards that we propose to offer, but it seems desirable to postpone

that until we get the results of this contest and the views of the contest-

ants.

Motion carried.—Professor Beach: I move that the Chair appoint a com-

mittee consisting of five of the coaches of the teams of this first national and

inter-collegiate fruit-judging contest, to take this matter under consideration

and make recommendations to the Score-card Committee regarding the revi-

sion of the score-card. Seconded and carried.
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Secretary Lake: As to revision; 1. We find that the Dumas plan for

promulgating a strictly commercial list of apples for the whole country,

with specific ratings, inadvisable at this time; and further, we believe

that the ends sought to be secured by this plan may be the best served by

state or district action.

2. That the fruit list or catalog be revised; the varieties being ar-

ranged alphabetically and accompanied by their respective ratings: That

the old alignment be discarded and that we request state horticultural

societies to recommend lists of fruits for the different parts of their re-

spective states, thus making state lines district lines.

3. That the petition of the Virginia State Horticultural Society re-

questing that the name Albemarle Pippin be recognized as an official or

standard name for the apple grown as such in Virginia, be not granted.

The best of available evidence proves that this fruit is Yellow Newtown,
and as there is no reason to believe that the Government, under a recent

ruling, will deem the use of this name, misbranding, there can be no pos-

sible source of injustice or loss to the Virginia orchardists from this action.

4. That in the re-rating of varieties as to quality the ratings be made
upon a basis of 40 points for dessert, 35 for market, 25 for culinary values.

5. That all names shall consist of one word, except under such con-

ditions as make it expedient to use two: e. g., Early Elberta, Red June,

Black Ben, etc.

In connection with this last clause I want to ask how the Society

explains the use of the term “Lue Gim Gong” for an orange when its code
requires that the names of all new varieties be restricted to one word.
The Society awarded a Wilder medal at Tampa to the orange named Lue
Gim Gong and so struck it on the medal. Now we insist that the society

perform according to its own rules. It seems to me practically impossible
to confine our nomenclature to a monomial system; and I recommended to

the committee a binomial system, but they said no—make such words as
“Early,” “Yellow,” and the like “the exception.”

Col. Brackett: I think clause 2, to confine the district to the state
very wrong. There are large sections of the country to which we ought
not to apply that action; and the districts should not be confined to state
lines. They will vary in different states, and for that reason I am opposed
to any such ruling as that—confining it to the state. Fruit districts have
been adjusted as far as they well can be according to topographical, and
natural conditions, and you will find perhaps the same conditions in a part
of one state as in another state, and whole states may be very similar. I

consider that it is a very great mistake to confine them to state lines. I

move to reject that clause of the report. Motion, on later vote, was carried.
Motion carried.—Mr. S. W. Fletcher: I am a member of that committee

which made that recommendation, and the motives that prompted the com-
mittee in recommending that were these: The fruit districts of the American
Pomological Society were established many years ago, when there was not a
great deal of knowledge of the minor variations in soil conditions, etc., in
states, and when there were very few, if any, state horticultural societies.

The time has come now when we have strong state horticultural societies
in each state, which have the power and ability and knowledge to make up
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lists for the guidance of the planters in those states much more reasonably

and accurately, and even specialize them, than any ever made in the very

large fruit districts of this society. It is proposed therefore to turn this mat-

ter over to the state societies, each state will make Its list for the various

fruits of the state. I suppose, for instance, that the Virginia State Horticultu-

ral Society will be able to make recommendations for covering this work in

that state better than the American Pomological Society is in that large fruit

district.

For that reason, we recommended that the matter be laid down on
state lines, and that the state horticultural societies be requested to draw
up a list for their respective states.

Col. Brackett: You might have three distinct districts in one state?

Mr. Fletcher: Yes; they would make three lists for that state. In

other words, we are proceeding from the general to the specific.

Mr. Watrous: For many years we handled this matter by trusting it

all to the states; they have their different ways. Some men said that was
not a scientific way, and this being a scientific body we should endeavor to

have our districts based upon the actual facts of the case with reference to

soil and climate, and there was a great deal of work expended in bringing

about that project of the districts based upon soil and climatic conditions

instead of state lines.

Now the recommendation of this committee has nothing to do with

the state societies. It is not supposed to say what they should or should

not do, and I am sure I should be sorry to see this work turned over and
thrown up, because it has only been in operation a very short timej, only a

few years; and its real influence for bad or good we do not fully know. I

am sure this plan, however, has seemed to work satisfactorily so far. It

does not interfere with anything that any state society does; it cannot.

Col. Brackett: It is revised every two or three years.

Mr. W. F. Fletcher: After nine years careful study in this line, I

would like to speak on this point. The states do not exactly cover the

districts as we find them, and I will say that the actual climatic conditions

as known by the average of district charts and their accompanying tempera-

tures, both maximum and minimum and also the possibilities, is much more
to the point than anything that can be got at in any other way. The weather

conditions have not been studied thoroughly enough yet to make definite

lines, and the many varieties and districts overlap in a great many cases.

My suggestion would be in this case to use a map with its districts of

fruits as now, until more definite understanding of the actual weather con-

ditions can be procured, and in the meantime simply not say anything about

the state lines but allow each state to make recommendations as it must
for the different fruit districts which occur within its boundaries.

Motion carried.—Col. Watrous: I move that sections one, three and five

of the report be adopted, and section four rejected. Carried.
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REPORT IN FULL OF THE COMMITTEE ON WILDER MEDALS.*

Your Committee appointed to award the Wilder medals begs leave to

make the following report:

Silver Medals.

To Charles G. Patten, Charles City, Iowa, for a display of hardy seed-

ling apples of known parentage adapted to Northern Iowa and contiguous

territory.

To Glen Saint Mary Nurseries, Glen Saint Mary, Fla., for display of

material exhibiting varieties; methods of propagation; and work in the

pollination of Japanese persimmons. Also for an exceptionally large dis-

play of citrus and sub-tropical fruits of unusual educational value. H. Har-

old Hume in charge.

To the National Nut Growers’ Association for an interesting and in-

structive exhibit of pecans. C. A. Reed in charge.

To the New Jersey Horticultural Society and Experiment Station for a

general collection of fruits of the state, very attractively displayed. A.

J. Farley in charge.

To the State of North Carolina for an excellent display of mountain

grown apples, and nuts. S. B. Shaw in charge.

To L. A. Goudeau, Lake Charles, La., for a meritorious new seedless

orange, the Goudeau.

To the Canadian Government for a splendid collection of new and prom-

ising varieties of apples for the northern territory. W. T. Macoun in charge.

To the Montana Board of Horticulture for a general collection of com-

mercial apples very effectively displayed. M. L. Dean in charge.

To the Missouri Fruit Experiment Station, Mountain Grove, Mo., for a
large and very instructive and attractive exhibit of seedling apples of known
parentage, the result of artificial crossing of the Ben Davis and Jonathan,

Dr. Paul Evans in charge.

Bronze Medals.

To the Miami Board of Trade for an attractive and instructive miscel-

laneous display of sub-tropical fruits. H. E. Van Deman in charge.

To Silas Wilson, Idaho, for a general collection of choice commercial
apples.

To the Northern Nut Growers’ Association for a general collection of

northern grown nuts. Dr. W. C. Deming in charge.

To Jas. M. Hoge, Virginia, for a meritorious new variety of apple named
Branch.

To the Wisconsin Horticultural Society for a collection of choice com-
mercial apples adapted to that state. Frederic Cranefield in charge.

Action on varieties of nuts entered for awards under this committee

was deferred until the committee can obtain further data as to the merits oif

both trees and nuts.—Secretary.
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Honorable Mention.

Honorable mention was accorded the Crest Orchards, Virginia, for a
select plate display of choice commercial apples for a Virginia orchard

Kate Paulding Emerson in charge.

The West Virginia Horticultural Society for a very attractive and meri-

torious plate display of choice apples of the state. H. L. Smith in charge.

The Kentucky Experiment Station for an interesting and instructive

plate exhibit of Kentucky grown apples. C. W. Mathews in charge.

The Massachusetts Agricultural College for a most carefully graded

collection of fruit which was of exceptional instructional value. R. W.
Rees in charge.

The Virginia Horticultural Society for an exceptionally meritorious

and attractive box and carton display of choice commercial apples. W. E.

Tribbett in charge.

The Oregon Experiment Station for an exceedingly interesting and in-

structive display of filberts. C. I. Lewis in charge.

The Indiana Experiment Orchard for an interesting exhibit of seedling

apples of meritorious quality, size and form and which are worthy of further

trial.

To W. N. Hutt, Raleigh, N. C., for an exhibit of Sparger apples, valuable

for its long keeping qualities.

The Rabun apple, exhibited by C. C. Newman, Clemson College, South
Carolina.

The Boone chestnut, a new variety of known parentage being a cross

between the Japan Giant and the American Sweet; originated with, and

exhibited by, the late G. W. Endicott, Villa Ridge, Illinois.

The Foster pomelo, a new variety originating with the Atwood Grape
Fruit Company, Florida. The external appearance and the reddish tinge

of flesh of this fruit received favorable comment from the jury.

To Franklin P. Gabel for a select collection of cranberries consisting

of plates of Champion, selected Jersey, Late Blue, Howes and Gabelle.

Commendation.

The Crest Orchards, Virginia, for basket of select fruit.

The Virginia Horticultural Society for basket of select fruit.

To the United States Department of Agriculture, G. C. Husmann in

charge, great credit is due for an exhibit of types and varieties of grapes,

146 plates. Very meritorious.

The Wenatchee Valley, Washington, for a box and plate display of

large and very highly colored choice market apples. Very attractive and

meritorious.

The Bowker Insecticide Company for a display of box apples showing

the results of a well cared for crop. Attractive and instructive.

The Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture for a miscellaneous dis-

play of fruit on plates. Meritorious mention.

The Utah Experiment Station for a collection of plates of excellently

graded fruit of high color. Very meritorious.

U. T. Cox, Ohio, for a collection of fruit on plates exhibiting an interest-
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mg series of sports of Rome Beauty. Interesting and instructive.

The Douglas pear, exhibited by A. H. Griesa, Kansas. Worthy of further

trial.

(Signed) G. B. BRACKETT,
W. R. LAZENBY,
S’ A. BEACH.

INVITATIONS FOR 1915 SESSION.

President Goodman: Invitations to hold our next meeting with them
have been tendered by the following cities: Atlanta, Buffalo, Columbus,

Denver, Galveston, Nashville, Niagara Falls, New York City, Saint Louis,,

and San Francisco. As we have with us a representative from San Firan-

cisco we shall be pleased to hear from him.

Mr. Barr: Representing the Panama-Pacific Exposition, and the col-

lege of Agriculture of the University of California, I take very great pleasure

to-day in extending to you a cordial invitation to hold your 1915 meeting

in either San Francisco or Berkeley, and to see the sights of the San Fran-

cisco Exposition.

In just two or three minutes I would like to indicate to you the things

that are worth while at the Exposition, where the Palace of Horticulture

is one of the eleven exhibit departments. It will be impressive there, if

for no other reason than because California is such a great horticultural

state. The Palace of Horticulture will be 320 x 672 feet in dimensions and
will cover about five acres. The great glass dome 165 feet high will be one
of the striking features of the exhibit palaces. It seems to me that those

five acres of exhibits in the palace, with some 50 acres on the outside, will

make it worth while for you to come to California in 1915. We are very

mindful and particular that in the general scheme there is made a proper
correlation as between the exhibits on the one hand and the environment
or premises on the other.

Very many scientific bodies that will come to California in 1915 will

have committees of experts make a survey of the exhibits, to the end that

a good outline may be sent to all of the members before they come to Cali-

fornia. In the same way, some of the societies will make such survey of

the state as may apply to their particular work. For instance, a committee
of members of an association like this might prepare a map showing where
to find some of the apple orchards, orange groves, vineyards, walnut plant-

ings, etc.; where to obtain the best views, and how best to see these things.

You might buy your tickets in advance and so have it all arranged with
only the expense here and there upon the trip and no further expense for

transportation. If you decide to come with us to the Exposition, you will

find the matter of transportation yrell arranged and very suitable places

there for all conveniences and protection.

A few minutes ago the Society for Horticultural Science passed a reso-

lution recommending to their executive committee that their 1915 meeting
be held in San Francisco or Berkeley; and I may say that up to This morning
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185 societies and congresses have decided to meet in San Francisco or som©
near-by city. And I assure you it is very pleasant to us in California to

see. the way the scientific bodies of the United States and Europe are voting

to meet there at that time. Very many of the meetings will be at Berkeley,

and should you come I am satisfied that you would enjoy the meeting more
at the University of California than at San Francisco proper. I thank you.

(Applause.)

Motion carried.—Mr. Watrous: I move that in accordance with long-

established custom the matter of fixing the time and place of the next meet-

ing be left with the officers and the Executive Committee. I don’t know
when there has ever been a deviation from that course. Seconded and carried.

Regrets.

Mr. Lake: Mr. Macoun just before leaving asked us to consider this

matter: Mr. McNeill is very ill and has been for some time, and he sug-

gested that a telegram like this would be rather cheering: “This Society

learns with sincere regret of the illness of Mr. Alexander McNeill, of Cana-

da, Chief of the Inspection Division of Canada, and is desirous of sending

him the best wishes of the Society for his speedy recovery.” He suggested

that we send that telegram ; if agreeable to you I will have it sent.

President Goodman: Send it by all means.

Vote of Thank®.

Mr. Lake: I would like to offer a vote of thanks to Director Walcott and

the officers of the National Museum for their courtesy in having extended

the use of the hall and all these privileges. I certainly think we ought to

give them the very best vote of thanks at any rate, and a box or two of

apples.

President Goodman: We will certainly consider this our action: the

vote of thanks is extended. I would like to have had a vote taken when
we had a houseful; I am sure it would have been just the same and very

hearty.

An extremely interesting and attractive feature of the program was the

series of four illustrated evening lectures on the Pacific Coast and its

scenic beauties delivered by Mr. W. B. Leffingwell, a delightfully pleasing

and entertaining lecturer. A very cordial vote of appreciation was extended

the lecturer.

Presentation of Trophy.

Mr. Taft: I have been asked by the President, as Treasurer, to say a few

words in connection with the trophy for the students who won in the judg-

ing contest, and this noon we looked about and found the cup you see here,

and I want to say to you that I think the students who have won this trophy

have done credit to themselves and to their college and to the Society. I

believe this is one of the best things that was ever taken up by the Society,

and has been a wonderful help in stimulating interest in pomology,

and I am sure the students who were here will return to help their class-

mates who have trained with them.
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We can do nothing better in the future, I believe, than to push this

work.

And now if the students of the Missouri team are here who have so

nobly won this cup, I want to say to them that we are glad to recommend
the work you have done in this way, and trust you will take this trophy

home to your college, and that it will be kept there in the trophy-TOom as a

reminder of what you have done for the Society and for your college.

At the request of President Goodman and amid great applause, Mr.

Reese on behalf of the winners came forward and was presented with the*

cup by Mr. Taft.

Mr. Taft (continuing) : Mr. Reese, you have certainly done well, and
I congratulate you; and I feel that you and your associates, as evidenced in

the work on this occasion, will make a mark in the line of this scientific

work in years to come, and I believe you will be the guardians of the horti-

culture of your state, and to that extent or more of the country.

Mr. Reese: On behalf of the team, the University, and the State of

Missouri, I extend our thanks for this token of appreciation of our efforts.

On motion of Mr. Watrous, the thirty-third session adjourned.
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MEMORIALS.

Eloquent pleas were presented before the society by Dr. M. B. Waite
on behalf of a contribution to a memorial to be erected in France in honor

of William Day, a Frenchman who discovered the Bordeaux mixture and

which was the first great step in modern methods of treatment for the

fungous diseases of plants; and by William F, Gude in the interest of a

memorial to be erected in Washington in honor of William Robinson Smith,

late Director of the National Botanic Garden in Washington city. This

movement is being fostered by the Society of American Florists and Orna-

mental Horticulturists. Both appeals were referred to the executive com-

mittee for action.

NECROLOGY.

This Society during the past biennium has felt with unusual force the

weight of time’s eternal call, and with a sense of peculiar sadness and loss,

records on this page the names of departed members.

LIFE MEMBERS.

Francis Brill

John S'. Chlkins . .

.

Lewis Chase
Norman J. Coleman
John Craig
W. F. Heikes
Claudius L. Hoag .

.

William R. Mann . .

Samuel A. Robinson
William Smith ....

William C. Strong .

E. O. Popenoe

Hempstead, New York.
Los Angeles, California.

Rochester, New York.
St. Louis, Missouri.
Ithaca, New York.
Huntsville, Alabama.
Lockport, New York.
Sharon, Massachusetts.
Portland, Oregon.
Geneva, New York.
Waban, Massachusetts.
Topeka, Kansas.

BIENNIAL MEMBERS.

Henry Augustine .

J. J. Harrison
William N. Irwin .

Lowell B. Judson .

A. McNeil
Thomas V. Munson
Edward O. Painter
P. W. Williams . .

.

Normal, Illinois.

Painesville, Ohio.
Washington, D. C.

.Ithaca, New York.
Ottawa, Canada.
Denison, Texas.
Jacksonville, Florida.
Auburn, Alabama.
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OBITUARY.

Edward Okie Painter.

EDWARD OKLE PAINTER, the elest child of George and Charlotte

Dadswell Painter, was born in Ontario, N. Y., on November 3rd, 1860. His

early boyhood was spent in Webster and Fairport, N. Y., and when a lad of

sixteen years of age he went with his parents to DeLand, Florida.

His opportunities to obtain an education were very limited, consisting

of about four years study in the public schools of the State of New York.

However, he possessed an unusual thirst for knowledge and was a great

reader. He was also an exceptionally close observer and had no difficulty

in grasping the most minute details. Ih his studies and investigations he

made a specialty of agriculture and horticulture, in which he became a master,

and was considered one of the most advanced men in these lines in the

South.

As a young man he cleared land and set out an orange grove for him-

self at DeLand, Fla., and worked for others. “The Florida Agriculturist”

was then and for many years afterward the only agricultural publication in

Florida. From the lowest position on this paper he rose to a full journey-

man printer and later on was promoted to the position of foreman.

In the fall of 1883 he went to Louisville, Ky., where on October 3rd

of the same year he was married to Miss Martha S. Brinly, the daughter

of T. E. C. Brinly of that place. For the two succeeding years he made his

home there during which time he was employed as a printer in the jobbing

department of the Louisville Courier Journal.

Returning to Florida in 1885 he purchased a half interest in the Florida

Agriculturist. Later he bought the whole interest, paying for part of it

with an orange grove which he had set out. He continued as editor and

owner until 1907 when he sold all of his rights and interests in this publica-

tion.

In the early days of horticulture in Florida, fertilizers were hedged

about with walls of secrecy and mystery and when he began his experi-

mental work in fruit and vegetable growing at DeLand he was met with op-

position and refusal in his endeavor to procure raw fertilizer materials.

He finally succeeded through a friend in securing several hundred pounds
of various raw materials and with these began the mixing of fertilizers ac-

cording to his own ideas. He operated extensive experimental grounds in

connection with the publication of this paper. On these grounds careful

experiments and records were made in the application of different plant

foods in different proportions, and as a result, in the course of years, he
gained an accurate knowledge as to the plant food requirements of the vari-

ous crops and the needs of different soils, which could not have been gained
in any other way.

In 1890 he began manufacturing fertilizers for his friends. In 1897,

after his business has increased to such proportions as to make it necessary,

he made his headquarters in Jacksonville. Until 1901 the business was
owned and operated by him individually, at which time it was incorporated

under the laws of the State of Florida.
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He was interested in everything that tended to the upbuilding of the

State and community in which he lived : He was one of the charter members
of the First Baptist Church in DeLand, organized in 1880: He was one of

the oldest members of the Board of Trustees of John B. Stetson University

at DeLand, and was still a member at the time of his death: He was a

member of the Masonic Order, and Odd Fellows; a charter member of the

Florida State Horticultural Society and served as Secretary for a number
of years prior to his death; the first president of the Jacksonville Y. M. C.

A. ;
a foremost earnest worker for the Children’s Home Society and City Mis-

sion; a member of the Municipal Dock Committee, and his eyes were on South

America. Seeing the vast opportunities not only for South America but for

Florida with the development of this country he was endeavoring to open

the way for closer communications and trade interests.

He was the first chairman of the Committee on Foreign Commerce of

the Jacksonville Board of Trade.

He may truly be classed as a developer.

He was distinctively a man of progressive ideas and endeavors, and
threw his whole soul and energy into the bettering of conditions in horti-

culture and agriculture through every section of the state. His was a master

mind—an analyzing mind, and as great men are gentle, the beautiful gentle-

ness of his nature finds illustration in the high esteem in which he was
held in the business and commercial world.

Early in the forenoon of May 22nd, 1918, while crossing the S't. Johns

River on the public ferry boat, en route to his fertilizer works aft South

Jacksonville, he was seized with a fit of coughing and vomiting, and step-

ping to the outer rail of the boat, lost his balance and fell into the riveh and
was drowned.

He is survived by his wife, Martha S. Painter, and one daughter, Okie

C. Painter. The latter succeeded him as President of the E. O. Painter

Fertilizer Company.
He was universally beloved by all who knew him and in his death our

Society has lost an ardent worker and one of its most active supporters.

G. L. T.

Lewis Chase.

In the death of Lewis Chase of Rochester, New York, this society lojst

one of its valued life members. Mr. Chase was born in Maine, Jan. 22, 1830,

and died in Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 5, 1911. For fifty-six years of this eighty-

one years he was an active nurseryman of unusual business acumen. His

first venture in this direction was with two brothers, Ethan A. and Martin

V. B., with whom he began a business at Chase’s Mills in Maine in 1857.

In 1868 he and Ethan A. moved to Rochester where they organized under

the name of Chase Brothers Nursery Company. As principal founder he

was made president of this concern and remained such to the time of his

death. He was an ardent admirer of fruits and trees and other plants and

remained devoted to them to the last. American pomology suffered a

severe loss in his death since as in all lines of endeavor vigorous men of

integrity, devoted to high business and civic ideals are all too rare. His
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surviving family are his son, Charles H. Chase, and two daughters, Mrs,

William Pitkin and Mrs. Arthur H. Dudley, all residents of Rochester.

W. T. C.

J. J. Harrison.

The American Pomological Society wishing to voice the feelings caused

by the death, and preserve in some permanent form a simple record of the

life of its late member and friend, J. J. Harrison, presents the following

memorial:

For more than one-half of a century the name of J. J. Harrison has been

intimately associated with the horticulture of the United States, and we pay

willing tribute to the memory of one who was not only a pioneer but a

leader among American Nurserymen.

Mr. Harrison was a man of marked personality. His untiring industry,

his good judgment, his promptness in action, together with a certain' dig-

nity of manner, and a genuine manliness of character won the respect

and esteem of all who knew him.

In all the relations of life he moved upon a high plane and exemplified

the better qualities of human nature. Although impelled by definite convic-

tions he was tolerant and liberal. His methods of work were clear and de-

tailed, his decisions quick and firm; his manner and speech authoritative.

By pains-taking care and unquestioned integrity be built up a large and use-

ful business, the influence of which extended far beyond his native state.

Although modest and retiring by nature he was faithful and efficient in

the discharge of all duties entrusted to him. The American Pojmological

Society bears willing testimony to his cheerful disposition, kindly nature
and unfailing courtesy, qualities by which he endeared himself to all who
were associated with him.

W. J. L.

William Chamberlain Strong.

William Chamberlain Strong was born in Hardwick, Vermont, August
18, 1823. He graduated from Dartmouth College in 1845. He then entered
the Harvard Law School and was subsequently admitted to the Suffolk bar.

He was a friend and colleague of Daniel Webster and was associated with
him in the practice of law at the time of Mr. Webster’s death. Mr. Webster
was a scientific farmer as well as owner of several thousand acres of fine

farming lands in New Hampshire, Vermont, and the Central West.
Mr. Strong intended to make the law his life-work, but the farms of Mr.

Webster and his own scientific knowledge gave him a great liking for horti-

culture, and in 1850, two years prior to Mr. Webster’s death, Mr. Strong pur-
chased the large estate of William Gray and married Miss Margaret Brech,
the daughter of Joseph Brech, the founder of the present house of Joseph
Brech & Son.
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Through the great work of his colaborators, Marshall P. Wilder, Chas.

Downing and others, Mr. Strong became intensely interested in horticulture

and abandoned the law for this profession. His work, ‘’Grape Culture” is

one of the best that has been written (1867) along this line and was a text-

book for a quarter of a century.

His book on “Fruit Culture” first published in 1886 and running through

several reprints was one of the most popular contributions to pomological

literature of that day, and its text is still of value to home orchardists,.

His Gardner’s Manual was also a clear, condensed, practical helpful

book to private culturists.

Mr. Strong was a benefactor in the introduction of new plants and trees

from foreign countries.

He was a contemporary of the Mannings at Salem, Mass., and of Horace

Hunnewell of Wellesley. He shared the views of the latter concerning civic

improvement and in order to obtain the great floral wealth he desired for

clothing the bleak hills of Massachusetts, he established extensive nurseries

at Waban and proceeded to make a town beautiful. He was among the first

to discover the immense floral value of rhododendrons and azaleas for that

section, and his extensive landscape plantings gained him notoriety through-

out the plant world and these plantings not only beautified Waban and made
it a valuable suburb, but it stimulated the desire amongst Massachusetts

horticulturists to establish larger and better parks and plant collections.

And he did much to aid in the establishment of Arnold Arboretum in 1872,

“a tree garden to last a thousand years,” and of which the first permanent
plantings were not made until 1886.

Mr. Strong’s personality is intimately interwoven for more than half

a century with the progress of Massachusetts horticulture, floriculture and

landscape art.

He became a member of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society in

1848 and for a period of 56 years thereafter was actively interested in its

work, serving in the several capacities of a member, a committeeman and

president of the Society. He was president of the Society 1871-74 and in

1872 he visited Paris as a delegate to the Pomological Congress, and
through his friendship with Andre Francois Michaux of France, received

under the will of that dignitary a bequest of $8,000 for the “Slocielty of

Agriculture and Arts of the State of Massachusetts, Boston.” This money
was paid to the Massachusetts Horticultural Society by Mr. Strong. Some-

time later the Massachusetts Society for the Promotion of Agriculture

claimed the legacy and after considerable controversy, the legacy was
turned over to the latter Society.

Mr. Strong became a member of the American Pomological Society in

1869 and for nearly a half century he rarely missed a meeting. He did

much for American fruit culture, especially the grape and pear industries

and he was regarded as a leader among old line pomolo
f
gists. He was the

oldest member of the American Pomological Society at the time of his

death.

Mr. Strong retired from active business in 1890 and the last two decades

of his life were spent in further developing Waban into a beautiful suburb

of Boston. Waban with its wooded streets and open parks is a lasting testi-
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monial to Ms love of nature and to his wisdom in planning a suburb beauti-

ful, both in landscape and architecture.

Desiring to foster horticultural progress in a band of zealous young men,

he sold his beautiful old homestead at Waban, West Newton, to a company
for modern market gardening, and he was loyal to the interests of these

young men to the last hours of his life. At the advanced age of 89 he made
a trip to inspect methods of market gardens at Norfolk, Va. He was en-

tirely unaccompanied, and his surprising interest, vigor and mental activity

were very noticeable.

Mr. Strong was genial, affable, loyal, and helpful; a generous friend and

a public benefactor.

He passed away in New York City May 11, J£13.

Peace to his memory.
G. B. B.

John Craig.

In the death of Professor John Craig, the world of Horticulture loses

not only one of its most prominent figures, but a man whose personality

and charm were as admirable as his attainments.

Of Scotch descent, John Craig was born in the Province of Quebec,

Canada, in 1864. His father was manager of the estate of a noted Canadian

Horticulturist, and the interest in Horticulture with which his earliest

associations inspired him became the dominating factor in his life. After

leaving the Montreal High School, he came to the United States, and in

1888 graduated from the Iowa State Agricultural College, specializing in

Horticulture and Economic Botany. In 1890 he entered the service of the

Canadian Government, and for seven years was Horticulturist of the Cen-

tral Experimental Farms, Ottawa. While in this position he made important

experiments in regard to the use of Bordeaux mixture, and towards the con-

trol of the apple scab and the San Jose scale. In 1893 he assisted the

Government in organizing the Ontario Fruit Experiment Stations, and in

the same year was one of the founders of the Ottawa Agricultural Society,

of which organization he acted as president, 1895-97.

In 1897 Mr. Craig returned to the United States and took a special

course at the College of Agriculture, Cornell University, receiving the de-

gree of Master of the Science of Agriculture in 1899. He was at once ap-

pointed Professor of Horticulture and Forestry of the Iowa State Agricultural

College, but in 1900 was called to Cornell as Professor of Extension Teach-

ing. He became Professor of Horticulture in 1903, and remained in this

position until his regrettably early death.

Among the many valuable services which Professor Craig was called

upon to perform was that of Secretary to the American Pomological Society

from 1903 to 1912. From 1904 until his death he edited The National Nur-
seryman. He was a member of the Jury of Awards at the Chicago Ex-
position, the St. Louis Exposition, and the National Apple Show, Spokane,
1908, a Fellow of the Royal Horticultural (Society, chairman of Rural Af-

fairs of the American League for Civic Improvement, and a member of the
American Association of Agricultural Science. He was a contributor to
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the Cyclopedia of American Horticulture, and edited Practical Agriculture

(James).

My own sense of loss through the death of Professor Craig has been

very great, for it was my good fortune to be associated with him for years*

first, as a boy in his classes, and later, as a graduate student and; assistant.

He was a man who took a warm personal interest in all his students, no
matter how brief their connection with him or how slight their claim upon
him. His house was always open to them, and the spirit of generous hos-

pitality which pervaded it will long be remembered.

It is impossible to speak of John Craig without referring to the courage

and patience with which he endured the years of suffering, often extremely

intense, which terminated with his death. Through long continued illness,

from which there was little hope of recovery, he never permitted his feelings

to be noticed, or to affect in the slightest degree his work or his relations

with those about him. He gave his lectures, received students, entertained

his friends, went out in society, where his brilliance and charm made him
much in demand, and all so cheerfully that the effort it cost him was never

suspected.

His scientific attainments speak for themselves, and no further word is

necessary. But John Craig was more than a scientist—it was not alone

for the help which was always ready for them that all over the state thou-

sands of men feel his death as a personal loss. He was a man among men,
a friend to them, who visited their farms, and met the problems o>f each

individual with unfailing sympathy and discernment. It was this warmly
human quality, the tremendous outreaching of his enthusiasm and interest,,

no less than his distinguished achievements in the field of Horticulture,

which made John Craig a national figure.

C. S. W.

William Rufus Mann.

With the death of Mr. Mann, which occurred April 10, 1912, at his

home, Sharon, Mass., this society lost another of its oldest life members.

His membership and association from 1871 tied those of us today with the

times of our first President, Marshall P. Wilder, and it was one of Mr.

Mann’s delights to extoll the many virtues of that splendid man and re-

late to the younger members incidents of interest connected with the early

meetings of the society. At the time of his death Mr. Mann was eighty-

eight years and five months of age. Up to the time of his very last serious

illness Mr. Mann was keenly interested in all matters pertaining to his

social, business and public interests. During his later years deafness made
it impracticable to gain much from the meetings of the society; accord-

ingly his interest in its work has been manifest chiefly through corre-

spondence.

In Mr. Mann’s home life there was exemplified the finest traits of his

Puritan-pilgrim ancestry and Sharon’s loss through his death is felt keenly

and deeply. A wife and son survive him, and while an honored and honor-

able citizen of Massachusetts has departed he has left the imprint of his

mind and character on behalf of morality, honor, integrity and industry
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upon the life of his community. Much of the work of the society in its

early days was moulded and influenced in character, tone and results by

the stimulating forces of a group of Massachusetts’ minds among which

that of this departed member was not the least. It is with a sense df

deep regret, and a feeling of irreparable loss that we record on these

pages our tribute to the lives and labors of these men, who in the past

have been such pillars of strength in the promotion and the service of the

society.

Thomas Volney Munson.

At 8 o’clock the 21st day of January, 1913, there passed away the noble

spirit of one of the foremost of our American pomologists, Thomas Volney

Munson. In his seventieth year, and at his home in the suburbs of Den-

ison, Texas, he closed a life that was filled with good deeds, especially for

the pomological world. It is fitting that the American Pomological So-

ciety should permanently record some notes concerning them. Mr. Mun-

son was of New England parentage, but was born at Astoria, Illinois, Sep-

tember 26th, 1843. There he grew to young manhood, getting his early educa-

tion in the public schools of that place. He graduated from the University

of Kentucky in 1870, and was at once chosen as an instructor in natural

science in that institution, which position he occupied for only one year

because of signs of failing health and his desire for a life of practical

horticulture. He married Miss Ellen Scott Bell, of Lexington, Kentucky,

In 1870, and moved to the vicinity of Lincoln, Nebraska, soon after. But

the desire for a home in a milder climate, and an opportunity to engage

in fruit growing and the nursery business led him to locate near Denison,

Texas, in 1876. A love for pomological experimentation dominated his

whole life and among the first of his efforts at his new home in Texas was
the planting of numerous varieties of many kinds of fruits. The grape

was his special favorite, and he at once began the planting of seeds se-

cured from many sources for the production of new varieties. Recogniz-

ing the great need for varieties that would endure the peculiar climatic

conditions of the Southern States, he searched that whole region for species

of wild grapes to use in hybridizing. From these extensive collections,

and others obtained by correspondence with the viticulturists of all parts

of the world, there were produced thousands of seedlings. From these

seedlings other seeds were planted, one generation after another, until it

was possible to select a very few that combined the most desirable points.

To accompany Mr. Munson through his vineyards, and in his explorations

examining the new and old varieties and comparing the growth of vine

and leaf; there productiveness, or the lack of it; to gather and label the

ripe clusters and finally to test their qualities of size, shape, color, flavor,

and all their many good and bad points, under the shade of the trees near
bis house was a treat that any pomologist would surely enjoy and remember
to the end of his days. These rare treats are bright spots in my memory.

From our own American problems in grape culture to those of other

countries was an easy step for this man of wide and penetrating thought.
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He took deep and sympathetic interest in the devastation by phyloxera of

the vineyards of France, and aided materially in furnishing resistant stocks

that have restored them. For this and other services to the viticulture of

France he was given the highest honors that could be awarded, or member-
ship in “The Legion of Honor,” with the title of “Chevalier du Merite

Agricole.”

Other fruits besides the grape received attention at his hands. The
apple, peach, plum, persimmon, and strawberry were among those that

he grew and experimented with, and he was also interested in a general

way in all other classes of fruits and their improvement and culture in

practical ways. Forestry also was a subject he loved and in 1883 he was
given the degree of M. S. by the Kentucky Agricultural College for a

thesis on “The Forests and Trees of Texas.”

In the world of pomology and science generally Professor Munson was

known and highly appreciated. He was a member of the American Pomo-

logical Society for twenty-seven years and its first Vice-President from

1905 until 1909, and contributed freely to its advancement in a literary

way and in every other way possible. He was an active member of sev-

eral leading scientific organizations, and in a literary way Professor Mun-

son’s horticultural work was exceptionally useful. His most notable effort

was the “Foundations of American Grape Culture,” which is a book of

the most complete and exhaustive character. It is a classic on this subject

and a record of the progress of grape culture in America from the early

settlement of the country to the present day.

As a writer in the scientific and rural press of the country he occupied

a prominent place, and the productions of his pen will be missed with re-

gret, for his words were always those of wisdom.

Mr. Munson took a prominent part in the exhibition of fruits at the

various world expositions and other similar fairs and fruit shows, especially

in the line of scientifically classified grapes. His work as judge on sev-

eral occasions was marked with eminent ability.

In his own family he was loved to devotion by his wife and seven

children, all of whom survive to honor his memory, and lament his ab-

sence. His son, William B., is his successor in the extensive nursery bus-

iness, which he founded, and conducted during the later years, in company
with this admirable young man up to the day of hm departure. The mem-
ory of T. V. Munson has the perpetual fragrance that accompanies a noble

life.

H. E. VD.

William Newton Irwin.

There passed away on June 24th, 1911, at Washington, D. C., one of

the able and beloved pomologists of America, Mr. William Newton Irwin.

There was, in his life of over sixty-seven years, nothing that partook of

ostentation or self-advancement, but rather a quiet and strict attention to

the duties of life in every particular. We were friends from childhood and

for over sixty years were intimately associated in many ways, until death
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finally parted ns. There has never been the slightest word or feeling be-

tween us except of the truest and most lovable friendship. Living in Ross

County, Ohio, as children we were practically brought up in our father’s

orchards, which were the best in all that vicinity. We, together, ate and

talked about, in our boyish way, the best apples, pears, peaches and other

fruits that were then known, and thus began our study of American pomol-

ogy. This association was delightful to us up to the last conference we had

in his office in Washington, shortly before his death.

Mr. Irwin was for more than twenty years past one of the assistant

pomologists of the U. S. Department of Agriculture at Washington. When
organizing the Division of Pomology I chose him to be one of the office force,

because of his lifelong contact with fruits of many kinds in several parts of

the country and the deep interest he took in their study. His official work
was to study, identify, describe and record the various specimens that came
from all parts of this country and from abroad as well. He was most expert

and very accurate in this work. The good service that he rendered his country-

men and the pomological world will never be fully known, because of his mod-

est manner. His opinion was sought by everyone who had opportunity to know
of his ability. At fruit fairs he often acted as judge and always in the most
intelligent and acceptable manner.

He became a member of the American Pomological Society in 1891

and although not one of the conspicuous members he was a student of po-

mology whose opinion was valued above the average of its membership. He
is missed by his fellow workers in the field of practical and scientific pomolo-

gy. The last act of his life was to graft and plant out a collection of about 200

varieties of tree fruits many of which were rare. It was his intention to

plant the trees when grown in an experimental orchard, but the fatal “white

plague” carried him away from the labor he loved and a host of friends who
mourn the loss.

Mr. Irwin was born in Ross County, Ohio, May 21st, 1844 and lived there

up to manhood, when he moved to Chanute, Kansas, and from there returned

to the old home in Ohio, whence he came to the office in Washington. His
life up to that time had been spent on the farm in active work, largely of a
horticultural nature, and it was well spent. He left a widow, one son and
three daughters to revere his memory and thousands of friends, of whom
I am one, who misses him daily.

H. E. VD.

Norman J. Colman.

Since our last meeting this society has lost one of its oldest members
by the death of Norman J. Colman of St. Louis, Missouri, Nov. 3rd, 1911.

He was born on a farm near Richfield Springs, New York, May 16th, 1827

and gave up his life, which was spent in the most useful manner, at the ripe

age of nearly eighty-five years. He educated himself for the practice of

law and following the spirit of western pioneering went to Louisville, Ken-
tucky, in 1847, where he taught school for a short time and then practiced

law at New Albany, Indiana until 1852. From there he went to St. Louis,
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Missouri where he again opened a law office but his love for rural life led

him into farming and fruit-growing and to establish a paper—-Column's Rural

World—devoted to these subjects. This paper he edited without inter-

ruption until his death although he had assistance, especially in the later

years.

During the civil war he served in the Union army as Lieutenant Colonel

of volunteers. In 1874 he was elected Lieutenant Governor of Missouri.

In 1885 President Cleveland appointed Mr. Colman as Commissioner of

Agriculture and in this capacity he did his greatest service for agriculture

and all its allied interests. His administration of that office was the first

one of real progress. One of his first steps was the establishment of the

Division of Pomology in the Department of Agriculture, thus giving the

fruit industry proper recognition in the government service. Soon after he
had been installed as head of the department he invited me to consult

with him in regard to certain matters connected with the editing of liis

paper and I made use of the opportunity to suggest the establishment of

the division of pomology at Washington, which met with his most hearty

approval and led to my appointment as its head. In his eagerness) to get

the work begun he did not wait for the action of congress but appointed

me a special agent of the Division of Statistics; “To investigate and report

upon the pomological industry of the United States.’’ This placed the

work on an official footing and led to an appropriation and the formal es-

tablishment of the division on July 1, 1886. It is a matter of pride with me
to know that I was instrumental in beginning the official pomological work
of the government; to have conducted it for the first eight years and to wit-

ness the wonderful development that has followed.

The establishment of the state experiment stations was largely due to

his efforts and he helped to draft the bill that was passed by Congress to

this end. He also established the division of Vegetable Pathology and
Ornithology and Mammalogy, now the Bureau of Biological Survey and
greatly stimulated all the various divisions of the Department of Agriculture.

It was largely due to his efforts that the department was elevated to the

dignity of an executive one and for a short time at the close of his term

as its head he was therefore, the first Secretary of Agriculture and a mem-
ber of the President’s Cabinet.

Mr. Colman was one of the oldest members of the American Pomolog-

ical Society at the time of his death. He became a member in 1869 and

attended many of its meetings. He was also personally interested in horti-

culture and at one time made considerable plantings of fruits where now the

city of St. Louis is solidly built and on his farm several miles in the country.

He was a lover of animals as well as of trees, the horse being his favorite.

He kept a large number of thoroughbred roadsters on his farm, where h©

bred and trained them and then sold them to be used in practical life.

Our last meeting was in March of the year he died, at the pecan orchard

in Louisiana, in which we were both interested. After spending about

ten days looking over the young trees and enjoying the pleasures of the farm

he bid me a loving farewell on the train that took him north and with the

tears streaming down his cheeks he said: “Good-bye Van, and May God
bless you. I shall probably never see you again.” His many good deeds

will bless the world for many years to come. H. E. VD.
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Lowell Byrns Jjidson.

Professor Judson, assistant secretary of this society from 1907-1911,

died March 7, 1911 at the age of thirty-four years and two months. His

early days were spent in the city of his birth, Lansing, Michigan, where

he secured his primary education. He later attended Northwestern Uni-

versity and graduated from Harvard University in 1901, and the Michigan

Agricultural College in 1903. From this date until 1906 he occupied the chair

of Horticulture in the University of Idaho, thence he was called to Cornell

University as assistant Professor in horticulture. While on the Pacific

coast Professor Judson took an active part in the promotion of all matters

pomological and was held in high respect by the foremost workers in fruit

growing throughout that section. In his work at Cornell he became es-

pecially interested in floriculture, sub-tropical fruits and the growing of

vegetables, and was associated with a brother in managing a fruit farm at

Kinderhook, New York. Not only was he a student of the sciences, es-

pecially those pertaining to plant life, but he was an artist and an accom-

plished musician. His versatile talents were a source of delight to his

many friends and auditors. Not infrequently the same convention has been

entertained by him as both a lecturer and a violinist, and with an equal

degree of appreciation. His natural diffidence and aversion to ostentation

was a large element in governing the fact that only a few of the many
people that he met came to fully appreciate his many splendid qualities.

Claudius L. Hoag.

The death of Mr. Hoag on Nov. 12, 1913 at his home in Lockport, New
York, marked the passing of one of America’s foremost workers with fruit.

For over half a century he had been a close student and a devoted experi-

menter with the grape. The names of Hoag and Niagara grape are linked

inseparably. The parent vine of this variety still flourishes on the original

Hoag Homestead, now the State Odd Fellow’s Home.

Mr. Hoag was frequently termed the “Burbank of the vineyards,”

Though educated with the intent of becoming a physician, as a young man
he developed the pioneering trait of his quaker ancestry, and in “forty-nine 9 "

joined with the army of gold-seekers that went to California. On his return
home after several years on the Pacific coast he took up experimental work
in grape culture, and ever since had been an ardent worker in the develop-

ment of this fruit, making the Hoag home in Lockport a famous spot in grape
investigations. He was the last survivor of the charter members of the
Western New York Horticultural Society. Born at Pittstown, Rensselaer
County, New York, January 25, 1825, he lived to make Niagara County of

the same state, notable through its white grape.

A wife and four daughters survive him, as he takes his long sleep,

and he is deeply mourned and sincerely missed by a host of horticultural

friends throughout the country.
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W, F, Heikes.

Major Heikes who became a life member of the Society in 1903 died at

his home in Huntsville, Alabama, August, 1911. He was a quiet modest man
of untiring energy and zeal with a wealth of warm geniality who won a

host of earnest friends through his long years of active business life. He
was of the stock of a famous family of nurserymen. His grandfather Is

cited as the first man who propagated fruit trees by the root graft method
west of the Alleghanies in 1822.

The demise of Mr. Heikes was a severe loss to the nursery trade of the

whole country, the south in particular. The society knew little of him dur-

ing these later years of his very busy life, but felt the force of his loyal

help and influence which was greatly appreciated by those familiar with his

life and labor.

William Smith.

Mr. Smith was born in Canterbury, England, 1,837 and came to this

country at the age of eighteen. He immediately settled in Geneva and at

first was interested in market gardening and afterwards in connection with

his brothers, Thomas and Edward, started in the nursery business under

the firm style of W. T. & E. Smith.

About 1865 Edward Smith withdrew and the business was conducted as

W. & T. Smith until it was incorporated in 1892.

At the time of his death, February 6, 1912, Mr. Smith was President of the

Company. He was also president of the Standard Optical Company of

Geneva and a director in a number of other business and banking organ-

izations.

He was largely interested in educational work, and maintained the

Brook’s Astronomical Observatory. Though never married he was much
Interested in woman’s development and a few years before his death gave

a large part of his means toward the founding of the William Smith College,

and institution established in Geneva, New York, for the higher education

of women.

P. F. Williams.

On December 4th, 1912, at Ashville, N. C., whence he had gone in search

of rest, recreation and Improvement, Professor P. F. Williams of Auburn,

Ala., passed, leaving a young widow, other relatives and many warm friends

to mourn his untimely death. He was a genial, earnest hard-working and
enthusiastic laborer in the horticulture of the South where he was doing a

splendid work. Southern horticulture and American pomology suffer a
distinct loss in the passing of this bright young man and we extend in

deepest sincerity our heartfelt sympathy to his grief stricken wife and

other relatives.—American Pomologist.
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Charles M. Hooker.

Mr. Hooker who was one of the foremost figures in Western New York
horticulture, and a life member of this society died at his home in Roches-

ter, N. Y., August 18, 1913. He was nearly eighty-one years old at the time

of his death and had been a well known personality in the nursery busi-

ness for over sixty years.

In 1873 he discovered the value of paris green as a prevention against

the ravages of the canker worm and tnereby associated his name with the

earliest activities in the modern practices of using insecticides.

As an active factor in building up and mantalning interest in horticul-

tural and pomological associations he will be missed by a host of warm
friends and acquaintances. He was esteemed very highly by those who
were closely associated with him in both public and private enterprise

and leaves a place vacant that his associates find difficult to fill. Tfi©

older members of this society have learned with sincere regret of the pass-

ing of Mr. Hooker even at his full ripe age.

Alexander McNeil.

The death of Mr. McNeil, to whom has been accredited much of the

success of the recent work in co-operative marketing in the Dominion fruit

conferences, and in packing and grading fruit is not only a distinct loss to

Canada but to the pomologists on this side of the line as well.

The writer knew him well for many years and feels a profound personal

loss in his demise. He was a delightful companion in the office, in confer-

ence and afield. A pleasing conversationalist, an affable associate and an

altogether congenial fellow worker with fruits.

Mr. McNeil’s ambition for many years was to see an ideal status of

the fruit industry of Canada. He labored long and hard for improved pack-

ing and marketing methods; he was insistent that better grading should be

done by the growers, that the best transportation services should be rend-

ered the industry.

He was keenly active in all matters pertaining to American fruit grow-

ing and ceaseless in his efforts in behalf of progressive Canadian pomology.

His name will be especially associated with the splendid results accom-

plished by and through the inauguration of the Fruit Marks Act much of the

execution of the measure falling to his charge.

Rest thou, friend in peace;

Eternal joy be thine;

Thy labors here bespeak,

A future life sublime. E. R. L.

Samuel Adams Robinson.

A life member of this society and one of its warmest supporters was
lost to its service in the death of Dr. Robinson. For many years he had been
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an ardent student of fruit culture. He did yeoman service in behalf of

better legislation for the support of the horticultural societies in both Vir-

ginia and Oregon. Though best known among men as a physician, econo-

mist and public welfare worker, Dr. Robinson accomplished In these later

years of life quite as much for horticulture as falls to the lot of most
men to accomplish during a whole life time. He was bom in Franklin,

Pennsylvania, April 3, 1838, and died in Washington, D. O. October 9, 1913.

Many warm friends from all parts of the nation felt deeply shocked and

saddened when the wires of last October announced the death of this

splendid man of peaceful deeds, and it is with a feeling of deepest regrets

that this society records here its last tribute to his sterling qualities as la

man and his interest in pomology.
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